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Foreword
RESEARCH HORIZON

Teaching and Research are found to be inseparable and mutually supportive to each other. Research makes 
learners achievement oriented. Every professor is to act like a scientist, in search of new knowledge. They 
should be encouraged to build a research team consisting of UG and PG students along with lab assistants. 
Institutions must change their culture in favour of research. Research brings more money, more endowments, 
name and fame for institution.

Research and Education are like two ends of a bow. The arrow does not move forward unless the two ends of 
the bow are tightly tied together by a string. Neither end has a force without the support of other. An institution 
needs to bind the two ends together, namely education and research to provide quality education. There is a 
saying that Research and Innovation plays important role in improving the quality of teacher educators. 
Though research is not limited to scholars or academicians, it is scholarly activity and not so simple. 
Researchers require certain skills, capacities, competencies which will be built in teacher educators. 
Research can be used as a tool for personality development. Marityn Chochran from U.K. in 2007 identified 
four metaphors for research in the context of teacher education such as Research as a weapon, Research as 
warranty, Research as Foundation and Research as a Stance. Thus research capacity building creates a 
culture to enhance professional practice in teacher educators which contributes to enhance professionalism 
of teacher.

It is necessary to develop a research attitude among the teachers. There are various ways for developing 
research attitude e.g. through research degrees, publishing research papers, research articles, organizing 
various seminars, conferences, refresher course, workshops etc. One is to write research papers and articles 
to publish these in various national and international research journals.

From a study conducted in the U.K., Swan and Brown (1999) found that authors tended to consider firstly the 
reputation of the journal by using the impact factor, followed by international reach and coverage by 
abstracting and indexing services. They also found that scientists are much more concerned about the 
availability of an electronic version of the journal than are workers in the arts.

It is extremely important to create opportunities for mentoring of researchers by senior scholars from India and 
abroad through discussions / participation in conferences in India and abroad. To discuss new ideas and 
discover fresh perspectives in existing and past issues, it is essential that research institutes and higher 
education institutions, in collaboration with certain policy think tank organize discussion forums and 
conferences. Such events always foster knowledge exchange and allow research culture to be fostered, since 
research papers and empirical analyses are share and disseminated. It also allows free-flow of questioning 
and critique of concepts which enhance research quality of potential researchers. Keeping these points in 
mind, some of the research papers presented in our college during the International Conference on 'Tourism' 

ndand 2  International Conference on Humanities and Sciences on 'Emerging Trends in Multiculturalism' at Bali- 
Indonesia have been included in this journal.

We extend our gratitude towards the research paper contributors, our panel of Experts, Senior Editor, Editorial 
and Advisory Board and Managing Editorial Team. We congratulate the contributors of papers / articles for 
passing through the test of editorial review board.

We are thankful to Shri. Chandrasen Merchant for generously supporting us financially for last fourteen years. 
Without this moral support and active encouragement, it would not be possible for our team to bring out such 
an intellectually enriching publication. We specially thank our Managing Trustees and other members for 
being constant source of motivation for us.
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With warm regards
Yours truly,

Dr. Harshada Rathod (Principal)

Chief Editor (Research Horizons)
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From Senior Editor’s Desk

Yours faithfully,

Prof. Vibhuti Patel

Senior Editor ( Research Horizons )

Tremendous response to Research Horizon in terms of readership, contributors of articles, impact 

factor gives us great sense of fulfillment. As Editorial Team we feel rewarded for our hard work to 

maintain variety of thematic areas and academic quality of submitted articles. We are thankful to our 

experts for giving helpful suggestions to authors after meticulous study of their articles.

This issue of Research Horizon covers frontline issues in finance and commerce, public economics 

with respect to smart versus safe cities, budgetary allocations and social infrastructure.

Articles in English, Gujarati and Hindi literature discuss the legendary and contemporary films and 

literary creations that encompass wide range of issues, from multiculturalism and globalization, 

ecofeminism and tourism academic literature. 

Two articles in Food and Nutrition discuss Fruit Intake and its effect on BMI of working women

And Culinary Culture Creations in Bali: Making the Recognition Concept Work Rather Than Merely 

Debating the Benefit Sharing Concept.

Articles on legal aspect critically reflect on the influence of multiculturalism in the tradition of contract 

from the private law perspective and incorporating the concept of sustainable tourism into legislations 

and regulations In Indonesia.

Articles by psychologists deal with effect of spirituality on sexual attitudes & sexual guilt, the impact of 

gender, age and work tenure on psychological capital  and a review of the psychological, social and 

spiritual benefits of tourism. 

Rich repository of contemporary debates is captured by articles by sociologists who bring to the fore 

women's political voice- feminist interventions in political science research methods, medical tourism: 

with special reference to fertility tourism and surrogacy, women's labour a highlight of poverty tourism, 

factors contributing to the harmonious crossed-marriage between the Balinese and the Chinese in Bali, 

oral tradition as a method of transmission Sumba traditional weaving knowledge and the social practice 

of halal tourism-based religiosity value of Panchasila in the community. 

We request our readers to introduce Research Horizon (its soft copy can be accessed on the website 

http://www.mnwc-sndt.com) to their academic circles, and encourage them to contribute original and 

research based articles for publication in Research Horizon.  

RESEARCH HORIZONS, VOL. 7 SEPT. 2017

Dear Reader,
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The Editorial Board
Chief Editor
Harshada Rathod, Principal and Head, Dept. of  
Maniben Nanavati Women’s College, Mumbai. She is the recipient of 
the Best Teacher Award from the State of Maharashtra in the year 
2003-04. She has completed  a Minor and a Major Research Project 
funded by the University Grants Commission (UGC). She has 
presented more  than 80 papers at  the national level and about 10 
papers at the international level. She has authored more than 90 
research articles in various journals and 21 research publications in 
the edited books. She has presented research papers at 
Australia,Srilanka, Mauritius and Indonesia. She is a research guide 
for the Ph. D students  in the subject of Economics. She is the 
Member of the Senate, Member of Board of Students Welfare, Board 
of Cont. Ed., Adult Edu. & Ext. Work, Member of FAQ  at  SNDT 
Women's University, Member of Sexual Herassment Cell and Ethic 
Committee at Balabhai Nanavati Hospital

Economics, 

Senior Editor
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Dr. Vibhuti Patel is Professor, Advanced Centre for Women's Studies, 

School of Development Studies, Tata Institute of Social Sciences, 

Mumbai. She retired as Professor and Head of Economics Department 

of SNDT Women's University, Mumbai. Her areas of specialisation have 

been Gender Economics, Women's Studies, Human Rights, Social 

movements and Gender Budgeting. She has authored Women's 

Challenges of the New Millennium (2002), co-authored Reaching for 

Half the Sky (1985), Indian Women Change and Challenge (1985) and 

Status Report for ICSSR- Critical Evaluation of Women's Studies 

Researches during 1947-1988 (1989). She is co-editor of series of 15 

volumes- Empowering Women Worldwide. She has edited 2 books 

namely Discourse on Women and Empowerment (2009) and Girls 

and Girlhoods at the Threshold of Youth and Gender (2010).  She 

has been a member of Expert Committee for School of Gender and 

Development Studies as well as School of Extension Education of 

IGNOU, Ministry of Science &Technology, Government of India and 

National Council of Education, Research and Training NCERT (Delhi) 

during 2005-2012. She prepared base paper on Gender for Mumbai 

Human Development Report, 2009 and on “Socioeconomics Status of 

Muslims in Maharashtra” for Maharashtra State Minority Commission, 

Government of Maharashtra, 2013. She has submitted base paper on 

Gender for Human Development Report of Mumbai Metropolitan 

Region commission by Mumbai Metropolitan Regional Development 

Authority, Mumbai. For UGC e pg-pathshala, She has contributed 9 

modules for paper on “Women and Economics” for MA in Women's 

Studies and 7 modules for “Women's Studies” in MA in Adult and 

Continuing Education.
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Dr. Poornima Madhavan (USA) is Associate Professor, Dept. of Psychology, Old Dominion
University(ODU) where she also holds affliated faculty positions in the Virginia Modeling,
Analysis and Simulation Centre (VMASC), the Climate Change and Sea Level Rise Initiative
(CCSLRI), the Homeland Security Research Group and Vision Lab. Currently,    she is also
the Director of the Undergraduate  Research Program within the Honours College at ODU.
She received her Ph.D in Human Factors (Engineering Psychology) from the Aviation Human
Factors Division at the University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign. She was a Post Doctoral
Fellow at Dynamic Decision Making Laboratory at Carnegie Mellon University. She has several
publications in the form of books, book chapters and research articles. She has been awarded
for her achievements by American Psychological Association, US Dept. of Homeland Security,

South Eastern Psychological Association and others.

Dr. Anita Kapoor(USA) is the Chief Editor of ‘Yadein’, a well known Hindi newspaper
published in USA. Her double post graduate studies include Hindi as well as  English

literatures. Her Ph.D thesis was based on  English Literature. Her Diploma studies include
courses on Journalism and Music (Sitar). She has various publications to her credit. She
has been awarded with many covetous prizes including ‘International Journalism Award
(2012) International Community Puraskar and others.

Prof. Justin Paul (USA) is currently a faculty member in  University of Washington,  Foster
School of  Business. He has authored several books including Business Environment,
International Marketing, Exim Management and others  published by Oxford University Press.

His case studies and articles have been published by Harvard Business School, Ivey Business
School and by leading  newspapers of USA.

Penn Kemp(Canada) is a poet, novelist, play wright and sound poet. She became  London’s
(Ontario) first poet laureate. Some of her poetic works include Vocal Braiding. Sarasvati

Scapes and others in English and Quand cesse le temps in French.

Prof. Alice Clark (USA) is Instructor, The Culture of India - Roots of Tradition and Change  -
UCB- Extension  Online,  University of California. Her areas of teaching  expertise   include
the culture of India, international human rights, world history-ancient and modern, modern
South Asian history, women and development and cross cultural communication. She has
several publications to her credit and is professionally connected to  Association for Asian
Studies and Population Association of America.

Editorial  Advisory Board
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Dr. Jaya Earnest (Australia) is Associate Professor of International Health and the Director of 
Graduate Studies in the Faculty of Health Sciences at Curtin University in Western Australia. A 
Social Scientist, Medical Sociologist and Educator, Jaya holds a MA from SNDT Women’s 
University, India, an Advanced Certificate in Education from the University of Bath, UK and a 
PhD from Curtin University in Western Australia. She has worked as an multi-disciplinary 
educator and researcher for 26 years in India, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, East Timor and 
Australia. In 2010, she was awarded a National Award for University Teaching by the Australian 
Learning and Teaching Council. In 2013, she awarded a Fellowship of the Public Health 
Association of Australia. Dr Earnest is on the National Board of the Public Health Association of 
Australia, and is also a Board Member of ISHAR – a multicultural women’s health organisation 
in Western Australia. Her central research interests focus on health inequalities, the social 
determinants of health, post-conflict adversity on women and youth; refugee and migrant 
populations, HIV and participatory research.
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Editorial  Advisory Board
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Prof. Sitanshu Yashaschandra  A Fulbright Scholar and a Ford West European Fellowship recipient, 
Yashaschandra has a Ph. D.  in Comparative Literature from USA and another Ph. D. in Indian poetics from 
Mumbai. He worked as Vice Chancellor (Saurashtra University), UGC Emeritus Professor and National 
Lecturer, as well as Chief Editor of the Encyclopedia of Indian Literature (Sahitya Akademi). He has taught, 
as Professor and Chair of Gujarati, at the M. S. University of Baroda, from 1972, and has been a visiting 
Professor at the Sorbonne University (Paris), University of Pennsylvania, the Loyola Marymount University 
(Los Angeles), and Jadavpur University (Kolkata). His creative and critical theory work is mainly in Gujarati 
but has been widely translated into English and Hindi and many other languages. He has translated 
several works of poetry, drama and criticism from English to Gujarati. Tokhaar, his adaptation of Peter 
Shaffer's Equus was hailed as a landmark play in modern Gujarati theatre. His  poetry anthologies include  
Odysseusnu-n Halesu-n (1975), Jatayu (1986), Mohen-jo-dado (Audio-book in 1990)  and Vakhaar 
(2008).A few of his plays are  Kem Makanji kyan chalya ( 1999), A Manas Madrasi Laage Chhe( 1999),  
Khagras (1999), Ashvatthama aje pan jive chhe ane hanay chhe (2001),  Nakkamo Manas Chhe 
Narasimha Maheta ( 2008) and   Akhaani Olakhaano ( 2009). 

Dr. Usha Thakkar is President, Mani Bhavan Gandhi Sangrahalaya, Mumbai. She retired as Professor 
and Head, Department of Political Science, SNDT Women’s University, Mumbai. She has done 
postdoctoral research at the University of Chicago on Fulbright Fellowship and at Cornell University on Sr. 
Fulbright Fellowship and at York University (Canada) on WID Fellowship from the Shastri Indo-Canadian 
Institute. She was also Visiting Fellow at Sheffield City Polytechnic, UK. She has been Vice-President, 
Asiatic Society of Mumbai, and also of Banasthali Vidyapith (Deemed University of Women), Rajasthan. 
Her research areas are Gandhian Studies, Women’s Studies,  and Indian Politics. She has presented 
papers at many national and international conferences and has contributed in many prestigious journals. 
Her publications include Understanding Gandhi (co-edited), Women in Indian Society (co-author), Zero 
Point Bombay: In and AroundHorniman Circle (co-editor), Culture and making of Identity in Contemporary 
India (co-editor), Politics in Maharashtra(co-editor),Kautilya’s Arthashastra (co-author) and Women’s 
Studies Series (in Gujarati, co-editor). She is connected with many educational institutions.

Prof. Hanna Westberg, (Sweden) Associate Professor, has been, since 1980, specialising in research on 
gender and gender mainstreaming in working life. She now works as a Consultant in the Innovation 
System Triple Steelix in cooperation with research at Lulea Technical University, in the Division of Gender, 
Technology and Organisation, She is also affiliated to the Department of Work Science, University of 
Gothenburg to work in a project Gender, Health promotion in Working Life, which is Partner Driven 
Cooperation, Sweden-India. Her Leadership and recent publications include articles on Gender and 
Sustainable Growth. Gender Segregation and Equal Opportunity Work in Organisations and Gender 
Segregation and Learning in Working Life.

Dr. Saoko Funada is a lecturer of English at Beppu University, Japan. She earned a Ph.D. in English 
language and literature from Hiroshima University in 2012. Her main focus is on the study of Charles 
Dickens's figurative expressions such as metaphor, metonymy and simile, by which the author 
mainly describes various people or substances vividly and humorously. She has investigated the 
linguistic mechanisms of these tropes from semantic and cognitive perspectives in order to highlight 
the correlation between the two references (i.e. the topic and the vehicle) included in his 
expressions.

Dr. Manjusha Molwane is the Joint Director of Higher Education, Mumbai. She has a rich experience of 
teaching and administration for more than nineteen years. She is associated with MPSC examinations 
and has been the resource person for many courses recognised by UGC and at national and international 
conferences. She has authored 3 books in Marathi and 1 in English and written many articles in 
international / national publications. She has drafted Government Resolution as a Committee Member 
and assisted in writing project Implementation Plan (PIP) of World Bank Project with the help of UNICEF. 
Four projects on nutrition have been taken up by her with the help of K.E.M. Hospital, Taj Hotel Group, 
Hellen Keller International, Sprinkles and Dept. of Women & Child Development, Govt. of Maharasthtra. 
The office of the Joint Director, Higher Education, Mumbai, acquired ISO 9001-2008 certification under her 
auspices.
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Prof. S. John Michael Raj, is retired professor of Psychology from the Deaprtment of Psychology, 
Bharathiar University, Coimbatore. He guides doctoral students in the field of Motivational 
Dynamics, Personality Orientation, Well-Being, Cyber Psychology, Counseling Psychology and 
the Psychology of Marriage. He has served as Sectional President, Anthropological and 
Behavioral Sciences of the Indian Science Congress Association. He has also offered his 
expertise in the area of Pre-Marital Discourse at the Diocese of Coimbatore. 

Prof. Kaushalnath Upadhyay is Professor, Dept. of Hindi, Jayanarayan Vyas University, Jodhpur 

and Editor of "Srujan Bharti" a quarterly magazine. He has been awarded with Sahastrabdi Hindi 

Samman, Sahitya Srujan Shiromani Samman and others. His areas of publications include 

poetry, criticism and research articles in Hindi.

Prof. Prasad Brahmbhatt is Professor and Director, Academic Staff College, Gujarat 
University, Ahmedabad. He is the recipient of many awards and prizes. He received First 
Prize for Biography ‘Sardar Prasang Parag’ (2000) from Guj. Sahitya Akademi. He has 99 
books  of publications in his repertoire and more than 250 articles in leading journals and 
magazines. 8  Ph.D students and 38 M. Phil students have completed their research studies 
under his able guidance.

Dr. Chandrika Raval  is Professor, Post Graduate Department of Sociology,  Gujarat University. 

Her areas of specialisation are Women’s Studies, Industrial Sociology and Education. She has 

edited three books  and authored more than 10 books in her areas of expertise.

Dr. Rupalee Burke  is Associate Professor and Head of the English Department at Shree 
Sahajanand Vanijya Mahavidyalaya, Ahmedabad, since 1991.  She is a research guide at the 
Gujarat University, Ahmedabad. She has many published research articles to her credit. She has 
been contributing to several journals (print and online), magazines, anthologies and 
organisations as writer, critic, editor, translator and transliterator. She writes and translates in 
English, Gujarati and Hindi.  Numerous of her English translations of the literature of Gujarat have 
been published over the last 15 years. Among her latest publications in the field of translation are 
English translations of poems in Gujarati as well as  languages of Gujarat such as Chaudhari 
Bhili, Rathwi, Vasavi,  Dehwali published in Indian Literature, Yapan Chitra and Hindi translations 
of poems in Mishing language of Assam in Vahi. She is on the Editorial Board of Adilok, a Gujarati 
journal of Adivasi life-ways and on the Advisory Board of Shabdasar, a Gujarati journal of 
literature and art. 
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Dr. Saoko Funada is a lecturer of English at Beppu University, Japan. She earned a Ph.D. in English 

language and literature from Hiroshima University in 2012. Her main focus is on the study of Charles 

Dickens's figurative expressions such as metaphor, metonymy and simile, by which the author mainly 

describes various people or substances vividly and humorously. She has investigated the linguistic 

mechanisms of these tropes from semantic and cognitive perspectives in order to highlight the correlation 

between the two references (i.e. the topic and the vehicle) included in his expressions.

Dr. Usha Upadhyay (Poet and Critic), is Professor and Head, Gujarati Language and Literature, Gujarat 

Vidyapith, Ahmedabad. She is also the Dean of Arts faculty. Her literary contribution includes Poetry, 

Criticism, Research, Compilation, One Act Play, Children Stories, Translations. She has published 32 books 

till date. She has also won many state and national level awards for Gujarati and Hindi literary contributions 

including Sahitya Darshan Samaan, Bhagini Nivedita Prize, Batubhai Umarwadia Prize and others. She is 

also the  Secretary (Publications), Gujarati Sahitya Parishad, Ahmedabad. She was holding the position of 

President of 'Gujaratino Adhyapak Sangh' (Association of Gujarati Professors 2016-17).

Dr. Anuradha Sovani is Professor and Head, Department of Psychology, SNDT Women's University, 

Mumbai. She has formerly headed Department of Applied Psychology, University of Mumbai.  Trustee and 

Consultant, Institute for Psychological Health, Thane, Maharashtra. Has successfully guided ten Doctoral 

students, one has submitted the thesis and four more working towards doctoral degree.  She has authored 

various books on Mental Health, 65 research papers in national and international journals, and book 

chapters in National and International publications. She is working on a Shastri Indo Canadian Research 

Grant project with University of British Columbia and has completed a collaborative study with University of 

East Anglia. A project with Upstate University, NY is in the planning stages. She has served as Consultant to 

National and State level bodies like National Institute for the Mentally Handicapped Secunderabad, 

Rehabilitation Council of India, IGNOU, HSC board , the Maharashtra State Mental Health Authority, 

Yashada, Pune, Institute for Vocational Guidance and Selection, Maharashtra, and the Thane Police cell for 

Women's welfare, the Saamajik Suraksha Kaksh. She currently serves on Core Committee for 

Rehabilitation, Department of Health Services, Maharashtra State, and Rugna Kalyan Samiti (patient 

welfare), Regional Mental Hospital, Thane, Maharashtra.

Dr. Pawan Agarwal is Professor of Hindi and Modern Languages department at University of Lucknow, Uttar 

Pradesh. He has been teaching since twenty-six years and has guided 34 Ph.D's and 23 M.Phil candidates. 

He has published thirteen books and thirty research papers. He has won various awards including Shri Tulsi 

Samman, Sahitya Shri Samman. He has made ten educational documentaries with UGC sponsorships. He 

has coordinated many government projects and has held various administrative positions at Lucknow 

University.

Dr. Pratima  Dave (Retd.) was the Ex Head of the Department of Language Teaching & Applied Linguistics. 

S. N. D. T Women's University, Mumbai. She has written 6 books and translated 2 books from Marathi into 

Hindi.  She received the  Sahitya Academi  (Maharshtra) Award (2006) for best translation for Anandi Gopal- 

Marathi classic written by Shri Pad Joshi into Hindi. She is also a free lance translator. 

Editorial Review Board
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LIQUIDITY AND PROFITABILITY:
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES IN INDIA
*Dr Arvind A Dhond

ABSTRACT

A firm is required to maintain a balance between liquidity and profitability while conducting its day-to-

day operations. This paper analyzes the relationship between liquidity and profitability in a group of

companies comprising the major pharmaceutical companies in India between 2011 and 2015. The aim of

this work is to verify the relationship between these two indicators over the short term, and also to

observe their relationship. Using the financial data published by the companies, the relationship was

studied with the help of statistical procedures. Surprisingly the results indicated a significant positive

correlation between liquidity and profitability on the short run, contradicting the main literature in financial

management

Keywords : Liquidity, Profitability, Funds, Ratio, Dilemma, Short Term. nt.

Prologue

Modern days finance manager has to manage financial resources judiciously. The liquidity and profitability

goals conflict in most decisions which the finance manager makes. Often a challenge usually arises in deciding

whether to favor liquidity or profitability. It is not possible to favour both in one single decision. The more

liquidity a firm maintains, the lesser profitability will be achieved. Likewise, the lesser liquidity the firm decide to

maintain, the more financial resources it is able to channelise towards its fixed capital investments which eventually

leads to more profitability. Thus a financial manager has to ensure on one hand that the firm has adequate cash

to pay for its creditors, has sufficient cash to make unexpected large purchases and cash reserve to meet

emergencies, while on the other hand, he has to ensure that the funds of the firm are used so as to yield the

highest return. This poses a dilemma of maintaining liquidity or profitability. A proper management of liquidity

could result in the desired impact on profitability and vice-versa.

Parameters of the Study

(a) Liquidity is a precondition to ensure that firms are able to meet its short-term obligations. The ‘liquidity

position’ in a company is measured based on the ‘current ratio’ and the ‘quick ratio’.

(b) Profitability is a measure of the amount by which a company’s revenues exceeds its relevant expenses. The

‘profitability position’ of a company is measured using the ‘gross profit margin’ and the ‘net profit margin’.

Review of Literature

(a) Hyun-Han Shin and Luc Soenen (1998) have focused their study on efficiency in working capital management

and corporate profitability of 58,985 firms covering a period from 1975-1994. The study found that there

exist a strong and positive relationship between liquidity and profitability.

(b) Marques and Braga (1995) confirmed the inverse relationship between liquidity and profitability for a

sample of food companies.

COMMERCE
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(c) Blatt (2001), found a negative relationship between liquidity and profitability, measured by Dynamic Model

and profitability.

(d) Eljelly (2004) elucidated that efficient liquidity management involves planning and controlling current assets

and current liabilities in such a manner that eliminates the risk of inability to meet due short-term obligations

and avoids excessive investment in current asset.

Rationale of the Study

The work is justified because all the researched concepts are widely known and accepted, i.e. there is a wide

literature inside the financial management area regarding the concepts of liquidity and profitability. There is a

need felt for the present study to study the relationship between liquidity and profitability because of differences

in the inferences of results obtained as indicated in the review of literature so as to reconcile their findings with

logical conclusion, however for a different group of companies from a different business segment and into a

different period.

For this purpose the liquidity and profitability ratios of five pharmaceutical companies over a five year period

were computed and analysed in order to understand the relationship between liquidity and profitability.

Objectives of the Study

(a) To study the inter-relationship of liquidity and profitability in the pharmaceutical sector.

(b) To compute the profitability, liquidity and solvency ratios of the select sample firms.

(c) To analyse liquidity and profitability ratios of five pharmaceutical companies over a five year period and

draw inferences therefrom.

Hypothesis

Hypothesis: On the short term the relationship between liquidity and profitability is negative.

The research paper aims at testing the research question - Is there a negative relationship between liquidity and

profitability on the short run?

Research Methodology

This study is an analytical research. The sample size of the study is five years from 2011 to 2015 wherein five

companies from the pharmaceutical sector which are listed on BSE are selected based on ‘Top Global Pharma

Companies’ industry ranking. The secondary data is collected from the records of the select units from the

published financial statements in the company’s annual reports which included the Balance Sheet and Profit

and Loss Account of the company. Further analysis of the data is made using certain financial tools and

techniques as ratio analysis as well as assessment of the statistical significance of such data is undertaken using

the Pearson’s Correlation coefficient.

Data Analysis and Findings

Table-1: Analysis of Financial Data of Select Pharmaceutical Companies
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(Source: Data Computed by Researcher)

INFERENCES AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING

The results of correlation between liquidity and profitability testing of the above five pharmaceutical companies

shows in sixteen out of twenty cases there exists a positive correlation and in only four cases there is a negative

relationship. Except in four instances, there is a positive correlation between the movement in the profitability

ratios and the liquidity ratios.

On testing the hypothesis in order to determine whether the short term relationship between liquidity and

profitability is negative. This hypothesis was rejected for 80 percent (16 out of 20 instances) of the cases for the

studied group; as the correlation between the two variables was significantly positive. Hence it can be concluded

that there exists a strong and positive relationship between liquidity and profitability in the short term.

The results indicated that for the studied companies, on the short term the higher the liquidity level of the

company, the higher is its profitability. The correlation between liquidity and profitability ratios indicate that

liquidity and profitability could goes hand-in-hand. It contradicts the usual findings from the literature, indicating

that for this sample of pharmaceutical companies the dilemma between liquidity and profitability on the short

term does not exist.

The reason for this different result is that the pharmaceutical sector may differ from the segments analyzed in

other studies. The operation of the pharmaceutical sector demands a high amount of current expenses thus a

higher level of working capital may be directly related to the capability of reducing the costs, and thus being

able to obtain higher profits.
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UTILITY OF THE STUDY

Despite the limited scope of this study, the observations would suggest that a company while planning working

capital need not maintain a trade-off between the two as is usually felt. In the light of the above, financial

managers would need to reflect on the implications of each decision that usually involves a trade-off between

liquidity and profitability. It would also be useful to assess the effect of one decision involving this trade-off vis-

à-vis another, so that an overall view can be taken.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

(a) The study is for a short term period of five accounting years from 2011 to 2015.

(b) The main constraint of this study is considered as the data used is secondary.

(c) The data was collected based on the company annual report. Hence its accuracy depends on honesty in

reporting of accounting information.

EPILOGUE

According to Chandra (2001, p.72), normally a high liquidity is considered to be a sign of financial strength,

however a high liquidity can be as undesirable as a situation of low liquidity. This would be a consequence of

the fact that current assets are usually the less profitable than the fixed assets. It means that the money invested

in current assets generates lesser returns then fixed assets, representing thus an opportunity cost. Besides that,

the amount employed in current asset generates additional costs for maintenance, thus thereby reducing the

profitability of the company. It is therefore an important task for the financial manager to achieve the appropriate

balance between adequate liquidity and a reasonable return for the company. The financial health of the

company can be improved if stringent control is exercised on raw materials, stores and spares, finished goods,

collection of receivables and also by reducing the unprofitable investment blocked in current assets as well as

reducing the unwarranted overdraft and short term bank borrowings. Management of working capital has

indeed achieved a higher importance in the management of corporate finance due to its impact on profitability.
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GLOBALIZATION & CULTURE: ISSUES AND PERSPECTIVES
IN INDIA

*Harshada Rathod

ABSTRACT

There exists a long tradition of research and analysis in India on the conceptual and substantive dimensions

of culture at various levels of its existence: the local, the regional and the national. The anxieties about

the impact of globalization and marketization of economy, media and information systems, the leisure

and style of life etc., which have direct impact upon the symbolic contents and the foundations of the

tradition, have today generated anxious debate among the scholars, the people and the political parties

on the policy responses of the state.

The new institutional innovations that globalization may bring about in society are: market, trade and

finance, communication and media, technology and science, migration and inter-cultural transactions.

There are related issues of tourism, mobility of professionals and the emergence of diasporic sub-cultures.

It has been experienced that every step of movement towards economic, political and cultural

modernization, taken by the state in India, is responded to by the people with an enhanced sense of self-

consciousness and awareness of identity. Cultural modernization, sponsored by the forces of globalization,

is resented if it encroaches upon or does not promote the core cultural values of society, its language,

social practices and styles of life.

Keywords : Globalization, Local Culture, Global Market & Trade, Inter-Cultural Transactions, Social and

Political Institutions.

Introduction:
There exists a long tradition of research and analysis in India on the conceptual and substantive dimensions of
culture at various levels of its existence: the local, the regional and the national. The anxieties about the impact
of globalization and marketization of economy, media and information systems, the leisure and style of life etc.,
which have direct impact upon the symbolic contents and the foundations of the tradition, have today generated
anxious debate among the scholars, the people and the political parties on the policy responses of the state.
Such policy has long been in the making, but today the process of globalization and its impact on culture,
both local and national, give it a new urgency (Singh, 1994). In most studies of cultural change in India the
significance of locality and local culture and its relationship with the nation-state and the national culture has
been widely recognized.

Globalization, as a process, has far-reaching cultural potential. India, which still remains largely a nation of
peasants and working classes totaling about 70 per cent of population, renders the influence of the institutional
structures of globalization to some extent self limiting. The process is further constrained due to illiteracy about
30 per cent of population. Nevertheless, a very high rate of growth of the middle classes now ranging between
150 and 200 million. There are strong social, political and cultural movements that are extremely suspicious of
new institutions and linkages which globalization brings into wake in society.

The global culture and its impact on Indian society has been widely discussed (Kothari, 1995, 1995b; Singh,
1994; Krishna Kumar, 1996; Peggy Mohan, 1995) in the recent social science publications. The new institutional
innovations that globalization may bring about in society are: market, trade and finance, communication and
media, technology and science, migration and inter-cultural transactions. There are related issues of tourism,
mobility of professionals and the emergence of diasporic sub-cultures. In social structural terms, globalization
is a historical process of transition from the agrarian-industrial post-industrial and finally the stage of the information
society (Dissanayake, 1988).

ECONOMICS
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Objectives:

1. To evaluate the implications of globalization on market, trade and finance.

2. To examine implications of globalization on communication and media, technology and science, migration

and inter-cultural transactions.

3. To find out implications of globalization on local cultures and social and political institutions.

Cultural Impact of Global Trade and Market

The scope of trade and market which are accelerated by the process of globalization poses formidable cultural

problems in both the developed and the developing societies. In India, which traditionally had quite a developed

pre-industrial base of trade and market, the impact of the changing role of these institutions has been gradual.

The market and trade relations continue to be located in local cultures even today. (Ostor, 1980). Also, the

economic policy of India upto the 1980s has been that of import-substitution and protectionism in trade and

market. The full momentum of the globalization of economy started from 1990s onwards, but many checks

and balances continue to persist. The new changes have been noticed in the lifestyle, consumption pattern,

production of cultural objects and their circulation (marketing) and usages, in the cultural ecology and habitat

and the religious practices etc. These changes have altered the traditional modes of cultural expressions,

usages of language and communication media at the local, regional and national levels.

The forces of industrialization and developments in agriculture had a major impact upon the consumption style

of people. The Green Revolution in agriculture during the 1970s gave spurt the changes in the consumption

style of villagers which will then was largely a preserve of the residents in cities and metropolises. Various

rounds of the surveys conducted by the National Sample Survey (NSS) and Anthropological survey amply

testify to the changing patterns of consumption and lifestyle, both in the urban centres and the countryside.

The NSS data show noticeable decline in the consumption of cereals both by the rich and the poor in India.

The shift is towards consumption of milk, poultry and meat products. It is a phenomenon universal to the

process of economic development.

This decline is a part of a secular change in the composition of the Indian diet; consumers, both rich and poor,

are spending relatively more on the non-cereal food such as milk and meat than on the cereals. Some authors

have argued that such shifts in expenditure shares are not merely a reflection of increased prosperity; rather

food preferences have been changing over time (Meenakshi, 1996; Radhakrishnan and Ravi, 1992).

The electrification in villages has changed the energy-use pattern, particularly in the suburban villages; in

remote villages, the use of firewood and cowdung is still common, although “the tribals are less dependent on

cowdung than other communities. Sawdust is a new source of energy. The use of kerosene oil is widespread.

Gobar gas plants have yet to make a major impact, and the use of Gobar gas plants have yet to make a major

impact, and the use of solar energy has only made a beginning” (Singh, 1992:93). The expansion of road

networks and means of communication has brought about some homogenization in tastes and consumption

patterns, such as increased popularity of tea, coffee, egg, meat and fish. Following the Green Revolution, the

country is now going through a White Revolution being the largest gross producer of milk in the world.

The use of synthetic materials for utensils, jars and cans is now common. Yet, most such artifacts still maintain

ethnic tastes and designs and the traditional forms. A remarkable change in the style and pattern of women’s

wear has taken place. It is marked by a shift from saris to salwar kameez.

The middle classes are increasingly taking to use of designer dressed marketed by the multinationals. The

uses of cosmetics, soaps and detergents have reached all sections of the people in India. The vocation of

beauticians, and the number of beauty parlors and health clubs, etc., have grown very rapidly. The changes
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are more remarkable in the lifestyles of youth and the adolescents, but the elderly are not totally apathic or

untouched by these changes.

Culturally, therefore, the new changes may not have deeply subversive effect upon the core traditional values or

the worldview of the people. Yet, one witnesses periodic incidence of consumer resistance against multinationals

promoting new consumer goods or agro-products; e.g., sporadic movements against products like McDonald’s

hamburger and Kentucky fried chicken; farmers are resisting the penetration of agro-multinationals in the

production of seeds, herbs, new cereals, etc.

The changes in consumption and lifestyle have been accelerated by the market forces and their changing

structure. India has had a developed private markets are not only extensive in their network, they also perform

qualitatively new functions. With such an extensive network of markets and with changing style of living, the

challenges of globalization to local culture in India assume deeper significance. A part of the change is related

to the shift in occupation which has occurred in a very substantial measure. There no longer exists a link

between caste or community and the hereditary occupation.

Economists have also observed substantial rise is non-agricultural occupations in the country side due mainly

to the changes in the style of life consequent upon increased uses of consumer durables such as bicycles,

motor-cycles, jeeps and electronic devices like radio, television and audio/ video systems. Links with roads,

railways and proliferation of developmental institutions have further augmented this process.

Markets are the vital mechanisms through which globalization extends its reach. There are significant areas

where it has a disruptive influence upon the local cultures. For example, globalization of markets has led to

conservation of traditional objects of art and aesthetics having mostly ritual uses in the local communities into

marketable commodities. This has not only rapidly disrupted the autonomy of folk cultures, but also destabilized

the life of the artisans by creating new networks of competition and price war and a new class of exploitative

middle men.

It has disrupted the balance in the cultural, social and economic life of many communities including tribes,

artisans, traditional cultural performers, etc. Being in minority and economically vulnerable, these communities

suffer loss of their cultural identity the most in the process of globalization.

Globalization of Communication, Media and Local Cultures

Most revolutionary aspect of cultural, social and economic globalization is reflected in the advances in technology

of communication. The electronic media of communication such as radio, television, computer networks via

satellites, paging services, telephony, electronic mail and Internet web, etc., are modes of communication

which are revolutionizing the banking, trade and management practices, uses of culture and leisure, and most

other modes of inter-cultural and inter-group communicative actions. It is possible to have individual to individual,

group to individual and group to group communication contacts globally. Most of these media transcend the

territorial national cultural boundaries.

The notions of time, space and symbolism of culture undergo new transformation of meanings under the

impact of these new telecommunication technologies. Its impact on cultures – local, regional and national – is

multifaceted and can be integrative as well as disruptive. Moreover, these changes play a strategic role in the

process of social, economic and technological development of society.

For centuries India remained largely an ‘oral society’. The oral mode of communication played a major role in

its freedom movement, the incidence of illiteracy being very high. The print media soon added a new dimension

to communication process. After independence, the Indian Constitution guaranteed its citizens “the right to
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freedom of speech and expression”, and the new policies about the press were evolved by a series of Press

Commissions.

The Press Commission recommended to promote development of Indian languages news agencies, and to

oversee their financial health; to provide development assistance to the press, especially to the small and

medium newspapers; and to assist the emergence and growth of daily newspapers in remote and interior areas.

Thus, the policy has been oriented to the protection and development of local and regional linguistic and

cultural aspirations and interests. In addition, there are several other agencies and services provided by the

government to promote newspapers in India.

Besides the major telecommunication means, viz., radio, television and films, the role of telephones,

mobilephones, email, fax, Internet, etc., is also expanding. The radio, even today, continues to be the most

accessible mass-based medium. It broadcasts educational, developmental, informative and entertainment

oriented programmes in almost all regional languages in India. In addition, it also broadcasts programmes of

national interest including regular news. There are local, regional and national channels, besides an external

services division, which cater to various types of entertainment, information and developmental needs for

expatriates. Specific programmes for children, women, farmers and on matters related to health, sports, etc.,

have a priority in radio broadcasts.

Films have played a very important role in India, and even today remain the most popular form of entertainment

and recreation. They have also played a crucial part from time to time in promoting educational and reformative

values. They have proved to be a major source of linguistic and cultural integration.

Films have also been produced in languages of the smaller communities reflecting local or regional cultures

such as Manipuri, Konkani, Urdu, Garhwali, Rajasthani, etc.

India launched eight INSAT- series satellites which have contributed to a massive expansion of the Doordarshan.

Doordarshan now showcases educational programmes, entertainment channel, infotainment channel with

programmes on culture and current affairs. Movie Club and offering  24 hours current affairs programmes.

With new impetus towards globalization of telecommunication, the Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd. (VSNL) has

been established which administers policies approved by the government in the domain of global communication.

It offers service of cellular telephone with roaming facilities – regionally, nationally and internationally. India, with

its new policy of liberalization and privatization of telecommunication, is now moving fast towards global

linkages – economic, cultural and social.

There is clear evidence that electronic mass communication has revolutionized economic growth, trade and

banking practices and exchange of information in health, management, profession, etc., leading to new growth

possibilities. These are making growth-related outputs with global linkages. The new means of communication

also augment and empower the local communities, local cultures and minority sects by extending the reach of

their interactions. The cultural and emotional bonds are strengthened due to their global reach through new

telecommunication linkages, e.g., video-meetings, tele-discussions, etc. The new media also creates ‘virtual’

communities and cultural enclaves by offering the possibility of sustained communicative interaction among

members scattered in far off places.

Apart from such empowering impact, the local communities and cultures are also inspired by the new

telecommunication media to reassert their cultural identity and reinforce their resilience. This is particularly true

in India where in course of three decades of exposure to mass culture of films, radio, television, video, etc., the

self-consciousness of the local cultures and communities has not diminished. It has become more articulate
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about its identity and interests. Globalization, therefore, not only makes people’s sense of cultural identity and

cultural values more caring of a shared existence within diversity, but it also makes them highly critical and

conscious about the ‘hidden packages’ of self-serving ideologies in communication.

Globalization of Local Cultures, Social and Political Institution:

 The process of globalization has triggered off forces of change which have set people rethinking about the

political institutions such as the state, the democracy and the civil society. New thinking is taking place about

the changing role of nation-state, its sovereignty and the role of political party, etc., under the growing forces

of globalization. The changing relationship between the state and the civil society, following globalization of

economy and pluralization of cultures, now poses a major problem in most societies, both developed and the

developing.

The policy of positive discrimination favoring the weakest communities amongst the caste groups, the tribes

and the backward classes. Reservations are provided for these communities in educational institutions, political

offices and government services. The tribal policy of the government has consistently aimed at encouraging

their autonomous growth with protection to their local culture. There is an innerline protection policy pursued

by the government which protects tribals from intrusion by outsiders from other states or the foreigners.

During the past few decades, these forces have progressively gained more and more strength giving impetus to

movements towards strengthening the institutions of the civil society. The role of the non-governmental agencies

has been pivotal in this process.

Women have been accorded 33 per cent reservation in the council of the village panchayats, this for the first

time empowering them to have a more decisive role in formulation and implementation of policies.

Globalization, market economy and powers of the media or information technologies are bound to put pressures

on the local cultures. Some degree of acceleration towards homogenization of cultural forms and activities can

also be envisaged. Its consequences to the local communities may be progressive or developmental if the

disintegrative tendencies which these forces generate are minimized.

Other Process of Globalization

Globalization, both of economy and information systems, accelerates the process of migration, tourism and

travel. Cultural tourism, both as an organized industry and as a source of leisure or recreation, gains momentum

as communication and travel facilities are modernized. Yet, tourism does pose the problems of cultural intrusion

on the local cultures in selected high – intensity tourist sports, e.g., in Rajasthan, Goa, Uttar Pradesh and

Karnataka. In most of these, states the cultural impact of the foreign tourists is viewed with suscpicion; there is

need for an integrated planning.

This has strengthened the festive and celebrative activities of various religious groups and communities and its

diffusion effect has been strong. Each religious group, including the minorities, now in increasingly celebrates

their cults and festivals on a much larger scale than ever before by taking the advantages of the new means of

communication.

Studies of folk culture and its patterns of distribution in various regions have demonstrated strong similarities in

thematic, stylistic and ritualistic expressions in the form of songs, ceremonies, rituals and conventions. Its

findings substantiate the fact that culture traits are not only shared in common between regions but also among

diverse communities and religious groups in India.
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The basis of a common cultural identity or contributed to collective efforts in the celebration of traditional fairs,

festivals and major cultural events etc., has now become rare. Many such fairs and festivals are increasingly

being commercialized and market impulses are fast encroaching upon the cultural landscape of Indian villages.

Many cultural features which were once attributed to the urban cultural styles are now frequently observed to

have a place in the local culture of a rural community. Cultural activities in rural areas which earlier were based

on the participation of the entire village or local community have now increasingly become associative and

entrepreneurial. This has been happening to local cultures in most parts of the country even before the

globalization process gained policy support are brought in possibilities of new dimensions of inter-cultural

contacts through new modes of communication and market openings.

On the one hand, globalization extends the scope of commercialization of culture, and on the other, it also

threatens the identity of local cultures of appropriating culture from people’s rhythm of life to the market

situation. It had its origin before the globalization process began,  but its pace now is much more intense and

its reach through global market very extensive indeed. Particularly affected in this process are the castes or

communities engaged in productions of arts and crafts, a large part of the household ritual activities in which

women engage themselves, their sacred paintings and graphics or other sacred objects of artistic value.

Globalization of market for such ritual-artistic objects also provides much needed support to the local artisans

– both men and women- engaged in the production of ritual objects of artistic value for which the demands in

the local community had already suffered as a result of deadline in patronage due to the disintegration of the

traditional community ethos resulting from the impact of industrialization, urbanization and migration outside

the local or regional habitat.

It is to be noted that the social structural basis of the local culture though anchored into the boundaries of

territory, caste, tribe and ethnicity extends also to the social and cultural structure of a region. Even though

language may constitute a distinctive demarcation by which regional identities may be easily denoted or

constructed, it does not exhaust all the social and cultural features which may go into making of a region.

The process of globalization which involves tremendous exposure of local, sub-regional and regional social

entities to the forces of market and finance on the one hand, and on the other access to revolutionary means

of communication and media, not only influence but also energize latent aspiration of these groups to re-

invigorate and re-fashion their cultural identities.

The process of globalization does usher in many technological, economic, ecological and social changes in

society which affect the traditional cultural styles, forms and ideologies. The extent to which it may constitute

a threat to local and regional cultural identities in India depends largely on the manner in which globalization

is perceived by the people concerned. Where it hurts the vital economic interests of the farmers, traders,

industrial and agricultural workers, etc., its threat perception remains rather strong. There is even social

mobilization to withhold rather than withstand the encounter with globalization. In the realm of culture, the

threat that local and regional cultures perceive from globalization is strongly qualified. Several factors seem to

influence and qualify its impact. In the first instance, globalization is only in its nascent phase, and India still has

about 70 per cent of  population dependent of agriculture. The traditional community ethos of the village has

been eroded by politicization of people but the ties of caste, family, religion and rituals remain strong. The

plurality of these structures endows local and regional cultures, which are anchored to them, a strong sense of

resilience. It substantially subdues the threat perception. Globalization, in fact, is perceived as a friendly process

by traditional local artisans, craftsmen and artists, etc., because they find in it a scope for economic empowerment

and social mobility. Globalization also encourages them, linked as it is to the international market and capital,

to innovate upon their ethnic style, forms and materials in the cultural products. It adds new dimensions to their

sense of cultural identity instead of leading to its erosion.
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In the realm of the non-material culture, values, beliefs, rituals and religious practices, it is observed that

globalization only enhances the consciousness of cultural identity. This process is aided by increase in cultural

self-consciousness in the local, regional, ethnic and migrant communities as they come into contact with other

cultures. Communication media are made use of to extend the scope of coverage of the cultural celebrations

and rituals across local, regional or even national boundaries. The ethnic Diaspora only reinforces this urge for

celebration of one’s cultural identity. It is also strengthened by the rising section of the new middle classes and

the series of cultural and social movements which today they lead in the country with a focus upon local and

regional cultural identities as a part of their political, economic and cultural agenda.
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SAFE CITIES AND GENDER BUDGETING
*Vibhuti Patel

ABSTRACT

In market driven economy, the construction lobby, land mafia, contractors and the corporate houses

have taken centre-stage in the urbanization proce s and recent discourse on SMART CITY. The studies

on urban development have revealed that physical development divides cities socially and spatially. The

focus of the urban planners in terms of SMART CITY remains on attracting business and creating

infrastructure to facilitate business activities such as starred hotels, conference centres, multiplexes,

theaters, car parking, flyovers, etc. Pedestrians don’t get footpath as they are sacrificed for road widening

for smooth flow of vehicles. Hawkers, street vendors are thrown out of the streets and lonely roads with

continuous flow of vehicles make the streets fertile ground for anti social elements and predators. As the

city-line gets dotted with these beautiful structures, the poor residents or those living in slums continue

to struggle to get even minimum facilities of sanitation, drainage or potable water. As the central locations

are highjacked by the rich, the others are doomed to live homeless, without a roof over their heads

perhaps forever as they fall victim to the false promises of affordable housing in near future. Urbanisation

often goes hand in hand with a rise in urban violence and crime that manifests in terms of street harassment

of women and girls, stalking, sexual violence, blackmailing and extortion rackets. Children and women

are seen as soft spots who can be victimized by predators. It is very important for the urban planner to

focus on safety issues from gender lens and ensure  gender responsive budgeting to make our cities

gender friendly.

Keywords : Smart City, Safe city, Gender budget, urban planning, violence against women, elected

women representatives, economic- welfare- social services

Introduction

In market driven economy, the construction lobby, land mafia, contractors and the corporate houses have

taken centrestage in the urbanization process and recent discourse on SMART CITY. The studies on urban

development have revealed that physical development divides cities socially and spatially. The focus of the

urban planners in terms of SMART CITY remains on attracting business and creating infrastructure to facilitate

business activities such as starred hotels, conference centres, multiplexes, theaters, car parking, flyovers, etc.

Pedestrians don’t get footpath as they are sacrificed for road widening for smooth flow of vehicles. Hawkers,

street vendors are thrown out of the streets and lonely roads with continuous flow of vehicles make the streets

fertile ground for anti social elements and predators. As the city-line gets dotted with these beautiful structures,

the poor residents or those living in slums continue to struggle to get even minimum facilities of sanitation,

drainage or potable water. As the central locations are highjacked by the rich, the others are doomed to live

homeless, without a roof over their heads perhaps forever as they fall victim to the false promises of affordable

housing in near future (Ojha, 2015).

Urbanisation often goes hand in hand with a rise in urban violence and crime that manifests in terms of street

harassment of women and girls, stalking, sexual violence, blackmailing and extortion rackets. Children and

women are seen as soft spots who can be victimized by predators (Website:1, 2, 3, 4). One such incident in the

city is enough and the feeling of insecurity is spread like wild fire. It not only frightens girls and women, it

controls every act they consider doing then onwards. Now, let us shift our attention to SAFE CITY.

Smart cities have to be safe cities:

Town planners, policy makers and budget experts need to do gender budgeting incorporating facets such as

women-friendly civic infrastructure- water, sanitation, health care, safe transport, public toilets, helplines, skill

development for crisis management and,  safety at work place (Virmani, 1999). While making budgets for

social defense services, consideration must be given to safety of girls and women in schools and colleges in
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terms of prevention of child sexual abuse through public education and counselling facilities, separate toilets

for girls and boys in schools, legal literacy on POCSO Act, 2012 and Prevention of Sexual Harassment Workplace

Act, 2013, special cells in the police department to take action against display of pornographic images, SMS

messages, cybercrimes that victimize young girls at public places, in public transport- buses, local trains,

rickshaws and taxis. Installation of panic buttons for customers in rickshaws and taxis need to be made mandatory

in all cities. Women vendors and child workers, women employees working in the night shifts are highly exposed

to unwanted sexual advances and petty harassment. Hence, budgetary allocation for referral centres /information

desks should be provided in markets and public places. This will also reduce trafficking of children and women

separated from their family members and sleeping at night at railway stations, bus stations and footpaths (UN

Women. 2015).

Law and Order Situation and Street Harassment

Conflicts in the city make women unsafe. Hostility between rival groups is played on bodies of women and girls

in the form of rape, sexual harassment, provocation for physical assaults. Insular existence harms community

spirit. Fear psychosis about safety of girls also increases incidences of child marriages. More budget allocation

is needed for efficient running of Police Helplines -103, 1091 with the help of professional counsellors. To run

One-stop crisis centres with in public hospitals for women survivors of violence, there needs to make financial

provision for salaries for doctors, counselling, emergency shelter and legal aid. Along with financial allocation,

transparent guidelines for post trauma care, counseling, rehabilitation, compensation need to be provided so

that funds can be used judiciously.

Urban Infrastructure and Safety of Women

From the point of view of macroeconomic policy, gender friendly infrastructure plays pivotal role in creating

gender friendly cities. City planners need to make budgetary provision for safe housing and night shelter for

homeless women, half way homes for elderly women, information desk for women and children at railway

stations/buses.

Road widening for 4 wheelers and heavy vehicles have taken toll of pavements. Mass of women who have to

walk on the streets get harassed by men in moving two-wheelers, three wheelers, four wheelers and trucks.

Proper foot paths for pedestrians, vendors, hawkers whose presence ensures safety must be given as much

importance as construction of bridges and flyovers. Budgetary allocation for installation of CCTV cameras must

be made at all public places, highways and streets in the business hubs. Proper street lighting in the peripheral

areas of the city is vital for safety of citizens, especially women, children and senior citizens. Regular safety

audit by citizen’s forum is important to identify unsafe areas. Safe, clean and free toilets for women at railway

stations, bus stops, markets, public places are urgently required in the cities. Budgetary allocation for gender

sensitization workshops for police personnel is important to change the mindset of ‘victim-blaming’ among

them.

Advantages of safety for women

Feeling safe is to feel protected. It is a feeling of well-being which can envelop a family, a community, a

neighbourhood and a city. Its composition is hard to decipher, but it is an all -encompassing feeling of calm

which is often as invisible as clean unpolluted air and, inversely, when fear and anxiety take its place, that

feeling is as palpable as though it was a physical reality. Safe cities ensure more freedom, less confinement &

control and enhance women’s opportunities to travel, to attain education-job-career.

Gender Budgeting in Urban Local Self-Government Bodies (ULBs)

With this perspective in mind, Urban Local Self Government Bodies have to work for gender budgeting. Striving

for ‘Gender friendly’ cities have become a strategic objective of the urban planners, policy makers and

practitioners. Citizens’ fora, community based organizers and NGOs are publicly debating the issues concerning

revenue generation and public expenditure of the urban bodies with gender lens. Right to information has

proved to be an important tool in the hands of civil society for transparency in public expenditure (UNDP. 2001).
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Municipal Budgets

In municipality, the Accounts Superintendent tables statement for income and expenditure in December. Also

he/she gives estimates of income and expenditure for the financial year end and seeks rresponses from Municipal

commissioner, president of Municipality, and standing committee. Portion for committed fund can’t be changed

by councillors at the time of final approval. Revision of property tax takes place once in 4 years. We need to

integrate safety of women as a major concern in flagship centrally sponsored schemes such as JNNURM,

PMSSY, NUHM are supposed to have 30% of funds as Women’s Component.

There are three Sources of Income for Municipal councils/corporations:

1. State & Central government’s Allocation, State and Centrally sponsored schemes

2. Revenues obtained through’ local taxes-water, electricity, road, etc.

3. Funds obtained from the Finance Commissions

Gender Concerns

For past 15 years, gender economists and women’s groups are making efforts to answer the following questions:

• How to enable women to direct economy through designing and constructing fiscal policy?

• How to link economic governance to political governance?

• How to enable elected women representatives (EWRs) to participate in the budget-making efforts?

They have used methods of Participatory Appraisal (PA) and Focus Group discussion (FGD) to identify gender

concerns.

Macro-economic Policies and Gender Audit of Municipal Budgets

Trend analysis of allocation to social sector in the pre (before 1991) and post (after 1991) structural Adjustment

Programme (SAP) phase has revealed that poor women have suffered the most due to  drastic budgetary cuts

in  PDS and public health, safe public transport & child care facilities, food security, drinking water and

sanitation. There is no gender mainstreaming with respect to safety of women in the budgets of ULBs.

Gender sensitive budget

demands re-prioratisation of financial allocations by municipal bodies in favour of

• Working women’s hostels, crèches, cheap eating facilities, public toilets

• Women friendly and SAFE public transport- local trains, Metro, buses

• Housing- subsidized for single/ deserted/ divorced/ widowed women

• Nutrition- strengthening PDS, mid-day meals

• Health- Abolition of user fees for BPL population, one stop crisis centre in public hospital for women/girls

survivors of violence linked with shelter homes

• Skill training centres for women and tailor made courses

• Safe, efficient and cheap public Transport-bus, train, metro

• Water- Safe drinking water in the community centres

• Waste Management- Technological upgradation- Occupational health & safety of recycling workers/rag

pickers

• Proper electrification in the communities

• Multipurpose Community centres, half way homes for elderly and mentally disturbed women
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Method of Revenue Generation

Sevaral state governments have sent GR regarding allocation of 5% of total revenues for women and children.

This should be increased to 10%. Kerala has done this. Moreover, urban local self-government (LSGs) bodies

can raise revenues by heavy taxes on Tobacco, alcohol, private vehicles and entertainment industry.  Portion of

fine collected for causing damage to environment (introduction of Green Tax), high speed driving, wrong

parking and breaking rules can be used for welfare of women and children.

Surcharge, earmarked charge for specific purpose such as Education Cess-2 % of salary, income tax for disaster

management has raised revenues for urban LSG. In Maharashtra, transport cess at the time of Bangladesh war

in 1971, later on was diverted to EGS kitty.

Meetings with the stake holders

Urban LSGs should organize discussion on needs identified by EWRs with GOs, NGOs and SHGs. They should

be made aware of Socio-economic Profile of the Municipality.  The ward officers should ensure scrutiny of

needs and perceived problems by impartial experts who can also suggest methods to fulfil needs (Labour,

land, services). Financial aspects of programmes and projects should be discussed in a transparent manner.

Tasks of Citizens Association

Civil society groups must be allowed to give their opinions on suitable budgetary allocations and generation of

revenues from local sources.  They can verify/cross check collected data and results of the surveys/interactive

workshops and prepare a vision document. Sub-committees can work out details of different budget heads

and it must have all stake groups of the ward. Presentation of reports of these sub-committees should be made

through’ EWRs to the municipal authorities.  Currently women’s groups are lobbying for reprioritization of

allocation to reflect women’s interests. E.g. Financial allocation for implementation of DV act, PCPNDT Act,

utilisation of funds earmarked for Swadhar scheme for women in difficult circumstances and working women’s

hostels in urban centres.

Activity Mapping

Women’s groups are discussing of micro economics involved in dealing with problems faced by women at

ward levels such as drinking water, health centers, garbage-disposal and are moving beyond grievance redressal.

Women’s groups such as Anandi (Ahmedabad), Alochana (Pune), Stree Mukti Sangathana (Mumbai), National

alliance of women’s Organisations (Bhubaneshwar), Sagamma Srinivas Foundation (Bangalore), Action India

(Delhi)  are organizing workshops for awareness about technicalities of budget, building knowledge about

programmes, schemes, projects under different departments, gathering procedural information about critical

issues/felt needs, skills of proposal writing. Stack groups in support of EWRs are Self Help Groups, gender

sensitive administrators, corporators /councilors, individuals within political parties, NGOs and Women in the

communities. They make efforts to seek allocation under appropriate budget heads to identify streams of

revenue, available revenue and the required expenditure.

Some unresolved Issues

Decision-makers in the urban LSG bodies need to address the following issues demanding urgent attention:

• How to bridge the gap between notional allocation and actual allocation?

• Accounting, auditing and record keeping of gender disaggregated data & allocation

• How to achieve physical and performance/ achievement targets?

• Implementation of maternity benefits, Tribal Sub Plan, Scheduled Caste Plan for the urban poor

• Major departments claiming indivisibilities of allocation of resources

• Notional allocation projected as real allocation

• Absence of uniform guidelines & procedures
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Challenges before Gender budgeting in Urban LSG Bodies

Process of gender budgeting demands special programmes targeting women based on enumeration of

ddifferential impact of expenditures across all sectors and services-gender disaggregated impact on literacy,

school drop outs, mortality, morbidity, malnutrition, illnesses, safety & security. Hence, they need to ensure the

review of equal opportunity policies and opportunities in the public sector-jobs, school education, wages,

health care, skills, technical training, and computer education.

Allocation and expenses of resources for women in Panchayat Budgets:

NIPFP has recommended the following classification of financial allocation on schemes and programmes for

gender audit as well as gender budgeting.

Ø Women specific schemes where 100 % of the allocation is required to be spent on women ttargeted 100%

to women by Ministry of women and Child Development (MWCD).

Ø Pro-women schemes where at least 30% of allocation and benefits flow to women.  E.g. all anti-poverty

programmes.

Ø Gender Neutral Schemes meant for community as a whole (Employment generation programmes, Jawaharlal

Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM)

Ø Residual schemes for disaster management

All India Institute of Local Self Government, AIILSG gives details of all schemes under these 4 categories

through its publications, workshops and training programmes. Moreover, it also teaches the elected

representatives the efficient ways of programme implementation through budgeting from below:

Enhanced budgetary allocation for Protective and Welfare Services

These are the schemes directly benefiting women for crisis management of situations arising out of economic

and socio-cultural subordination and dehumanisation of women such as shelter homes, short stay homes and

rehabilitation schemes for women survivors of violence, pensions for widows and destitute women, help lines

for women survivors of violence.

Increase in budgetary allocation for Social Services Expenditure for capacity building, reduction of

domestic drudgery and better quality of life for girls and women

primary, secondary and higher education and vocational training for school/college dropout girls, overall

health needs of girls and women from womb to tomb, Crèche, Working women’s hostels, Housing, Nutrition,

Water supply, Sanitation-toilets, drainage, fuel, waste management and safe public transport.

Quantum leap in budgetary allocation for Economic Services to provide economic opportunities to

women

• SHGs-credit, loans to self-employed women

• Training programmes-Vocational training in Sunrise sectors. E.g. Biotechnology, IT, etc.

• Physical infrastructure-transport, energy

• Urban housing-10 % reserved flats/tenements for single women

• Marketing facilities for women entrepreneurs & self-employed women- 10% of shops reserved for

businesswomen, women vendors/traders in municipal markets, women’s haats /bazars

• Public Toilets for women without user fees

• Safe and efficient transport for working women and women vendors
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Budgetary allocation for Regulatory Services to put in place institutional structures and mechanisms

• State Commission for Women/ Municipal Commission for Women

• Women Development Cell in municipal bodies

• Budgetary allocation and space for ward-wise WDC for prevention of sexual harassment of women in the

organised and unorganised sectors

• Women’s cell at the police stations, LSG bodies’ offices, municipal hospital & schools

• Awareness generation programmes on women’s legal rights and gender sensitization of government

employees, officers, law and order machinery and citizens

• Implementation of Pre Conception and Pre Natal Diagnostic (Regulation) Act (2002), Prevention of Domestic

Violence Act (2005), Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (2012), Prevention of sexual harassment

of women at Workplaces Act (2013)

Need of the Hour

State governments must devolve substantive powers, funds, functions and functionaries upon urban LSG bodies

(Patel 2002). The central government should strive for ssimplifications of programme guidelines by central

ministries and departments regarding women specific schemes- Swadhar, working women’s hostels, maternity

benefits for BPL, etc. Moreover, ccentrally sponsored Schemes must be recast to empower municipal bodies.

PRIs must get untied funds to formulate plans according to their needs and priorities. Structures and mechanisms

for RTI Act must be put in place to sort out pproblems concerning utilisation of funds allocated for area

development. To avoid urban unrest and guarantee socio-economic justice, aat least 100 days of employment

at minimum wages must be provided under EGS in all urban centres.

Financial Matters and PRIs:

Elected representatives, ward officials and NGOs working in the area should act as facilitators in preparation of

the plan for area development and social justice. The UN system has supported allocation of resources for

women in PRIs, right from the beginning. “The evidence on gender and decentralisation in India thus suggests

that while women have played a positive role in addressing, or attempting to address, a range of practical

gender needs, their impact on strategic gender needs is not remarkable.” Hence, WERs deserve to be empowered

to address the strategic gender needs (Patel, 2003 a).

There is a need for provisions in the composite programmes under education, health and skill development to

target them specifically at girls/women as the principal beneficiaries and disaggregated within the total allocation.

It may also be necessary to place restrictions on their re-appropriation for other purposes (Patel, 2003 b).

Conclusion

Budgets garner resources through the taxation policies and allocate resources to different sections of the

economy. Budget is an important tool in the hands of state for affirmative action for improvement of gender

relations through reduction of gender gap in the development process. It can help to reduce economic

inequalities, between men and women as well as between the rich and the poor. Hence, the budgetary policies

need to keep into considerations the gender dynamics operating in the economy and in the civil society. There

is a need to highlight participatory approaches to pro-poor budgeting, bottom up budget, child budget, SC

budget, ST budget, green budgeting, budgeting for differently abled people, local and global implications of

pro-poor and pro-women budgeting, alternative macro scenarios emerging out of alternative budgets and

inter-linkages between gender-sensitive budgeting and women’s empowerment. Serious examining of budgets

calls for greater transparency at the level of international economics to local processes of empowerment. There

is a need to provide training and capacity building workshops for decision-makers in the government structures,

municipal bodies, parliamentarians and audio-visual (Patel, 2004).
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Gender Commitments concerning safety of women and girls must be translated into Budgetary Commitment.

By using our Right to Information, transparency /accountability for revenue generation & public expenditure

can be ensured. For Reprioritisation in public spending we must prepare our ‘bottom up budgets’ and lobby

for its realisation in collaboration with the elected representatives. Gender economists must lift the veil of

statistical invisibility of the unpaid ‘care economy’ managed by poor women and highlight its equality &

efficiency dimension and transform macro-policies so that they become women friendly.
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE:
CURRENT SCENARIO AND FUTURE SCOPE

*Rekha Kaklotar

ABSTRACT

Infrastructure is the basic physical system of a business or nation. Without development   of   infrastructure

economic   development is not possible. Infrastructure is the basic needs for growth of country. There are

two types of infrastructure, Economic and Social.  Economic   infrastructure includes   transportation,

communication, electricity, banking etc. Social infrastructure includes health, education, water, sanitation

etc services. To achieve high growth rate all nations of the world try to expand infrastructure facility. Many

countries have made substantial progress over the past two decade. Nevertheless several high achievers

not only boost national income, but have also had better performance on social indicators such as

health and education. Manu countries has achieved high growth rate, but their human development

index is very low. Because they put more stress on development of economic   infrastructure but neglect

social   infrastructure especially health and education. This paper review about the needs of social

infrastructure especially Health and Education, Government spending on health and education, future

scope to promote good infrastructure in the area of health and education

Keywords : Social infrastructure, health, education

Introduction

Infrastructure is the basic physical system of a business or nation. Without development of infrastructure economic

development is not possible. There are two types of infrastructure, Economic and Social. The Social infrastructure

in India includes the education system in India, health care, the management of education and health services

in India that form the basic social infrastructure definition. India’s development is incomplete without social

development and that would require focus on the infrastructure strategy for social research in India. The

infrastructure policy of India needs to be made more comprehensive with major changes in the infrastructure

projects taken up in the past  and more research behind the project infrastructure so as to yield maximum

developmental results. The infrastructure research work includes the current issues that require immediate

attention in a proper infrastructure report and then formulation and planning of projects.

During planning period government of India try to develop infrastructure facility. Due to this share of service

sector in GDP has been increased up to 40%. But weakness is that government spent lots of money for

economic infrastructure, but ignore social infrastructure especially health and education. Economic development

doesn’t mean increase in national income and per capita income. But with economic development basic needs

of poor and quality of life must be improved. During planning period government spent very less money on

health and education.

Need for the Study

Development of various social infrastructure facilities has been well considered to be an important and instrumental

measure for the diversification of different economic activities and achieving economic development. Its

importance is also quite significantly attached with bringing qualitative improvement in the standard of living

and life style of population. The availability of infrastructure may lead to growth in turn generates sufficient

demand for better availability of infrastructure in future. In this sense, social infrastructure development is most

essential in developing countries especially in India. Several studies have been concluded on infrastructure

development at both national and state levels. But very few studies are available pertaining to social infrastructure

particularly on education and health. Hence , the present study gains relevance.
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Objective of this Study

1. To review the needs in the social infrastructure development with social reference to education and

health

2. To know the government spending on education and health

3. To draw various conclusions in regards to study

4. To throw light on challenges ahead to develop social infrastructure

5. To know future scope in health and education development

Methodology

The following methodology has been adopted for present study:

In this study, mainly secondary data is used regarding, health and education. The data is collected from

various sources such as, Various Publications of Directorate of Health and Family Welfare Reports, Health

Information of India, National Health profile (various years), Selected Education Statistics (various years), Further

Reports, Articles, Research Papers, Books and Journals have been used to strengthen the Statistical and

information bases of the study.

Tools of Analysis:

The simple statistical tools such as, Percentages, Average, Charts and Diagrams etc. have been used in order

to interpret the data and conclusion have been drawn.

Meaning of Social Infrastructure

Social infrastructure refers to the community facilities, services and networks that help individuals, families,

groups and communities meets their social needs, maximize their potential for development and enhance

community wellbeing.

Social infrastructure Includes:

· Universal facilities and services such as education, training, health, welfare, social services, open spaces ,

recreation and sports, safety and emergency services, learning, religious, arts and cultural facilities, civic

and democratic institutions, and community meeting places.

· Lifecycle targeted facilities and services, such as those for children, young people and older people e.g.

early childhood centers and retirement villages.

· Networking and community interaction -from events, local networks and activities.

· Spiritual and cultural wellbeing -from faith based, cultural and spiritual organization, networks and facilities.

· Creative expression- through arts and cultural institution

Review of Literature

· Barar(2002),pointed out that Punjab has experiencing multiple imbalances between the social sector and

economic growth. In comparison with low per capita income in the state Kerala, Punjab is far behind the

former in fulfilling the vital needs of the society. So, the policy makers must realize that only by upgrading

the quality of human resources through improved education and health.

· Bahchi and Sarkar(2003), made an attempt to show that inter district disparity in health and education in

West Bengal. For the study purpose they have taken six indicators each indicator from education and

health sectors. This study finds out that there are sharp disparities both among the districts as well as

among 74 three designated regions of the state. Policies prescriptions have been made in the paper for

the reduction of inter district disparity in social development.
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· Nayar &Deepak(2006),a well known economist while discussing the 50- years achievements of post

independent India considers non-transformation of economic development into people’s life-their health

and literacy- the most important failure of India.

· Satyanarayana(2010), in his paper “Quality in Education is the key towards Development: Issues and

Challenges” discussed  the quality aspect of education. Increase in absolute number of institutions and

students there, certainly a parameter to judge the growth of the education system. The paper suggests

some key for enhancement of quality in education. Quality and excellence should be an agenda for the

further development of education.

· Samra & Alka(2010), in her paper “The Role of Education in Economic Development- An Interstate Analysis”

identified regional disparities in education and development. For better understanding of inter-relationship

between the two she developed the Education Development Index with help of adult literacy rate, enrolment

ratio, number of primary schools per thousand populations, percentage of habitations having educational

amenities and teacher-pupil ratio. Simultaneously she also developed by using per capita gross domestic

product at constant price, per capita consumption expenditure for 30 days, percentage of people above

poverty line and employment rate. Co-relation coefficient between education development index and

economic development index is 0.167 which show a weak relationship.

· Chopra Vipla and Bharati Kapur(2011), in their study as attempt has been made to examine the public

health spending in India. The combined revenue 77 and capital expenditure of centre, state and union

territories has been analyzed over a period of time. The study also seeks to examine the inter- state

differences in public health expenditure. The study observed that expenditure incurred on health was found

decreasing. So far not much has been studied on social infrastructure in particular education and health in

the study area. Hence, this study is an additional contribution to the field of social infrastructure.

· Agenor,P.R. and Moreno Dodson(2006), study the link between   infrastructure availability and health as

well as education of society that proves that infrastructure services are crucial for health and education

quality and availability which to a big extent effects welfare.

Need of Social Infrastructure Development

· Encourage social inclusion

· Support diverse communities

· Create sustainable communities

· Improve health and wellbeing

· Access to facilities, services and programs

· Support to growing population

· Assist economic development

· However, the failure to make adequate provision for social infrastructure in the past has exacerbated the

problems for these areas.

· Investment on education and health is a productive investment. Government spending on human resources

and social infrastructure will increase HDI of country.

· Expenditure on health and education help redistribute income and achieve more equality.

· However, there is now a growing realization that the social services, like education and health are not

merely to be treated as welfare activities but are essentially in the form of investment in human capital.

Hence, investment in Social infrastructure is also directly related to the aims of increasing productivity and

promoting growth. Thus, investment in human capital is as important as investment in material or physical

capital. Recognizing the complementarily of the two types of infrastructure. It is important that of Social

infrastructure is planned with similar priority.
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Trends in Social Services Expenditure by Government (Centre and States)

Table-I

As Percentage to GDP

Table-II
As Percentage to Total Expenditure

Source: Budget Documents of Union and State Governments.
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Future Scope and Challenges in Social Infrastructure Development in India

A) Future Scope

· Social health, mental health, referral system and urban health remain as weak links in India’s health system,

despite featuring in the national health policy. School health programs have become almost defunct(no

longer in effect) because of administrative, managerial and logistic problems. Mental health has remained

elusive even after implementing the National Mental Health Program.

· On a positive note, innovative schemes through public-private partnership are being tried in various parts

of the country in promoting referrals. Similarly, the much awaited National Urban Health Mission might offer

solutions with regards to urban health.

· India scored 12% literacy at the same time independence to 74% as per 2011 census, it still lags behind

the world average of 84%. Targeted programs at primary and secondary education like SSA (Sarva Shikshan

Abhiyan) have definitely proved beneficial to some extent but a lot needs to be done to truly educate

India.

· Almost 85% of the Indian population does not speak or write English. Creation of a Hindi (other supported

local language) internet to tap the sub urban or rural market potential can prove to be a key element to

penetrate deeper. Also, affordable internet access, data enabled device and appropriate internet plans

can play a significant role in tapping the market.

· We are in the golden era of educational apps and games. Apps are main pillar of the modern age education

and learning system. We need to develop more and more apps that can help to improve the education

system. Parents need innovative educational apps with the original content so that they can educate their

child in an easy and effective way. Well current trend shows that most of the parents prefer paid educational

apps as compared to free apps for their kids; it depends on the content and idea of the app that can

attract more eyeballs. Making apps free or paid is up to the business model but what you are going to

offer matters a lot.

· Energy engineering, nuclear engineering, etc. the job opportunities are high. Technology and business

evolve quickly and new careers come and go just as fast. Because of this, it’s important to choose a career

field that will be in high demand for the foreseeable future and sharpen skills over time. Structural, civil

project and environmental engineers will see job growth ranging from 24% to 31% over the next decade.

Biomedical engineers will see job growth at a whopping 72%.

B) Challenges

· The new agenda for public health in India includes the epidemiological transition( rising burden on chronic

non-communicable diseases), demographic transition ( increasing elderly population), and environmental

changes. The unfinished agenda of maternal and child mortality, HIV/AIDS pandemic and other communicable

diseases still exerts  on the over stretched health system.
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· Health systems are grappling with the effects of existing communicable and non- communicable diseases

and also with the increasing burden of emerging re-emerging diseases (drug- resistant TB, Malaria, SARS,

Avian flu and the current HINI pandemic). Inadequate financial resources for the health sector and inefficient

utilization result in inequalities in health. As issues such as Trade-Related aspects of Intellectual property

Rights continue to be debated in international forums, the health systems will face new pressure.

· In the era of globalization, numerous political, economic and social events, worldwide influence the food

and fuel prices of all countries, we are yet to recover from the far-reaching consequences of the global

recession of 2008.

· The role of education as a social infrastructure and as a stimulant of growth and development can be

enhanced only if it is qualitatively provided. Qualitative education is a major determinant of the stock of

human capital. A less developing economy needs professionals in all sectors to accelerate the growth and

development of such sectors.

· The key engines for India’s growth are social and physical infrastructure, which require continued investments

to accelerate growth prospects. The challenges before the government right now is to sustain the present

momentum in social infrastructure spend, while pumping financial resources into physical infrastructure.

· The progress of infrastructure development has not been smooth in the recent years, with significance

shortfalls in planned investments. This problem is compounded by the fact that many of the announced

projects are yet to be completed, with large time and cost overruns. Figures sourced from governments

reports reveal that nearly 276 projects out of 566 projects tracked by Ministry of Statistics and Programme

Implementation have been delayed.

Limitation of this Study

The following are the major limitations of this study.

1. The study is based on only secondary data. Hence, the conclusions arrived in this study are subject to the

veracity and the limitations of those data that have been used.

2. Primary data has not been used in the present study.

3. The present study is confined to the discussion of education and health only.

Conclusion

Hence, the development of India is incomplete without social development and that would require focus on the

infrastructure strategy for social research in India. Public expenditure on health Is quite low. It is not merely that

some groups in particular lack access to healthcare facilities, but that the poor are generally excluded. All this

is a result of low governments’ expenditure on health. In view of this, the government intends to raise public

expenditure on health. Though India is moving in the right direction in terms of improving the health status of its

population.

Despite making considerable progress during the last six decades, much remains to be achieved in the field of

education. The problem of illiteracy still looms large in India even six decade after independence. The discussion

in this paper compels us to rethink the prevailing circumstances of physical infrastructure within the education

system in India. The shortages of trained teacher remained a major barrier to achieving the goal of “Education

for All”. Primary schools were most affected by teacher shortage.

In our premise of the interlocking circles of development, we hold that to improve his economic and social life

a man must also improve his health and his education. Indian Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen has repeatedly

pointed out that no country has developed with an illiterate and unhealthy population. In fact, the ingredients

education and health are equally important and closely interdependent. Modern economic growth has been

inspired by a rapid persistent up gradation of technology and scientific knowledge for which human capital

formation through enhancing.
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ABSTRACT

This study aims to obtain empirical evidence of the effect of budget participation on budgetary slack

as well as to know how the adequacy of the budget moderates such effect. This study uses The

Agency Theory. The respondents of this study are managers and employees involved in the budgeting

process at 126 construction companies in Denpasar City.  Using the purposive sampling tehnique, 39

construction companies are chosen. Questionnaire is used for data collection method. Data analysis

technique used is the simple linear regression analysis and Moderated Regression Analysis (MRA).

The results of this study show that budgetary participation has a significant positive effect on budgetary

slack. The variable of the adequacy of budget weakens the influence of budgetary participation on

budgetary slack.

Keywords: the adequacy of budget, budget participation, budgetary slack

INTRODUCTION

Budget is the element of management control system that serves as  planning and control tools so that

managers can carry out the organization’s activities more effectively and efficiently (Schief and Lewin, 1970;

Welsch, Hilton and Gordon, 1996; Ikhsan and Ane, 2007). As a planning tool, the budget is an action plan

that consists of a number of targets to be achieved by the department manager of a company in carrying out

a series of specific activities in the future. While as a means of control, budget plays a role in terms of

performance assessment managers to see the extent to which managers can achieve the targets set in the

budget.

Baiman (1982) says that budget participation will provide the opportunity for employers to gain access to

local information that allows subordinates to inform private information they have. Budget participation can

also lead to dysfunctional behavior, such as the tendency of managers to create a budgetary slack. Efforts in

making a budgetary slack is done by raising costs or degrading revenue from their optimal level in order to

achieve budget targets easier.

The theory underlying the concept of budgetary slack is agency theory (agency theory). Agency theory is a

concept that describes the relationship between the party giving the mandate (principal) and the parties do

all the activities on behalf of the principal (the agent) as decision makers.

Research on the relationship between budgetary participation and budgetary slack has been conducted, but

the studies still show inconsistent results. Research conducted by Onsi (1973), Camman (1976), Baiman

(1982), Merchant (1985), Dunk (1993), Kristianto (2009), and Sugiwardani (2012) show that the participation

of the budget reduces the amount of budgetary slack. However, the results of research conducted by Lowe

and Shaw (1968), Young (1985), Antie and Eppen (1985), Lukka (1988) , Asriningati (2006), Falikhatun (2007),

Ikhsan and Ane (2007), Infallible (2009) and Kartika (2010) indicates that the subordinate participation in the

preparation of the budget will increase budgetary slack. This means that the subordinates do not provide

proper information in the preparation of the budget. Hence, this reduces the accuracy in the preparation of

the budget.

These inconsistency results is the motivation of this study. Govindarajan (1986) suggests that the difference

in results can be further studied using the contingency approach. This is done by adding another variable
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that may have an influence on the effect of budget participation on budgetary slack, such as the adequacy of

the budget. The budget adequacy is the level of individual perception that the budgeted resources are

sufficient to carry out the required activities (Supriyono 2004 in Indarto and Stephana, 2011).

Research conducted by Paters (1980) in Indarto and Stephana (2011) finds the adequacy of  budget as one

of the situational factors that will affect managerial performance. The managers and employees who have

adequate budgetary support will be able to achieve a higher performance than those without sufficient

budgetary support.

This study uses the construction companies in Bali, because this sector has a relatively big role in stimulating

national development in Indonesia. In 2014, the construction sector was the leading sector for the economy

of Indonesia (BPS Bali, 2014). In addition, the construction company in the city of Denpasar selected as

research sites is also due to industrial development in Denpasar as the use of services of construction

contractors is growing, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1.
Number of Company / Business Sector Construction of Bali Province

Year 2013 - 2014

District/City Number of Company / Business Sector
Construction of Bali Province

2013 2014

Jembrana 106 109
Tabanan 130 168
Badung 187 236
Gianyar 232 248
Klungkung 182 191
Bangli 213 221
Karangasem 263 280
Buleleng 221 225
Denpasar 345 417
Jumlah 1879 2095

Source : Central Bureau of Statistics, 2014

Table 1 shows that in 2014, Denpasar City has the largest number of construction companies compared with

other districts in Bali. The number of construction companies are legal entities including CV, PT, Firma,

cooperatives, and others. A large number of business entities that offer construction services as shown in

Table 1, indicate a fairly strong competition between providers of construction services in the city of Denpasar.

With the existence of such competition, the construction company would further improve its performance,

including in terms of budgeting so that corporate objectives can be achieved more effectively and efficiently.

Budget preparation activities at construction companies is very significant for the implementation of construction

projects that require a very high cost and not least so that the construction company was selected as the

object in this study. Construction companies listed in the National Construction Contractors Association of

Indonesia (GAPENSI) in Denpasar in 2014 had the highest proportion compared to other regencies / cities,

namely 39 companies were incorporated Limited Liability Company (PT).

Onsi research results (1973), Camman (1976), and Merchant (1985) shows that participation in budget

preparation can reduce the number of budgetary slack. This happens because subordinates help provide

personal information about future prospects so that the budget is prepared to be more accurate. When

subordinates are given the opportunity to participate in the budgeting process, then subordinates have the

opportunity to create a budgetary slack. Falikhatun (2007) and Asriningati (2006) also argue that the

participation budgeting has a significant positive effect on budgetary slack. Based on the above discussion,

then the hypothesis of this study can be formulated as follows:
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H1: Participation budget has a positive effect on budgetary slack.

The budget adequacy is the degree to which a person feels that the sources of the budget is enough or

sufficient to meet requirements in the field of work, where the subordinates have information that is influential

in terms of the level of budget support desired to complete the tasks in their field of work (Nouri and Parker,

1998). Hariyanti (2002) explains that better information about the adequacy of the budget that you want to

carry out his duties owned by subordinates and they will try to incorporate this information into the budget to

ensure that they have the resources sufficient to carry out their tasks with success, so that the budgeting

participation subordinates will provide information about the level of budgetary resources that are adequate.

Managers and employees with the support of sufficient or adequate budgets generally have better performance

than those that are not supported by a sufficient budget.

Based on the research results of Nouri and Parker (1998) in Ikhsan and Ane (2007), budget participation has

a positive relationship with the adequacy of  budget and indirectly affects the relationship of budget

participation. With the participation in the preparation of anggaran, subordinates will provide information

about the level of budgetary resources which are adequate. Ikhsan research and Ane (2007) showed that the

adequacy of the budget is the pure moderator in the relationship between budgetary participation and

budgetary slack, which means that the budgetary participation and budget adequacy jointly affect budgetary

slack. Based on the above, then the hypothesis in this study can be formulated as follows:

H2: Budget adequacy weakens the influence of budget participation on budgetary slack.

Research Method

This study uses a qualitative associative approach and was conducted at construction companies in Denpasar.

A large number of business entities that offer construction services lead to fairly a strong competition between

providers of construction services in the city of Denpasar. Having such a tight competition, the construction

companies would further improve their performance, including in terms of budgeting. Hence, their objectives

can be achieved more effectively and efficiently.

This study uses independent, dependent and moderating variables. Budgetary slack is used in this study as

the dependent variable. Budgetary slack is the difference between the budget amount reported by

subordinates with a budget amount that corresponds to the company’s best estimate. Questionnaire consists

of the following five indicators: standard in the budget, budget execution, budget constraints, the target of a

tight budget and budget efficiency level.

The independent variable in this study is budget participation that refers to the participation of many parties

in a budgeting process. Answer is measured using a Likert scale. This instrument was developed by Ryadi

(2015) which consists of five indicators, namely involvement in budgeting, in the opinion of budgeting,

influence the final outcome budget, contributions in budgeting and request the opinion of the leadership.

The moderating variable is the budget adequacy, which refers to the adequacy of the budget is the level of

one’s perception of the amount of budgetary resources owned in meeting all the activities undertaken to

achieve a goal. Questionnaires are measured using a Likert Scale. This instrument was developed by Hariyanti

(2002) which consists of three indicators, namely: the influence of the budget in completion of work,

achievement of the objectives with the available budget and confidence completion of tasks within the budget

available.

The data used in this research is quantitative data. Quantitative data obtained from qualitative data is quantified

with the aid of a questionnaire which refers to the measurement of the variables used. The data used in this

study is primary data and secondary data. Primary data in this study was obtained from the respondents to

each question in the questionnaire. Secondary data in this research is data construction company in the city

of Denpasar accessed from the publication of the Central Statistics Agency (BPS) in 2014.

The population in this study are all managers and employees involved in the budgeting process at 126

construction companies in the city of Denpasar. Using the purposive sampling technique, samples used in
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this study are employees and finance managers  who are involved in the budgeting process from 39

construction companies who have held their current position for at least two years, to assure that they have

sufficient experiences in budgeting. Construction companies in this study are the construction companies

incorporated in the Joint Implementation of National Construction (GAPENSI) Denpasar and are still active.

The simple linear regression analysis is used to test the effect of budgetary participation on budgetary slack.

Moderation regression analysis is used to test the moderating variables, namely the adequacy of the budget

in relation to budgetary participation and budgetary slack. In addition, this study has also done validity test,

reliability test, classic assumption test, test the coefficient of determination, significant test F and partial test

(t test).

Results

The characteristics of respondents examined included gender, education, length of service and job title.

Table 2 shows that the number of observations (N) in this study are 84.

Table 2.

Descriptive Statistics Analysis Result

Variabel N Min. Max. Mean Std. Deviasi

Budget Participation (X
1
) 84 5,00 21,34 17,44 4,34

Budget Adequacy (X
2
) 84 3,00 13,58 10,62 2,53

Budgetary Slack (Y) 84 5,00 21,76 17,03 3,87

Source: Data processed, 2016

Validity test is used to measure the validity of questionnaires. An instrument is said to be valid if the correlation

coefficient (r) calculate that value is greater than r table, namely above 0.3 (r> 0.3). Validity test results in

Table 3 indicate that all variables have a correlation coefficient with the total score of the entire item statement

greater than 0.30.

Table 3.
 Validation Test Result

Kode Nilai Pearson

Variabel Instrumen Correlation Keterangan

Budget Participation (X
1
) X1.1 0,901 Valid

X1.2 0,939 Valid

X1.3 0,953 Valid

X1.4 0,944 Valid

X1.5 0,960 Valid

Budget Adequacy (X
2
) X2.1 0,943 Valid

X2.2 0,977 Valid

X2.3 0,974 Valid

Budgetary Slack (Y) Y1 0,949 Valid

Y2 0,933 Valid

Y3 0,961 Valid

Y4 0,918 Valid

Y5 0,905 Valid

Source : Data processed, 2016

The reliability test shows that a measurement can provide consistent results when the measurements are
done with the same symptoms. Instrument used is called reliable if the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients> 0.60.
Based on the reliability test results presented in Table 4, it can be concluded variables used in this study are
reliable which can be seen from Cronbach’s Alpha value of each variable which is greater than 0.60.
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Table 4.
Realibilaty Test Result

Variabel Cronbach’s Alpha Keterangan
Budget Participation (X

1
) 0,967 Reliable

Budget Adequacy (X
2
) 0,962 Reliable

Budgetary Slack (Y) 0,963 Reliable

Source: Data processed, 2016

Prior to the regression analysis, a regression model must pass the test of classic assumptions, as shown in
Table 5. Both the regression model in this study meet the test of normality and normal distribution because
the value Asymp. Sig. is greater than 0.05.

Table 5.

Normality Test Result

No Persamaan Z Asymp. Sig.

1 Y = á + â1.X1 + å 0,093 0,068
2 Y = á + â1.X1 + â2.X2 + â3(X1.X2) + å 0,097 0,052

Source: Data processed, 2016

Heteroskedasticity test aims to test whether the regression model occurred inequality residual variance from

one observation to another observation. Based on Table 6 above it can be seen, the significant value of each

variable in the second regression model value is greater than 0.05. This shows that both the regression

model is free of symptoms heterokedastisitas.

Table 6.

 Heteroskedastisity Test Result

No Similarity Variable t Sig.

1 Y = a + b1X1 + e X1 -1,679 0,097
2 Y = á + â1.X1 + â2.X2 + â3(X1.X2) + å X1 0,076 0,940

X2 -1,242 0,218
X1X2 -0,530 0,598

Source: Data processed, 2016

This study uses a simple linear regression analysis and Moderated Regression Analysis (MRA) to determine

the extent to which the relationship between the independent variable on the dependent variable are shown

in Table 7 for a simple linear regression analysis and Table 8 for Moderated Regression analysis (MRA).

Table 7.
 Simple Linear Regression Analysis

Variabel Unstandardized Standardized t Sig
Coefficients Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta
(Constant) 4,958 1,115 4,447 0,000
X1 0,692 0,062 0,776 11,156 0,000
Adjusted R Square 0,598
F hitung 124,464
Sig F hitung 0,000

Source : Data processed, 2016
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Based on Table 7 above, the regression equation is as follows:

Y = 4,958+ 0,692X
1
..........................................................(1)

Constant value (á) of 4.958 means that if the variable is declared constant budget participation at 0, then the

value of budgetary slack is equal to 4.958. The regression coefficient (â) in the variable participation budget

is of 0,692. The regression coefficient is positive, meaning if the participation of the budget increased by one

unit, then the budgetary slack will increase by 0,692 units.

Table 8.
Moderated Regression Analysis (MRA)

Variabel Unstandardized Standardized t Sig

Coefficients Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) -1,916 2,472 -0,775 0,440

X1 0,914 0,215 1,026 4,257 0,000

X2 1,330 0,359 0,871 3,709 0,000

X1*X2 -0,057 0,022 -1,048 -2,657 0,010

Adjusted R Square 0,651

F hitung 52,667

Signifikansi F 0,000

Source : Data processed, 2016

Based on Table 8 above, the regression equation is as follows:

Y = -1,916 + 0,914X
1
 + 1,330X

2
 - 0,057(X

1
.X

2
)...................... (2)

The constant value of -1.916 indicates that if the participation of the budget (X1) and the adequacy of the

budgets (X2) equal to zero, then the value of budgetary slack will decrease by approximately -1.916. The

regression coefficient budget participation (b1) of 0.914 indicates if the role of budgetary participation increases

by one unit, it will result in an increase in the budgetary slack (Y) amounting to 0.914 units, assuming other

variables are equal to zero.

The regression coefficient budget (b2) of 1.330 indicates if the role of the adequacy of the budget is increased

by one unit, it will result in an increase in the budgetary slack (Y) amounted to 1,330 units, assuming other

variables are equal to zero. X1.X2 moderate coefficient value (b3) of -0.057 indicates that every interaction

the role of budgetary participation and adequacy of the budget increased by one unit will lead to a reduction

in budgetary slack amounted to 0.057 units.

The coefficient of determination (R2) aims to measure the ability of the model to explain variations in the

dependent variable. The results adjusted R square in Equation 1 is 0.598. It shows that 60% of budgetary

slack variation can be explained by the participation of the budget, while the remaining 40% is explained by

other variables outside the model. The results adjusted R square in Equation 2 is 0.651. This shows that 65%

of budgetary slack variation can be explained by the participation of the budget as well as moderated by the

variable adequacy of the budget, while the remaining 35% is explained by other variables outside the model.

F test results indicates that the calculated F value of 52.667 with significant F or p-value of 0.0000 which is

smaller than the value  = 0.05, then the simple linear regression model is fit for use as an analytical tool to

examine the independent variables and the dependent moderation variable.
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Table 7 shows that the value of b1 is 0,692 and the level of significance for variable budget participation of

0.000. 0,000 value is smaller than 0.05 which indicates that participation variable budget has significant

positive effect on budgetary slack. This indicates that the participation of the budget will significantly increase

budgetary slack, so the first hypothesis in this study may be accepted. Hence, this study finds that the higher

the level of participation in the budgeting process at a construction company, the potential for the creation of

budgetary slack will be higher.

Based on the calculation results shown in Table 7, it is known that the value of b3 is -0.057 and significance

level of 0,010. 0,010 value smaller than 0.05 indicates that the variable budget adequacy has a negative

effect on the relationship of budget participation on budgetary slack. This indicates that in this study the

adequacy of the budget weakens the relationship between budgetary participation on budgetary slack because

it has a coefficient (b3) which is negative.

The success of an organization depends on the circumstances in which the budget is able to support

operational activities. Adequacy of the budget is able to carry out activities within the organization properly if

the fulfillment of budgetary resources is required. Managers and employees with the support of sufficient or

adequate budgets generally have better performance than those that are not supported by a sufficient budget.

The results of this study are supported by a previous study conducted by Ikhsan and Ane (2007) and Kosasih

(2013) which states that the adequacy of the budget moderating influence of budget participation with

budgetary slack.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the previous discussions, it can be concluded that there is a significant positive effect of budget

participation on budgetary slack. Variable budget adequacy weakens the influence of budget participation

on budgetary slack. This means that the higher level of the budget adequacy of construction companies, it

will be more possible to reduce the occurrence of budgetary slack through the process of budget participation.

Advice that can be proposed for construction companies is that the budgetary slack should be controlled by

the parties who are involved in the budgeting process to improve the planning and control activities. Managers

must take into consideration the possibility of budgetary slack by implementing policies that can increse the

employees’ commitment to achieve the goals and values   of the company.
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STATUS OF WOMEN IN PATHER PANCHALI (SONG OF THE ROAD)
*Sharmila Jajodia

ABSTRACT

Women, the equal participant in the formation of society, constitute the half population of the world but

have been marginalized since time immemorial throughout in almost all societies and cultures due to the

dominance of their male counterpart, varied social and cultural practices and biased attitude of women

towards the disadvantaged woman. This marginalization has aptly drawn attention of artists from various

fields including literature and cinema. Therefore the thinkers from various fields have always been concerned

about the status of women in Indian society. They have always raised questions about the gender

discrimination, girl child marriage, role of women in decision making within and outside the home and

the inhuman treatment given to widows in the society. In the light of following observations, this article

tries to analyse thestatus of women in “Pather Panchali” (1955), the most famous classic film of none

other than the great Bengali film maker Satyajit Ray [(based on the novel by the same title written by the

well known Bengali novelist  Bibhutibhusan Bandopadhyay (Banerji)]. It is artiste Ray’s debut direction

and an internationally awarded classic film released in post independent India (on 26 August 1955 in

Calcutta cinema house) which gave Indian cinema a reputed status on world map.

Keywords : Discrimination, gender, Indian, marginalization, mindset, socialization, woman

Research Paper

The most famous classic film”Pather Panchali (Song of the Road)” is a touching story of woman’s marginalization

in the male dominated Indian society as it depicts the poor plight of widows, gender discrimination and

woman’s sidelined role as a decision maker prevalent in the families in the backdrop of utter poverty of a

Bengali Brahmin family. It also makes an attempt to focus on how the psycho-social philosophy of our immediate

surroundings caused by the mindsets of men and woman and vice–versa i.e. the mindsets created by the

philosophyand psychology of socialization process gives a U turn not to the lives of a single woman or a family

but the whole society.

The film depicts the sufferings of Ray family, in pre-independent India in the backdrop of casteism. The family

consists of Mr. Harihar, a priest and the head of the family; his wife Sharbojaya, a home maker; their two

children – Durga, the daughter and Apu, the son; and Indir Auntie, an old widowed distant relative of Harihar.

The film is a symbolic representation of the difficulties faced by Indian women in various stages of life i.e.

childhood through Durga, adult / middle age through Sharbojaya, and old age and widowhood through Indir

auntie. The story revolves around these female characters and their haunting presence grabs the attention of

the audience automatically.

The film starts with Mrs. Mukherjee worshipping a plant who shouts atDurga for stealing some guavas from her

orchards. Durga running in a playful mood hides herself behind the tree. She puts a guava for her aunt in her

utensil as sheshares a good bond with her auntie Indir. Indir is eating baked rice in Durga’s presence but forgets

to offer her some while Durga looks on. So she wants to offer her a banana and finds the guava kept by Durga.

She eats the fruit fondly. Sharbojaya is pregnant.Still she goes to the village well to draw water. Mrs. Mukherjee

accuses her of her bad upbringing of Durga as her daughter is habitual of thieving and taunts that both the

mother and daughter are same as Sharbojaya has also not returned the loan of five rupees. When Sharbojaya

returns home, she finds Durga in the company of Indir. She immediately calls Durga though Indir tells that Durga

doesn’t harm her at all. Sharbojaya quarrels and asks Indir, ‘Why shouldDurga look at you while you eat?’ Indir

asks Durga to go to her mother. Sharbojaya orders Durga to return those stolen fruits to Mrs. Mukherjee and

come back and sweep the yard. As Sharbojaya dislikes Indir, so whenever she finds her daughter sitting near to

ENGLISH
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the penniless hunchbacked aunt-in-law, she calls her. Sharbojaya treats Indir like a beggar, may be due to poor

finances or jealousy, the most natural feminine trait. She never serves food or water to Indir, so the old woman

has to manage it herself. She even accuses Indir that Durga has learnt thieving from her. She tells Indir that as

she takes things from kitchen without asking Sharbojaya, so does Durga by picking up fruits from the neighbour’s

orchards. Thus it is Indir who prompts Durga to steal fruit as Indir eats those fruits with fondness. She also nags

Indir many times for taking chillies or other food items from kitchen. She says, “You spoil my daughter and I get

blame for it. I have tolerated you for 8 years. My patience has exhausted. You better go elsewhere.” Indir also

finds it difficult to tolerate the nagging at such an old age and leaves the house in anger with her bundle of

ragged clothes, mat and other belongings. As Durga watches her aunt leaving the house, she pulls her aunt’s

belongings and tries to prevent her but doesn’t succeed. Sharbojaya asks Durga to leave Indir alone. Indir goes

to the house of Raghu, one of her acquaintances.Durga, the innocent child, also understands that no one cares

for the old aunt except her. When she meets her aunt on the way, she brings her back home to see the new born

child, Apu. Indir is happy at the birth of child like others but Sharbojaya doesn’t like her coming and staying

with them again. Her behavior doesn’t change at all though Indir is seenrocking the cradle. Indir finds it difficult

to get up as her back is stiff and so requests Harihar to help her to get up. She remarks, “Who cares about an

old woman?” and shows Harihar her torn and worn out shawl. She even tries to stitch her torn shawl but cannot

thread the needle even. Raju Gifts Indir a new shawl and Sharbojaya quarrels with Indir and accuses her of

begging and insulting them. When Indir says that she had demanded it from Harihar, Sharbojaya retorts, “You

should be ashamed. Would he (Raju) feed you too? Don’t you realize that children often go hungry? If you are

staying here, stop begging otherwise you go” and throws Indir’s belongings. Indir goes to Raju’s house to stay

for a few days as she is perturbed with Sharbojaya’s behavior. Durga and Apu go out to search Indir as their

mother tells them to find the calf. Indir comes back as she is not well and wants to spend her last days at her old

home but Sharbojaya rejects her saying,”The best thing is to leave.” Indir requests to allow her to rest for a while

and give some water. Sharbojaya eating her food shows Indir her bowl and suggests Indir to help herself.Indir

ultimately leaves the house. Later on she is found dead sitting under a tree by Durga and Apu. Durga shakes her

body and she falls down. Thus she never gets peace but only rejection till her death. The villagers perform the

last rites. Thus Indir becomes an outsider insider or vice-versa in her own house.

Durga doesn’t go to school like Apu. Neither of her parents thinks of her studies. Harihar even encourages Apu

to study. Rather she helps her mother in household tasks like sweeping the floor, looking after Apu and helping

him to get ready for school, buying food items from market etc. as and when ordered by her mother. Even in

Apu’s school only boys are seen and the teacher calls them ‘jems’. Sharbojaya snubs Durga for roaming

around and says, “Is it right to skylark all day?” She should learn to cook, wash and perform religious rites as

the girls of her age do. She is pulled by hair and beaten by Sharbojaya when Tunu’s mother complains that

Durga has stolen her beads. Sharbojaya tells Durga to not pick up fruits from Mukherjee’s garden as it is not

theirs. Sharbojaya realizes that Apu doesn’t eat properly as he gets only rice to eat. Runu is getting married as

a child. Only males go to watch the stage play. Thus these are the issues which hint at the prevalence of gender

discrimination in the society.

Sharbojaya, spends her whole day in struggling to fulfill her responsibilities as a wife, a mother and a woman

while Harihar struggles to make both ends meet. He is addicted to tobacco smoking despite poor financial

condition. Though Sharbojaya tells him that they can’t afford to spend on tobacco yet he doesn’t understand.

They want to celebrate their son’s birthday but they have no money left. As Harihar gets the job offer, so the

child is considered lucky. They dream of getting a good match for Durga, the two meals a day and new clothes

for the family twice a year. Harihar fears that anybody can come to know about his job offer, so says to

Sharbojaya, “You might talk.You know what women are like.”Sharbojaya considers that Harihar can’t judge

people and is easily betrayed when she comes to know that the landlord Ray hasn’t paid him wages. She

makes him realize how his orchard has been snatched by Mukherjees but he discloses that his brother owed

Mukherjees. She tells him that he should demand his wages without delay as Apu needs good food and better

clothes, the house needs repair and they have to repay the loan (5 rupees of Mrs. Mukherjee).She also informs

him that how she feels lonely and depressed as living in the house is like living in the forest and she doesn’t have
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any neighbor to talk. He is also not there always as he has to go out for work. She even suggests that they

should shift to Benaras as he can earn more there. But Harihar says that as monsoon is over, the repair can wait.

He is also not willing to leave his ancestral house. He ignores her material and social needs and even her

suggestions. Harihar does go away for earning his bread with the promise to return in a week. In the meantime,

it becomes very difficult for Sharbojaya to manage the house. She has to sell the new utensils of the house to

survive. Five months pass and she doesn’t have any news of her husband. Sharbojaya is distressed at her

poverty, helplessness and neighbour’s insulting comments. She, being self-respected, doesn’t take help from

anyone. Harihar’s letter gives her the message that he has earned money and is coming back this month.

Monsoon arrives and Durga and Apu enjoy the first rain showers. Resultantly Durga is down with fever. Her

mother applies cold compresses throughout the night but her condition worsens. Due to heavy rain and thunder

storm, the house crumbles and Durga dies of illness. Harihar returns and inquires about children. Sharbojaya

remains silent. Harihar shows her the things purchased by him for her and the new saree for Durga. Sharbojaya

breaks down and discloses the bitter truth. He is also deeply hurt. His worm eaten manuscripts spoil his dream

of becoming a playwright. He decides to leave his ancestral house and go to Benares permanently for a better

life though old villagers consider his decision not a wise one and ask him to reconsider it.

Indir auntie dies shelterless, Sharbojaya’s views are not valued at all and Durga as a child doesn’t get her due

so women’s position remains pathetic in the film.It authenticates what Simone de Beauvoirhas expressed in her

book “The Second Sex”, ‘One is not born woman, but becomes a woman’.

The need of the hour is to bring about a change in our society by changing our minds and resultantly the social

and cultural practices. The old and widows must get the due respect and place in the family. A woman and a

wife must be given due space while making decisions and a girl child must get equal place in our hearts and the

society like a boy otherwise there will be no shortage of  women who will be suffering like Indir, Sharbojaya and

Durga in the Indian society despite the sci-tech advancement.

To conclude, women who constitute half of the society and contributes in creating the society must not be

treated marginally at any stage of their life at any cost.
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THE LITERARY RESPONSE TO THE INTERCONNECTIONS
BETWEEN MULTICULTURALISM AND GLOBALIZATION

*Jayashree Palit

ABSTRACT

The paper is primarily focused on exploring the literary response to the contentious and rather ambiguous

relationship between multiculturalism and globalization. The works of major writers, Orhan Pamuk (Snow),

Kiran Desai  (The Inheritance of Loss) and Khaled Hosseini (The Kite Runner) have been taken up to

investigate how writers have engaged with the debate relating to the impact that globalization has had

on cultural diversity with special emphasis on identity.

The paper brings into focus the two apparently contradictory impulses of universalism and particularism.

The intensification and expansion of cultural flows across the globe have raised an important question.

Are people becoming more alike or different under the impact of globalization?

The approach taken to the discussion of these issues is interdisciplinary. The writings of eminent socio-

political-economic writers have been used as a theoretical framework to study the literary response. The

attempt is to, wherever feasible, connect and synthesize the ideas posited by theoreticians with those of

the writers of fiction.

Keywords : Culture, multiculturalism, globalization, universalism, particularisms.

Is multiculturalism under threat? Is the juggernaut of globalization erasing distinctive cultural traditions? Or Is it

true that at a time when the world appears to be shrinking and becoming homogenous, distinctive cultural

traditions appear none the less to be growing in strength.

There is no doubt that something is happening to culture in an era of globalization and it is necessary to explore

the debates using literary texts and an interdisciplinary approach. Many questions are also being raised about

whether cultures are really disappearing. Are we wrongly ascribing passivity rather than agency to peoples and

communities who are actively engaged in determining their response to changing social and economic

circumstances?

The central debate is whether globalization results in a worldwide, homogenized, consumer culture-often referred

to as ‘Mcdonaldization’ or whether it accelerates differences and in fact creates new forms of cultural creativity

and hybrid cultures.

The terms ‘globalization’, ‘culture’ and ‘multiculturalism’ need to be understood before we examine their

interconnections. Globalization with emphasis on cultural globalization refers to ways in which the interactions

between groups of people who previously may have had little or no contact with each other, has increased. The

increased connectivity has been in the area of interdependence of regional cultures because of the ways in

which forces like travel, migration, religious conversion, trade, war, colonization and the general circulation of

ideas have brought disparate cultures closer.

When it comes to the term ‘Multiculturalism’ C.W. Watson (Watson 2002) cautions us about the reality that the

term ‘multiculturalism’ means differed things to different people. By the term ‘culture’ is meant “a common

language, a shared history, a shared set of religious beliefs and moral values, and a shared geographical origin,

all of which taken together define a sense of belonging to a specific group”. (Watson 1) and multiculturalism is

usually used to denote a society where there exist several cultures. The point to be noted is that there is a

strong notion in our minds of the distinctiveness of each culture, each separate from others. This is a contested

notion as boundaries between cultures are considered to be porous. It is wrong to essentialize culture. It is not
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compartmentalized, separate but constantly in a state of flux. In conclusion, one can state that for most a

multicultural society is ‘a state, a nation, a country, a region on even a bounded geographical location such as

a town or a school-composed of people who belong to different cultures’ (Watson 2).

The juggernaut of globalization it is believed inevitably drives individuals to join in common membership of

their cultural groups to protect their sense of identity. It is also worthwhile noting that there is a difference in the

thought process of how to deal with the existence of several cultures within the nation. One is the analogy of the

melting-pot which refers to the process of assimilation and the other is that of the salad-bowl where each culture

can keep its distinctive character. Today there is a celebration rather than suppression of diversity.

It is easy to see how globalization which many scholars believe is working towards creating a monocultural

society clashes with the concept of multiculturalism. Steger (Steger 2003 Preface) observes that the world is

becoming a more interdependent place that has enhanced contact between various cultures. This process of

mixing of different cultures that has been facilitated by global economic and cultural exchanges is referred to as

“hybridization”. Globalization scholars take special note of the fact that conflicts between the forces of

particularism and that of universalism have reached unprecedented levels mainly because the interdependencies

that connect the local to the global have been growing faster than at any time in history. One must also take

into consideration that globalization is an uneven process meaning that the gigantic transformation of social

structures and cultural zones has had varying degree of impact on people across the globe.

This phenomenon has been analyzed by many socio-political economic thinkers. Benjamin Barber (Barber

1995) has coined the term ‘Mc donaladization’ to explain the Americanization of large parts of the world. He

warns against a cultural imperialism that is based on a soulless consumer capitalism. He is of the view that in the

long run it amounts to the imposition of uniform standards that eclipse human creativity and dehumanize social

relations. To counter the colonizing tendencies of ‘Mcworld’ Barber says we have what is called a ‘Jihad’

impulse to reject and repel the homogenizing forces of the West.

In the process of acquiring power and wealth, hegemony continues into the twenty first century under the guise

of globalization. While globalization contributes to homogenization among people, economies technologies

and culture, also have contributed to the concentration of power in one country (the United States), or at least

in a single ideological culture, the culture of liberalization, privatization and marketization.

In short, the process of homogenization is leading to the emergences and consolidation of a single hegemonic

power. Like Barber, more scholars believe that the United States has found itself as the sole global hegemonic

power. The leaders of the homogenizing forces are predominantly western.

The backlash to homogenization is the development of new tools of resistance. Many cultures reject western,

American and consumerist domination. The question that many ask is to what extent, people and cultures

around the world relate to one another in their differences and to what extent is their perception of a global

world society relevant to how they behave. Globalization has shaken to its foundations the self-image of a

homogenous, self-contained national space. The architecture of thinking, acting and living within state-cum-

social spaces and identities collapses in the course of economic, political, ecological changes.

What is really our focus is that multiplicity, plurality and cosmopolitanism seem to be under threat as local

cultures and identities are uprooted and replaced with symbols from the publicity and image departments of

multinational corporations. The issue of universalism and particularism needs to be analyzed   in  this context.

There is a growing worldwide uniformity of institutions, symbols and behavior (Mc Donald’s, blue, jeans,

democracy, information technology etc.) and the new discovery and defense   of local cultures and identities.

It is inevitable that these two impulses or forces at work in the world should clash. The literary texts help us to

perceive how precisely the discussion on multiculturalism has sharpened in the last two decades. It helps to

bring the discussion from abstractions to the experience of different countries and examine how political, social

and economic contexts operate. It is evident that those issues are globally widespread.
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The phenomenon of redefinition or reassertion of a specific cultural identity in order to become eligible for new

economic privileges is evident in all the texts covering disparate geographical areas like Turkey, India, USA and

Afghanistan. The clash of cultures is one of the central themes all the selected novels as the forces of westernization

grapple with the demand of local regional interest.

Snow (Turkish Kar), a novel written by the Turkish author Orhan Pamuk and translated by Maureen Freely, was

published in 2004.  The story encapsulates many of the political and cultural tensions of modern Turkey namely

the clash between secularists and Islamists. The novel vividly portrays cruelty and intolerance of both the

Islamic fundamentalists and the representatives of the secularist Turkish state. The latter represents the westernizing

ideology reinforced brutally by the military.

The fundamentalists appeal to the sense of tribal identity. The ancient epic Shehname is a source of inspiration

for Blue. “Once upon a time millions of people knew it by heart…. But now, because we’ve fallen under the spell

of west, we’ve forgotten our own stories” (Pamuk.2004,81). The reader is left to conclude the implications of his

question to Ka “Is this story so beautiful that a man could kill for it” (Pamuk.2004,81).

The issue of the headscarves becomes a symbol of asserting one’s tribal identity. The epigraph from Dostovesky

— “Well then, eliminate the people, curtail them, force them to be silent (Pamuk 81). Because the European

enlightenment is more important than people - sums up the west’s arrogant approach to fundamentalist

movements. Despite Kemal Ataturk’s westernizing ideology, Kars is sunk in poverty and hopelessness, its

bourgeoisie had fled.

The novel reveals the difficulties faced by a nation torn between tradition, religion and modernization. Set in the

farthest east of Turkey, the locals are certain that in western eyes they all considered ignorant yokels. Western

hubris, as Huntington’s theory (The Clash of Civilization, 1996) implies is a catalyst for an insurgence of tribal

identity. Religion is the easiest crutch to rely on. As one character says “To play the rebel heroine in Turkey you

don’t pull off your scarf, you put it on” (Pamuk 319).

The Inheritance of Loss, a novel written by Kiran Desai, was published in 2006.. The novel zips back and forth

between Kalimpong and the streets of New York City. The action mainly takes place in the Kalimpong of the mid

1980s when the Gorkhaland agitation was at its peak..

Melissa Dennihy, in her essay ‘Globalization’s Discontents: Reading “Modernity” from the Shadows”, is of the

view that ‘The Inheritance of Loss’ is ultimately less concerned with globalization and multiculturalism than it is

with the underlying process that both contribute to and complicate these ideas”. According to Dennihy, Kiran

Desai’s critical contribution is that she refuses to view globalization and multiculturalism in a “celebratory” light

often attributed to them by mainstream western thought. Also she does not develop this criticism within the

“Western” frame of analysis but writes her novel from the perspective of the ‘shadow class”. Her novel sheds

light on how the very “benefits” of modernity are for some the cause of shame, self-loathing and solitude. Her

insight, that modernity and globalization both rely upon and, in many ways, replicate the same imperial and

colonial process that so many “positive minded” modern western thinkers would like to consider world systems

of the past, is very valuable and helps to question line of the underlying assumptions of the celebratory group.

(Dennihy 1 – 2)

First, many western thinkers herald globalization as the rise of a more positive, inclusive and connected world

order which allows for a preciously unimaginable “leveling of the playing field” between western and non-

western nations. If one examines the writings of various theorists it is apparent that globalization has been

described as eroding the constraints of distance and time, accelerating interdependence, shrinking the world,

global integration, enriching. the lives of people everywhere, expanding their choices et.al. Fredic Jameson

refers to  this a “postmodern celebration of difference and differentiation. Suddenly all the cultures around the

world are placed in tolerant contact with each other in a kind of immense cultural pluralism which it would be

very difficult not to welcome”(Jameson 1991). This is because a whole immense range of groups, races, genders,

ethnicities who were condemned to silence and to subalternity now find entry into the public space. No doubt
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this a cause for celebration. But Desai’s novel demonstrates that the “solidarity”, “interconnectedness” and

“democratization” are often surface level assumptions of processes that are more problematic than initially

meets the eyes.

Secondly, another view is that globalization causes “action at a distance” that is the “actions of social agents in

one locale can come to have significant consequences for distant others”. The question that arises is to what

extent those “distant others” have   an  impact upon the nations that so noticeably impact them. The novel has

many examples of how the “first world” has infiltrated into the “third world” space of Kalimpong. Sai reads the

National Geographic, Lola, and Noni watch BBC news, read “British” books. In sharp contrast Biju and other

immigrants have negligible impact on America. The restaurant in which they work are full of “first world” people

in the fashionable dining rooms and “third world”   people inhabit  the sweltering kitchens below. These two

worlds aree kept apart by the  economic and cultural divide.

Desai’s novel clearly demonstrates the ways in which the west insists upon forcing its commercial presence

upon non-western countries. This is the third point that Desai points to when she questions the view that

globalization has brought about revolutionary changes in the form of new opportunities and access to economic

prosperity.. The question that Desai raises is at what cost are such experienced? The Cook and Gyan are two

characters whose lives are marked by the struggle for modernity on the other hand, middle class characters like

Lola and Noni proudly invest in British jam and Marks and Spencer underpants. They imagine themselves as

part of a western community and look down on those who have not succeeded in emitting western commodities

and culture to the same extent that they have.

The result of enhancing western culture, however, results in the “fractures of cultures”. The characters are torn

between East and West, tradition and modernity, “Indianness” and “Britishness”. Jemu has internalized a colonized

mentality. Even the Cook is not free of this internalization of a colonized mentality.

Dennihy points out that the internalization of a colonized mentality is not lessened through the coming of

“modernity” and “globalization” (Dennihy 19). There is pressure on non-western countries who are inundated

with “westerness” to “prefer” western culture to their own. Jemu is an example of a man who has denied his own

Indian identity. He is envious of the English. Ultimately, he is despised by absolutely everyone, English and

Indians both.

The feeling of shared historical legacy permeates the entire novel “Certain moves made long ago had produced

all of them” She is referring to continuation of subjugation by the economic and cultural power of the west. The

so-called leveled field actually does more harm than good. Almost all the characters are stunted by their

encounters with the west. Multiculturalism, confined to the Western metropolitan and academic, doesn’t address

the causes of extremism and violence in the modern world. Nor can economic globalization become a route to

prosperity for the downtrodden. Desai is of the view that profit is the driving motive of globalisation. It pits

nation against nation .It promises much but delivers very little to most people in the postcolonial world .The

novel thus leaves us with the questions regarding the dividends from globalisation ,the celebration of hybridity

and the global citizen.

In The Kite Runner, Khalid Hosseini subtly describes Afghan culture along with giving us an insight into the

personal gains and losses of individual characters. He writes about large scale global sufferings and assaults on

the human rights, intricately weaving it with small painful moments in the life of the rich. The pathetic picture of

Afghanistan during peaceful times depicts Afghans as a peace loving race with a rich cultural heritage. Amir is

the protagonist of the novel.His boyhood days are spent in pursuing his passion of flying kites. “Winter was

every kid’s favourite season”(p,49). He writes in detail about the traditions of Afghanistan, like the Khastegiri

tradition, the marriage of Amir and Soraya in a traditional Afghan manner, the relationship of Amir with his strong

father Baba, his sufferings and expectations from his father and loss of identity at the death of Baba who is a

proud and powerful man and the ceremonies at the death of Baba. All the details are so vividly portrayed that

the readers are absorbed in the realistic imagery.
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The Kite Runner also effectively demonstrates that the difficulties of immigrant experiences just begin when one

attempts to leave his homeland. Baba abd Amir has escaped from Afghanistan unsure of what lay of ahead of

them. The adjustment to the new country is not just about learning a new language; it is about maintaining

traditions and some semblance of your own culture. Baba loses his own status but still has his old world

prejudices, thus demonstrating the precarious balance between old and new. Soraya and her mother also

demonstrate the difficult role women have balancing the expectations of an old world culture with the new

world in which they are living. For Amir it is an eye-opener that racism and ethnic prejudice are not limited to

his native land but integral to America culture. In California, Baba was near the bottom of the California social

ladder- an immigrant who worked at a gas station with minimum wage, and he finds America is not all that he

had expected. It is the tight-knit Afghan community around Santa Clara that gives Baba his sense of home and

identity. It is here that Baba can maintain his highly prized reputation.  It is inevitable that Amir should look for

a bride in his own community. Amir is better able to deal with his new life in California, learning the language

and getting an education before settling down and achieving his goal of becoming a writer. For Amir, the

American Dream is a reality, yet he maintains ties to his homeland through the Afghans living in California. The

racial prejudice found against the Hazaras in Afghanistan and that against the African Americans in America are

parallel. The importance of heritage is reflected in Amir’s connection to the immigrant community in San

Francisco. Amir and Baba  represent different experiences of assimilation. While Baba struggles to adjust to his

lowly social status in the US, Amir sees his new country as a source of potential. Amir undergoes aphysical

quest of finding a new life in California.

Amir might have emigrated to America, but there is nothing absolute in his decision. He finds himself a product

of the globalized world, where one foot is in reality and the other foot is in another. This delicate construction

of identity is what drives him to return to Afghanistan, The globalized world that Hossein renders is one where

modern individuals are forced to embrace complexity and ambiguity as a part of their being in the world. It is

in this regard that a statement that the globalized world is far from simple and “easy”, seems most apt.  Rather,

it is a series of complex and bifurcating narrative that force individuals to widen their scope of understanding

and compassion as they strive to better understand one another and themselves. This is the lesson that Amir

experiences in his own development.

The paper is an attempt to understand investigate and critically evaluate complexities of and interconnections

between phenomenon of multiculturalism and aspects of globalization. The paper probes in to the concepts of

multicultural society and also analyses how the process of globalization has opened up to scrutiny previously

established ideas on culture and society.
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CONSTRUCTING IDENTITY: GENDER AND SEXUALITY IN
SHYAMSELVADURAI’SCINNAMON GARDENS

                                                         *Annabel Rebello

ABSTRACT

This paper aims to explore the constructions of identity in Shyam Selvadurai’s novel Cinnamon Gardens.

It will examine the textual representations of gender and sexuality and how these representations

speak to the stereotypes of identity prevalent in late 1920s phase of reform and unrest in Ceylon now

known as Sri Lanka. The paper will attempt to show the connection among gender and sexual identities

through the lives of the parallel protagonists; Balendran and his niece Annalukshmi, in Cinnamon

Gardens. Within the socio-political framework, the characters negotiate with issues of gender and

sexuality that plague their existence. The “constraints” of being a woman, as imposed upon Annalukshmi

in order to keep her and her family’s reputation and respectability, and the “type of love” Balendran

continually craves for, after having been forced to conceal his homosexuality, is reflective of the duo’s

struggle to be part of a socio-political system, which they don’t really belong to. Bound by social

conventions and casteist orthodoxy, the protagonists ruffle a few feathers, and often surprise themselves

with their bold and rebellious actions. The relationship between the three themes only provides a

deeper understanding as to why the protagonists choose to the path that they eventually take.

Keywords : Identity, sexuality, gender, homosexuality.

Constructing Identity: Gender and Sexuality in ShyamSelvadurai’sCinnamon Gardens

ShyamSelvadurai, Sri Lankan-born writer was born in 1965 in Colombo to a Sinhalese mother and a Tamil

father, members of conflicting ethnic groups in the whose troubles form a major theme in his works. Selvadurai’s

novel Cinnamon Gardens is set in 1927-28 Colombo of British-ruled Ceylon. The period (late 1920s) is crucial

to the novella, because it marks the phase of reform and unrest in Ceylon, as reflected in the desire for self-

rule, demand for extending the franchise to the Ceylonese masses — with the coming in of the Donoughmore

Commission, and the rise in the anti-colonial movement across the country. Selvadurai enmeshes multiple

themes, that of “nationalism, politics, family drama, emancipation, gender, homosexuality, casteism,” in his

novel. It is within this socio-political framework that the protagonists of the novel — Balendran and his niece

Annalukshmi, and other characters negotiate with issues of gender and sexuality that plague their existence.

The novel Cinnamon Gardens is set in a fictional place- Cinnamon Gardens, the affluent area in Colombo

inhabited mainly by wealthy Burgher and Tamil families. In this book, he takes up the themes of high-society

morality, hypocrisy and talks about the life of the upper classes of Colombo’s wealthy suburb. Along with that

he includes quotations from the Triukkural, (an ancient work of Tamil philosophy). These quotations are not

only cited by several characters but also by the author, at the head of each chapter. The “constraints” of

being a woman, as imposed upon Annalukshmi in order to keep her and her family’s reputation and

respectability, and the “type of love” Balendran continually craves for, after having been forced to conceal his

homosexuality, is reflective of the duo’s struggle to be part of a socio-political system, which they don’t really

belong to. Bound by social conventions and casteist orthodoxy, the protagonists ruffle a few feathers, and

often surprise themselves with their bold and rebellious actions. Heather Smyth in his critique of Cinnamon

Gardens associates this “respectability and heterosexuality, as essential to nationalism.” The relationship

between the three themes only provides a deeper understanding as to why the protagonists choose to the

path that they eventually take.
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In understanding the novel, it is important to examine the issue of gender inequality that Ceylon was fraught

with during the early part of the 20th century. Annalukshmi, a bright 22-year-old qualified teacher, epitomises

the “new woman,” who “cannot be stopped by ridiculous conventions of the society”. But her achievements

though “remarkable” are “appalling” for her times. For starters, her decision to take up the job of a teacher,

won her nothing, but brickbats from relatives, who considered it “a great crime”.

Her free-spirited nature (travelling on a bicycle) and tendency to go against the existing social norms, earned

her a reputation that was both disconcerting and alarming for her mother Louisa.

Neloufer De Mel highlights the plight of Ceylonese women in Women and the Nation’s Narrative: Gender and

Nationalism in Twentieth Century Sri Lanka. Shewrites “Women were educated only to make suitable partners

for the English-educated Sri Lankan male…to be a good mother and housewife…Beyond that there was no

need, even for those advocating reform, to educate and empower women in their own right.” This idea is

replicated by Aunt Philomena, who believes that “Normal women think of their husbands and nothing else.”

Since Annalukshmi is the eldest daughter, it mattered that she kept the reputation of the family and regulated

her behaviour in keeping with the society to further the chances of her sisters and her getting good marriage

proposals. It is due to this very reason that Annalukshmi later finds herself in a dilemma, one where she is

forced to choose between her own happiness, and that of the others.

On several occasions, the defiant Annalukshmi seems to give in to her mother’s tantrums. During one such

instance, she also agrees to compromise and meet Chandran Macintosh. Yet, she doesn’t think twice before

taking the bold decision to leave home — much against her father’s wishes, when her cousin Muttiah comes

down from Malay to get married to her.

A lot of Annalukshmi’s political and social ideas are fuelled by the Women’s Franchise Union’s debate that

she attended with her aunt Sonia; and her headmistress Miss Amelia Lawton, who she reveres and considers

a role model.

However, what is shocking is the role of women (including her mother Louisa, Philomena Barnett and her

sisters) in “othering” their own flock. Several references in the text reflect this:

Kumudini, alluding to Annalukshmi riding a bicycle, says “It’s one thing for European ladies to ride bicycles.

We can’t (women in Ceylon)”.  Her aunt Philomena, on the same issue, says, “I have no objection to a girl

dabbling in a little teaching, but to go and get a professional certificate! What can you expect after that!...Let’s

marry off Annalukshmi... Nothing settles a girl like marriage.”

Cinnamon Gardens also echoes the tension prevailing in the society with respect to extending voting rights

to women. Aunt Philomena is absolutely against the idea, and believes that only “manly” women get involved

in political affairs. She favours the views of Sir Poonambalam Ramanathan, who claims that “the purity,

nobility, modest of women would be ruined if they are given the vote.”

The biases against women are not only restricted to gender, but also caste. Miss Lawton, who Annalukshmi

believes is the torch bearer of women’s rights and emancipation, refuses to admit a non-Christian into the

school. Annalukshmi’s aspirations to become headmistress too are quashed, when she realises that Miss

Lawton had no such inclination, and that only another white could take her position. The prejudices towards
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ethnicity, caste and religion disappoint her greatly, ultimately forcing her to take the bold decision to quit at the

Colpetty Mission School, and apply at a Hindu School in Jaffna.

Another interesting character who is trapped in the politics of gender and representation is Balendran’s wife

Sonia. Born and brought up in England, Sonia represents “all that is modern,” and embodies the “westernised

women,” in the true sense. Though she moves to Colombo after marriage, she still takes great interest in

politics, is very actively socially, and also eggs her husband on, to take decisions for himself. In fact, she not

only believes in extending voting rights to women, but also to the common man.

However, despite being “empowered,” Sonia is unable to get out of her unhappy marriage. Instead, she

chooses to stay back, for her son and husband. The author also hints at Sonia being aware of Balendran and

Richard’s relationship, but she shows no aversion to this, and neither questions him. Instead, she decides to

leave for England to stay with her son and Aunt Ethel for some time. The complex character, as portrayed by

Sonia, reflects the social mores and gender roles, which tie her down. As De Mel puts it, “While it was the

preserve of men to reflect the transition of Sri Lankan society from eastern to western, traditional to modern,

its women were denied ability to cross these boundaries…They were constant signifiers of the ‘best’ in native

traditions.” Sonia was an embodiment of the same. This can also be said, of Balendran’s mother, who though

aware of the “influence that Miss Adamson” exerted on her husband, was unable to confront him.

Selvadurai’s novel also dwells on the issue of sexuality, with special emphases on same sex relationships.

Balendran, a closeted homosexual, is smothered by his father’s (the Mudaliar’s) rigid ideals and value systems.

An obedient son, he gives up on his lover Richard Howland, only to marry his cousin Sonia, with whom he is

not even half in love with. He is portrayed as one, who has been brutally suppressed to meet the ends of the

selfish bourgeoisie, a class which his father represents.

Even though he believes that he has “done the right thing,” his marriage is in absolute disarray. While Selvadurai

does not dwell upon Balendran and Sonia’s relationship, one cannot, but notice the cold distance between

the couple. Though not much is said between the two, the physical distance is more than apparent with

“Balendran’s formality in their lovemaking…his insistence that they maintain separate bedrooms,” and Sonia’s

outbursts now and then.

In order to satisfy his physical urges, Balendran also secretly visits Rajan, who lives near the railway platform.

And though Balendran “cursed himself” for risking his marriage by doing this, he cannot seem to help

himself. While he is still negotiating with his embattled gay identity, he is once again confronted with Richard,

who his father assumes is an assistant with the Donoughmore Commission.

This time his conscience takes a nosedive, and love blossoms again. However, aware that his father and the

family’s reputation were at stake, he plugs it again. Smyth in his critique of the novel associates Balendran’s

decision as one rooted in the desire for a national identity. Lynne Pearce author of Devolving Sexualities says,

“National identity is perhaps the most easy to be proud of… It is much easier, indeed, than proclaiming an

identity that has been consistently, and historically, de-legitimated: like being gay.” Considering the political

undertones of the novel, and the reputation that Balendran knew he had to keep as the son of key member of

the Ceylon Tamil Association, the association cannot be ignored.
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The Mudaliar is also important when discussing the issue of sexuality. A man with rigid value-systems — renounces

his own son (Arul) for having married a low caste woman — Mudaliar represents “bourgeois respectability and

Victorian morality.”

In the words of Smyth, the Mudaliar is synonymous to the British colonial power “at the level of the household.”

This is visible not only in his way of life, but also the influence and control he exerts on all the members of the

family. His authority is so overwhelming that even Balendran, whose political views are in complete contradiction

to his father’s, is unable to stand up to him. However, the Mudaliar in real, is a mirror of “hypocrisy”. The

Mudaliar is not only involved with his secretary, but also had a relationship with Arul’s wife Pakkiam’s mother,

who ironically belonged to a lower caste.  The very values he stood for fell flat, because of his multiple sexual

encounters and his pretence of living by codes.

Gender and sexuality form the thrust of the novel, as they are the core problems that the protagonists encounter.

It connects the hidden, private lives of the bourgeoisie of Ceylon with the historical forces (Donoughmore

Commission). The struggle for self-rule is merged with the struggle for individual freedom — of Balendran

and Annalukshmi in particular — from social constraints and repressed desires, to carve out their own destinies

and seek love and lost friendship, without deharmonising the existing social setup. The novel re-traces the

history of Ceylon, but through these evocative and almost real characters, who though ahead of their times,

were indicative of what was to come.

The protagonists are modern characters but the conventional society is strong that it holds them back.

Women characters are portrayed as very strong characters. The three women– Louisa, Nalamma and Sonia,

in the novel play an important role in trying to hold the family together. The book traces the political issues of

the time as well as critiques the social situation inherent in colonial society. Thus, we see that the moral world

is not defined through stereotypes. It is defined through the action taken by Balendran and Annalukshmi

once they reach a point of understanding. Thus, we see that the themes of gender, sexuality and identity are

intertwined into the lives of the characters.
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ECOFEMINISM AND VALUE BASED SOCIAL ECONOMY IN
FEMININE LITERATURE: ALLIED RESISTANCE TO THE AGE OF

ANTHROPOCENE.
*Pooja Siwatch

ABSTRACT

The works by women writers exhibit the critique of binaries created by patriarchal capitalism to deconstruct

the woman/nature analogy along with culture/nature oppositions. Literature provides the theory before

the action. The symbolic action for change thus occurs when methods of literature become the approaches

towards climate change. The center of this change is the marginalized woman. The nexus of the nonhuman

nature and marginalized woman is captured in the epiphanies of works by women writers as a common

point program to liberate from male domination. Thus feminine literature reconfigures the conditions of

woman and ecofeminism to host the triumph of her free choice of social reproduction that completely

defies capitalist structure based on personalized profits. Thus the imagery of words in woman based

nature or nature based woman inspire the physical world to from an allied force for the much needed

climate change in this age of Anthropocene.

Keywords : Anthropocene, Socioeconomic, Social reproduction

Theory of Ecofeminism

Ecofeminism is the ecocritical consciousness that combats the nature from being used as commodity for

profit by capitalist state. Ecocriticism here is the relation literature has with the physical environment. Thus

ecofeminism is the approach to integrate nature within the feminist theory. This involves moving away from

the patriarchal capitalism that has brought the mono culture for the entire world. This age of supposed

superior intelligia that has led to rapid growth of industrialization is called the age of Anthropocene where

man has dominated nature completely to build its infrastructure.It is safe here to say that the cultural identity

of man is that of ‘master identity’ where woman is the resource like nature who is exploited by the systems

that has produced conditions to industrialize nature and its many products. Man has used nature as

convenience to him instead of co-exiting with it. Women‘s genealogy traces similar agencies of exploitation.

Arising from this repertoire is the new age ecofeminism as condition where “[W]oman must see that there

can be no liberation for them and no solution to the ecological crisis within a society whose fundamental

model of relationships continues to be one of domination. They must unite the demands of the women’s

movement with those of the ecological movement to envision a radical reshaping of the basic socioeconomic

relations and the underlying values of this [modern industrial] society” (Ruether, 1975204).Friendship of

Nazneen and Razia is the ecofeminist friendship built on each other’s economies for nourishment and care of

families (Ali, ‘brick lane’2003). The economies of love, care and nourishment are worked by women in their

homes. It’s a non-monetized value added trade which is free of profit oriented enterprise. The gratification of

the need based (and not profit based) enterprise nourishes the recipients of women’s labor without any

revenue from family in fixed term. Reciprocation remains in actions of her family for her security and respect.

In this way nature and women function exchanging their forms to nourish the seed in their womb for longevity

of humanity on this planet.

Literature by women writers encompasses this consciousness of women in their works to unite us all with

nature, at times through the imagery of death in words, “the world is ill and dying.Here there are those who

have gotten ahead of the rest….your time will come….The moment of pain comes for everyone; your mistake

is not to realize that” (Ardizzi, 2000 90). The feminist theory of literature by women writers does not romanticize

landscape or its longing characterized as departure from society, rather it pledges to sustain the fragile

boundary between nature and humanity.Feminine literature, thus becomes discourse of ecology too.
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It moves away from the gendered discourse of male writer to incorporate concerns of ordinary life of woman

where she her concerns over the bloom of Gulmohar tree is to “be home in time to catch the flowers as they

fall” (Badami, 2002 147).The imagery created in their literary works emphasizes the land as source of pleasure

and engagement for women for her soul to celebrate its existence in workings of nature.

The anticlimax to above is the patriarchal endeavors for a monetized profit by rendering the earth, its resources,

and the people, as mere raw material. The discourse of capitalism produces conditions of domination to

discipline the environment and woman alike. The politics of Ali’s pen validates above and reads comic

instance from a hand towel “Rules to be observed by the Hands Employed in this Mill.’ It’s got a date on:

1878" (2010 198). Ali creates the vacuum built on capitalist principles to prompt the reader of the distance

from nature that needs to be reversed.

All the above are episodic collection to purport the relevance of this paper in combining the eco-feminine

literary force with social reproduction as the force to empower movement for climate change.

Patriarchal CapitalismCreated the Divide of Man from Man,Man from Woman, and Woman from nature

Capitalism obtained its influence by injecting race, class, and gender binaries as a historiographical project

of scientific discoveries and invention to align women, nature and man as resource in the process of selection

of few. Naturally such systems of power were built on discourse of ‘progress and prosperity’ in disguise of

the project of universalizing the world in arbitrary categorization of woman and nature in a fixed order to

deliver for factory requirements. This has made relation between patriarchy and woman/nature one that of

domination and oppression by patronizing the domestic labour along with re-productivity of woman/ nature

as ‘[T]he highly institutionalised demarcation of domestic labour from wage labour in a context of male

supremacy forms the basis for a series of powerful ideological structures which develop a forceful life of their

own’ (Vogel, 2013 153-4). This divide creates systems of power for effectiveness of ruling class which expands

its trade by creating multiple hierarchies or divisions to appropriate labour ‘which then becomes synonymous

with women’s underdevelopment and nature’s depletion’ (Shiva 2010).

Reclaiming women and nature from the identity inscribed is by valuing their social reproduction.Capitalism

separated areas of production calibrated as ‘workplace’ from that of reproduction namely the ‘home’. Women

was assigned the house. Birth, child-care, caring for elderly and nourishment of the whole family involved

hour-to-hour work by woman. The labour became her commitment to her role and progressed as her natural

gender attribute. This hard work is not accounted in any nation’s GDP gross figures. Devaluing performativity

of the women’s role gave capitalism the leverage through patriarchal norms. It eroded all social relations.

Cheap female labour and child-labour became the discriminatory tools employed to regulate the labor market.

The selection of few created hierarchies led industrialization where ties of solidarity were based on economic

gains. Naturally the domestic labour that did not bring any economic gain further devalued women’s work at

home: cleaning, care-giving, cooking. This class division and gender division has become the order of the

day. Nature is relegated to raw material provider and men at factory became the producers with no obligation

towards earth and its components. Thus the divide of humanity and separation from nature became the will

of the state. It is vital acknowledge this insanity in human behavior towards nature the ‘prakriti’-knowledge of

self, for healing the planet.

Here one needs to recognize that the nature of woman and her reproduction is not an imposed condition. It

is rather her choice practiced through her role that patriarchy has exploited and dominated. It is her culture

like the ‘aranya samskriti’ (forest culture) which is not the ‘condition of primitiveness, but one of conscious

choice” (Shiva, 2010 53).

Men perceive their state of mass production as active and that of women as passive state. This creates the

divide of conscious and alive from the unconscious mass production of factory fit values. Thus women’s
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natural creativity has caused another divide paradigm from man as ‘renewable base of agriculture provided by

women through carrying green manure and fodder to farms and carrying compost and organic matter to fields

has been destroyed by reductionist agriculture which replaces renewable inputs from the farm by non-renewable

inputs from factories, and displaces women’s work in providing sustainable inputs with the work of men and

machine to produce hazardous agri-chemicals as inputs to green revolution agriculture’ (Shiva,1998 92). The

ecological prospective of woman is the knowledge that nourishes humanity. The patriarchal order in contrast

reduces her social reproductivity. This is aptly recognized by works of women writers who strike to bring this

care for humanity back into our lives. Women’s literature substitutes the patriarchal functions by ecofeminist

cultures that are committed toward social reproduction as a “decent weaver won’t wait on a tackler. They’ll fix

it and get on” for a capitalist tackler has “threads that break all the time” (Ali. 2010 287). with social reproduction.

Ecofeminism as the Language of Resistance

Women writers are more tuned to the social reproductions in the role of women. Through study of their works

I attempt to explore the intersection ecofeminism makes with their non-monetized labour of care and

nourishment to resist the globally regenerative age of Anthropocene and prove that ecofeminism is vital for

climate change.

Subverting the norms is the initiative of literature. Thoughts proceeds actions. Therefore women writers write

the language of change. They create the conditions for identifying feminist agendas with nature to bring

holistic and value based economy of social reproduction to initiate reversal of our habits.

Imagery of Ecofeminism

Human spirituality progresses through womanhood. Spirituality has to be essentially viewed as an ability of

human to focus beyond the pain and move ahead in life. This part of feminist behavior links it with eco

spirituality which is the ground work for ecofeminism.Writer Anita Rau Badami brings the cathexis of concerns

of past with relinquishing the past for better present occurs when environmentalist Arun and his father Sripathi

find peace in each other’s choices in life. Sripathi and Arun both enjoy the stroll on the beach at dusk time to

watch the turtles returning to lay eggs. Badami’s climax in her narrative is when her protagonist coexist with

nature as he “humbles by the sight of something that had started long before humans had been imagined

into creation by Brahma, and had survived the voracious appetite of those same humans” (‘The Hero’s Walk’

2000, 355). The reverence for nature further prompts Sripathi to relinquish his old Brahmin house and its

ways to evolve a non-gendered symphony arising from the cacophony of his mother Ammaya. The unity of

feminist ideals with the non-human nature are the ‘new cosmologies emerging from physics, [that] provide

fertile ground for ecofeminist entry into dialogue with natural sciences’ (Sree 2008, 97).

Quite similar to above the epistolary narrative of ‘Brick lane’, letters of Hasina are the pain beyond which

Nazneen has to constantly grow out from, to care or her children. She has to forgo any thoughts of reunion

with her sister in Bangladesh when she sought the new order of life. In this way she figuratively and literally

relinquishes her past (Ali Brick Lane).

Language initiated by such literature is that prompt where ‘[T]he World needs an epistemological change

which will rearrange desires. Global contemporaneity requires it’ (Spivak, 3). The contemporaneity in the

language of women writers is the non-essentialist and non-gendered discourse that forms a more urgent

bond with nature for reversal of patriarchal norms and climate change. The existential crisis is the women

writer’s resolve to admit the crisis between the protagonist and the environment reflected through oppression

of woman, and her distance from the nature. The crisis is resolved by Badami inher prolific language that

says, “ how neat that garden used to be…Maya and Nirmala had lovingly tended the mango and guava trees,

the banana plants and coconut palms, and had been rewarded with steady supply of fruit” (‘The Hero’s Walk’

200 7). The physicality of the time and geography of the fictitious town Totupuram by Badami is ecofeminism

planted in trees of old Brahmanical house. The garden of the house bears the ‘image of bounty’ as social

reproduction when attended by his daughter, Maya and wife Nirmala. The garden dried up when Sripathi as
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representative of patriarchal norms devalued Maya (womanhood) and her decision to marry as per her own

choice. He eroded the social relation of mother and daughter. This language delivers the cause and verdict

of ecofeminist actions that lead to holistic social reproduction in the imagery of the garden that will bloom

again when the desires are rearranged for global contemporaneity.

In her narrative ‘Made in Italy’, Maria J.Ardizzi drowns the cacophony of World War IIon the farm life in Italy.

Non-materialism of Ardizzi distances the womanhood of Nora from her loveless marriage and the philanderer

way of life of her husband Vanni. Ardizzi’s pen critiques the war on outsidethat claims to bring honour to its

people and on the inside talks of ‘who are those people’ through Zia Tina who is able to settle the fear of

soldiers when they wandered into their house by saying, “they are some mother’s poor sons too…..Tossed

about and confused….full of fear…” (Ardizzi1999, 106). Men in this discourse of literature are ‘re-educated

with minimum damage to them’ (Sree 2008). The ability to envision all humanity as born through singular

womb and thus connected is working of nature through woman and woman through nature.This is ecofeminism

that crosslinks with the written texts in words of Elleke Boehmer “postcolonial women writers ….…are equally

concerned to bring fore the specific textures of their own existence. Both as woman and postcolonial citizens

they concentrate….on their ‘distinct actualities’ and ‘often this is a political commitment” (Boehmer 6). Ardizzi

has integrated social relations in bringing back the sense of unified at womb through caring for every mother’s

son. Here ecofeminism functions as relation of nature (care for every mother’s son) withfeminism that re-

educates humanity.

Ardizzi retains the currency of social issue by putting protagonist Nora in capitalist market of garment factory

but only to explore identity of female subjectivity to establish its identity free of any essentialism threatened

by her coexistence with nature. This identity of Nora does not need too many artifacts in the house or the

abstentious display of wealth. She practices this as a response to patriarchy in expressing her freedom of

choice and not of imposed conditions. It despises of the clamor caused in Amelia’s clothing in appreciation

of simplistic forms of life in form of mama and papa andZia Tina. The fondest memory of Nora are from the

ecofeminist world where she lived one with nature.

This theoretical assumptions of Ardizzi that functions through Nora is in line with “Gramsci’s1 exhortation:

instrumentalize the intellectual, in the interest of producing epistemological change, rather than only attending

upon the ethical, in subaltern and intellectual alike” in Gayatri Spivak’s explanation that “By superimposing

and interconnecting many loops, we (and all other biological systems) not only solve particular problems but

also form habits which we apply to the solutions of classes of problems. We act as though a whole class of

problems could be solved in terms of assumptions or premises, fewer in number than the members of the

class of problems. In other words, we (organisms) learn to learn….[The] rigidity [ of habits] follows as a

necessary corollary of their status in the hierarchy of adaptation. The very economy of trial and error which is

achieved by habit formation is only possible because habits are comparatively “hard programmed’. ….The

economy consists precisely in not re-examining or re-discovering the premises of habit every time habit is

used. We may say that these premises are partly “unconscious’, or-if you please- a habit of not examining

them is developed. (EM, p. 274). Therefore women’s literature is the habit of examining the hard programmed

norms of patriarchy. To watch the turtles return and lay their eggs, to be back home in time to collect the

flowers that fall from Gulmohar tree, or offer peace to lost soldiers of war is the social value in acts performed

by women in feminine literature that induce the habit to develop varied response to workings of nature.

Deconstructing Capitalism in Favour of Ecofeminist Ethics

Monica Ali is the voice of the displaced, uprooted and ignored. Therefore her literature is non-gendered in its

reflection of the proletariat as the exploited. Nevertheless she retains the unassuming position of class

hierarchies and social binaries created by industrialized North. The social order thus created places woman

at the bottom of the ladder with further distinctions of the immigrant and coloured women of the world. Ali

deconstructs workings of capitalist venture through ‘Imperial Hotel’ in her narrative ‘In the Kitchen’. The

narrative is poignant with techniques employed by Ali to expose what Vandana Shiva argues as “[w]hile gender
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subordination and patriarchy are the oldest of oppressions, they have taken on new and more violent forms

through the project of development”. This oppressive apparatus of capitalism is deconstructed by Ali by

purporting the concept of ‘national identity’ as “market place of ideas and values and cultures, and none of

them is privileged over the rest….nothing more than laissez-faire” (‘In the Kitchen’, 285). Here ecofeminism is

practiced by cautioning man, as ‘none of them is privileged’ and to coexist as ‘nonidentity’.  Ali’s ethics of

ecofeminism displace gender and all social binaries for universal ecological justice in the deconstruction of

the capitalist structure of ‘The Imperial Hotel’.

The institution of ‘marriage’ as a patriarchal norm that supports capitalism is regressive and painful history of

feminine literature. Genealogy of women is abundant with practices inscribed on women to fit the role of

housewife, mother and care-taker. Ali’s craft in ‘brick lane’ (2003) makes the narrative as a collective story of

women isolated in their experiences. Nazneen, Jorina, Razia amongst host of other women in the narrative,

collectively appropriate their labour for idealist goals of raising their children in peace and harmony. The

women writer transfixes the value based enterprise of woman that arises from repertoire of her past in words,

“But that was before I knew what I could do” (Ali 2003, 410). It is a narrative that does not build accolades of

a singular soul but a collective emancipation of the community of the marginalized to successfully deconstruct

capitalism and patriarchy.

‘Can You Hear the Night Bird Call?’ is Badami’s verdict on capitalism where “a woman is damaged in places

too private to see” (2006 399). Ethics of the industrialized world has enabled the capitalist to take what does

not belong to him: the rightful labour of the proletariat away from them. Nimmo’s labour of love, her son is

seduced by Sharanjeet to fulfill her lack in childless state. While on one hand it is the performativity of a role

that inscribes the position of lack on Sharanjeet, namely her childless state, it becomes a capitalist venture

for her to be able to convince Nimmo to give up one of her children to her. Badami displays the shameless

morality of man2 that chooses to exploit nature, ruin or transform it for its own profits. Such deconstruction

creates deep inroads into the psyche of displaced child who takes refuge in violence and ultimately the

ethics rolled on red carpet of capitalism cause breakdown of the entire system of lives constructed with base

of money as power over nature. The absent human-ness in the 1947 partition of India and Pakistan, the

Golden Temple Tragedy in 1983 and the explosion of Air India flight 182 off the coast of Ireland in 1985 is

weaved in life of Nimmo; the women who has borne the stink of death and decay from all three political

events that took place in her life. The loss of ethics, morality and humility to regard nature as undividable and

universal is preached by Badami through Nimmo whose husband has died in the riots and yet she “collects

Satpal’s turban cloth, which she had starched that morning and hung out to dry-long strips of colour fluttering

in the sun, reminding her of him, standing before the small mirror in the front room, winding his turban about

his head, catching her eye as she watched, smiling at her” (‘Can You Hear the Night Bird Call?’ 398-9). The

starch on Satpal’s turban that fluttered in the sun is the love of women for her family that is abundant and free.

It is the love that continues to nourish the soul of the giver and receiver long after physicality of the human

body is lost. Literature of Badami synchs woman with nature as that force which no riot, or human destruction

could destroy and that which flutters freely. This consciousness of peace prevails in nature. It is this peace

that needs to be protected in this age of Anthropocene where war machines have taken control of human

lives.

Eco-feminist Literature Seeks Justice

This resistance to Anthropocene is resistance to that economy which is bereft of any logic, essential identity,

determinant or organizing principle. Humanity has built its morality derived from subjects of the written texts.

These subjects in works of women writers assemble the different constituents of the male-driven economy to

balance the excessive produce that is not only unethical but has become toxic for man and nature. Their

existence is threatened by the various emissions from factories overloaded with principles of decay and

death. Such an economy needs to be deconstructed for perseverance of sustainable geological age.
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It begins when women writer asks a mother, “Are you happy being Appa’s wife? A mother?”(Badami2000, 160)

as an unanswered query to recount the decline of resources of air, water and arable land as consequence of the

lack of speech in unified exploitation of woman and nature. The expansionist discourse of capitalism has

plundered natural resources who like woman are mute in their existence. Saroja represents the unified struggle

of woman and nature. The clipped desires of Saroja failed to save her husband from disease.  The balance of

ecology in interconnectedness of woman with nature also promotes gender relations. Thus for longevity of this

planet the many desires of woman have to be freely expressed through her freedom of choice (of not being part

of capitalist economy)towards social reproduction.

The ‘non-identity’ theory of Ali honours the struggle of prostitute Lena, whose womanhood lost its direction in

the capitalist world. Lena, the representative of the failed economy of the society, became the product of

trade for capitalist society. Her commitment to reproduce is lost when she as commodity is valued in terms of

possession.The anti-authoritarian discourse of Ali through Lena functions to further contaminate deep layers

of capitalism where woman is degraded further to become the object of culture. Ali creates system of signs

for deconstruction of modern day development when sexual favours are traded as commodity in  words,

“They wanted something from each other, and what was theirs was theirs to trade freely, they didn’t need to

deceive themselves” (2010, 126).

Moving further Ali explains her trajectory of the women lost in the process of industrialization as, “when I was

growing up, in the Soviet Union,” said Nikolai, “femininity was simple thing. A Woman was a

worker…mother….wife. …..And once a month she went out ….to listen to music and drink little vodka and

she wore lipstick. It was bright red” (230). This double coding of woman separated her being from nature.

Lipstick: “This is like a metaphor for women today” (231), labels the price tag of women in her position. The

surplus of dozens of lipsticks further promote the fear of “what if I am missing something?” (329). Thus the

query of feminist literature to the man is about his ethics of success which have dominated woman and

nature as an unsatisfied and unfinished quest. Ali clears away the awe of elite Modernism in favour of broke

protagonist Gabe who chooses his social commitment and is united with his love in his failure thus eroding

away Anthropocene of ‘Imperial Hotel’.

Maria Ardizzi recalibrates the intelligent to remove the fear of success in “a giant unstoppable blaze” (MI,

241). The drive for ecofeminism is to produce social value system. A process that steers clear of multiple

definitions. Ecofeminism is a “significant stream within the feminist movement, containing a range of theoretical

positions which rest on the assumption that there are critical connections between the domination of nature

and of women” (Braidotti et al., 1994, 161). This relation effects the deployment of resources, identity and

social reproduction by woman. To sell this critique women writers place their protagonist in ambivalent relation

with manmade colonialism and development process.

Women’s literature is not about heroism or win over somebody’s loss. It is the literature where “new plants

are grown from old seeds” (Ardizzi, 2000 98). It serves to value woman in her womanhood where “[M]other

is unchanging as the Dhruva Star” (Badami1996,15). Thus feminine literature gives direction to practice

womanhood for woman.The consequence of ‘Third World’ labour system is viewed from position of lack. The

discourse that implies that the resource is the raw material for exploitation of woman and nature alike is

reversed, when every Nazneen decisiveness crawls out of the pages as a conscious force to act on her will.

She refuses to return to Dhaka from London, which is now ‘home’ to her daughters. The heteroglossia of Ali

proposes legends in ‘back to nature’ story of protagonists worked in the morality of everyday events that

shape our perception of the world. The Tattoo lady, and Hassan the boy hanged by tree are the overindulgence

in the industrialised north where, “[A] serious thing, though, the business with the machine work. Ruins the

hands, the back, the eyes” (Ali, 2003 151).

Further more women writers create absence of wealth rendered as a deficit by developed conditions as an

opportunity to unite woman with nature. Wealth is the condition where one, ‘chooses systems over objects’
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as a fundamental tenet of Mikhail Bhaktin’s dialogical landscape (Morson and Emerson, 1989 47). So lack of

wealth is choosing objects over systems. Literature by women writers is the glory, discourse and repertoire

sustained by social reproductions of non-monetised values to bring climate change. Such literature has no

benchmark from the past but is obliged to build future by its originality to protect nature.
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UNSEEING EYES: GAZE AND ADDRESS IN DEDHISHQIYA
*Akshata Pai

ABSTRACT

The paper critically engages with the Abhishek Chaubey directed film DedhIshqiya (2014)in an attempt

to analyse its representation of queer female desire. My contention is that the filmexhibits an awareness

of Hindi cinema’s gendered hierarchy of gaze and address, and that it draws our attention to that

hierarchy and to our implication in it as spectators. I also argue that the film defamiliarisesthe strategy of

‘misreading’which films like KalHoNaaHo(2003) and Dostana(2008) made popular as a ‘safe’ way of

representing the queer, by employing thesame strategy to critique inflexible heteronormative reading

practices instead. I argue that the film pointedly aligns itself with the male gaze and then evacuates that

gaze of power by constantly scuttling and subverting it, suggesting that queer female sexuality cannot

be represented through the heteronormative male gaze.

Unseeing Eyes: Gaze and Address in DedhIshqiya

In an interview anticipatingthe release of the Hindi film DedhIshqiya(2014), its director Abhishek Chaubey says,

‘The film is about male gaze. It is the story about women but from the point of view of these two males

[sic]’(Deccan Chronicle 2013). Representing women through the ‘male gaze’1 is hardly novel, and makes one

wonder why it need be mentioned at all as a salient characteristic of a film about to release. Considering that

the film represents queer female sexuality (though it was never marketed as such), this focus on the male gaze

would seem even more problematic. And it is indeed important to ask how the film addresses its queer, female

viewers.But nevertheless, I find this naked assertion of the male gaze most interesting and extremely fruitful

when it comes to reading the film.

The film received many positive reviews celebrating its subtle and ingenious depiction of queer female sexuality

especially as it released barely a month after the Supreme Court judgment reinstating Section 377 of the Indian

Penal Code. It was also celebrated for bringing to the mainstream IsmatChugtai’s iconoclastic short story

“Lihaf” (often translated as ‘quilt’) which is the film’s most significant intertext. Written in Urdu in 1941, “Lihaf”

thematises a homoerotic relationship between Begum Jan, an aristocratic Muslim woman, and her maidservant

and masseuse, Rabbu – a relationship that materialises only underneath the quilt, hidden from male eyes.

GayatriGopinath, in speaking about “Lihaf”, says that its narrative is propelled by a scopic desire and that it

also repeatedly thwarts and defers the scopic satisfaction which it promises, thus eluding and exceeding ‘a

colonial legal apparatus that functions squarely within the logic of categorization, visibility, and

enumeration’(Gopinath 2005: 150-151). It is my contention that the film uses this aspect of “Lihaf” as a springboard

for exploring the relations between cinematic address and gaze in Hindi cinema, and the ways in which these

are structured around gender and sexuality.

Challenging the authority of the heteronormative, male gaze

It has long been established in feminist film theory that the ‘ideal’ spectator of most popular cinema is the

heterosexual male viewer who reads from within patriarchal discourses and shares its imaginaries and fantasies.

It is his gaze which is played to as well as constructed through the film’s strategies. Even in those Hindi films

that do venture to represent queer sexuality and provide queer viewing positions in tangible ways, several

strategies are employed in order to do so without threatening or antagonising heteronormative viewing habits.

Shohini Ghosh points out that popular Hindi cinema in the 2000s used ambivalent narrative strategies to

represent homosexuality, framing it within a ‘simultaneous address to the erotic and the phobic’ (Ghosh 2007:

427). A commonly used stratagem was the trope of ‘misreading’, wherein the audience is at all times aware of

the ‘unambiguous straightness’ of the characters that are masqueraded as gay, or are mistaken to be so

usually by a homophobic viewer (Ghosh 2010: 63).This trope is popularly used in the Karan Johar directed film

Kal Ho Naa Ho (2003); also, was developed into a full-fledged narrative in the TarunMansukhani directed
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Dostana(2008).Films that opened up queer possibilities would often be resolved heterosexually, disavowing

and neatly closing off any threatening possibilities by restoring or reproducing the heterosexual coupleat the

end. Thus, even as Hindi cinema has begun to imagine queer desires and address the queer gaze, it has done

so largely without departing from the heteronormative paradigm. Even in films that consciously represent queer

desires and try to offer a viewing position for the queer gaze, the authority of the heteronormative viewer is kept

intact. The queer gaze is still subordinate to the needs and desires of the heteronormative gaze.

Films that represent queer female sexuality have even more precarious balances to maintain – not only must

homophobic anxieties be managed, but even the scopophilic male gaze must not be deprived of its erotic

pleasures. In fact, the representation of queer female sexuality is always in danger of becoming just another

excuse to objectify female characters and add variety to the erotic fare on offer to the heterosexual male viewer.

Linda Williams while talking of the paradoxes and complexities of lesbian scenes in the genre of the Hollywood

erotic thriller says that while these scenes seem to be closed networks of lesbian desire, these scenes are often

framed by male heterosexual desire who are the main ‘choreographers of desire’ (Williams 2005: 207). While no

representations are entirely impermeable to resistant readings and can be appropriated by the female, queer

gaze for its own pleasures, the heterosexual male gaze remains the one privileged by the text itself. The queer

female characters then continue to be represented through the same aesthetic codes developed for subjecting

women to the scopophilic male gaze – objectification and fetishisation.

I contend that DedhIshqiyamanifests an awareness of this gendered hierarchy of the addresses of Hindi cinema,

especially of its queer representations, and attempts to destabilise that hierarchy, prompting us to reflect on

the ways in which address, gaze and pleasure are linked to one another and how they define and shape our

cinematic experience.

Unsettling the Scopophilic Gaze

Alongside the two main characters, the footloose uncle-nephew pair Khalu and Babban from the prequel

Ishqiya(2010), we have two women in DedhIshqiya,Begum Para and her companion Munia. Most of the story

takes place inMajidabad, where the rich widowed Begum is holding a poetry contest wherein the winner will

marry the Begum. We, along with Babban, have our first glimpse of Majidabadthrough a television screen. This

entry through a screen alerts us to our role as spectators. We are first presented with a montage of images of

the haveli where the Begum lives. The space is overtly aestheticised. We pass room after ornately decorated

room, the spaces of which we are invited to fetishise, until we arrive at the room where the Begum stands by the

window, looking out. So far, these elements have served to generate expectations for a highly fetishised visual

introduction of the Begum on the screen. But the film undermines the expectations it builds and defers this

image. While the Begum occupies a part of the aestheticised space of the haveli, we only see her vaguely from

the back. This figure refuses to acquiesce to our probing gaze while engaging in her own act of looking. This

initial refusal to give us a direct frontal image of the Begum disrupts the course of fetishisation that the camera

had begun on entry into Majidabad.

Even if we attempt to see her as an aestheticised object, the camera moves closer, collapsing the distance

necessary for voyeurism and we find our gaze aligned with hers instead. From the window, we see, along with

the Begum, a car arrive and stop. The camera then moves outside; we see Khalu step out of his car and look

towards the window. As we look from his point of view, we cannot see the Begum, only the hazy glass of the

window panes behind which she stands. This exchange of looks is thus, severed from one end. This moment

signifies a transfer from the woman’s gaze to the man’s, and immediately, our vision seems to hit certain blind

spots. Khalu’s dark sunglasses also suggest the same – not everything is laid open to his gaze. Their looking

positions situated across the private/ public separation also suggest that the private sphere can be a space

exempt from patriarchal surveillance, thus, a space that presents a possibility of resistance. This initial scene is

not only an early intimation of the film’s intertextuality with “Lihaf”, but is also an indication as to how male gaze

can be read in the rest of the film. As soon as the camera assumes the male gaze, the queer female subject
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disappears from view. As this gaze does not have total visual access to women’s lives, it cannot have total

knowledge of/ power over the women. The following scene makes this even clearer.

At the soiree where the Begum is to be introduced to the poets who have gathered to vie for her hand, she is

the much anticipated object of their collective desiring gaze. But before the Begum presents herself to the

men, Muniacomes on the scene to announce that the men are not to make any physical contact with the

Begum and toavoid staring at her, thus stipulating the terms on which the Begum may be gazed at. The men’s

gaze is mediated through Munia who functions as a gate-keeper. No longer passive objects of the desiring

gaze, the women anticipate the gaze and also specify and determine its scope. Already, the male characters

and the viewers are unsettled from the position of the ‘controlling voyeur’. We might be the bearers of the look

but we are not the ones in control. In the remainder of the scene, the deferred visual introduction to the Begum

is finally completed, but it is now framed by the knowledge that the viewing has been enabled by the women.

The men look and seek to objectify, but power flows from elsewhere.

Another scene in the film foregrounds the act of looking. The Begum after an emotional breakthrough recovers

her repressed passion for dancing. This soon turns into a completely aesthetic exercise. As she pirouettes and

swirls around, the chandelier and the lamps behind her suddenly light up. She looks directly at the camera, and

at a mirror, seeming to solicit our gaze. Even as it is established that she dances for her own pleasure, the

camera now invites us to contemplate her as an aesthetic object. Khalu, whom she had pushed out of the

room, watches her from outside the window, allowing us to read the scene as a classic voyeuristic one. She

becomes aware of his gaze only halfway through, and continues dancing, perhaps addressing her performance

to him.

Only when she is joined by Munia, does Babban also look in. This symmetry between the gazers and those

gazed at suggests that the men are looking specifically at those they desire romantically. Their visual pleasure,

in that sense, comes from their sense of inclusion in and significance to the scene. When Munia walks up to the

door, the Begum lets her in and entreats her to dance too. Munia initially seems apprehensive as she spots

Khalu looking in, but as she begins to spin around with the Begum, she relaxes into a smile and seems to take

pleasure in the Begum’s excitement. Once her attention is engaged by the Begum, she dismisses Khalu’s

presence and seems to give it no more thought – hinting at the unimportance of the voyeur to the scene. As

they dance, the women look at each other, neither returning nor engaging with the men’s gaze. Moreover, the

perfect circle that the women draw around themselves as they dance (an image that lingers on for a while)

suggests a self-sufficient, closed network of desires, in which the men play no part. Thus, this scene which

seems at first glance to be one framed by heterosexual male desire becomes one where it is literally excluded,

ignored, and rendered irrelevant. While the scene might allow the heterosexual male gaze to access visual

pleasure, it does not allow for a sense of power or control to be built on that pleasure.

Gaze, of course, is central to the film’s most spoken about scene, the scene that recreates the swaying shadows

of “Lihaf”.2DedhIshqiya

. 2014. Dir. Abhishek Chaubey. Shemaroo and Vishal Bhardwaj Pictures.

Chugtai, Ismat. 1993. “Lihaf”. Eds. Susie Tharu and K. Lalitha.

Women Writing in India

. Vol. II. New Delhi: Oxford University Press.
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The four protagonists are taking shelter in an old, desolate warehouse. Khalu’s and Babban’s hands have been

tied behind their backs by the women after a skirmish, when suddenly the light comes on, and we are given a

glimpse of the two women drunkenly laughing and frolicking with each other. Khalu, suddenly immersed in

light, looks on. After two brief shots, we are given no direct access to the image of the women. In the final shot

of the sequence, we only see Khalu look at them, and their moving and merging shadows on the wall behind

him. Paired with this image of swaying shadows, reminiscent of the opening of Chugtai’s story3, is the word

“lihaf” uttered knowingly by Khalu– the two coming together in an intertextual gesture towards queerness.

Asha Kasbekar observes that in Hindi cinema, erotic voyeurism is often made possible by presenting diegetic

spectators onto whom the act of voyeurism could be displaced. The diegetic spectator is then determined as

‘the true owner of the voyeuristic gaze’; the audience is simply ‘looking at looking’ (Kasbekar 2001: 296).

Absolved of the guilt of illicit watching, the spectacle of the woman can then be fully enjoyed. DedhIshqiya,in

this scene of same-sex intimacy, mediates those images through a diegetic audience. But the route of this

gaze is severed before it can be completed, and we are literally left looking at an act of looking.

As far as the diegetic spectators are considered, though they have visual access to the women, their gaze is

not a ‘controlling’ one. Both Babban and Khalu have just been rejected in love, their sense of entitlement to the

women’s affections ruptured. Moreover, their hands are tied behind their backs as they look. Literally divested

of agency, their gaze is also evacuated of power. The shadows of the women loom large over the wall, making

Khalu’s looking figure framed in the lower half of the screen, seem miniscule in comparison, suggesting that

female sexuality far exceeds the male gaze and cannot be represented through it.

Defamiliarising the trope of ‘misreading’

I believe that DedhIshqiyadefamiliarisesHindi cinema’s staple strategy of queer representations, the trope of

‘misreading’, and repurposes it to perform a critique of inflexible heteronormative reading practices. This in-

built critique alerts us to our own blinkered reading practices and nudges us to open up our ways of reading

popular cinema.Throughout the film, the men constantly impose heterosexual expectations on the story, as the

film’s spectators also might do.

One such instance is when the Begum is dancing behind closed doors, and Munia worriedly hurries towards

the room. Babban obstructs her way and in response, she collars him and shoves him off. Misreading her act

as proof that she has accepted him as a lover (who is often treated coldly by the woman he desires), he gives

himself a delighted thumbs-up. A similar thing ensues in another scene where Munia, arriving at the warehouse

where the other three are in hiding, seems to run in Babban’s direction but runs past him to embrace the

Begum – her desire clearly in excess of and overshooting its ‘proper object’. Babban first misreads her intention,

believing that she is hurrying towards him. Later, when she has run past him to the Begum, he turns to look at

them embracing. Unable to read any eroticism into this image, he now misreads their embrace as platonic.

Soon after, he professes his love to her, continuing in his heteronormative reading despite signs to the contrary.

Instead of a heterosexual pair being misread as homosexual, here we have queer women being misread as

heterosexual. Instead of using the trope of misreading to allay the anxiety raised by queer sexualities, the film
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employs it to unsettle the very assumption of heteronormativitysuggesting that nothing might be as straight as

we assume it to be. While in the above instances, it is possible that the audience still expects an eventual

heterosexual resolution, in the final scenes, the heteronormative reading is clearly invalidated for the audience.

We hear the women address the men in voiceovers saying in no uncertain terms that though they owe much to

the men, they do not desire them romantically. After this voiceover is completed, we watch Babban and Khalu

still naively assume that the women bailed them out of prison. Babban excitedly remarks ‘Didn’t I say? They

love us’ and begins to fantasise about him marrying Munia and Khalu marrying the Begum. At this point, we

already know that the women do not desire the men and even as this moment generates humour, it makes us

to see this heteronormative reading as inadequate. Itsatirises not only Hindi cinema’s abrupt heterosexual

foreclosures which habitually follow the opening up of queer possibilities butalso the audience’s easy acceptance

of such abrupt and absurd resolutions.

Conclusion

Speaking of erotic voyeurism in Hindi cinema, Asha Kasbekar writes about strategies of ‘distancing’ and

‘disavowing’ that are used to legitimise the act of voyeurism and to absolve viewers of any ‘prurient’ intent

(Kasbekar 2001: 298). Instead of concealing the mechanisms of the male gaze in this way or naturalising them,

DedhIshqiyaconsistently leaves them visible. Instead of disavowing the male gaze, the film deliberately and

pointedly aligns itself with it, constantly reminding us of our own act of watching. This male gaze is then paired

with uncertainties, gaps and excesseswhichmark the film’s narrative when it comes to its female characters. The

diegetic male gaze never achieves a complete knowledge of female sexuality and misreads again and again

both the image that it looks upon and its own location vis-à-vis that image. Thus, whilethe film constantly

renders male gaze visible, it refuses to allot much power to it.Instead the scopophilic male gaze is manipulated,

scuttled and evaded throughout the film, and in the process, is evacuated of power. By constructing us, the

viewers, in the position of these diegetic male readers – or rather, constructing the male characters as heterosexual

spectators of cinema – the inadequacies of our own viewing and reading habits are made visible to us.
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THE STATE OF TOURISM ACADEMIC LITERATURE:
THE NEED OF A POSTCOLONIAL, MARXIST AND FEMINIST

PERSPECTIVE
*Charlotte Biddle Bocan

ABSTRACT

This paper questions the interactions of women in the context of tourism development. The academic

literature on tourism presented here shows how an understanding of tourism based on a postcolonial,

feminist and Marxist perspective is pertinent to understand tourism’s social and cultural implications.

Keywords : Tourism literature, post colonial, Marxist, Feminist

Introduction

It is now known that tourism is an important industry. Its economic prowess makes it one of the most important

economic sector of our time. For that reason, tourism is now often referred as a solution for development.

Several international organization as well as States and entrepreneurs are developing tourism infrastructures

based on its capacity to create economic growth as well as employment. Predominantly developed by States,

management companies, international organizations and entrepreneurs a narrative understands tourism as a

mean of development. This literature emphasizes on the many positive effects that the development of tourism

infrastructures provokes1. It is mostly the economic impact, the job creation and the “benefits for local

populations” that allows this discourse to gain popularity especially amongst “in development” countries

(Lanfant 2004, 372). Still, “developed” countries are also very much implicated in the development of tourism.

It is mostly after the development of mass tourism in the late 1960’s, that tourism has started to be criticized.

Researches has shown that the industry was having important implication on the degradation of nature as well

as in the reproduction of unequal social relationships. In an attempt to respond to these critics and try to give

back to tourism a notorious definition (Cousin 2008), the UNESCO (United Nation Educational Scientific and

Cultural Organization) as well as tourism developers have created measures and laws to protect environment

and local population from the impact of “mass tourism”. Despite these measures, tourism continues to gain

popularity as well as continuously rising questions.

I will present the academic literature about tourism. Through this showing, we will demonstrate why it is important

to understand tourism through a feminist, Marxist and postcolonial perspective.

It is important to mention first what we are talking about when we say tourism. Tourism is a sector that provides

services for people that are outside their familiar environment, it could either be service for mobility, for housing,

for food, for entertainment, etc. Tourism is a huge industry that allows to connect different part of the world.

Obviously, influenced by already existing social hierarchy, tourism tends to develop in consideration of those

dynamics. In that sense tourism is influenced as well as an influence on globalization. Based on the sociological

concept of ordering, Adrian Franklin proposes a definition of tourism that tends to grasp how tourism order

societies; Tourism as a globalizing order. In this way, promoting tourism is not only promoting the development

of an economic sector or an employment solution, tourism has gained such popularity that we need to

comprehend its impacts in a broader perspective (Franklin 2008).

Indeed, by trying to see the impact of tourism, researchers have started to better understand what tourism is

about. To do so, it is important to understand how tourism started. Influenced by the postcolonial theories

tourism development can be easily linked with the development of colonialism. Until the late 1960’s where the

word “mass tourism” arose, academics were not taking tourism seriously (Franklin 2008, 26-27), with the

development and popularity of critical perspectives, tourism started to be criticized and then better understood.
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In 1840, Thomas Cook proposed the first guided tours of England and started to think about new ways of

offering services to organize and facilitate travelling. He started imagining new technologies to create connection

around the world (Franklin 2008, 27). Even if most of those idea never materialized in Cook’s lifetime they

considerably influenced technologies that were later created during the 20th century (debit and credit card,

express tickets, international system for traveling, multiple destinations tickets etc.) (Franklin 2008, 27). He also

created ways to stimulate a desire to travel, it was important to promote traveling at a time where almost

nobody was thinking of leaving their familiar environment (Withey 1997, 141, Franklin 2008, 28). And so, with

different promoting techniques, a well-off middle class started participating to leisure travel. Cook capitalized in

packaging together means of transportation, hotels and entertainment in that desire to facilitate and encourage

mobility, with this new idea that moving around could be pleasant and relaxing. Even if Thomas Cook was a

pioneer in promoting tourism (Thomas Cook is still one of the most important travel agency in the world) other

actors were also very influent in the promotion of tourism.

In 1904, the colonial state developed resorts, hotels, hill stations to make sure settlers were not bored in the

colonies (Cousin and Réau 2009, 76). The purpose of these infrastructures were simply to satisfy and distract

the settlers and assure that they would stay in the colonies (Cousin and Réau 2009, 76). Furthermore, these

infrastructures were also used to secure colonial influence. Most of the sites were chosen because of their

cultural and natural interest to show the relevance of colonial rule. Also based on the strategic notion of

promoting colonies, activities were not merely for pleasure, but mostly to assure colonial domination (Cousin

and Réau 2009, 76-79). As Edward Saïd rightly explained, travels and travelers of the 20th century were part of

the orientalism domination and participated strongly in the promotion of an orientalism imagery and narrative

(Said 1980, 39).

It also started to be obvious how tourism could be a lucrative sector for states (Cousin and Réau 2009, 78-79).

As Franklin mentioned, tourism was, and still is, an industry that participated strongly in the enrichment and

empowerment of the States during the 20th century (Franklin 2008, 28). With the industry developing in the

colonies as well as in Europe and in the United States, tourism became an important tool to maintain and

develop state power. With the liberation of the European working class in the first half of the 20th century the

democratization of leisure travel also encouraged tourism development (Cousin and Réau 2009, 78-79). It

would be quite wrong to think that these claims were systematically provoking a boom in leisure travelling. As

we have seen, promotional campaign was already huge. The importance of state and international organization

in the promotion of tourism is in fact still vastly present.

Despite the liberation of the colonies tourism still produces and encourages unequal dynamics, it takes root in

the racialization and class domination of the colonial era and continues to be effective to promote the actual

socioeconomic system, neoliberalism.

It is now under the banner of neoliberalism that tourism development is described and criticized. With the

acknowledgement of the link between tourism and colonial domination the critics of tourism started to better

understand the implication of tourism development today. The rise of multinationals, entrepreneurs and

international organization is comprehended as the influence of neoliberalism in tourism development (Duffy

2008, Duffy 2014). This critical literature also developed on how tourism is a new phase of capitalism expansion

(Münster 2012, Wanda Vrasti 2014). Those researches tried to better understand how class, gender and

racialization system operate in tourism environment. The commodification of object, life, scenery as well as

people within tourism dynamics shows how tourism is profoundly influenced by a capitalist logic. In Consuming

the forest in an environment of crisis, Daniel Munster and Ursula Munster explain how the commodification and

“protection” of the Wayanad forest in Kerala has changed the relationship of the population with the forest

(Münster 2012). Their research demonstrate how tourism simultaneously encourages the protection of the

forest as well as the promotion of safaris and how this contradictory dynamic complicates preexisting tension

with the Adivasi (the tribal population of the region). Obviously, this is not the first research that shows how

tourism is intimately reproducing and encouraging unequal dynamics. Nicolas Bautès explains how tourism, in
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the city of Udaipur (India), has profoundly influenced the urbanization of the city by reproducing center /

peripheries dynamic, creating “enclave” in which “margins and poverty are excluded from the center” (Bautès

2007). Also, trying to respond to the need of tourism research that concentrate mostly on the role of Women in

tourism (because “Women in tourism” is a “blind spot” of tourism researches (Antomarchi and De La Barre

2010)), Skalpe Ole demonstrates how men are most likely having higher positions than women in tourism

infrastructure (Ole 2007). Despite an optimist narrative about how tourism is an industry meant to promote

women employment and simultaneously their empowerment, with a gender perspective, these feminist research

complicate the implication of women in tourism development. They demonstrate how promotion campaigns

are mostly male oriented (Morgan and Pritchard 1998) and how tourism publicity sexualizes as well as exotizes

women in heteronormative and male oriented vocabulary and imagery (Morgan 2004). In a pretty interesting

analysis of the Incredible India campaign, Vrushali Patil shows how the campaign is based on images of  the

stereotype of the “Indian women” to promote tourism in the international and domestic market, showing how

globalization through tourism reproduce racialized and gendered relations (Patil 2011).

After reading a great deal on tourism we have realized how researches using postcolonial, feminist and Marxist

theory were better suited to understand the implication of tourism development. These approaches makes us

understand that tourism is a powerful tool to produce gender, class, caste and racial dynamics. Those critical

lenses gave a more holistic and intersectional comprehension of tourism.

Still we also realize that too little researches are considering the perspective of the people engaging and

affected by tourism development, and furthermore women. We think that by engaging a discussion with people

directly concerned by those developments and formulating an understanding of tourism based on those

discussions is a good way to find out tourism’s social and cultural implications and try to give an original

perspective through those different experiences.

We are planning to make a case study in Hampi Karnataka, and interview women that are working in tourism

infrastructures as well as tourist women (from the Global North and the Global South). We then plan to analyze

those interviews to understand better how women, from these three different groups, experience and explain

tourism and how their implication in tourism infrastructure affects them. We will question how the interaction

between them also affects their identity.

Methodologically, we are influenced in two ways by the stand point theory. Firstly, our research tries to move

away from a positivist approach; it will show only a partial portion of reality. Secondly, we hardly believe that

everyone carries knowledge, we want to base most of our analysis and comprehension from what will emerge

from those conversations. We believe that with this framework we will be able to better understand tourism,

having those two discourses in head but trying to make sense out of it with the help of those who are more

concerned by it.
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BALINESE REFLEXIVES
*I Ketut Tika

ABSTRACT
This paper is aimed at describing the forms of Balinese reflexives and their syntactic distributions in

sentences, especially the Balinese reflexive pronouns. It is also concerned with the intensifier which is

taken by the reflexive pronoun so that it will not be ambiguous. The result of the analysis shows that there

are two kinds of Balinese reflexives, namely: simple and complex forms. Simple forms are , awak, raga,

dewek, and iba. The complex forms are awake, awakne, raganne, deweke, dewekne and ibane. In terms

of their syntactic distribution, the reflexives may take positions either in subjects or in objects

(complements).

Keyword : form, object, reflexive, subject, syntax

1. Introduction

Reflexive constructions are a means that languages have for structuring clauses whose subject and object refer

to the same entity and their operations decrease the semantic valence of clauses making one entity fulfill two

grammatical relations (Payne, 1977).

This paper talks about the Balinese reflexives. They are typologically interesting in two respects. First, they are

historically derived from common nouns meaning ‘body’. Second, they all have different forms representing the

three registers of the Balinese speech levels; low, middle, and high form. They are even typologically unusual

in that they have distinguishable forms. That is, the morphological simple reflexives refer to any person antecedent;

the morphologically complex reflexives with definite suffix refer only to second person; and the morphological

reflexives with possessive suffix refer only to third person reflexives. So, the purpose of this paper then is to

describe the forms of the Balinese reflexives and their distributions. Before embarking on the topic, Section 1

addresses the typology of reflexives. Section 2 is an overview of Balinese dialects along with their respective

pronouns. Section 3 presents the morphosyntax of the Balinese reflexives, and Section 4 talks about the

syntactic distribution of the Balinese reflexive pronouns; Section 5 deals with intensifiers that is taken by reflexive

pronoun to avoid ambiguity. Section 6 talks about the comparison of Balinese reflexives with those of other

languages having speech levels; and Section 7 is the conclusion.

2. Typology of Reflexives

Typologically, reflexives can be divided into lexical reflexives, morphological reflexives, and analytic reflexives

(Payne, 1997; Geniusine, 1987). Consider the following sentences which are taken from Payne (1997). (1a) is

understood as belonging to lexical reflexive because the agent and the patient are the same entity. In (1b), the

Russian reflexive -sja is a morphological reflexive as it is bound to the verb umivat ‘wash’. And in (1c), the

English reflexive pronoun herself is categorized as a syntactic reflexive as it constitutes a separate entity not

bound to a verb or a pronoun.

a. John shaved

b. Natasha umivat-sja

Name verb

Natasha washed (herself)

c. Jane likes herself

3. Balinese Dialect

Balinese, which belongs to the sub-group of western Austronesian, is spoken by around three million speakers,

mainly on the island of Bali and the neighboring island of Nusa Penida, but also in the western part of Lombok

Island and in transmigration areas in other parts of Indonesia such as Sumatera and Sulawesi (Arka, 2003).
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Historically speaking, it has been widely acknowledged that Balinese which is mostly spoken by the Balinese

living on the island of Bali is very much influenced by Javanese, the language spoken in the neighboring island

of Java which is well-known for its speech level. (Sidakarya, 1995). This can be put into evidence in two

respects. First, most of the Javanese during the Majapahit kingdom, upon the expansion of Islam, fled to Bali

and they brought with them their culture and, of course, their language, the caste system, etc. Second, another

piece of evidence is that the original Balinese called Mountain Balinese, which has a small number of speakers,

on the other hand, does not have speech level.

Like Javanese, Balinese has developed a linguistic reflection of social stratification (Levinson, 1983). Javanese

uses three speech levels, distinguished by choice of vocabulary. The primary distinction is between Kromo, a

high form used when speaking to social superiors, and Ngoko, a low or neutral form used when speaking to

social equals or inferiors. Further subdivisions are recognized within Kromo, and in addition a small number of

words called Madya (Middle) contain elements of both Kromo and Ngoko styles. Similarly Balinese also has

three speech levels. A high form is called Singgih, a low form is called Sor. The middle form is also called

Madya which also has a very limited number of vocabulary. Thus in Balinese there are three different words, for

example, to express third person as seen in (2)

(2) Ida (high register)

Ipun, dane (middle register)

Ia (low register)

3.1 Lowland Balinese Pronoun

As noted above, Lowland Balinese has speech levels.1 The levels which consist of high, middle and low are

also reflected in its pronouns. That is, almost all the pronouns, first person, second person, and third person

can be divided into high, middle, and low registers.

Table 1 Lowland Balinese Pronoun

Table 1 shows that Balinese pronouns consist of two sets. The first set shows pure free pronouns while the

second set indicates the free pronouns which are derived from common nouns meaning ‘body’. The latter can

also be used to express reflexives as seen in Section 4

2.2 Mountain Balinese Pronoun

Unlike Lowland Balinese, Mountain Balinese does not have speech levels. Consequently, it does not have the

distinction of lexical items which belong to high, middle, and low registers. As shown in Table 2, all the free

pronouns that it has are categorized as low register in comparison with those of Lowland Balinese and it has

only one form of reflexive pronoun which is expressed by iban(ane). Another difference between Mountain and

Lowland Balinese is that the form iba in Mountain Balinese never serves as a free pronoun but in Lowland

Balinese it can.
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Table 2 Mountain Balinese Pronoun

The following are some examples of the reflexive constructions in Mountain Balinese. Iban ‘self’ in (3a) is simple

reflexive while ibannane ‘self 3POSS’ in (3b) is complex reflexive. Iban can refer to all antecedents but ibanane

can refer only to third person antecedents. 1

a. Ia ngematiang ibanne

3SG AV dead-CAUSE self

‘(S)he Killed himself

b. Anak-e ento Nusuk iban-nane

person-DEF that AVstab self.-3POSS

He Stabbed himself

4. Morphosyntax of Balinese Reflexives

Balinese has morphologically simple reflexives such as awak, iba, raga, and dewek and morphologically

complex reflexives such as awake, awakne, ragane, raganne, and dewekne. Note that there are two morphemes

bound to the stems that constitute simple reflexives. They are either definite morpheme –(n)e as in awak-e; or

the 3POSS morpheme –(n)ne as in ragan-ne and awak-ne. Both of them (morphological simple and complex

reflexives) are categorized as analytic reflexives, and they occupy the object position in (transitive) clauses and

they must have antecedent in a clause in which they occur. Thus, the reflexive element and its antecedent co-

occur in a clause. Their co-occurrence reflects reflexive-antecedent relations. Free pronouns, on the other

hand, are not supposed to have their antecedents in the clauses in which they are found. Thus their co-

occurrence in a clause does not qualify for reflexivization. The same is true for noun phrases. If two noun

phrases co-occur, the clauses in which they co-occur are not interpreted as reflexive constructions. In (4a) and

(4b) ia ‘(s)he’ and cicinge ento ‘that dog’ co-occur in their respective clauses. Consequently (4a) and (4b) are

not reflexive constructions leading to the interpretation that ia and ia in (4a) and cicingeento and cicingeento in

(4b) are two different entities. However the fact that the reflexive pronoun awakne in (4c) and iba in (4d) co-

occur with ia and cicinge ento respectively, both of them must be reflexive pronouns. Awakne co-refer with ia

and iba with cicinge ento.

4.

a.

Ia nemen-in ia

3sg av.love-app 3sg

‘(S)he loves him/her’

b.

Cicing-e ento ngugut cicing-e ento

dog-def that av bite dog-def that

That dog bit that dog

c.

Ia nemen-in awake

3sg av.love-app self

‘(S)he loves him/her’
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d.

Cicing-e ento ngugut iba

Dog-def that Av bite self

That dog bit isself

Now let us have a look at reflexive pronouns that occur in complex clauses ngorahang ‘say’ and nawang ‘know’.

Unlike (4) in which free pronoun cannot co-refer with noun phrase in its clause, in complex clause however, a

free pronoun such as ia can refer to a noun phrase or a pronoun in the higher clause. (5a) shows that the

reflexive pronoun awak can have its antecedent in its own clause. Awak cannot refer to Made, which is argument

of the matrix clause. However, ia in (5b) can be co-referential with Made. Being a free pronoun, ia is free in its

own clause. Thus, it cannot be refer to anake ento.

(5)

a.

Made ngorahang anak-e ento nusuk awak

Name av say person-def stab self

Table 3: The properties of iba , ibane, and ibanne

5.2  Awak, Awake, and Awakne

a. Awak

The form awak belongs to low register. As a reflexive pronoun, it co-refers to any person antecedent as seen in

(12). (12a), awak refers to tiang, in (12b) to ia, and in (12c) to cai.

(12)    a.

Atiban tengah tiang nyiksik awak

One year half 1sg look for self

For one year and a half i have been looking for myself

b.

Ia ngantung awak

3sg av hang self

(S)he hang himself/herself

c.

Cai sing bisa medalem awak

2sg neg aux care for self

you cannot care for yourself

b. Awake

The reflexive pronoun awake is used only in imperative contexts as seen in (13). Like the other reflexive with

definite marker –(n)e, awake cannot be used in declarative context.
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(13)    a.

Nah, cening mai paek-ang awake

well kid come ov.close-cause self 2

Well, kid come here make yourself close

b.

Cai maek-ang awake

2sg av come close-cause self

You make yourself come closer

c.Awakne

Awakne is used for third person reflexive only as in (14a) and (14b).

(14)    a.

ia angob teken awakne

3sg proud with self3

he Is proud of himself

b.

ia molesin awake

3sg av paint self3

(S)he painted herself/himself

Awakne behaves in the same way as ibanne in that it is ambiguous. That is, it can have its antecedent in its

own clause and also outside its clause.

Table 4 summarizes the use of awak, awake, and awakne

Table 4: The properties of awak, awake, and awakne

5.3 Raga/ Ragane/ Raganne

a. Raga

Raga as a reflexive pronoun can take any nominal antecedent as seen in (15). In (15a) it refers to tiang ‘I’ and ida

‘(s)he’. What is it with second person antecedent? Thus as observed above, using the same free pronoun

derived from the same common noun raga to co-occur with the reflexive pronoun raga is pragmatically

unacceptable as shown in (15b). The strategy to avoid this is to use the pure free high register pronoun which

is expressed by ‘ratu’ as seen in (15c).

(15)  a.

Tiang/ida jagi nyuciang raga

1sg/ 3sg fut av cleanse self

I/(s)he will cleanse myself/himself/herself
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b.

raga nyuciang raga

3sg av cleanse self

You cleansed yourself

c.

Ratu nyuciang raga

2sg av cleanse self

You cleansed yourself

b. Ragane

As a reflexive pronoun, ragane is used for second person only and it is restricted to the imperative as shown in

(16).

(16)a. Mrikiang   ragane  sami

    ovcome-caus   self 2 all

‘Make yourself all closer here’

b. Ida ngmriki-ang ragane

    2Sg av.come closer-Cause     self2

You make yourself come closer’

c. Raganne

Raganne which belongs to high register is used only for third person and it is the polite counterpart of

awakne (low register) as illustrated in (17a-b).

(17) a. Ida       tan ngrunguang raganne

  3Sg       neg Avcare of self3

(S)he does not care of herself/ himself’

b. Ida terus nyuciang raganne

3Sg keep av cleans self 3

(S)he keeps cleansing herself/ himself’

The use of raga, ragane, and raganne can be depicted in Table 5

Table 5: The properties of raga, ragane, and raganne

5.4  Dewek, deweke, and dewekne

The forms dewek, deweke, and dewekne are generally used in literary contexts, so they are common in the

conversation of characters in novels and drama plays. They belong to the middle level.
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a. Dewek

As a reflexive pronoun, dewek can take any person as its antecedents. Note that dewek belonging to middle

register must also co-refer with nominal belonging to the same register. Consider the following examples.

(18) a. Ipun /iang mangkin nyelsel teken dewek

   3SG/ 1SG now AVregret with self

‘(S)he now regrets herself/ himself/ I now regret with myself’

b. Jero tan madalem dewek

 2SG NEG AV care self

‘You do not care for yourself’

b. Deweke

The reflexive pronoun, deweke is used as a second person reflexive and it is only used in imperative

sentences.

(19) a. Pageh-ang deweke

   strong-Cause self2

   ‘Make yourself strong’

b. Da keto-ang deweke

    NEG that-Cause self2

‘Don’t make yourself like that?’

c. Dewekne

Dewekne is used as third person reflexive only as shown in (20a-b).).

(20) a. Ia  inget teken    dewekne

   3SG  conscious with    self3

 ‘(S)he is conscious of herself/ himself’

b. Made ngomog teken  dewekne

    Name AV talk with  self3

‘Made talked with himself’

Table 6 summarizes the use of dewek, deweke, and dewekne

Table 6: The properties of dewek, deweke, and dewekne

To conclude, Balinese is divided into morphologically simple and morphologically complex reflexives. The

former can refer to any person antecedents while the latter which takes definite marker –(n)e can only refer to

second person reflexives and can be always found in imperative clauses. The morphological reflexives that take

third person possessive suffix only refer to third person antecedent with ambiguous reading.
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6.Intensifier

As noted above, the Balinese reflexive anaphors that take the possessive suffix –(n)ne such as ibanne, awakne,

raganne, and dewekne has ambiguous reading in that it can refer not only to the antecedent in its own clause

but also to that outside its clause. However, to avoid this, there is a strategy that can be applied by Balinese.

These morphological reflexives can take intensifier or emphatic reflexive ‘pedidi’ which is historically derived

from a common noun meaning ‘person’ (Stevens, and Schmidgall-Tellings, 2004).

Cross-linguistically, it has been observed that there is a correlation between intensifiers and reflexives. For

example, in a number of languages, intensifiers and reflexives are formally identical (Konig and Siemund, 2000).

The following Mandarin example illustrates this fact. (Ibid, 2000: 50). (21a) shows that ziji is used an intensifier

while (21b) indicates that the same form is used for a reflexive.

(21) a. Ta     ziji          hui     lai

   ‘He    himself   can    come’

b. Zhangsan    kanjian        ziji

   ‘Zhangsan    is looking   at himself’

It is also noted that intensifiers agree with the feature of person, number, etc. of the entities they intensify. Thus,

in Balinese, intensifier is used as a strategy to block the morphologically complex reflexives that take third

person possessive from co-referring with the entity other than the one found in its clause. (22a) shows that the

intensifier pedidi copies the feature of number, person, etc. of the noun, Nyoman, which it intensifies. So who

will come must beNyoman not somebody else.

(22) a. Nyoman pedidi  lakar teka

   3SG himself  FUT come

‘He himself will come’

b. Ia      ngemati-ang    awkane

3Sg      Av.dead-Cause    self3

‘He killed himself’

c. Made ngemati-ang awakne

name Av.dead-Cause self3

‘Made killed himself’

d.  Ia / Made ngmati-ang awakne/ibanne pedidi

3Sg Av-dead-Cause self3 himself

He/Made killed himself’

e. Ida      ng-madem-ang raganne pedidi

3Sg      AV-dead-Cause self3 himself’

‘He killed himself’

f. Ipun ngmati-ang dewekne pedidi

3Sg Av-dead-Cause self3 himself

‘He killed himself’

As exemplified in the other section, the reflexive awakne in (22b) and (22c) are ambiguous in that awakne may

refer not only to ia and Made respectively, it may also refer to any other third person in the discourse. Like

(22a), the same effect applies to pedidi when taken by the complex reflexives as in (22d-f). That is, the intensifier
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pedidi makes the relevant reflexives refer only to the antecedent found in its own clause due to the fact that the

intensifier copies all the features of the antecedent in its own clause thus ambiguous reading is blocked. For

example, pedidi in (22b) copies all the semantic features of ia; so awakne/ ibanne must only refer to ia.

Note that ambiguity only occurs with the reflexive anaphors that have third person possessive marker -(n)ne, it

cannot occur with the other reflexives. Thus if the other reflexives take the intensifier pedidi, it is only optional

as seen in (23)1

(23) Ia  ngemati-ang awak (pedidi)

3SG  AVdead-CAUSE self (himself)

‘He killed himself’

7. Balinese Reflexives Compared with Other Languages Having Speech Level

As examined above, Balinese has elaborate free pronouns. The kinds of pronouns that exist in the language are

in line with the social stratification. That is to say, just as the caste system that has been inherited by the

Balinese is sub-divided into high, middle, and low caste, so is the language divided into three speech levels:

the high register, the middle, and the low register form2. In what follows, I will compare Balinese with the other

two Asian languages, Korean and Vietnamese, which also have speech levels. Typologically, the idea is to

know the properties of Balinese pronouns namely reflexive pronouns in comparison with languages that share

speech levels.

With Korean, as seen in Table 7, its pronouns are commonly divided into neutral ones (used when speaking to

equals or persons of the same age), and humble ones (used when speaking to somebody older or somebody

respected). Its reflexive is only expressed by one form, casin ‘self’ which is not distinguished for speech levels.

Korean pronouns together with their social constraints are displayed in Table 4

Table 7: Korean Pronoun
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With Vietnamese, elaborate use of register forms can be noticed with first person as seen in Table 8. Besides the

choice of first person in terms of formal, informal, and neutral form, it also distinguishes first person that can

include or exclude the addressee’s. In addition to this, it also uses a common noun meaning ‘body’ to address

first person intimate. However the common noun meaning ‘body’ is only limited to first person and is not

applicable to the person pronouns. Its second and third person pronouns are commonly distinguishable in

terms of the forms used when speaking to an inferior or to a senior. Its reflexive pronoun can be expressed either

by tu ‘self’ or minh ‘body’ or in combination of the two, not distinguishable with respect to speech levels.

Table 8. Vietnamese Pronoun

Given the comparison of Balinese with these two languages that share speech levels: Is Balinese typologically

unusual? The answer is yes for two reasons. First, Balinese has complexity of pronoun forms which are

distinguished in terms of speech levels (high, middle, and low registers), this complexity is added by the

adoption of common nouns meaning ‘body’ to its pronoun inventory. Thus Balinese has more intricate ways in

the discourse involving speech levels. Second, the reflexive forms are also equally typologically unusual in that

they are entirely derived from the common nouns meaning ‘body’ and they are also divided in terms of speech

levels; they consist of morphologically simple and complex form; morphologically complex reflexives with third

person possessive suffix can be long-distance bound; and the simple reflexives are locally-bound. Thus again,

the Balinese reflexives themselves also exhibit typologically unusual property in that they are not only reflexive

anaphors but they can also show logophoricity1.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, I examined the Balinese Reflexives. Reflexive pronouns in Balinese are categorized as analytic

reflexive markers as they constitute as separate element, not being bound to a verb or a noun. They are all

historically derived from common nouns meaning ‘body’. Morphologically speaking reflexive elements in Balinese

are categorized as simple reflexives: awak, raga, dewek, and iba; and complex reflexives: awake, awakne,
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ragane, raganne, deweke, dewekne, and ibane. As Balinese has speech levels, its lexical items are distinguished

in terms of low and high registers and some of them are typified as belonging to the middle register. Thus raga,

ragane, and raganne belong to the high register; dewek, deweke, and dewekne belong to the middle register;

and iba(ne), awak, awake, and awakne belong to the low register. Some of these pronouns can, in some

contexts, serve as free pronouns. The free pronouns derived from common nouns meaning ‘body’ are in

complementary distribution with the regular free pronouns. That is as free pronouns they commonly occupy the

subject position while as reflexive pronouns they commonly occupy the subject positions. Syntactically,

complementary distribution may be associated also with antecedent-reflexive pronoun relation. That is, the NP

subject is generally filled by ordinary pronouns, thus both the NP subject and the NP object are never filled by

the pronouns derived from words meaning ‘body’. The choice of lexical items is also crucial in reflexive

constructions. Because the antecedents and the reflexive pronouns refer to the same entity, both the NPs

occupying the subject and the object position (reflexive pronoun) must be lexical items coming from the same

speech level otherwise the resulting sentences are pragmatically unacceptable. The choice of verbs must also

be compatible with the choice of the NPs involved.

Balinese is typologically an unusual language, it behaves differently from languages that also have speech

levels. The data on Korean supports the fact that there are some similarities with the two languages. Basically,

the two languages observe the choice of the lexical items namely pronouns being used with respect to

addressee’s. The same is true in comparison with Vietnamese; Vietnamese also shares speech levels that are

marked by the different choices of pronouns when speaking to equals or to superiors. Balinese is quite different

from both Korean and Vietnamese in that it has a complex range of pronouns that are divided into high, middle,

and low registers. The words, meaning ‘body’, are also adopted as free pronouns that also extend to their use

as reflexive pronouns. The two languages Korean and Vietnamese namely Korean do not make extensive use of

common nouns meaning ‘body’ both in their regular pronoun reflexive pronoun inventories and the combination

of these with speech levels. This confirms Balinese is typologically unusual in comparison with the two languages.
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RE-MAPPING A SMALL PLACE-EXAMINATION OF THE TOURIST

GAZE AND POSTCOLONIAL

RE-INSCRIPTION OF THE ANTIGUAN NATURAL AND SOCIAL

LANDSCAPE IN JAMAICA KINCAID‘S NOVEL “A SMALL PLACE”

*Arundhati Sethi

“Eventually the master left, in a kind of way; eventually, the slaves were freed, in a kind of way” (SP 80).

At first sight A Small Place written by Antiguan- American writer Jamaica Kincaid appears to be a mere sliver of

a book containing an ordinary portrait of a tiny and obscure Caribbean island that the writer belongs to.

However, as one enters the text, one realizes that it has in fact, packed within it, a powerful and almost breathless

critique of a debilitating colonial enterprise as well as an equally oppressive neo-imperial world politic and the

inevitable linkages between them. Even more interestingly, Kincaid makes use of “tourism as the template” to

carry this critique (Ferguson 79). This book then in a sense addresses, in varying degrees of sarcasm, irony and

even blunt reproach, both travel and travelers and their unique relationship with their exotic tourist destination

– in this case being her native island Antigua. Thus right from the beginning, the narrator primarily addresses the

figure of the modern tourist who is just about to descend onto the island of Antigua. She seems to take the

tourist/reader by the arm, on a guided tour per se. However, it is to be a tour of her island and on her terms.

An important feature of the narrator’s tour of Antigua is that while she certainly illuminates the tourist/reader

about the nuances of the island, a parallel object of the narrator’s gaze is the tourist himself. Thus, while in most

travel narratives, the traveler is the one possessing the power to see, while his presence escapes all scrutiny, in

A Small Place this gaze is inverted and makes visible the tourist and his gaze. Thus, the narrator simultaneously

presents the psyche of a typical First World white male tourist as he explores the new space of Antigua, as well

as her narrative, which constantly combats the tourist’s superficial gaze.

Thus the two accounts seem to be co-existing from statement to statement. Initially the narrator’s voice is

muttered almost as asides, but gradually it begins to spill onto the center stage and takes over the text. And as

she constructs the particular gaze of the modern tourist, this figure also begins to embody an uncanny specter

of a much older and seemingly disconnected historical pathology. To understand this overlap, one must note

that, “Tourism, like postcolonialism, has its roots in colonialism, both as theoretical construct and as a perceptual

mechanism” (qtd in D’Hauteserre 237). Thus, what becomes clear is that though the text is written in the last leg

of the 20th century addressed to a tourist of a globalized, transnational and free economy, about a decolonized

and independent Antigua, the text is not merely putting to question the postcolonial malady of neo-imperialism

but is “also exposing (its) nefarious, centuries-old point of origin” in colonialism (Ferguson 79). So when the

narrator marvels at the unique Antiguan quality of not possessing a usual sense of time, it is not actually in a

berating tone. Their refusal to comprehend and accept an artificially truncated categorization of “Time into the

Past, the Present, and the Future” reflects in fact a far more insightful understanding of history (SP 54). And

Kincaid uses this Antiguan consciousness to reveal the inerasable tie between the colonial past and the post-

colonial present.Thus, the tourist then is a sort of a modified extension of the early colonial traveler and his

imperial gaze.

One of the crucial effects of this gaze according to Ashcroft et al has been that “landscapes of the colonized

world have been used as cultural manuscripts on which meanings have been inscribed, erased, and overwritten
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in the broad geopolitics of Western superiority” (qtd in D’Hauteserre 237 ). It is important then, to trace in what

way does the tourist’s gaze effect the natural and social landscape of Antigua. Firstly, it seems to be a rather

superfluous and fleeting gaze in the form of mere glimpses through his car window. There is an obvious

distance and detachment between his privileged and exclusive positioning vis-a-vis the community at large.

Thus, a possibility of a real engagement with the land and its people to allow an in depth understanding of the

place is rendered almost impossible. Secondly, the island, a fairly habituated, living and throbbing social

entity is emptied out by the tourist and viewed as a mere geographical space where “the sun always shines”

and the climate is “deliciously hot and dry”(4). His description of the island for most of the part with its tropical

air and blank blue sea without any acknowledgement of the people inhabiting those conditions seems to be

like that of a “terra nullius, an open and inviting (virginal) space in to which the European [or North American in

this case] imagination can project itself and into which the European (usually male) explorer must penetrate”

(Ashcroft et al 32). Thus, the landscape is rendered as a space rather than a place, “where space is defined as

territory which is mappable, explorable” as opposed to place as “occupation, dwelling, being lived in” (Gauch

910). Moreover, this mapping of the alien land is ultimately centered on his own self. Thus, the scorching sun

is not understood in relation to the island and its inhabitants, but as a sunny change from his dull and rainy

homeland. Similarly, the color of the sea to him is likened by his mind to the color of “the North Americansky”

(SP 13). The bad roads too offer the tourist a safe amount of otherness that he rather enjoys as a change from

his usual streets.

The narrator further voices the tourist’s imagination, pressing the self-centered vision of his exploration. She

writes, “you see yourself lying on the beach… taking a walk on that beach, you see  yourself meeting new

people (only they are new in a very limited kind of way, for they are people like you)…you see yourself, you

see yourself…” (13).

Another crucial aspect of this gaze is a process of de-historicizing and de-contextualizing. Thus, the incongruity

of the bad roads and the expensive Japanese car, or the latrine like school and hospital, at no point urge the

traveler to uncover their context. Moreover, the discourse about history he does possess in the form of a book

on economic history, is revealed to be a piece of twisted misinformation, full of self-glorification of the West

and a complete blotting out of the colonial narrative of oppression. Given this scenario, the narrator, identified

by many critics as Kincaid herself, being an expatriate and therefore possessing a diasporic insider-outsider

perspective, is able to then reveal not just the way things are, as seen by the eye, but the way things came to

be this way. And therefore, to combat this reductive and distorted mapping, she offers a powerful counter-

mapping of this very space. Thus she engages in a detailed re-inscription of her landscape with the uncomfortable

narratives of both the present and the past.

One of the most prominent examples of such a re-mapping that we encounter is with regard to the ever present

sea, outlining the island. The tourist’s sense of rapture towards this vast expanse of pristine beauty is shattered

by the narrator. He views the sea as a beautiful yet empty canvas, holding only a godlike boy on a windsurfer,

much like him, on its surface. The narrator sullies this very image of the sea by infusing both the rubbish of the

present as well as the tragedy of the past beneath its glittering surface.

The rather disgusting scatological imagery used to unsettle the previous vision of beauty is a rude reminder of

a country quite in shambles, yet desperately trying to keep up appearances for the moneyed outsider, the

White tourist. Moreover, without a moment’s pause, she dives into the even older depths of the sea, to reveal

the long ago swallowed up bodies of her slave ancestors. Thus, almost suddenly, the picturesque sea that we

beheld through the eyes of the tourist is transformed into a horrifying palimpsest carrying multiple narratives of

its own land.
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Moving on from sea to the land, while the narrator has already taken the tourist across the pitiable and unpaved

roads, she also traces the few roads that are impeccable in their upkeep. This random and haphazard infrastructural

phenomenon is once again given meaning by the narrator through the two figures of power in the Antiguan

cosmos – one being an immensely wealthy, contemporary drug smuggler, and the other being the Queen- a

clear representative of their erstwhile colonial master. She also dwells on the names of many of the streets taken

after a number of Englishmen that she refers to as maritime criminals, who were in fact valorized for their naval

‘victories’ by the Empire. Even the electric and telephone poles

lining these roads and the very cars running on these roads marked by power politics are shown to be

manifestations of corrupt post-colonial eco-political alliances. Again, like the image of the sea, here too, there

is an incongruity between the overt glamour of the expensive Japanese car model, and the noisy leaded

gasoline that clamors from within it, creating “an awful sound, like an old car – a very, old, dilapidated car”(6).

Moreover, while the government encourages the banks to give out loans for cars to drive around tourists

like him, a decent house is still a dream for the common Antiguan. We must note therefore, that while the

narrator is exposing the colonial traces embedded in the present day Antiguan scape, she is also constantly

implicating the tourist/reader in the workings of this distant island.

Next the narrator/guide and the tourist/reader pass by a constellation of colonial monuments. The tourist

attempts to satisfy his conscience by regarding these leftover relics as empty architectural marvels or symbols

of modernity and civilization that the West offered to this place. However, the narrator, by weaving in her

memories of the past, goes on to reveal them as essentially monuments of an oppressive colonial control and

endows on to them a deep political charge. For starters, we see the power of the State embodied in the

Government House, which used to be replete with its foreign Governors, and visiting Princesses. A

dominating structure, separated from the Antiguan community by way of a “high white wall” (25).There is also

the library (quite run down by now and a store room for costumes a carnival troupe) which in a way stands as

a commanding manifestation of the Ideological State Apparatus of the colonial enterprise.It fed the natives

“fairy tales” about their encounter with the colonizer “in all their greatness”, the “right to do things [they] you

did, how beautiful [they] you were, are, and always will be…” (42). Simultaneously it also systematically

“distorted and erased my [the narrator’s] history” (36). Thus, it was essentially a parasitic structure engaged in

a discursive and cultural imperialism.

The famous Mill Reef  Club is another such cultural monument housing ghosts of North American and European

racism, exclusivity and hypocritical philanthropy. The Barclays Bank then becomes the economic pillar of this

constellation. The transition for the Barclay brothers from slave trade to post-emancipation banking, was a

smooth one, maintaining their profits all through. This transition between two distinct and monumental phases

of history, without much change in the essential effect of power (except its overt guise) adds to Kincaid’s

argument of an underlying link between colonialism and modern world politics.

Moreover, towards the end of the book, the more modern, post-independent buildings like the Hotel Training

School and the “ugly” condominiums owned by “foreigners” from Syria and Lebanon and meant for another set

of foreigners, begin to merge with the older monuments. And the tragedy is that a kind of servitude to corrupt

masters who are disconnected from the people, seems to have been drilled into the

Antiguans over the centuries and has now settled into a voiceless acceptance of power.And therefore, the place

that takes shape before our eyes is one still entangled in the crisscross of corrupt governance and dishonest

business, of the native’s “pauperedness” and the prosperity of notorious foreigners. And thus it still appears to

be an island whose destiny is not really its own. And thus, by the end of the book, Kincaid seems to have re-
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inscribed her island’s scape with history, depth and a great deal of complexity. And yet, in her last intense

chapter, she offers a desire for her home, to not be an “unreal” exoticized, intensified and otherized spectacle

for the outsider’s gaze but recognized and understood as “simply a place” inhabited by a human ordinariness

(Gauch 918).
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FRUIT INTAKE AND ITS EFFECT ON BMI OF WORKING WOMEN
*Shama Chavan

ABSTRACT

In many developed and developing countries women are working hand in hand with men to earn their

livelihood. The change in their lifestyle has affected their eating patterns. The main aim of the study was

to understand the fruit consumption pattern among working women and its effect on the BMI. The study

would help us to understand how frit eating influences healthy living. In this cross sectional study 200

working women were selected and their 24 hours dietary recall was taken. The data was analysed

statistically. A t-test conducted showed that the BMI difference between the two groups was statistically

significant. (p<.05). The consumption of fruit intake has a positive effect on BMI. The sample was restricted

to urban women with sedentary life style in the Mumbai city. Also the time of fruit  eaten was not considered

here which could be taken up as another study.

Keywords : Fruit consumption , Breakfast eating, Waist Circumference, Working hours, BMI.

Introduction

 Breakfast literally means breaking your fast after the 7-8 hours of sleep. The body is defect of nutrients which

have to be replaced by consuming breakfast. Many nutrients like the water soluble vitamins have to be consumed

on a daily basis as they cannot be stored in the body. These nutrients have to be taken regularly in the meals.

These nutrients can be supplied through the fresh fruits and raw vegetables. Inclusion of these in the breakfast

is a crucial habit which one must indulge in. In any metropolitan city breakfast and dinner are the only 2 meals

consumed at home by working women. Breakfast being the most important meal of the day, this meal of the

day should not be missed. With the changing needs of the family the women have step out shoulder to

shoulder with men so that they can be financially independent. There are 3 major factors that affect their eating

patterns: 1.The travelling time to reach the work place. 2. The working hours of individuals.  3. The cooking time

she gets before she leaves for work place.

Breakfast foods are generally selected on the basis of the region a person belongs to, her religion and the food

availability in that area. Working women may consider convenience foods as one of the options for their

breakfast but knowledge of healthy food options, homemade foods inclusion along with fruits for breakfast is

very important at this juncture.

The Body Mass Index is a strong indicator of the type of food eaten by an individual and body’s response to it

as underweight or overweight or obese.

There is a strong belief that breakfast consumption protects a person against    overweight and obesity.  The

consumption of breakfast is associated with improved nutrient intake. A  Canadian community health survey

conducted in 2004, which represented 98% of Canadian population, showed that among the female subjects

BMI of breakfast consumers was lower than non consumers (Barr et al, 2015).  A study carried out among US

adults in 2005 in the National Health and Nutrition survey suggests that breakfast consumers who had fruits in

their first meal of the day were more likely to be non smokers, doing regular exercise. It also showed that the

energy intake among women were higher. The type of meal is an important determinant in considering the

prevalence of obesity or overweight (Song W O et al, 2005).  Another study carried among Finnish adolescents

to understand the relationship between eating behaviour, breakfast consumption and obesity showed that

breakfast consumption inclusive of fruits was associated with lower levels of overweight/obesity which means a

lower BMI among adolescents (Veltsista et al, 2010).

A secondary data analysis that was carried among 230 participants, it examined the effects of breakfast eating

and total daily eating frequency on BMI and weight loss outcomes among overweight and obese adults. This

FN
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study did not show a significant association among breakfast eating and BMI (p>0.380), this difference may be

associated with the type of food consumed for breakfast ( Megson. M, 2016) . A study carried out in Canada

among children reported that children who skip breakfast or lunch are more likely to do snacking between

meals, and late at night (Dubois et al.) As a result, their total caloric intake is the same as those who eat

breakfast but their nutrient content may vary.  Obesity has developed into a serious health concern. Among

various factors that affect obesity, not consuming breakfast and lower intake of complex carbohydrates are

among them. The results of the study indicate that consumption of nutrient dense foods and inclusion of raw

fruits and vegetables  may have an impact on BMI and the day’s energy intake. As a result it is very important

for the working women to consider eating correct nutrients in adequate proportions as a priority. Also a low fat

breakfast makes a difference in the total calorie load. With weight gain and obesity becoming a major public

health concern, experts agree that incorporate

good eating habits among teens and bring them to the breakfast table. According to the U.S. Centres for

Disease Control and Prevention, 17 percent of the nation’s adolescents aged 12 to 19 are overweight or obese,

which sets the stage for serious future health problems such as diabetes and heart disease ( Healthy Children

Magazine, Summer/Back to School 2009). Certain rules related to eating fruits during adolescence would help

to improve their BMI in the long run. A study carried out to find out whether the simple rules in the family like

“No second helping” or “No desserts but fruits” have shown to reduce the BMI in young adults (Bailey D, 2016).

A study carried out among youth to find out whether the vicinity to fast food outlets affects BMI. The research

shows that more the distance from the fast food outlet lower was the BMI but not the waist circumference

(Lamichhane, 2012). A cohort study on Australian individuals suggests that fruit intake was positively associated

with the BMI of individuals.  The association between fruit and vegetable intake and underweight in adults

suggests that improving fruit and vegetables intakes are important for the overall dietary patterns of people in

this group (Karen et al, 2014).  Maintaining good health becomes easy with good intake of fruits and vegetable.

The frequency of eating fruits in the evening showed a significant positive correlation with body weight (p <

0.05) and BMI (p < 0.01), respectively. The number of evening fruit intake had a significantly positive correlation

with body weight and BMI (Eunah,2014).However, accurate fruit intake evaluation is hard and high sugar content

in most of the fruits suggest possible negative relationships with health indices. The purpose of the present

study was to evaluate the fruit intake status of adolescents and to examine the relationship between fruit intake

and body mass index (BMI). The study carried out among Austrian adults shows that they are not far away from

reaching the minimum goal of 400 gms fruit and vegetable intake per day. Nevertheless, 16% consumed less

than 200 g vegetables and fruit. To improve health benefits, a higher intake of varied fruit and vegetables

should be achieved.

Data revealed that obesity was high among mothers reached 91.6% while obesity in the offspring was 24.5%.

According to prevalence of obesity, families were divided to 4 groups, 8.43% of families were of normal weight,

and 20.48% were obese. Food frequency consumption rate and food analysis revealed unhealthy food intake,

especially in obese families. All groups reported high rate intake of sweets, pastries and beverage. Calories,

carbohydrate, cholesterol and sodium were higher than the RDA in all mother’s groups, and adolescent group

(2) compared to low daily intake of micronutrients especially calcium and vitamin D in all groups. More than

half of all mothers and offspring skipped breakfast. Results of this study suggest that familial obesity increases

the risk of offspring being obese, dietary habits might be involved in the development of obesity (Hassan NE et

al ,2016) .

A systematic review of studies showed that there was an inverse association between breakfast eating and diet

quality. It is a recognised fact that a healthy diet is fundamental to human health and wellbeing throughout their

life. Poor diet intake is an important risk factor for the development of non-communicable diseases. It is

important to understand the nutritional composition of meals and ways in which different meal patterns affect

the diet quality. The contribution of meals on the energy and nutrient intake of individuals needs to be studied.

(Leech,2015).
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Methodology

 The sample size taken was 200 working women from the city of Mumbai. Continuous Sampling Technique was

used to select the samples.  Their Anthropometric measurements were taken. In which their height was measured

using a wall mounted STRATOMETER. The weight of the participants was measured using a weighing scale in

kilograms. Their Body Mass Index [BMI] was calculated using the following formula-

BMI= Weight (Kg)

[ Height m]2

This was developed by Adolphe Quetlet.

Participants were asked to fill questionnaire which gave the information whether they regularly had their breakfast

or not. It also mentioned about what type of food they consumed for breakfast. The regularity of breakfast or

fruit intake by participants was asked in the questionnaire and also their food choices could be found from this

data.

The data was analysed statistically. Mean, Standard deviation was calculated to know the fact whether consuming

fruits affected the BMI among working women. A high BMI is an indicator of high body fat. It is used to screen

weight categories that may cause health issues.

In this cross sectional study 200 working women were selected and their consent was taken. The 24 hours

dietary recall of all the participants was taken. They were asked to fill a questionnaire which had the information

about whether they had breakfast and the type of food they had for breakfast, whether they consumed fruits, if

yes how many in a day.  This data was analysed statistically. The co relation coefficient was calculated to

understand the relation of breakfast eating  and fruits intake on BMI.

Design of the Study

The purpose of the study was explained to the 200 participants prior to the commencement of the study.

Doubts and queries related to the study were clarified. Data pertaining to subject’s age, gender, marital status

was collected using the questionnaire.

The questionnaire given to the subjects also had questions related to the type of food intake whether they had

fruit, their snacking pattern and their working hours.

SPSS was used to conduct the statistical analysis. A  P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant

for all the tests conducted.

Results And Discussion

Demographic characteristics include subjects’ age,designation,marital status. The questionnaire gave information

whether the participants had breakfast or not before leaving for their work place.  Also it gave information

whether they consumed fruits in a day and how many?

The mean age group of the participants was 35 years.  Out of 200, 81% of the participants were married and

cooked the food for the families and left for their work place. 91(45.5%) participants were full time employees

in their work place while 54.5% (109) of them were part timers.

The anthropometric measurements were taken with the help of which BMI was calculated. The mean weight of

participants was found to be 54 kgs . The average fruit intake was asked and also they were asked to report the

timings of fruit consumption.  A correlation was calculated to know whether there is a relation between fruit

intake and BMI. P values <0.5 were considered significant for the tests.

 The results from this study showed that fruit intake had an effect on their BMI. More the fruit intake lesser is the

BMI. Most of them consumed fruits in the evening or after lunch. They found carrying fruit easy and consuming

it whole. Most of preferred fruits were Apples, Pears, Sapota etc. 90% of the participants liked to consume

apple.
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In a study carried out among 5625 students in the age group of 10-18 years, researchers found that breakfast

eaters have high Triglyceride level more systolic blood pressure and higher BMI (p<0.001) while mean HDL

cholesterol was lower in this group. This group had high risk of obesity, increased triglyceride and Low density

Lipoprotein cholesterol.

 The findings of a study showed there is a relation between fruit intake and body weight, it    suggests that

increasing the intake of fruits can be an effective dietary strategy to control weight and reduce  the risk of

obesity (Azagba and Sharaf,2012). A study that was carried among 400 adolescents in South Korea on their

fruit intake and its relation to BMI suggests that a frequency of eating fruits in the evening showed a significant

positive correlation with body weight and their BMI (p<0.01) (Eunah,2014).

A study suggests that combining caloric restriction with increased intake of fruits and vegetables is a very

effective strategy to keep weight under control (Beth et al, 2004). On nationally and international bodies have

recommended an increased intake of fruits and vegetables in order to reduce the risk of overweight and

obesity. The energy density of fruit, their energy content, the form of fruit in which it is eaten and also the

method of preparation affects the weight control (Alinia S,Hels O and Tetens I,2009) . A study on fruit and

vegetable consumption on body weight and weight loss of 77 subjects showed that Fruit consumption and not

vegetable intake was a associated with BMI. On the contrary fruit intake was inversely proportional to BMI and

weight control( Schroder K,2010).

Conclusion

This study showed that fruit intake would affect the BMI. Higher the number of fruits consumed there is weight

control. In fact fruit consumption should be considered as a good nutritional strategy to reduce weight. Working

hours can also influence the fruit consumption among working women. A culture of carrying Pack lunch was

seen among 95% of the participants while a few consumed it out. Carrying fruits either whole or in the form of

salads was a common practice.  Inclusion of fruit on a regular basis may be a good strategy to combat weight

gain and keep BMI within the normal range. Fruits are very good source of micronutrients which have to be

consumed on daily basis.  As mentioned in the above discussion this study also reveals the importance of fruit

intake in weight control and subsequently keeping the BMI within normal range.
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ABSTRACT
Various culinary culture expressions have been developed in Bali global tourism destination. This article
highlights the suitable  protection models for those Balinese culinary culture  that are purposed to
elaborate the connection of tourism activities with the need of culinary cultural, to analyze several legal

regimes to protect the merge of food culture, and to analyze whether the whole cultural heritage, particularly
culinary cultural need to be protected as a property. Several concepts are discussed in this article
namely: individual reward concept, benefit sharing concept, as well as recognition concept and Balinese
philosophy of Tri Hita Karana. This study used normative legal research. Recent development of culinary
cultural in Bali is not only for the need of daily local people and their ritual religious, but also for global
tourism needs. Efforts to preserve and protect culinary culture go beyond Intellectual Property Regimes,
even debating the possibility to use benefit sharing approach under traditional knowledge and traditional
cultural expression sui-generis model. However, it tends to raise potential conflict in its implementation.
Therefore, making recognition concept work to preserve and protect culinary culture in global tourism
for better prosperity and to keep harmony life for local people become necessary to be concerned.

Keywords : Tourism, Culinary Culture, Intellectual Property Law, Benefit Sharing, Recognition

Introduction
The development of tourism industry, including culinary culture cannot be denied influenced by the advanced
information technology beyond globalization era, such as the sophisticated of TV channels. In its current
development, art and culture aspects as part of tourism resources and capitals are not only in the form of
tangible, but also began to develop more into intangible cultural such as culinary culture which is developed

from the traditional cultural heritage of the local Balinese community. Bali as a tourism destination since the
1970s has been already developed based on cultural tourism, then  in 2012 the Government of Bali Province
enacted Government Regulation No. 2 of 2012 concerning Bali Cultural Tourism.

Article 1 (14) of Government Regulation of Bali Province No. 2 of 2012 provides that Bali Cultural Tourism is a
Balinese tourism based on Balinese Culture inspired by the teachings of Hinduism and the Tri Hita Karana
philosophy as the main potential by using tourism as the vehicle of its actualization, resulting in a dynamic
interrelationship between tourism and culture that makes them develop Synergistically, harmoniously and
sustainably to be able to provide prosperity to society, cultural and environmental sustainability. In addition,
Article 1(15) determines that Tri Hita Karana is the living philosophy of Balinese society which contains three
elements that build balance and harmony of relationship between human with God, human with human, and
human being with its environment which become source of prosperity, peace, and happiness for human life. In

simple word, it can be understood that the philosophy of Tri Hita Karana is the life philosophy of the Balinese,
in which human beings balance between God, humans and nature (Peters & Wardana, 12).

In connection with Bali Cultural Tourism, currently more and more culinary culture which is  passed down from
generation to generation developed not only for daily food life of Balinese people as well as for the need of
ritual religious, but also it has developed creativelly to support tourism needs. Of course, this phenomena can
be understood, by  considering the concept of tourism is very multidimensional, including also enter the realm
of food and beverage culture presented to the tourists. Tourism is a composite of activities, services, and
industries that deliver a travel experience: transportation, accommodations, eating and drinking establishments,
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shops, entertainment, activity facilities, and other hospitality services available for individuals or groups that are
travelling away from home (Goeldner & Ritchie, 6).  In order to support Bali as the best global tourism destination,

various culinary cultures are  developed both by professional chefs for hotels and restaurants as well as the
local Government.
In recent development of culinary culture, some questions raised regarding the legal protection of it, whether
this type of culinary culture creations need to be protected as a property as well as the type of food industry in
general that is commonly protected through the intellectual property law regimes, or may be more suitable
under sui-generis law related with traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions. More critical question
also relevant to be discussed whether the global legal regime can guarantee that by protecting culinary which
is developed from the local culture it will bring prosperity and benefit for local communities.

Research Methods
This research uses combination legal research method, normative legal research and empirical legal research.
In recent development of legal research, there are more room suitable for non-doctrinal methodologies.  Ian

Curry-Summer et.al. argue that law mirrors all walks of life. The law does not stand alone, but is closely
connected to society. In concluding academic legal research, it is therefore impossible to remove the societal
field in which the research takes place. Good legal research offers new insights, ideas, arguments or point of
view and solutions for existing problems. All of this is importance to legal development and the functioning of
the law in and for society (Summer et.al.,3-4).  In addition, Terry Hutchinson argues that non-doctrinal
methodologies can be used effectively in the legal context in combination with doctrinal studies (Hutchinson,
18). In connection with legal research method as mentioned above, this research used several approaches,
namely: statute, conceptual, analytical and socio-legal approaches as well as qualitative descriptive analysis.

Globalization and Its Legal Regimes for Culinary Culture Protection
In the development of tourism it seems very important to pay attention to the benefits for the local community.
It is only natural that a growing tourism industry in an area based on culture including culinary culture can also

contribute to the welfare of the existing community in such region. Jan Hendrik Peters & Wisnu Wardana argue
that Bali has the philosophy of Tri Hita Karana (THK), but in the development of cultural tourism model in the era
of 1999, the tourism has become a mass tourism which implementation is far away from THK. The development
of cultural tourism is also need to bring benefit for the local communities that support the cultural tourism
activities and not harm the cultural, spiritual and religious magic of Bali. In addition, cultural tourism development
strategy should be based on THK and Community-based-tourism (Peters & Wardana, Op.cit.,341-388). In the
context of the development of culinary culture protection in Bali, both communities and tourism sectors as well
as government need to seriously pay attention to the notion of  THK and CBT models, to keep communities
who preserve  the local culture benefit and life with harmony with their surrounding including their highly
creations of food culture. Shortly, tourism brings prosperity for Bali of course including its communities, and
not Bali for tourism

Globalization brings both positive and negative impacts in the development of trade, especially information is
transformed so quickly either through television media or other social media such as websites, instagram,
facebook, and other forms of sophisticated social media. The development of tourism business including
culinary culture also cannot be separated from the rapid development of globalization with the positive and
negative sides. Globalization with its positive side can be seen from the factors such as the incorporated as well
as the integration of various new potentials in the development of tourism, including the potential development
culinary culture tourism. Nowadays, tourists are not only travelling to a tourist destination just to enjoy the
natural beauty of the mountains, beaches, and cultural tourism such as: traditional dances, paintings and other
handicrafts, but they also want to enjoy the culinary culture that is served as it is originally from the local culture
of society. Mintz (1996) argues that culinary culture is related to preferences and taste flavours that are rooted
in the social and economic conditions underlying the food culture in an area. While other experts Askegaard
and Madsen (1998) argue that culinary culture varies widely, both at the micro level (family) and at the macro

level (country, region and social group) consisting of a number of cultural components including taste, linkages
to gender issues and the value attached to the food. Further Lang & Rayner (2001), Lang & Heasman (2004),
Lang & Haesnman (2006) and Lang et.al. (2009) state that food culture is not just about the meaning, practice,
and knowledge of agriculture where it is managed by a certain group of people, but also about how we relate
to the food, where and how it can be bought, how the conception of quality and normality of the food, and how
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our aspirations to the food (Fitzpatrick, 31-32).  Tourists who travelling far away from their home countries get
information concerning the delicious of that dishes through the global media such as TV Channels as well as
others social media.

The unique and delicious flavours, made from herb products is one of the attractions of culinary dishes, which
at the same time differentiate it with various food culture from western countries. In the development, more and
more people enjoy the beauty and uniqueness of the culinary culture that comes from the Asian region, including
Bali. This culinary is preserved by the local community as a source of food culture that was originally passed
down from generation to generation in its own community  which now has begin to develop into mega culinary
business. This phenomenon, of course on one hands is promising, But, on the other hand, critical thinking is
needed whether by protecting this type of dishes through intellectual property regimes, the local community
will benefit. Economic globalization affects people everywhere including their daily lives, such as affects their

job, their food, their health, their education, until their leisure time. However, many scholars who opponent to
the current globalization process where TRIPs-WTO regimes is considered as the mirror of economic globalization
argue that social cultural, and environmental interests and the interests of developing countries are not sufficiently
taken into account. Therefore, the process of globalization does not bring benefit for developing countries. On
the other word, developing countries do not flourish in today’s world.  Peter Van Den Bossche questioned
whether economic globalization: a blessing or a curse? (Bossche, 4-9).

From the perspective of intellectual property law, culinary, particularly in the form of food industry which is
individual rights seems relevant to be protected through the patent law regime, especially for industry food
product.  In this context, patent protection for the technological innovation in the field of the process of making
food or cooking technique. For example, food in the US can be protected under the type of Utility Patent.  Of
course, if such invention meets to the novelty requirement. Cooking technique must be extremely unique food

techniques; a high threshold of originality and creativity is met. If the statutory requirements of novelty and non-
obviousness are satisfied then a process is in fact patentable. According to 35 U.S.C. § 101, “Whoever invents
or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter or any new and
useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent thereof, subject to the conditions and requirements of this
title.” One of the examples is the Case of Jack Guttman Inc. v. Kopykake Enterprises Inc. Such case relates to
a breach of a food process patent that using technology, which is a baker produces “a birthday cake decorated
with an edible version of the birthday child’s photograph” (Arons, 138-145).

Another intellectual property law regimes are also suitable to protect food sector  in global market are: Patent
for food products especially food making processes, food technology innovations related to new ingredients
in producing food products; Trade Mark. to protect food products particularly in relation to branding strategy
as well as ensuring the product is distinctive and valued; Copyright to protect literary works such as recipes

and the history of food products in written books; and  Trade Secret to protect  typical and unique food recipes
(Intellectual Property Law in the Food Sector, http://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/).

The entire regimes of intellectual property laws above are sufficient to protect individual intellectual property
rights as stipulated under TRIPs Agreement. This international agreement is considered as the most comprehensive
agreement governing intellectual property rights. The intellectual property law regime essentially protects the
works of human creativity related to moral interests, social interests and economic interests. Reward Theory
that emphasizes the creativity and innovation of human intellectual work will be rewarded in the form of incentive.
The essence of Reward Theory is: Innovation, Reward, and Incentive. (Mac Queen, et.al , 10-11). Food industry
can be considered as part of individual property rights. Therefore, the protection is covered by TRIPs regimes.
Meanwhile, culinary culture that develops from one generation to the next, maintained by the community,
seemly it is more appropriate considered as communal heritage rather than individual belonging. As a

consequence, intellectual property laws under TRIPs Agreement seemly become not in line for the protection
of culinary culture even may brings difficulty if we still force it for creative dishes that rooted from local culture.
Should we still think that culinary culture is an intangible cultural property? If yes, we may be relevant to
elaborate the provisions of sui-generis Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expressions.

 The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) defines Traditional Knowledge (TK) as a living body of
knowledge that is developed, sustained and passed on from generation to generation within a community,
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often forming part of its cultural or spiritual identity. Therefore, the elements of TK are as follow: knowledge,
know-how, skills, innovations or practices; that are passed between generations; in a traditional context; and
that form part of the traditional lifestyle of indigenous and local communities who act as their guardian or
custodian. Meanwhile on the other side, WIPO defines Traditional Cultural Expressions (TCEs) as the forms
where traditional culture is expressed whether in tangible, intangible or mostly combination of those two. In
any material object, there is often a symbolic or religious element from which it cannot be separated. Songs,
dances, designs, handicrafts, tales or many other artistic or cultural expressions are some examples of TCEs
(WIPO Booklet,15,17).

In order to discuss protection of TK and TCEs, it is important to make clear who are the holders of TK and
TCEs? What does ‘protection” mean?, TK and TCEs are understood as belonging collectively. As a consequence,
any right and benefit should invest in communities who preserve them rather than in individuals. Concerning

protection of TK and TCEs, WIPO comes to a very specific understanding by using Intellectual Property (IP)
regimes and their principles to prevent unauthorized uses TK and TCEs by third parties.  There are two approaches
from IP system to protect TK and TCEs namely “positive’ protection and “defensive” protection. First approach
is positive protection refer to prevent unauthorized exploiting TK and TCEs commercially including culturally
offensive. Controlling the used of TK and TCEs by third parties as well as benefiting from commercial exploitation
of TK and TCEs by third parties are example of positive protection.  Second approach is defensive protection
refer to stop people outside the community getting IP rights over TK and TCEs. India as an example has been
used this approach as defensive strategies by compiling traditional medical knowledge database (Ibid., 23-
26).  Both approaches are needed in order to protect TK and TCEs, particularly in WIPO perspective, “benefit
sharing” concept has used as a legal basis of positive protection approach. The benefit sharing concept also
exists in the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) as well as in the International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources (ITPGR).

Several cases related with bio-piracy of traditional knowledge have been occurred in developing countries,
India as an example with its bio-piracy case such as the Neem tree case, Curcuma longa, until Mosanto in its
breeding programs (Bhattacharya, 54). Protecting TK, TCEs, including Plant Genetic Resources (PGR) TK and
TCEs regimes with their benefit sharing concept and documenting system as part of defensive protection in
theory look simple and may appropriate for some communities. But for others may be do not work properly.
There are problem in implementation.

The problem in implementation also emerges related to protect culinary culture in Bali. With regard to the
development of culinary culture in Bali, several efforts have been done not only at the provincial level such as
the Bali Arts Festival (Pesta Kesenian Bali) which is held once a year cantered at Art Center Denpasar-Bali, but
also at the district level such as Tabanan District started its concern for “culinary cultural tourism” through a

newly organized event entitled “Tanah Lot Creative Food and Art Festival 2017.” The aim of developing culinary
culture creative is to develop local cultural heritage for the prosperity and to improve the livelihoods of the
community. Another aim of the Tanah Lot Creative Food Festival 2017, which its  icon is “Kuwir” (Duck) as its
unique culinary, is intended to make creative culinary efforts of the Micro, Small, Medium enterprises (MSMEs)
in Tabanan to be enjoyed by local, national and global  communities of tourism. (Direct observation Press
Release from the Regent of Tabanan-Bali, Mrs Eka), In order to promote the cultural tourism culinary, one of
famous Chef in Indonesia-Chef Juna, helped to demonstrate the cooking of Tabanan’s superior culinary called
as “Tum Kuwir”. In the event of Tanah Lot Creative Food and Art Festival, people who develop business in the
form of MSMEs are facilitated in addition to coaching through the creative economy of MSMEs. Furthermore
they are also provided places as their showcase which they can use as marketing tool of their unique culinary
based on traditional culture. The festival itself lasted for three days from the date of 7 to July 9, 2017 located
in Tanah Lot tourism destination, Tabanan-Bali. In the press release when a journalist asked concerning protection

of creative food, the Regent of Tabanan answered that they will protect their food culture.

Discussing about food sources in Bali are not always easy.  Each regency tend to claim that several unique
food culture is developed from their community which is passed down from generation to generation. Tabanan
Regency for an example, they promote culinary culture such as: “Tum Kuwir”, “Lawar Kelungah” and “Entil”.
Those creative culinary, in fact also exist at other regencies in Bali such “Entil” exist in Buleleng Regency as
well as “Lawar Kelungah” exist at Jembrana Regency.  Another example, “Belayag Buleleng” developed and
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rooted from Buleleng Regency. This type of culinary culture, in fact also exist at Karangasem Regency. As a
consequence, if we use the benefit sharing concept under TK and TCEs regimes to protect these creations

culinary culture, who should receive the benefit sharing?, which communities should sign the benefit sharing
agreement?. In our point of view, the problem is not only difficult to determine where the benefit sharing should
go, but also it is potential to rise conflict among societies. Of course, this situation might bring societies go far
away from their philosophy Tri Hita Karana.  As we know, the Tri Hita Karana, the philosophy of Balinese, in
which human beings balance between God, humans, and nature. So, should we determine cultural as a property?,
should we merely rely on benefit sharing concept?

Recognition Concept: is it a solution protecting culinary culture?
By understanding deeply the Balinese philosophy of Tri Hita Karana, in correlation with the development of
culinary culture, to preserve life in harmony and not always thinking about cultural as a property, it seems by
allowing, by making “recognition concept” work for culinary culture in Bali, in our point of view it might brings
prosperity for societies naturally. For instance, by recognizing several Balinese food culture such as “Balinese

Sate Lilit” or “Sate Lilit Bali”, “Balinese Be Tutu” or “Be Tutu Bali”, “Balinese Be Genyol” or “Be Genyol Bali”,
“Balinese Lawar” or “Lawar Bali”, “Balinese Belayag” or “Belayag” and others Balinese culinary culture creations.
People who need to consume originate Balinese culinary culture they will come to Bali.

As discussed previously, protecting culinary culture through TK and TCEs model are important. However, some
difficulty may occurred such as benefit sharing (positive protection approach) is potential to rise a conflict, and
documenting system (defensive protection approach) is potential to remove their own society to use public
domain, it is caused by our neighbour societies  have already documented and claimed  public domain strictly.
Another problem may occurred relating documentation model tends to be used to exploitative the intangible
heritage cultures rather than to protect them (Brown, 49). Therefore, “recognition concept” may be the solution
that needs to be concerned.

Conclusion

Culinary culture expressions can be protected under Intellectual Property Rights regimes especially those in

the form of individual food industry as well as through TK and TCEs protection either positive protection

approach or defensive protection approach. In several situation, they may do not work properly. Efforts to

preserve and protect culinary culture go beyond Intellectual Property Regimes, even debating the possibility

to use benefit sharing approach under traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expression so called sui-

generis model. However, it tends to raise potential conflict in its implementation.  Therefore, making recognition

concept work to preserve and protect Balinese culinary culture in global tourism for better prosperity and to

keep harmony life as it is driven by the Balinese philosophy of Tri Hita Karana for local people become necessary

to be concerned.
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Oejleer Deewj DeekeÀeMe kesÀ yeer®e keÀe héeke=ÀeflekeÀ peerJeve
peveeo&ve

MeesOe meej
DeeefoJeemeer peerJeve keÀe meerOee DeefYehe´e³e he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ peerJeve mes nw~ he´ke=Àefle kesÀ meeefveO³e ceW ner DeeefoJeemeer Deheves efJekeÀeme Deewj peerJekeÀesheepe&ve keÀer
mebYeeJeveeDeeW keÀer leueeMe keÀjlee nw~ DeeefoJeemeer meceepe keÀe GvekeÀe hegKee& meeefnl³e, meye Deece meceepe mes keÀeHeÀer Deieue nw~ hej ceeveJe
Jew%eeefvekeÀeW, pewJe Jew%eeefvekeÀeW meceepe Jew%eeefvekeÀeW Deewj FeflenemekeÀejeW ves DeeefoJeemeer meceepe keÀes mecePeves keÀe mlegl³e he³ee&me efkeÀ³ee~ Yetceb[ueerkeÀjCe
kesÀ yeeo DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve hej ¬eÀceMe:O³eeve efo³ee peeves ueiee, efpemekeÀer kegÀí De®íeF& Deewj yegjeF& oesveeW nw~ he´mlegle DeeuesKe ceW DeeefoJeemeer
meceepe Deewj he³e&ìve hej O³eeve efo³ee ie³ee nw~ DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ efceLekeÀ, GvekesÀ Fefleneme Deewj GvekesÀ meceepe kesÀ ³eLeeLe& keÀes keWÀê ceW jKekeÀj ner
GvekesÀ peerJeve keÀes peevee mecePee pee mekeÀlee nw~ DeeefoJeemeer Yeer nceejs meceepe kesÀ cetue veeieefjkeÀ nQ, pees cegK³e Oeeje mes keÀìkeÀj keÀneR pebieueeW,
otj oje]pe kesÀ FueekeÀeW ceW Kees ieS nQ~ Deepe DeeJeM³ekeÀlee nw GvekeÀer heefjeqmLeefle³eeW keÀes mecePekeÀj GvekesÀ heeme peeves keÀer efpememes GvekesÀ peerJeve
keÀer mener lemJeerj he´mlegle keÀer pee mekesÀ~

Keywords :  DeeefoJeemeer, he³e&ìve, meceepe, Jew%eeefvekeÀ, hegjKee

DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve mes HeÀeFJe mìej keÀe DevegYeJe veneR he´ehle efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee nw, ceiej efLe´ue peªj cenmetme efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee nw, SkeÀ efLe´ue Jen pees
mel³eefpele je³e keÀer DejC³esj efove jeef$e ceW efceuelee nw lees otmeje Jen pees keÀce&veeMee veoer kesÀ efkeÀveejs ®ebêieghle ceew³e& kesÀ efkeÀues kesÀ YeiveeJesMe kesÀ heeme eqmLele
[ekeÀ yebieuee ceW DeeefoJeemeer ueesieeW mes ef$eMebkegÀ mes ueskeÀj MesjMeen metjer Je jwoeme lekeÀ keÀer yeeleW megveves ceW cenmetme neslee nw~ meesve veoer kesÀ efkeÀveejs Deieesjerieæ{
kesÀ YeiveeJesMe ceW mLeeveer³e DeeefoJeeefme³eeW Üeje yeerj ueesefjkeÀ keÀer Jeerjlee Deewj meesve keÀer DeLeen HewÀueeJe kesÀ meeQo³e& Deewj DeekeÀ<e&Ce keÀes cenmetme keÀjvee keÀYeer
ve Yetueves Jeeuee DevegYeJe nes mekeÀlee nw, yeMeleX efkeÀ Jeneb peeves keÀer pencele Gþe³ee peeS~ DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve kesÀ menejs nce Yeejle kesÀ cetue meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ
Leeleer keÀer len lekeÀ hengb®e mekeÀles nQ~ FmeefueS peªjer nw efkeÀ Leesæ[e DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ efJe<e³e ceW ®e®ee& keÀj efue³ee peeS~

DeeefoJeemeer yemeenì hetjs efJeée ceW nw~ DeHe´ÀerkeÀe, oef#eCeer DecesjerkeÀe, Deemìŝefue³ee mes ueskeÀj SkeÀ SefMe³ee lekeÀ efJeefYeVe ceneÜerheeW kesÀ DeeefoJeemeer Deueie lejn
keÀe peerJeve yemej keÀjles nQ, pees efkeÀmeer Menjer kesÀ efueS Deueie he´keÀej keÀe nes mekeÀlee nw~ ³ener DeueieeJe DeveesKesheve ceW leeqyoue nes peelee nw pees Deece Menjer
Deewj hewmes Jeeues ueesieeW keÀes Deheveer Deesj DeekeÀe|<ele Yeer keÀjlee nw~

Yeejle kesÀ meboYe& ceW yeele keÀjW Deewj  pevemebK³ee kesÀ DeebkeÀæ[es keÀer ceeveW lees nceejs ³eneb meeæ{s Deeþ HeÀermeoer Deeyeeoer DeeefoJeeefme³eeW keÀer nw pees meWì^ue Fbef[³ee
(ce. he´., íefÊemeieæ{ Deewj cenejeä^) Gefæ[mee, PeejKeb[, efncee®eue he´osMe, heeq½ece yebieeue, DeebOe´ he´osMe, lesueebieevee, iegpejele, jepemLeeve hetJeexÊej kesÀ jep³eeW
Deewj keWÀê Meeefmele jep³eeW ceW oceve oer³et, Deboceeve efvekeÀesyeej Üerhe mecetn kesÀ meeLe – meeLe keÀce cee$ee ceW GÊej – he´osMe Deewj GÊejeKeb[ kesÀ pebieueeW Deewj
heneæ[eW ceW Deheveer Deeefoce mebmke=Àefle keÀes ye®eeS yeveeS jnleer nQ~ GvekesÀ Fmeer Deítlesheve Deewj DeefMe#ee mes hevehes yeewæ[ceheve mes DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve keÀe yeepeej
ieguepeej neslee nw, efpemekeÀe efJemleej ieume& ìŵefHeÀeEkeÀie lekeÀ osKee peelee nw~ DeeefoJeemeer meceepe keÀe Kegueeheve, GvekeÀe Ieesìgue Deewj osJej heeìe pewmeer
efJeMes<eleeSb ³eewve he³e&ìve keÀe efnmmee yeve peeleer nQ~
meb#eshe ceW he³e&ìve keÀes ceewpe, cemleer, Oeceeue Deewj Deveefueceìs[ HeÀve mes peesæ[e peelee nw, efpemekesÀ efueS yeepeej keÀe ngvej ve mecePeves - peeveves Jeeues
DeeefoJeemeer yeæ[s memles ceW GheueyOe nes peeles nQ, efpevekeÀe Ghe³eesie veewkeÀj, j#ekeÀ Deewj ³eewve mesJekeÀ kesÀ ªhe ceW efkeÀ³ee peelee nw~ neb, DeepekeÀue peæ[er –
yetefì³eeW kesÀ leueeMe keÀjves Jeeueer yengjeä^er³e Deew<eefOe kebÀheefve³eeb he³e&ìve kesÀ yeneves hejbhejeiele DeeefoJeemeer %eeve keÀe Ghe³eesie keÀjves kesÀ efueS pebieueeW keÀe ªKe
keÀjleer nQ Deewj keÀewæ[er Yej oece kesÀ yeoues DeketÀle %eeve mebheoe keÀe oesnve keÀj heeves ceW meHeÀue nes peeleer nQ~ DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve hej hetbpeer Deewj yeepeej keÀer
vepej heæ[ ®egkeÀer nw~ FmeerefueS yeæ[s hewceeves hej ì^eFyeue meHeÀejer keÀe he´®eueve yeæ{lee pee jne nw~  Deeies yeæ{ves kesÀ henues peeve uesvee peªjer nw efkeÀ DeeefKej
DeeefoJeemeer keÀne efkeÀmes peelee nw ? DeeefoJeemeer Jes nesles nQ pees efkeÀmeer #es$e ³ee osMe kesÀ he´Lece ueesie nesles nQ pees meyemes henues Gme #es$e ³ee osMe keÀes peerJeve
Deewj mebmke=Àefle mes Deeyeeo keÀjles nQ~ MeyokeÀesMe ceW Fmes Fme he´keÀej keÀne ie³ee nw, “the term indigenous is used most broadly to

refer to the first peoples of a given region.”

HINDI
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Yeejle meboYe& ceW yeele keÀjW lees heeles nQ efkeÀ ³eneb 635 DeeefoJeemeer mecegoe³e jnles nQ, efpevnW mebefJeOeeve ceW Devegmetef®ele pevepeeefle keÀne ie³ee nw~ FvekesÀ
DeefOekeÀejeW keÀes mebefJeOeeve kesÀ Yeeie heeb®e Deewj í: ceW efueefheye× efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw, efpevekeÀe DeeS efove mejsDeece Oeeqppe³eeb Gæ[eF& peeleer nQ~ ³eneb osKeWies efkeÀ GÐeesie
kesÀ ªhe ceW hevehe jns DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve ceW Fve DeefOekeÀejeW keÀe keÌ³ee neslee nw?

meerOes – meeOes lejerkesÀ mes osKee peeS lees DeeefoJeemeer meceepe keÀe efJeMes<e ueieeJe pebieue, veoer, heneæ[ Deewj peceerve mes neslee nw, ojDemeue pebieue, veoer, heneæ[
Deewj peceerve ner Jes Me³e nQ efpevnW meeqcceefuele  ªhe mes he´ke=Àefle keÀne peelee nw~ Yeeieoewæ[ keÀjlee Menjer Fbmeeve peye LekeÀ peelee nw lees Deejece keÀjves Deewj ceve
yenueeves kesÀ efueS he´ke=Àefle keÀer Deesj he³eeve keÀjlee nw, peneb GmekeÀe meerOee meecevee he´ke=Àefle heśceer DeeefoJeeefme³eeW mes neslee nw~ Deueie peerJeve cetu³e peer jns Menjer
keÀYeer – keÀYeer DeeefoJeemeer eE®eleve oMe&ve keÀes mecePe vener heeles Deewj ìkeÀjenì keÀer eqmLeefle Keæ[er nes peeleer nw~ neueebefkeÀ ³en meye Fleveer mejuelee mes veneR
neslee nw~ FmekesÀ heerís leceece lejn keÀer meeefpeMeW Yeer Meeefceue nesleer nQ~

Yeejle kesÀ DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ peerJeve keÀes osKevee ojDemeue he´ke=Àefle kesÀ meeefveO³e keÀes he´ehle keÀjvee nw~ Menj keÀe Deeoceer Oeerjs – Oeerjs J³eefÊeÀJeeoer nes peelee
nw~ he´ke=Àefle keÀes Yeer Jen ueeYe – neefve kesÀ yeìKejs mes leesueves keÀe Deeoer nes peelee nw~ Fmeer ¢eqäkeÀesCe mes peye Jen DeeefoJeemeer peerJeve kesÀ yeer®e peelee nw lees
DeketÀle he´eke=ÀeflekeÀ JewYeJe keÀes osKekeÀj yeeJeje Deewj ueeue®eer nes peelee nw~ Menjer Deeoceer keÀer Depeerye efJe[byevee nw, peneb SkeÀ Deesj Jen he´ke=Àefle keÀes uetì
uesvee ®eenlee nw, JeneR GmekeÀer j#ee ceW mepeie mecegoe³e keÀes efheíæ[e ngDee ceeve keÀj GvekeÀe Deheceeve keÀjves ueielee nw~ keÀYeer – keÀYeer peeve mes Yeer ceej [euelee
nw keÌ³eeWefkeÀ Gmes Oeve Deewj cegK³eOeeje kesÀ keÀheìhetCe& jepemeÊee hej Deefmece efJeéeeme neslee nw~ nceejs osMe keÀer efceuesìjer jepe Fme ceW hetjs efoueespeeve mes Meeefceue
Yeer nesleer nw~ pebieue, heneæ[, Deewj uetì keÀes jeskeÀves mes DeeefoJeeefme³eeW keÀer yeæ[er Deeyeeoer keÀes vekeÌmeue keÀjej oskeÀj mebnej efkeÀ³ee pee jne nw~

Fme yeele keÀes Leesæ[e meeHeÀ keÀjves kesÀ efueS oes SkeÀ GoenjCe peªjer nes peeles nQ~ PeejKeb[ DeeefoJeemeer yengue jep³e nw~ Peej keÀe DeLe& neslee nw hesæ[ ³ee Jeve
lees PeejKeb[ keÀe DeLe& ngDee Ssmee YetKeb[ pees JeveeW mes Deìe heæ[e nw~ PeejKeb[ ceW osJeIej nw, peneb meeJeve kesÀ cenerves ceW GÊej – he´osMe Deewj efyenej kesÀ efMeJe
YeÊeÀ keÀebJeefj³ee ueskeÀj peeles nQ leeefkeÀ osJeIej Jeeues YeesuesveeLe ³eeefve efkeÀ MebkeÀjpeer keÀe peueeefYe<eskeÀ keÀj mJeie& keÀe efìkeÀì Deejef#ele keÀje mekeWÀ~ osJeIej
kesÀ Deemeheeme kesÀ #es$e ceW DeeefoJeemeer mecegoe³e kesÀ ueesie jnles nQ~ FvneR mecegoe³eeW ceW SkeÀ DeeefoJeemeer mecegoe³e nw DemegjeW keÀe~ DeeefoJeemeer mecegoe³e ceW MebkeÀj
DeeefoosJe kesÀ ªhe ceW hetpes peeles nQ~ Demegj ceneosJe keÀes hetpeles nQ~ ceiej GvekesÀ ³eneb kesÀ ceneosJe MebkeÀj keÀer lejn efkeÀmeer cebefoj ceW veneR yeequkeÀ Kegues ceW
efJejepeles nQ Deewj DevegÿeefvekeÀ hetpee keÀer leceePeece mes otj jnles nQ~ Fme he´keÀej Demegj Jes nQ, pees ceneosJe keÀes ceeveves Jeeues ueesie nQ meeLe Jes pebieue kesÀ peerJeve
keÀer j#ee keÀjles nQ, Fmeer keÀejCe GvnW je#eme (j#ee keÀjves Jeeuee) keÀne peelee nw~ meveeleveer hejbheje ceW yelee³ee ie³ee nw efkeÀ DemegjeW ³ee je#emeeW kesÀ eEmen nesles
nQ~ oeble yeæ[s – yeæ[s nesles nQ pees pebieueer peeveJejeW keÀes keÀ®®ee ®eyeeves kesÀ keÀece Deeles nQ~ eEnogDeeW keÀe yeæ[e Jeie& Deepe Yeer Ssmee ner ceevelee nw~ Deepe Yeer nceejs
osMe ceW DemegjeW kesÀ veeMe kesÀ efueS veew efoveeW kesÀ mebnej efoJeme keÀes jeä^er³e ceneslmeJe keÀer lejn cevee³ee peelee nw, Fme veew efoveeW keÀes Deueie mebnej kesÀ efueS osJeer
kesÀ Deueie – Deueie mJeebieeW keÀes DeJeleej kesÀ ªhe ceW hetpee peelee nw~ ³en efkeÀlevee nwjeve keÀjves Jeeuee leL³e nw efkeÀ SkeÀ ner osMe ceW kegÀí ueesieeW keÀes Deepe
Yeer Fbmeeve veneR ceevee peelee Deewj GvekesÀ mebnej keÀes yeekeÀe³eoe Oece& Deewj mebmke=Àefle kesÀ veece hej mebj#eCe efo³ee pee jne nw~ ³en meye he³e&ìve kesÀ Üeje otj efkeÀ³ee
pee mekeÀlee nw, keÌ³eeWefkeÀ he³e&ìve mes mebJeeo Deewj mecePeoejer keÀe oe³eje yeæ{lee nw~ p³eeoe yesnlej nesiee efkeÀ osJeIej lekeÀ peeves Jeeues Leesæ[e Deewj Deeies peeSb
Deewj osKeW efkeÀ eEpevnW Jes Demegj ³ee je#eme keÀnles nQ, Jes Yeer GvekeÀer lejn Fbmeeve nQ~ Jes ceneosJe ³ee DeeefoosJe kesÀ ner ªhe ceW mener GvekesÀ MebkeÀj keÀer DejeOevee
keÀjves Jeeues ueesie nQ~ he³e&ìve kesÀ GÎsM³e ceW Deiej ceeveJelee keÀer hejKe Yeer Meeefceue keÀj efo³ee peeS lees Flevee lees yevelee nw efkeÀ osJeIej kesÀ DeefleefjÊeÀ osJeIej
keÀer Demeueer JeeefjmeeW lekeÀ Yeer SkeÀ vepej oewæ[e efue³ee peeS~ efpememes efoceeie kesÀ Peeues meeHeÀ nes mekeWÀ~ DeeefoJeemeer Deewj eEnoer meeefnl³e keÀer yeæ[er keÀefJe³e$eer
meg<ecee Demegj Fmeer mecegoe³e mes leeuuegkeÀ jKeleer nQ~ KJeepee cegTvegÎerve ef®emleer keÀer ojieen keÀer efpe³eejle keÀjves JeeueeW mes Yeer efveJesove nw efkeÀ ³eefo Jes heerj
kesÀ KeeefoceeW keÀes mecePeves keÀer keÀesefMeMe keÀjWies lees heeSbies efkeÀ Keeefoce Yeer Yeerue pevepeeleer³e meceoe³e mes Jeemlee jKeles nQ, pees KJeepee kesÀ ceeveJeleeJeeoer
J³eJenej Je efJe®eej mes he´YeeefJele neskeÀj GvekesÀ efMe<³e yeve ieS~ ceeveeefkeÀ Deye Jes Kego keÀes cegmeueceeve mecePeles nQ hejbleg Deepe Yeer Ssmee yengle kegÀí GveceW
Mes<e nw efpememes GvekesÀ Yeerue nesves keÀe mebkesÀle he´ehle neslee nw~ KeeveosMe kesÀ Meyejer DeeÞece keÀes osKevee Deewj Meyej DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ mesJee YeeJe keÀes osKevee
efceLekeÀ, Fefleneme Deewj Jele&ceeve keÀes SkeÀ meeLe osKeves pewmee DevegYeJe nes mekeÀlee nw~

DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ efYeVe – efYeVe mecegoe³e keÀeHeÀer no lekeÀ SkeÀ otmejs mes pegæ[s ngS nQ~ Dee³eeX kesÀ mebnej kesÀ Ye³e mes heuee³eve kesÀ keÀejCe FveceW YeewieesefuekeÀ otjer
efvejblej yeæ{leer ieF&, efpememes Yee<eeF& DeueieeJe ngDee efHeÀj meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ Deble:met$e SkeÀ otmejs keÀer meePeer efJejemele keÀes DeefYeJ³eÊeÀ keÀj ner osles nQ~ neueebefkeÀ
Fve meePeer efJejemeleeW hej efceÆer [eueer pee jner nw eEkeÀleg ³eefo jengue meebke=Àl³ee³eve ³ee Jesefj³ej SsequJeve pewmee he³e&ìkeÀ Fve meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ ef®eÔveeW keÀes hekeÀæ[ Yeer
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ueslee nw~ ojDemeue DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve efceLekeÀeW mes iegpejs efyevee hetje veneR nes mekeÀlee~ FmeefueS kegÀí efceLekeÀeW hej O³eeve osvee DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw keÌ³eeWefkeÀ Fmemes
he³e&ìve ¢eqä keÀe efJemleej neslee nw~  Þe=iJeso ceW ieb[ceboevee kesÀ efveJeeefme³eeW keÀes ieb[OejJee keÀne ie³ee nw, pees efheMee®eer Yee<ee keÀe J³eJenej keÀjles nQ~ Dee³e& ieb́LeeW
ceW MebYeg ceneosJe keÀes YetleefheMee®eeW keÀe jepee keÀne ie³ee nw, pewmee efkeÀ Thej yelee³ee Yeer ie³ee nw~ meJeeue ³en yevelee nw DeeefKej ³es efheMee®e Les keÀewve?  GÊej
meJe&efJeefole nw efkeÀ efheMee®e MebYeg ceneosJe kesÀ ieb[ (ieCe) Les, efpevekeÀer yeesueer Dee³eeX kesÀ efueS DekeÀuheveer³e Leer, ®etbefkeÀ Jes ceneosJe kesÀ ieCeeW keÀes efheMee®e keÀnles
Les, FmeerefueS GvekeÀer yeesueer keÀes efheMee®eer yeesueer keÀnves ueies~

ceekeÀ¥[s³e hegjeCe ceW efheMee®eer Yee<ee keÀe YeewieesefuekeÀ efJemleej mebhetCe& ieb[ceboevee (DeeOegefvekeÀ ieeW[Jeevee) ceW yelee³ee ie³ee nw, pees Fme he´keÀej nw –
keÀeb®eer osMeer³e heeC[s³e®e heeb®eeue ieeQ[ ceeieOece~
ye´eG®eb[ oef#eCeel³e®e Meewjmesve®e kewÀkeÀ³ece~~
Meeyejb êefJeCe ®ewJe SkeÀeoMe efheMee®epee:~~~
DeLee&le Fme MueeskeÀ ceW efheMee®eer yeesueer kesÀ keÀeb®eer, heeC[s³e, heeb®eeue, ieeW[er, ceeieOeer, ye´eb®e[, Meewjmesveer, kewÀkeÀ³e, Meeyejer, Deewj êefJeCe Yeso yeleeS ieS, pees
efYeVe – efYeVe #es$eeW ceW yeesueer peeleer nQ~
DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve keÀjves Jeeuee MewJeceleeJeuebyeer eEnogDeeW Deewj ceneosJe keÀes hetpeves Jeeues DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ menejs yengle ner meeLe&keÀ efceLekeÀer³e Deewj Oeee|cekeÀ
– meebmke=Àefle Yeso keÀes osKe mekeÀlee Deewj cenmetme keÀj mekeÀlee nw hejbleg FmekesÀ efueS YeewieesefuekeÀ otjer le³e keÀjves kesÀ meeLe – meeLe kegÀí hegmlekeÀeW keÀes
DeO³e³eve Yeer peªjer nw~

pees me®e ceW DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve ceW DeemLee jKeles nQ, GvnW DeebOe´ he´osMe kesÀ jep³e heJe& mecekeÌkeÀe peþje ceW peªj peevee ®eeefnS~ Fme cesues ceW efJeefYeVe jep³eeW
mes ueieYeie SkeÀ keÀjesæ[ DeeefoJeemeer Meeefceue nesles nQ~ meejs cesueeLeea pecheVee Jeeiet (peue Oeeje) ceW [tyekeÀer ueieeves kesÀ yeeo mejkeÌkeÀe – mecekeÌkeÀe osJeer keÀes
mJeCe& Dee|hele keÀjles nQ~ ³en heJe& hetjer lejn mes Meg× DeeefoJeeefme³ele keÀes ye®ee heeves ceW me#ece nw, efpemeceW JewefokeÀ efJeOeeve keÀer efceueeJeì vener nes heeF& nw~

Fme heJe& ceW pecheVee Jeeiet (ieesoeJejer veoer keÀer SkeÀ mene³ekeÀ) keÀes yengle heefJe$e Deewj DeeojYeeJe mes osKee peelee nw~ Fme veoer keÀes mecekeÌkeÀe keÀe yesìe ceevee
peelee nw~ efceLekeÀeW keÀes nìe osKeves keÀer keÀesefMeMe keÀjW lees helee ®euesiee efkeÀ mecekeÌkeÀe kesÀ yesìs  pecheVee keÀes keÀekeÀleer³e mesvee mes ueæ[ves ceW Fme veoer keÀe meeceefjkeÀ
Ghe³eesie efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nesiee~ FmeerefueS meoe – meoe kesÀ efueS Deeoj osves nsleg DeeefoJeeefme³eeW ves Fme veoer keÀes mecekeÌkeÀe kesÀ yesìs pebheVee keÀe Deesnoe os efo³ee
nesiee~

SkeÀ DeeefoJeemeer keÀLee kesÀ Devegmeej 13 Jeer Meoer ceW kegÀí DeeefoJeemeer ueesie ves SkeÀ veJepeele ye®®eer (mecekeÌkeÀe) keÀes osKeves kesÀ efueS pebieue ceW efvekeÀues Les~
ye®®eer keÀer Mejerj mes efkeÀjCe HetÀì jner Leer, efpemekeÀe meerOee mee DeLe& nw efkeÀ ye®®eer megboj jner nesieer~ Jen SkeÀ MeeJekeÀ mes Kesue jner Leer~ DeeefoJeemeer ueesie
ye®®eer keÀes Deheves meeLe ues DeeS~ mecegoe³e he´cegKe veW ye®®eer keÀes ieeso ues efue³ee~ ³ener ye®®eer Deeies ®euekeÀj DeeefoJeeefme³eeW keÀer j#ekeÀ yeveer, efpemekeÀe efJeJeen
keÀekeÀleer³e JebMe kesÀ meeceble heefieef[·e jepet kesÀ meeLe mebheVe ngDee~ Deeies ®euekeÀj Jen Jeejbieue keÀe MeemekeÀ yevee~ GmekeÀer leerve mebleeves LeeR – oes yesefì³eeb –
meejkeÌkeÀe, veueiegueccee Deewj SkeÀ heg$e – pebheVee, efpemekeÀe GuuesKe Thej efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw~

kegÀí mece³e yeeo keÀF& Je<eeX lekeÀ DekeÀeue heæ[ ie³ee~ ieesoeJejer veoer megKe ieF&~ heefieef[·e jepet keÀekeÀleer³e jepee he´leehe ©ê keÀes keÀj veneR os hee³ee~ he´leehe
©ê DeeefoJeeefme³eeW keÀe oceve keÀjves kesÀ efueS SkeÀ yeæ[er mesvee Yespe oer~ heefieef[·e jepet Deewj keÀes³ee mesvee (ieeW[ mesvee) hetjer yeneotjer ueæ[er ceiej Þesÿ nefLe³eejeW
mes uewme Meener mesvee keÀe meecevee vener keÀj mekeÀer~ Fme ³eg× ceW mejkeÌkeÀe veiegueccee, ieeseEJeo jepeg (mejkeÌkeÀe keÀe heefle) Deewj pebheVee Yeer Menero nes ieS~

Deble ceW mecekeÌkeÀe Yeer ³eg× ceW ketÀo heæ[er Deewj keÀekeÀleer³e mesvee keÀes leyeen keÀj efo³ee~ hejepe³e keÀes heeme Deeles osKe keÀekeÀleer³e he´Oeeveceb$eer keÀes³ee jep³e Dee³ee
Deewj Meebefle keÀe he´mleeJe jKee~ uesefkeÀve mecekeÌkeÀe ves he´mleeJe keÀes Keeefjpe keÀj efo³ee~ Deble ceW Jen Yeer yegjer lejn mes Iee³eue nes ieF&~

Deeies keÀLee keÀes efHeÀj efceLekeÀer³e ªhe os efo³ee ie³ee nw~ Iee³eue mecekeÌkeÀe keÀes³ee JebMeer³e DeeefoJeeefme³eeW mes keÀnleer nw efkeÀ legce ueesie peye lekeÀ ³eeo jKeesies leye
lekeÀ legce ueesieeW keÀe ye®eeJe keÀjleer jntbieer~ FmekesÀ yeeo Gmeves keÀekeÀefle³ee JebMe kesÀ veeMe nes peeves keÀe Þeehe efo³ee~ Iee³eue ªhe ceW ner Jen ef®ejekeÀuee kesÀ pebieue
ceW ®eueer ieF& Deewj efHeÀj keÀYeer veneR ueewìer~ mLeeveer³e ueesie yeleeles nQ efkeÀ FmekesÀ kegÀí ner Je<eeX yeeo keÀekeÀleer³e JebMe keÀe veeMe nes ie³ee~
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mejkeÌkeÀe – mecekeÌkeÀe peþje Jeejbieue efpeues kesÀ le[Je³eer ceb[ue kesÀ cesoejece ieebJe ceW nj oes meeue ceW hetCe&ceemeer keÀer Meece ces ueielee nw~ cesuee ®eej efoveeW lekeÀ
®euelee nw~ ³eneb DeekeÀj ieeW[ DeeefoJeeefme³eeW kesÀ Fefleneme Deewj mebmke=Àefle keÀes vepeefokeÀ mes cenmetme efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee nw~

Jeejbieue ceW keÀekeÀleer³e meecebleeW kesÀ cenueeW Deewj mJe³eb keÀekeÀleer³e cenueeW ceW keÀes³ee (ieeW[) ef®eÔveeW keÀes osKee pee mekeÀlee nw~ keÀekeÀleer³e Meemeve keÀer MeeefmekeÀe
©êoecee osJeer kesÀ efJe<e³e ceW efpelevee kegÀí Fefleneme ceW efueKee ie³ee nw Gmemes keÀneR DeefOekeÀ keÀes³ee ieeW[eW ceW Deepe GmekeÀer ueeskeÀmce=efle J³eehle nw, efpemes DeeOeej
yeveekeÀj lesuegieg keÀer keÀF& efHeÀuceW yeveer nQ Deewj meHeÀue ngF& nQ~ Jeejbieue jsueJes mìsMeve GÊej eqmLele heneæ[er hej ceneosJe Deewj Dev³e mLeeveer³e osJeleeDeeW keÀer
cete|le ceW ieeW[er mLeehel³e mheä íehe efceueleer nw~

DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve keÀer ¢eqä mes peyeuehegj keÀeHeÀer cenlJehetCe& mLeeve nw~ ³eneb ieeW[ MeemekeÀ ceoveMeen keÀe efkeÀuee ceovecenue nw Deewj ieeW[ jeveer ogiee&Jeleer keÀe
mebie´neue³e nw~ jeveer ogiee&Jeleer efJeéeefJeÐeeue³e peyeuehegj nw~ peyeuehegj keÀe efkeÀuee nw pees ieeW[ MeemekeÀ jIegveeLe Meen keÀe nw, pees DebieśpeeW mes ue[les ngS Menero
nes ieS Les~ peyeuehegj kesÀ DeefleefjÊeÀ ieæ{ef®ejewueer pees DeeefoJeemeer yengu³e efpeuee nw ceW ieeW[Jeevee efJeéeefJeÐeeue³e nw~ ieeW[Jeevee efJeéeefJeÐeeue³e kesÀ pevepeeefle
DeO³e³eve efJeYeeie mes DeeefoJeemeer meeefnl³e Deewj mebmke=Àefle keÀer keÀF& ueghlenesleer peevekeÀeefj³eeb neefmeue keÀer pee mekeÀleer nQ~ Fve meyekesÀ DeefleefjÊeÀ veeiehegj
efpemekeÀer mLeehevee ieeW[ MeemekeÀ ves efkeÀ³ee Lee ceW DeeefoJeemeer mebie´neue³e keÀes osKevee DevegYeJepev³e nw~

jepemLeeve kesÀ YeerueJeeæ[e #es$e efpelevee jepehetle Meeve kesÀ efueS peevee peelee nw Glevee ner YeerueeW keÀer yeerjlee kesÀ efueS Yeer ³eeo efkeÀ³ee peelee nw~ Deblej yeme
Flevee nw efkeÀ jepehetleeW keÀer yeerjlee Fefleneme kesÀ heVeeW ceW Meeefceue nQ peyeefkeÀ YeerueeW keÀer Jeerjlee YeerueJeeæ[e kesÀ ueeskeÀ ceW cenHetÀpe nw~ jeCee he´leehe keÀer yeerjlee
Deewj efJepe³eeW ceW YeerueeW keÀe ³eesieoeve Keeme leewj hetbpee Yeerue mes jeCee keÀer oesmleer kesÀ GoenjCe cesJeeæ[ kesÀ jep³e ef®eÔve lekeÀ ceW J³eehle nw~  Deiej Deehe
efmemeesefo³ee jep³e ef®eÔve keÀes osKeWies lees Deehe keÀes yee³eeR Deesj Yeerue peeefle kesÀ J³eefÊeÀ efoKeWies Deewj oe³eeR Deesj efmemeesefo³ee kegÀue kesÀ heg©<e keÀer~ yeer®e ceW cesJeeæ[
keÀe veece efueKee nw leLee ef®evn kesÀ meyemes Thej met³e& keÀe ef®e$e DebefkeÀle nw~ Fmemes ³en helee ®euelee nw efkeÀ cesJeeæ[ kesÀ mJebleb$elee mebie´ece ceW YeerueeW keÀe efkeÀlevee
cenÊJe nw~ efpemes osKeves kesÀ efueS cesJeeæ[ peeves kesÀ meeLe – meeLe SkeÀ Deeuees®ekeÀer³e ¢eqä keÀer Yeer peªjle nw~

he´mlegle efJe<e³e keÀer ®e®ee& kesÀ efueS GoenNCeeW keÀer keÀceer vener nw~ kegÀí Deewj GoenjCeeW kesÀ meeLe DeefYehe$e keÀe meceeheve efkeÀ³ee peeSiee~ oMenje ceW yemlej
keÀe DeeefoJeemeer cesuee osKeves mes jeJeCe kesÀ meeLe DeeefoJeeefme³eeW keÀer meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ ueieeJe keÀes osKee – hejKee pee mekeÀlee nw~ ³ener keÀejCe nw efkeÀ keÀF& peieneW
hej jeJeCe keÀer cebefoj nw, pewmes efJeefoMee, ceO³e he´osMe,keÀesueej keÀvee&ìkeÀ,keÀevehegj G. he´. peesOehegj (ceboesojer efJeJeen cebefoj) Deewj keÀebieæ[e, efncee®eue he´osMe~
efncee®eue he´osMe ceW ner  efneE[yee keÀer hetpee keÀer peeleer nw, peneb heieesæ[e Mewueer ceW yeveer GvekeÀer cebefoj Yeer nw~ efneE[yee Deemegjer MeefÊeÀ keÀer he´leerkeÀ jner nQ efpevekeÀe
Deeæ[ ueskeÀj heeb[Je  14 Je<e& keÀe JeveJeeme Deemeeveer mes keÀeì mekesÀ Deewj GmekeÀe heg$e IeìeslkeÀ#e  kegÀ©#es$e ceW heeb[Je keÀer Deesj mes ueæ[lee ngDee ceeje ie³ee
Lee~ osKee peeS lees efneE[yee kesÀ meeLe heeb[JeeW keÀe Keeueer íue ner efoKeeF& heæ[lee nw~ DeeefoJeeefme³eeW keÀe JewYeJe PeejKeb[ Deewj íefÊemeieæ{ ceW Yeer osKee pee
mekeÀlee nw~ PeejKeb[ kesÀ cegb[e Deewj GjebJe ueesieeW mes efceuekeÀj efyejmee cegb[e Deewj DebieśpeeW kesÀ meeLe DeeefoJeemeer cegþYesæ[ ceneieeLee megveer pee mekeÀleer nw Deewj
Gve mLeueeW keÀes osKee pee mekeÀlee nw, peneb mes efyejmee ves DeeefoJemeer mebIe<e& keÀes cepeyetle efkeÀ³ee~ Fme efoMee ceW jeb®eer efJeéeefJeÐeeue³e keÀe pevepeeleer³e efJeYeeie
yengle mene³ekeÀ efme× nes mekeÀlee nw~

meejs meheveeW keÀer keÀejeriejer Oejleer Deewj DeekeÀeMe kesÀ yeer®e ®eueleer nw~ ³eefo Gme keÀejeriejer keÀes osKeves keÀer KJeeefnMe jKeles nQ lees DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve mes yesnlej
keÀesF& efJekeÀuhe veneR nes mekeÀlee~ pees Deeefoce Yeejleer³e Fefleneme, mebmke=Àefle SJeb efceLekeÀeW keÀes mecePevee ®eenles nQ GvnW DeeefoJeemeer he³e&ìve mes yengle ueeYe efceue
mekeÀlee nw~ hetje Yeejle DeeefoJeeefme³ele mes Deìe heæ[e nw~ Fme DeefYehe$e ceW efmeHe&À SkeÀ PeebkeÀer osves keÀer keÀesefMeMe keÀer ieF& nw~
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veerefle ce¡ejer ceW J³eefÊeÀlJe efJekeÀeme SJeb peerJeve - héyevOeve keÀer DeJeOeejCee
-[e@ efpelesvê kegÀceej efleJeejer

MeesOe meejebMe

ceveg<³e keÀe meJee¥ieerCe J³eefÊeÀlJe efJekeÀeme leYeer mecYeJe nes mekeÀlee nw peyeefkeÀ mJe³eb kesÀ megKe kesÀ meeLe ner meeLe otmejeW keÀe efnle Yeer Glevee ner efhe´³e

nes~ ceveg<³e, ceveg<³e kesÀ efueS efpe³es~ ³es meYeer yeeleW SJeb GoeÊe efJe®eejOeeje cee$e leYeer mecYJe nes mekeÀleer nw~ peyeefkeÀ ceveg<³e keÀes mener mebmkeÀej efo³es

peeSb GvekeÀer efMe#ee he×efle ceW ³es yeeleW meeqcceefuele keÀer peeSb~ ³eefo Deepe Gve peerJevecetu³eeW keÀes cetue ªhe ceW keÀesF& Yeer meceepe ³ee jeä^ Deheveeves keÀes

he´mlegle nes lees Jen ieewj Je keÀe efJe<e³e nesiee FmeceW mebosn veneR~ ÐeeefÜJesoves veereflecebpejer ceW Fmeer Decetu³e meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ Oejesnj keÀes megjef#ele jKeves kesÀ

efueS veerefleMueeskeÀeW keÀer mebj®evee keÀer nw~ ³es keÀLeve cee$e efkeÀmeer osMe efJeMes<e kesÀ J³eefÊeÀ³eeW kesÀ efJekeÀeme Deewj peerJeve he´yevOeve kesÀ veneR yeveeS ie³es

DeLeJee keÀeue efJeMes<e keÀer meercee ceW ner mebkegÀef®ele ³ee Deeye× neskeÀj ve jn peeves Jeeues veneR nQ Deefheleg FveceW meeJe&osefMekeÀ Deewj DeKeC[keÀeue pe³eer

nesves keÀer meeceL³e& nw~

veereflece¡ejer ÐeeefÜJesoke=Àle 15 JeeR Meleeyoer keÀer j®evee nw~ veereflece¡ejer veerefle mes mecyeeqvOele metefÊeÀ³eeW keÀer J³eeK³ee, JewefokeÀ $eÝ®eeDeeW, ye´eïeCe

JeekeÌ³eeW Deewj met$eeW hej DeeOeeefjle nw~ FmeceW uesKekeÀ ves Deheveer mejue-mejme he×efle Üeje ienve %eevekeÀes Yeer ie´e¿e yevee efo³ee nw~ veweflekeÀlee kesÀ mevoYe&

ceWoeveMeeruelee, ³eMe keÀer DeefYeuee<ee, Oece&heeueve, mel³ee®ejCe, ye´ïe %eeve Deeefo ogªn efJe<e³eeW keÀes mejuelee mes mecePeeves keÀe he´³elve efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw~

he´mlegleMeesOe-he$e ceW veereflece¡ejer ceW me=efpele veerefleJeekeÌ³eeW keÀe he´mlegleerkeÀjCe J³eefÊeÀlJe – efJekeÀeme SJeb peerJeve - he´yevOeve kesÀ mevoYe& ceW efkeÀ³ee ie³ee

nw~

Keywords : veerefle, JewefokeÀ$eÝ®eeSb, meod]iegCe, veweflekeÀlee, meebmke=ÀeflekeÀcetu³e, mebmkeÀej, J³eefÊeÀlJe efJekeÀeme ,peerJeve-he´yevOeve~

keÀne peelee nw efkeÀ J³eefÊeÀ keÀe ªhe, meewvo³e&, Yeues ner keÀce DeekeÀ<e&keÀ nes eEkeÀleg J³eefÊeÀlJe DeJeM³ener he´YeeJeMeeueer nesvee ®eeefnS~ J³eefÊeÀiele meewvo³e& lees

F&éej he´oÊe neslee nw Deewj J³eefÊeÀlJe Yeer kegÀí no lekeÀ DeevegJeebefMekeÀ neslee nw~ hejbleg nceejer ieewjJeMeeueer Dee³e&meY³eleeceW keÀce& keÀer DeJeOeejCee keÀes ner

meJe&Þesÿ mLeeve efo³ee ie³ee nw~ nceejs owJe%e $eÝef<e³eeW-cegefve³eeW SJeb DeveskeÀ efJeÜeve ceveeref<e³eeW ves keÀce& kesÀ efme×eble keÀes ner meyemes cenlJehetCe& ceevee nw, Fmeer

efme×eble keÀes DeeOeej ceevekeÀj ve kesÀJeue J³eefÊeÀefJeMes<e Deefheleg mechetCe& ceeveJe peeeflekesÀ J³eefÊeÀlJe-efJekeÀeme hej yeue efo³ee~

Deepe PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT kesÀ veece hej yenglemeer mebmLeeSb keÀF& lejn kesÀ heeþîe¬eÀce ®euee jner nQ~ ³en DeJeOeejCee DeeOegefvekeÀ veneR

nw Jejved JewefokeÀkeÀeue mes ner J³eefÊeÀlJe efvecee&Ce keÀes Del³eble cenlJehetCe& leL³e ceevee peelee jne nw~ ³egie hej ³egie yeerleles ie³es eEkeÀleg J³eefÊeÀlJe efvecee&Ce keÀer

DeeJeM³ekeÀlee yeveer ngF& nw Deewj yeveer jnsieer~ keÌ³eeWefkeÀ SkeÀ mecePeoej, F&ceeveoej, meY³e leLee ceeveJeer³e iegCeeWmes³egÊeÀ J³eefÊeÀ ner F&éejÜeje he´oÊe Fme Decetu³e

peerJevekeÀe mecegef®ele peerJeve - he´yevOeve keÀj mekeÀlee nw~ ceveg<³ekesÀ meJee¥ieerCe efJekeÀeme keÀer DeJeOeejCee Deepe keÀer veneR nw Deefheleg³egieeW-³egieeW mes ®eueer Dee jner

nw~ ³en yeele keÀoeef®eled nceejer ³egJeeheer{er keÀes mcejCe keÀjeves keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee nw~ J³eefÊeÀlJe efJekeÀemekesÀ Debleie&le MeejerefjkeÀ efJekeÀeme, ceeveefmekeÀ efJekeÀeme

SJeb DeeO³eeeqlcekeÀ efJekeÀeme keÀes meeqcceefuele efkeÀ³ee peelee nw~ MeejerefjkeÀ efJekeÀeme lees meYeer mecePeles nQ Deewj FmekesÀ he´eslmeenve nsleg yengle mes ceb$e Deeefo Yeer

j®es ie³es efpeveceW J³eefÊeÀ kesÀ MeejerefjkeÀ mJeemL³e kesÀ cenlJe keÀes %eeefhele efkeÀ³ee peeves kesÀ meeLe ner GmekeÀe cenlJe Yeer yelee³ee ie³ee nw~ Fmeer lejn ceeveefmekeÀ

mlej keÀes mece=× keÀjves kesÀ efueS Yeer DeveskeÀeveskeÀ ceb$eeW, DeJeOeejCeeDeeW keÀer DeefYeJ³ebpevee keÀer ie³eer~ JewefokeÀ ceb$eeW ceW efveefnle iet{eLeeX keÀes mejuelee SJeb

menpelee mes mecePeeves kesÀ efueS Dee®ee³e& ’ÐeeefoJeso’ ves veereflecebpejer keÀer j®evee keÀer~ he´mlegleMeesOe - he$e ceW veereflecebpejer kesÀ DeeueeskeÀ ceW J³eefÊeÀlJe – efJekeÀeme

keÀer DeJeOeejCee keÀe DeO³e³eve keÀjWies~
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efkeÀmeer Yeer J³eefÊeÀ kesÀ J³eefÊeÀlJe efJekeÀeme keÀe cetue DeeOeej GmekeÀe ®eefj$e–efvecee&Ce neslee nw Deewj ®eefj$e - efvecee&Ce kesÀ efueS oes efyevog DeeJeM³ekeÀ nesles nQ-

• efJeefYeVe he´keÀej kesÀ efveoxMeeW, meb³eceeW Deewj efve³eceeW keÀe Devegheeueve

• Deelce - meb³ece, Deelce - eE®eleve, Deelce - efJeéeeme, Deelce - efJeMues<eCe, efJeJeskeÀ - YeeJevee, v³ee³e - he´Je=efÊe, Deewj DeeO³eeeqlcekeÀ Je=efÊe keÀe Go³e~

veerefleMeyo? (he´eheCes) efÊeÀved Oeeleg mes efve<heVe nw~ efpemekeÀe uee#eefCekeÀ DeLe& nw mevceeie& hej ues peevee~ veereflece¡ejer veerefle mes mecyeeqvOele metefÊeÀ³eeW keÀer J³eeK³ee,

JewefokeÀ $eÝ®eeDeeW, ye´eïeCe JeekeÌ³eeW Deewj met$eeW hej DeeOeeefjle nw~ ’veerefle:SJeb keÀle&J³ecesJeb vekeÀle&J³eefcel³eelcelees³eesOece&:meeveerefle:’lem³eece¡e
jerveereflece¡ejer’~ veerefle keÀe DeefYehe´e³e Ssmeer efMe#ee mes nw pees nceW mener ceeie&  hej keÀce& keÀjvee efmeKeeleer nw Deewj ieuele ceeie& hej peeves mes jeskeÀleer nw~ Ssmeer

efMe#ee osvesJeeues keÀceeXkesÀ mecetnkeÀes ’veereflece¡ejer’ keÀne ie³ee nw~ he´e®eervekeÀeue mes Yeejle SkeÀ keÀLee efhe´³e osMe jne nw~ $eÝiJeso pewmes he´e®eerveJee[d.ce³e ceW Yeer

keÀneveer keÀe hetCe& ªhe he´ehle neslee nw leLee JeneR mes veerefle keÀLee keÀe he´ejcYe ceevee pee mekeÀlee nw~ Debieśpeer ceW veerefle keÀLeeDeeW keÀer hejcheje jner nw~ GmekesÀ efueS

HesÀyeue’ Meyo keÀe he´³eesie ngDee nw~ pees efkeÀ uewefìvekesÀ ’HesÀyeuee’ Meyo mes efue³ee ie³ee nw~ veerefle keÀLee SkeÀ keÀneveer nesves kesÀ meeLe ner jes®ekeÀ SJeb efMe#ee

he´o nesleer nw~ veerefle leÊJe efJeMeejo peerJeve keÀer ienjeF& keÀesþerkeÀmes mees®e mecePeueslee nw Deewj veereflekeÀLeeDeeW ceW uesKekeÀ keÀes Dehe´l³e#e keÀLeve he´Ceeueer mes Dehevee

veereflelelJe metef®ele keÀjvee he[lee nw~ veereflece¡ejer ÐeeefÜJesoke=Àle 15 JeeR Meleeyoer keÀer j®evee nw~ FmeceW uesKekeÀ ves Deheveer mejue – mejme he×efle Üeje ienve

%eeve keÀes Yeer ie´e¿e yevee efo³ee nw~ veereflece_ejer 166 veerefleMueeskeÀeW keÀe mebie´n nw, veerefleefve³eceeW keÀes uesKekeÀ heÐeye×keÀj kesÀ $eÝ®eeDeeW SJeb DeeK³eeveeW kesÀ

mevoYe& he´mlegle keÀjlee nw~ veereflecebpejer keÀej kesÀ Üeje he´mlegle veerefleJeekeÌ³eeWceW cegK³ele: efvecvehe´keÀej keÀer efMe#eeDeeW keÀe GuuesKe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw-

• mebmkeÀejeW keÀer efMe#ee-ceveg<³ekesÀ peerJeve keÀes, heefjJeej keÀes SJeb meceepe keÀes meg¢{, megiec³e SJeb G®®eÊece mlej lekeÀ hengb®eeves kesÀ efueS DeveskeÀeveskeÀ

veerefle³eeW SJeb efme×ebleeW keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee nesleer nw~ leYeer J³eeqä mes meceeqä lekeÀ mecejmelee mLeeefhele nesleer nw Fme he´keÀej kegÀí mebmkeÀej J³eefÊeÀ kesÀ mebmeej ceW

Deeves mes henues pewmes ieYee&Oeeve, hegbmeJeve, meerceblees Ve³eve Deeefo leLee kegÀí pevceeWhejeble nesvesJeeues ³eLeepeelekeÀce&, veecekeÀjCe, efve<¬eÀceCe, DeVehe´eMeve,

®eewuekeÀce&, keÀCe&JesOeve Deeefo kesÀ Üeje Yeer keÀneR ve keÀneR veerefle³eeW keÀe ner efve<heeo vener neslee Lee~ yeeoceW nesves Jeeues mebmkeÀejeW ³eLee efJeÐeejcYe, Gheve³eve,

kesÀMeeble, meeefJe$eer, meceeJele&ve Deeefo kesÀ Devegheeueve kesÀ Üeje ceveg<³e kesÀ Yeerlej Deelce-meb³ece, Deelce-eE®eleve, Deelce-efJeéeeme, Deelce-efJeMues<eCe, efJeJeskeÀ-

YeeJevee, v³ee³e-he´Je=efÊe, Deewj DeeO³eeeqlcekeÀ Je=efÊekeÀe Go³e neslee Lee~ efJekeÀeme keÀe cetue ceb$e nw~ J³eefÊeÀ ceW Yejhetj Deelce efJeéeeme keÀe hee³ee peevee~ Dele:

efMe#eee|Le³eeW ceW DeelceefJeéeeme peeie´le keÀje³ee peelee Lee efkeÀ Jen YeeJeer peerJeve keÀer keÀefþveeF³eeW keÀes mJe³ebhej neJeer ve nesves os Jejve hetjs DeelceefJeéeeme kesÀ meeLe

Gve keÀe meecevee keÀj mekesÀ~ Deewj Deepe Yeer Jele&ceeve efMe#ee he´Ceeueer ceW ye®®es keÀes ’Jewu³etSpetkesÀMeve’, cee@juemeeSbme, pewmes efJe<e³eeW kesÀ Üeje Ssmeer veerefle³eeW

keÀer efMe#eeSb oer peeleer nQ~

’ÐeeefÜJeso’ ves ’veereflece_ejer’ ceW Fmeer Decetu³e meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ Oejesnj keÀes megjef#ele jKeves kesÀ efueS veerefleMueeskeÀeW keÀer j®evee keÀer nw~

• ’ye´ïe®e³e&’ Je ’lehe’keÀer ceefncee- DeveskeÀ he´keÀej mes efMe#ee kesÀ cenlJe keÀes mecePeeles ngS GvneWves meJe&he´Lece ’ye´ïe®e³e&’ Je ’lehe’ keÀer ceefncee

yelee³eer nw-

ye´cn®e³exCe lehe meeosJee ce=l³egcheeIvele~
Fvêesn ye´ïe®e³exCe osJesY³e: mJejeYejled?(DeLe.Jes.)

ye´ïe®e³e& Deewj lehe keÀe DeeÞe³e ueskeÀj osJeeWves ce=l³eg hej efJepe³e he´ehle keÀer Deewj Fvêves ye´ïe®e³e& kesÀ DeeÞe³emes ner osJeeW keÀes megKehe´oeve efkeÀ³ee nw~ peye

Feqvê³eefveie´n hetJe&keÀ meYeer DevegketÀue he´efleketÀue heefjeqmLeefle³eeW ceW DeefJe®eue jnles ngS ceeveJepeerJeve keÀes %eevece³e Deewj leheesce³e yeveevee ner peerJevekeÀe cegK³e ceb$e

yeve pee³es lees Dev³e meÃ§CeeW keÀe efJekeÀeme nesvee lees mJeeYeeefJekeÀ ner nw~

• ieg© keÀer ceefncee-keÀe yeKeeve keÀjles ngS veereflece¡ejerkeÀej ves keÀne efkeÀ peneB ieg©keÀe melkeÀej efkeÀ³ee peelee nw, JeneB osJeieCe Yeer mene³elee keÀjles nQ~

veereflece¡ejerkeÀej kesÀ Devegmeej-

osJee: kegÀJe¥efle meene³³eb ieg©³e&$e he´Cec³eles~
peIeevesvê mene³eesSSSSSjerveY³eeJeleeaiegjesve&les:?
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ieg©b meblees<e³es oYekeÌl³eeefJeÐee efJeve³elelhejced~
he´mleeskeÀe³eooewhee³eg:mleglJeelegäesSSSSSñeceC[ueced?(veer.ce. 4.14-15)
efpeme Iej ceW ieg©keÀes oef#eCee SJeb Yeespeve Deeefo kesÀ Üeje meblegä keÀjles ngS he´Ceece efkeÀ³ee peelee nw, Jeneb Fvêeefo Deeefo osJe Yeer mene³elee he´oeve keÀjles nQ pewmes

ieg© keÀes he´Ceece keÀjves Jeeues DeY³eeJeleea jepee ves FvêkeÀer mene³elee he´ehle keÀjkesÀ Me$egDeeW keÀe JeOe efkeÀ³ee~

• keÀce& keÀer ceefncee - keÀce& keÀer cenÊee keÀe iegCeieeve efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw Deewj mebmke=ÀleJee[. ce³eceWnbme keÀes veerj-#eerj efJeJeskeÀ keÀes OeejCe keÀjvesJeeuee he´efleceeve

ceevee ie³ee nw~ efkeÀmeer veereflekeÀej ves Gmeer nbme keÀes mecyeesefOele keÀjles ngS GmekeÀer Fme keÀejCe mes mlegeflekeÀer nw efkeÀ nbmekegÀue ¬eÀce mes ®eueer Dee jner heeefjJeeefjkeÀ

hejchejeDeeW keÀe heeuevekeÀj ves ceW meowJener Deie´Ceer Je efJeK³eele jne nw~ ’kegÀue¬eÀceeieleOece&’ keÀe veereflece_ejerkeÀej keÀYeer Yeer l³eeie ve keÀjves keÀer DevegMebmee

keÀjleW nQ-

kegÀue¬eÀceeieleesOeceexvel³eep³ee:he´YegefYe:meoe~keÀCJeesSSSSSeféeY³eebefYe<iY³eebefnmeglJekeÌmegÞegledke=Àle:meg¢kedÀ?(veer.ce. 1.49)
peye J³eefÊeÀ efvejblej keÀce&Meerue jnlee nw lees ³e GmekesÀ Üeje efkeÀS ie³es keÀce& De®ís Yeer nesles nQ Deewj yegjs Yeer~ Meem$eeW keÀer ³en efvee|JeJeeo ceev³elee nw efkeÀ he´l³eskeÀ

he´eCeer Deheves Üeje efkeÀS ie³es MegYe ³ee DeMegYe keÀceeX keÀes Yeesielee nw~ veereflecebpejerkeÀej Fmemes SkeÀ keÀoce Deewj Deeies peekeÀj ³en Ieesef<ele keÀjles nQ ceeveJe keÀer

yeele ner keÌ³ee? osJeieCe Yeer Deheves Üeje efkeÀ³es MegYeeMegYe keÀce& kesÀ HeÀue keÀes Yeesieles ngS osKes ie³es nQ DeLee&led Jes Yeer keÀce&HeÀue Yeesie mes ye®e veneR mekeÀles-

MegYeeMegYebke=ÀlebkeÀce&Yegb¡elesosJeleeDeefhe~meefJeleenscenmleesSSSSSYetÓieesSSSSSvOe:het<ekeÀesSSSSSefÜpe:?(veer.ce. 1.15)

• mel³ee®ejCe keÀer efMe#ee-mel³ecesJepe³elesveeve=leced (ceg.Ghe.) keÀnkeÀj peerJeve-mebie´ece ceW meowJe mel³e keÀe DeeÞe³e uesves keÀer ner Meem$ekeÀejeW ves ceb$eCee

oer nw~ mechetCe& me=eqäceW mel³e Deewj Demel³e kesÀ ceO³e efvejblej ÜvÜ keÀer eqmLeefle ®eueleer jnleer nw~ peneb Deble ceW mel³e keÀer ner efJepe³e nesleer nw Deewj Demel³e

hejemle neslee nw~

Jeso kesÀ Fme Meeéel eceeveJe-cetu³e kesÀ cenlJe keÀes mJeerkeÀej keÀjles ngS ieb́Le keÀe jmel³ee®ejCe keÀes peerJeve ceW meeqcceefuele keÀjves keÀe GheosMe oslee nw, keÌ³eeWefkeÀ

mel³e kesÀ Üeje ner efJepe³e he´ehle keÀer pee mekeÀleer nw-

he´ehveg³eeefÜpe³ebmel³eeÊemceelmeÊ³ebmecee®ejsle~veemeel³eeJeefMeveewmet³ee¥osJesY³eesefpei³eleg:hegje?(veer.ce. 1.46)

• Oece& heeueve keÀer efMe#ee-Oece&heeueve keÀes he´l³eskeÀ oMee ®eens meeceev³e nes ³eeDemeeceev³e, ceW J³eefÊeÀ kesÀ efueS DeJeM³e keÀjCeer³e ceevee ie³ee nw~ ³eefo

keÀoeef®ele keÀesF& keÀäkeÀj eqmLeefle Yeer Deepee ³es lees Yeer Oece&ce³ee&oe keÀe GuuebIeveve neR keÀjvee ®eeefnS~ veereflece_ejerkeÀej kesÀ MeyoeW ceW-

vel³epes×ce&ce³ee&oceefhekeÌuesMeoMeebiele:~JeeceosJe:MegveesOece¥hekeÌlJeeSSSSSSSSSSv$eeefCe®e®eej³eled?(veer.ce. 3.8)

• meod]iegCeeW keÀer cenÊee-meod]iegCeeW Je ogieg&CeeW kesÀ efJeYeso mes ner efJeÐeeJeeve Deewj OeveJeeve kesÀ ceO³e he´eflemheOee& yeveer ngF& nw~ eEkeÀleg nceejs Meem$eeW ceW ³ener efveefnle

nw leLee veereflekeÀejeW keÀe ³ener cele jne nw efkeÀ iegCeer J³eefÊeÀ keÀes he´Lece mecceeve, he´Lece mLeeve efceuevee ®eeefnS~ efJeÐee cenlJe kesÀ he´mebie ceW DeveskeÀ MueeskeÀeW kesÀ

ceeO³e³ece mes Fmeer keÀLeve keÀer hegeqä keÀer ie³eer nw-

efJeÐeeveecevejm³eªheceefOekebÀhe´®íVeieghlebOeveced~
efJeÐeejepemeghetp³elesveefnOevebefJeÐeeefJenerve:heMeg:? (veerefleMelekeÀced16)

• ceeveJelee keÀer efMe#ee-’veefnceeveg<eeledÞesÿlejbefnefkeÀeqáeled’ ceeveJelee mes Þesÿmebmeej ceW kegÀí Yeer veneR nw~ ceeveJekesÀ Devoj ceeveJeer³e iegCeeW kesÀ

efJekeÀeme kesÀ efueS SJeb ceeveJelee kesÀ GlLeeve kesÀ efueS $eÝef<e³eeW, cegefve³eeW, Deelce%eeveer cenelceeDeeW, efme×heg©<eeW, leheeqmJe³eeW keÀer lehem®e³ee& kesÀ Üeje meod%eeve keÀe

ceeie& he´Memle efkeÀ³ee~ JesoeW, JesoebieeW Gheefve<eod, ye´eïeCeieb́LeeW, cenekeÀeJ³eeW, SJeb Dev³e j®eveeDeeW ceW GheueyOe veerefleiele met$e JeekeÌ³eeW ceW efveefnle efMe#eeDeeW ceW

peerJeve kesÀ keÀu³eeCe keÀe ceeie& efveefnle nw~ Ssmee heśjCeemheo meeefnl³e meceepe ceW meJe&oe keÀeuepe³eer jnsiee~
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Fme he´keÀej ³eneb hej kegÀí he´cegKe efyevogDeeW keÀe he´mlegleerkeÀjCe efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw,pees efkeÀ ceveg<³e kesÀ J³eefÊeÀlJe-efJekeÀeme kesÀ efueS DeeJeM³ekeÀ nesles Les, nQ Deewj

jnWieW~ FvekesÀ DeefleefjÊeÀ Ssmes ner DeveskeÀeveskeÀ meYeer efyevogDeeW keÀe GuuesKe mecYeJe veneR nw~ ³es lees yeele ngF& J³eefÊeÀ DeLeJee J³eeqä kesÀ GlLeevekeÀer, Deye nce

yeele keÀjWies meceeqä kesÀ GlLeeve kesÀ mecyevOe keÀer~ veerefle³eeW keÀe DeO³e³eveve kesÀJeue ’J³eefÊeÀlJe efJekeÀeme’ kesÀ efueS ner DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw Jejve meceepe keÀes

Deeheme ceW yeeBOekeÀj jKeves ceW Yeer Del³eble ner ueeYekeÀejer efme× neslee nw~ Fmes ner otmejs MeyoeW ceW ’peerJeve-he´yevOeve’ keÀne pee mekeÀlee nw~ Deye nce ³eneB

hej veerefle³eeW kesÀ heefjheeueve keÀer Ghe³eesefielee keÀes keÀeflehe³e GoenjCeeW Üeje osKeWies-

• kegÀìgcye-he´yevOeve nsleg heefle Deewj helveerkeÀer Dence YetefcekeÀe nesleer nw~ leLee meceepe kesÀ he´yevOeve kesÀ efueS megvoj Je mJemLe ceeveefmekeÀlee Jeeues ceveg<³eeW keÀer~

Fme efJe<e³eceW JesoeW kesÀ’meebcevem³e-metÊeÀeW’ ceW Del³eble megvoj YeeJe he´keÀì efkeÀS ie³es nQ pees efkeÀ JewefokeÀ Oeeje keÀer ceneveefveefOe nQ~

• GoenjCeeLe&-

“meËo³ebmeebcevem³eeqcJeÜs<ebke=ÀCeesefceJe:~
DevegJe´le:efheleg:heg$eescee$eYeJelegmeccevee:.........(DeLeJe&. 3.30.1-3)
“ns! ie=nmLeeW! legcnejs heeefjJeeefjkeÀ peerJeveceW hejmhejSskeÌ³e, meewneo& Deewj meÓeJevee nesveer ®eeefnS~ Üs<e keÀer ievOe Yeer ve nes~ legce SkeÀ-otmejs mes Gmeer lejn

mes heśce keÀjes, pewmes ieew Deheves legjble pevces yeíæ[s keÀes h³eej keÀjleer nw~ heg$e Deheves ceelee-efhelee keÀe Dee%eevegJeleea Deewj GvekesÀ meeLe SkeÀ-ceve nes keÀj jns! helveer

Deheves heefle kesÀ he´efle ceOegj Deewj mvesn³egÊeÀ JeeCeer keÀe ner J³eJenej keÀjs! YeeF&-YeeF& kesÀ meeLe Deewj yenve-yenvekesÀ meeLe Üs<e ve keÀjs! legcnW ®eeefnS efkeÀ SkeÀ

ceve neskeÀj meceeve DeeoMeeX keÀe DevegmejCe keÀjles ngS hejmhej mvesn Deewj heśce keÀes yeæ{evesJeeueer JeeCeer keÀe ner J³enej keÀjes! “heeefjJeeefjkeÀ peerJeve ceW megKe

Deewj Meebefle ueeves keÀe Fmemes De®íe GheosMe Deewj keÌ³ee nes mekeÀlee nw! Gmeer he´keÀej mes veereflecebpejerkeÀej ves keÀne nw efkeÀ-

ceelejbefhelejbYekeÌl³eelees<e³esÐemeYeel³eg©~
efhelejeJe=YeJeÞ®ekegÀ©©YeemeesveJeeJele:?(veer.ce. 1.9)

J³eefÊeÀ keÀes efhele=YeÊeÀ nesvee ®eeefnS – pees ceelee efhelee keÀes YeefÊeÀ hetJe&keÀ (DeeosMeheeueve Deeefo kesÀ Üeje) meblegä keÀjlee nw, Jen heg$e $eÝYegosJe keÀer Yeebefle

Del³eefOekeÀ MegMeesefYele neslee nw~

• ceveg<³e kesÀ peerJeve keÀe GÎsM³e meeOeejCele: J³eefÊeÀmegKe-megefJeOee Deewj ³eMe Ssée³e& keÀe DeekeÀeb#eer neslee nw~ ceveg kesÀ Devegmeej ³eefo DeLe&, Oece& Deewj keÀece

kesÀ efJe©× nw lees Gmes íes[ osvee ®eeefnS ~ Dele: DeLe& kesÀ efveefceÊe efkeÀS peevesJeeues he´³eeme ceW Oece& keÀer mebmlegefle DeJeM³e nesveer ®eeefnS~ veereflecebpejerkeÀej ves

Yeer ceevee efkeÀ

meJee&meebefJehe´Je=leerveebefYe#eeJe=efÊeie&jer³emeer~
heg$ebJee®ebieleesJeÊegbÀheślesefce$eeefleLeeJe=ef<e:?(veer.ce. 7.7)
DeLee&led efJehe´eW (Jesoheeefþ³eeW) kesÀ efueS efYe#eeJe=efÊe DeefOekeÀ ieefjceece³eer nw – meYeer (³epeve - ³eepeve, DeO³e³eve-DeO³eeheve, oeve, he´efleie´n) ceW efYe#eeJe=efÊe

DeLee&le oeve meyemesÞesÿ keÀne ie³ee nw~

• ceveg<³e kesÀ peerJeve keÀe GÎsM³eefmeHe&ÀueewefkeÀkeÀ peerJeve keÀe efJekeÀeme ner veneR jne nw Jejve ’YeeweflekeÀ GVeeflekesÀmeeLe-meeLeDeeO³eeeqlcekeÀGlkeÀ<e&’keÀes he´ehle

keÀjvee Yeer jne nw~ FmekesÀ efueS hetpee,-De®e&vee, ³e%eeefo keÀce& kesÀ meeLe-meeLe oeve osveskeÀe Yeer he´eefJeOeeve efkeÀ³ee ie³ee~ oeveMeeruelee keÀer he´Mebmee SJeb ceefncee
keÀe efveªheCe keÀjles ngS veereflece_ejerkeÀej ves oeveoeleeJ³eefÊeÀ keÀes megKeer JeDepej-Decej ceevee nw, peyeefkeÀ Deoelee keÀes meowJe og:Ke he´ehle keÀjvesJeeuee yelee³ee

nw~

oeleemegK³epej:mete|jog:K³eoeleemeoeSSSSSmlegefn~ceehe´CeblegFeflehe´enkeÀ#eerJeevedmJeve³emlegleew?(veer.ce.2.2)
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• Yeejleer³e mebmke=Àefle ceW ’ceele= - efhele=YeefÊeÀ’ keÀe Del³eefOekeÀ cenÊJe jne nw~ ceelee-efhelee Üeje heg$e kesÀ he´efle efkeÀ³es ie³es GhekeÀejeW keÀe he´eflekeÀej mewkeÀ[eW

Je<eeX ceW Yeer ®egkeÀe³ee peevee Yeer mecYeJe veneR nw~ FvneR GhekeÀejeW keÀes ceele= $eÝCe Je efhele= $eÝCe keÀer meb%ee oer ie³eer nw~ veereflece_ejerkeÀej Yeer Fme efJe<e³e keÀes Deeies

ye{eles ngS keÀnles nQ-

efhelejesefnmeoeyevÐeewvel³epesodhejeefOeveew~efhe$eye×:Megve:Meshees³e³ee®esefhele=oMe&veced?(veer.ce. 1.11)
ceelee-efhelee kesÀ he´efle Deheves oeef³elJeeW keÀer hete|le keÀjves keÀer hejcheje keÀe Deepe keÀue efoveeWefove $eeme neslee pee jne nw~ Ssmes mece³eceW ³enF memece³e keÀer yengle

he´emebefiekeÀ ceebie nw~

• ’DeelceJeledmeJe&Yetles<eg’keÀe YeeJe, efme×eble otmejeW kesÀ he´efle Jener J³eJenej keÀjveskeÀer efMe#ee oslee nw, pewmee efkeÀ nce Deheves he´efle ®eenles nQ Deewj Deheves

he´efleketÀue Dee®ejCe nce otmejeW kesÀ meeLe keÀYeer ve keÀjW - “Deelceve: he´efleketÀuee efvehejs<eebvemecee®ejsled Fmeer ceewefuekeÀ ceeveJe–ÌkeÀer hegeqä nce veerefleveereflecebpejer

kesÀ efvecve MeyoeW ceW heeles nQ-

eEnmeeketÀjleje®eejwve&ye´pesefêéeMe$egleeced~
efJeéeMe$egn&leesJe=$eFvêsCeeheebefvejesOekeÀ:?(veer.ce. 1.13)
Yeejleer³e–Fmeer Goejlee, keÀ©Cee, ceceleekesÀ YeeJe kesÀ keÀejCe ner Deepe efJeée GmekesÀ mece#e velecemlekeÀ nw~ DeveskeÀeW meefo³eeW mes YeejleJe<e& ves yengle mes

Dee¬eÀebleeDeeW keÀe meecevee efkeÀ³ee nw,

• ’veejer meb®eslevee SJeb veejer mecceeve’keÀes cenlJe osvee JewefokeÀ meY³elee keÀer SkeÀ efJeMes<elee jner nw~ m$eer, keÀes MeefÊeÀ ceeveveskesÀ meeLener peerJeveªheer jLekesÀ

oes heefnS ceW mes SkeÀ ceevee ie³e nw~ Gmes JewefokeÀ mebmke=Àefle ceW Del³eble G®®e SJeb Þesÿ mLeeve efo³ee ie³ee~ Gmes ceele=kegÀue DeLee&le ceelee-efhelee kesÀ Iej ceW Del³eble

G®®e mLeeve osles ngS éemegjkegÀueceW ’meece´e%eer’ keÀne ie³ee nw~ Fmeer hejcheje keÀes veereflecebpejerkeÀej ves Yeer Deheveeles ngS keÀne nw efkeÀ Iej helveer mes ner neslee nw~

uekeÀ[er Deewj helLejmes efvee|cele cekeÀeve keÀes ie=n veneR keÀnles, eEkeÀleg peneB efhe´³e helveer nes Jener Iej nw~ ³e%e mes he´meVe efkeÀ³es ie³es Fvêves efJeéeeefce$e mes ³ener jnm³e

keÀne Lee~

veie=́nbkeÀeÿ hee<eeCewo&ef³elee ³e$eleodie=nced~
efJeéeeefce$eesSye´Jeer®ícesJeb³e%esveleesef<eleced?(veer.ce. 3.5)

• ’efveJe=efÊeieeceer ceeie&’ nceejer mebmke=Àefle keÀer meyemes he´cegKe efJeMes<elee ³en nw efkeÀ ³en efveJe=efÊe ieeceer nw~ ³en nceW heś³emed mes Þes³emed keÀer Deesj ues peeleer nw~

FmekeÀer SkeÀ yengle ye[er veerefle ³en nw efkeÀ Je³eesJe=× nesves hej cee³ee keÀe l³eeie keÀj osvee ®eeefnS-yegef×ceeve J³eefÊeÀ keÀes Deheveer hetJee&JemLee ceW megke=Àle keÀceeX keÀe

mecheeove keÀjves kesÀ he½eele Debeflece DeJemLee ceW heg$e Deewj m$eer ceW jefle veneR jKeveer ®eeefnS~ pewmes jLe JeerefleM³ee JeeéekeÀes Deheveer heg$eer oskeÀj Jeve ®eues ie³es Les~

peerJeve kesÀ Debeflece he[eJe ceW ³eefo ceveg<³e mJe³eb keÀer DeekeÀeb#eeDeeW keÀes efve³eb$eeflele keÀj ues lees ÞesäeW Je Je=×eW keÀe mecceeve Yeer yevee jnlee nw Deewj heefjJeej Je

meceepe yengle mes keÌuesMe SJeb DeeheoeDeeW mes ye®e peelee nw ~ nceejer DeeÞece-J³eJemLee kesÀ efve³ece Je efme×eble Fleves meg¢{ Je Jew%eeefvekeÀ Les efkeÀ ceveg<³emJele:

Deheveer peerJeve ceW DeJemLee-heefjJele&ve kesÀ meeLe ner meeLe l³eeieJele hem³ee kesÀ ceeie&hej Deie´mej nes peelee Lee~ veereflecebpejer ceW Yeer Fme he´keÀej kesÀ GuuesKe efceueles

nQ~ SkeÀ mLeeve hej SkeÀ he´mebie ceW keÀne nw efkeÀ Je³eesJe=× nesves hej cee³ee keÀe l³eeie keÀj osvee ®eeefnS-

ke=ÀlJeeblesmegke=Àlebhe´e%eesveheg$em$eerjleesYeJesle~
M³eeJeeéee³emegleebolJeejLeJeere|leJeveb³e³ees?(veer.ce. 4.9)

efve<keÀ<e&le : keÀne pee mekeÀlee nw efkeÀ ieb́vLekeÀej kesÀ Üeje he´³egÊeÀ veerefle keÀLeveeW hej efJeMues<eCe keÀjves mes ³en helee ®euelee nw ceeveJe kesÀ J³eefÊeÀiele peerJeve keÀes

meceeqäkeÀer DeeOeejefMeuee ceeveves kesÀ keÀejCe Gmes mebJeejves, megOeejves, Deuebke=Àle keÀjves keÀe efJeMes<e efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw~

SleÎsMehe´metlem³emekeÀeMeeoie´pevceve:~mJebmJeb®eefj$ebefMe#esjvhe=efLeJ³eebmeJe&ceeveJee:?(cevegmce=efle2.20)
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DeLee&le ye´ïeeJele& ³ee Dee³ee&Jele& ceW GlheVe Deie´ pevcee ye´eïeCeeW mes he=efLeJeerceC[ue kesÀ meYeer ceveg<³e Deheves-Deheves ®eefj$e keÀer efMe#ee ueW~ GÊeÀ keÀLeve kesÀ Üeje

cenjepe cevegves Yeejleer³e mebmke=Àefle kesÀ cetu³eeW keÀe mebkesÀle efkeÀ³ee nw~ Jes kesÀJeue keÀesF& meeceev³e peerJevecetu³e veneR Deefheleg hegjeleve, meveeleve, Meeéele Deewj

efJeéeJejsC³ee DeeefoceeveJe mebmke=Àefle kesÀ DeefYeVe Debie nQ - meehe´Leceemebmke=ÀefleefJeéeJeeje~ ³es meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ cetu³eJele&ceeve meceepe ceW he´®eefuelevee®e-ieeve

Deeefo meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ keÀe³e&¬eÀceeW pewmes efvejLe&keÀ peerJeve cetu³e veneR Les, Jejve mechetCe& ceeveJe meceepe keÀes ye´ïe®e³e&, lehe, hejeshekeÀej, oeve meefnmeg<Celee,

heejmheefjkeÀ meoYeeJe, Meew³e& Deeefo GoeÊe peerJeve cetu³eeW keÀes DeeOeej kesÀ ªhe ceW mJeerke=Àle keÀj efveOee&efjle efkeÀ³es ie³es nQ~ veereflecebpejerkeÀej ves Yeer Fmeer he´keÀejkesÀ

meÃ§CeeW keÀe mevosMe Deheveer ke=Àefle kesÀ Üeje efo³ee nw~ Gheefve<eoeW ceW Sseqvê³e megKe kesÀ ceeie& keÀes heś³eme Deewj DeelcekeÀu³eeCe kesÀ ceeie& keÀes Þes³eme keÀne ie³ee nw~

heś³ememes efhe´³e ueievesJeeueer YeeJevee Deeye× nw Deewj Þes³eme ³egÊeÀÞesÿ YeeJevee~ Jemlegle: ceveg<³e keÀer ef®eÊeªheer veoer keÀer ³es oes OeejeSb nQ, SkeÀ megKe kesÀ ceeie&

keÀer Deesj Deie´mej nw Deewj otmejer DeelcekeÀu³eeCe kesÀ ceeie& keÀer Deesj~ ceveg<³e keÀe meJee¥ieerCe J³eefÊeÀlJe efJekeÀeme leYeer mecYeJe nes mekeÀlee nw peyeefkeÀ mJe³eb kesÀ

megKe kesÀ meeLe ner meeLe otmejeW keÀe efnle Yeer Glevee ner efhe´³e nes~ ceveg<³e, ceveg<³e kesÀ efueS efpe³es~ ÐeeefÜJeso ves veereflecebpejer ceW Fmeer Decetu³e meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ Oejesnj

keÀes megjef#ele jKeves kesÀ efueS veerefleMueeskeÀeW keÀer mebj®evee keÀer~ ³es keÀLeve cee$e efkeÀmeer osMe efJeMes<e kesÀ J³eefÊeÀ³eeW kesÀ efJekeÀeme Deewj peerJeve he´yevOeve kesÀ veneR

yeveeS ie³es DeLeJee keÀeue efJeMes<e keÀer meercee ceW ner mebkegÀef®ele ³ee Deeye× neskeÀj ve jn peeves Jeeues veneR nQ Deefheleg FveceW meeJe&osefMekeÀ Deewj DeKeC[ keÀeuepe³eer

nesves keÀer meeceL³e& nw~ veerefle³eeW kesÀ Devegheeueve keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee he´l³eskeÀ ceveg<³e, ®eens Jen meeceev³e nes ³ee Demeeceev³e, G®®eJeie& keÀe nes ³ee efvecveJeie& meYeer

keÀes nesleer nw~ peye lekeÀ Fme he=efLeJeerhej ceeveJecee$e keÀe DeeqmlelJe nw, veerefle³eeB SJe bGvekesÀ heefjheeueve keÀer hejcheje De#egCCe jnsieer~
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he³e&ìve keÀer Ghe³eesefielee SJeb cenlJe
-[e@. iepesvê eEmen þekegÀj

MeesOemeej
he³e&ìve efmeHe&À nceejs peerJeve ceW KegefMe³eeW kesÀ heue keÀes Jeeheme ueeves ceW ner ceoo veneR keÀjlee yeequkeÀ ³en efkeÀmeer Yeer osMe kesÀ meeceeefpekeÀ, meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ

jepeveweflekeÀ,Deewj Deee|LekeÀ efJekeÀeme ceW cenlJehetCe& YetefcekeÀe efveYeelee nQ~ DeepekesÀ mece³eceW peneb nj osMe keÀer henueer pe©jle DeLe& J³eJemLee keÀes

cepeyetle keÀjvee nQ JeneR Deepe he³e&ìve kesÀ keÀejCe keÀF& osMeeW keÀer DeLe&J³eJemLee Fme he³e&ìve Go³eesie kesÀ Fo& efieo& Ietce jner nQ~ Deepe he³e&ìve kesÀ

cenlJe keÀes he´l³eskeÀ osMeves mJeerkeÀej efkeÀ³ee nQ~hee½eel³e peielekesÀ he´K³eele efJe®eej keÀceebìsve keÀe keÀLeve nQ efkeÀ he³e&ìve kesÀ DeYeeJeceW keÀesF& J³eefÊeÀ

hegCe&efMeef#ele veneR keÀne pee mekeÀlee~ DeeOegefvekeÀ ³egie ceW he´l³eskeÀ efMe#ee he´Ceeueer ceW he³e&ìvekeÀer ³eespevee DeefveJee³e& ©hemes meefVeefJeä nQ~ he³e&ìve keÀe

GÎsM³e efve©ÎsMe veneR nes mekeÀlee~ efkeÀmeer Yeer osMe ceW he³e&ìvejeä^er³e-heejmheefjkeÀlee Deewj Deebleje&ä^er³e YeeF&®eejs keÀes yeæ{eJee oslee nQ~ efmeceìleer

otefj³eeW kesÀ yeer®e ueesie yeenjer ogefve³ee kesÀ yeejs ceW peeveves keÀes GlmegkeÀ efoKeeF& oslee nQ~ ³ener keÀejCe nw efkeÀ Deepe ogefve³ee ceW ’ìtefjpce“ SkeÀ HeÀuelee-

HetÀuelee GÐeesie yevelee pee jne  nQ~

hémleeJevee:-
Jewmes osKee peeS lees Oejleer hej ceveg<³ekeÀe pevce nesles ner GmekeÀe ’he³e&ìve“DeejbYe nes peelee nw~ Jen Fme Oejleer hej pevce mes ueskeÀj ce=l³eg lekeÀ ³ee$ee keÀjlee

jnlee nw; Yeues ner GmekeÀer ³en ³ee$ee efJeefJeOe he´keÀejkeÀer nes; GmekesÀ ceeO³ece efYeVe-efYeVe nes; uesefkeÀve Jen eEpeoieerYej ³ee$ee ner keÀjlee jnlee nw~

ieefleMeeruelee he´eefCe peiele keÀer efJeMes<elee nw~ Fmeer ieefleMeeruelee ³ee Ye´ceCeMeeruelee kesÀ DeeOeej hej ceveg<³e peeefle efvejblej he´ieefle heLe hej Deie´mej jner nw~

he³e&ìve ³ee Ye´ceCeMeeruelee kesÀ keÀejCe ner me=eqä hej heMeg-he#eer leLee ceveg<³e pewmes peerJe pevlegDeeW keÀe DeeqmlelJe nw~ ceeveJe cetueleë IegccekeÀ[ nw, he³e&ìkeÀ nw,

³ee$eer nw~ cejeþer ceW SkeÀ keÀneJele ns “peesLeebyeueeleesmebheuee” DeLee&le  pees SkeÀ ner mLeeve hej ©keÀlee nw, Jen Deheves Deehe meceehle nes peelee nw~ FmeerefueS

³ener mel³e nw efkeÀ “®ejeefle®ejleesYeei³e” DeLee&le pees ®euelee nw, GmekeÀe Yeei³e Yeer ®euelee nw~ Fme efJeéeceW meye ®eueles nw Deewj peye De®eue nesves keÀer eqmLeefle

Dee peeleer nw leye efJeée íes[keÀj ®eues peevee he[lee nw~ Deleë ieefleMeeruelee, ³ee³eeJejer Je=efÊehe´ke=Àefle keÀer Deheej GheueeqyOe nw~ he´ke=Àefle keÀer ieeso mes

me=peveMeeruelee, efvee|celeer ces keWÀê “ceveg<³e” nw~

nceejs osMe ceW he³e&ìve keÀe Fefleneme keÀeHeÀer hegjevee nw~ Oece&, efMe#ee, jepeveerefle, meeefnl³e SJeb mebmke=Àefle Deeefo efJeefYeVe #es$e kesÀ ueesie osMe-efJeosMe ieS Deewj

JeneB keÀer DevegYetefle mes he³e&ìve #es$e keÀes efJekeÀefmele efkeÀ³ee~ yeewOo³egie ceW he³e&ìve keÀes SkeÀ cegK³e ceeie& kesÀ ©he ceW mJeerkeÀeje ie³ee~ mJe³ebJeOe& ceeve ceneJeerj leLee

Dev³e leerLe&keÀj, ieewleceyegOo, F&meecemeern, veevekeÀ, keÀyeerj, leguemeeroeme Deeefo ceneheg©<e IegcekeÌkeÀ[ Les~ GvekeÀe %eeve DeenjCe SJeb Oece&he´®eej, osMeYej ceW

Ietce-IetcekeÀj peve-peve lekeÀ mevoWMe heng®eeves keÀe keÀe³e& kesÀJeue ³ee$ee mes ner mebYeJe ngDee~ he´mlegle keÀe³e& ceW osMe efJeosMe kesÀ DeveskeÀ ueesieeW keÀe, meblees keÀe Yeer

³eesieoeve jne nw, ³eLeepeielieg© MebkeÀje®ee³e&, JeuueYee®ee³e&, jeceevebo, o³eevebo, ®ewlev³ecenehe´Yeg, jeceleerLe&, efJeJeskeÀevebo, HeÀeF&³eeve, ³egJeevemJeebve, Feqlme¥ie,

Fyveyeletlee, Deuyes©veer, ceekeÀexheesuees Deeefo ve kesÀJeue he³e&ìkeÀ Les yeequkeÀ nceejer mebmke=Àefle keÀes mebpeerJeveer MeefÊeÀ he´oeve keÀjves Jeeues otle jns Yeer nw~

he³e&ìve keÀe DeLe&, mJe©he SJeb heefjYee<ee:-
“mewj keÀj ogefve³ee keÀer ieeefHeÀue eEpeoieeveer efHeÀj keÀneB?

eEpeoieeveer]iej jner lees veewpeJeeveer efHeÀj keÀneB?
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’he³e&ìve’ keÀe leelhe³e& osMe-efJeosMe ceW heefjYe´ceCe nw~ ceveesjbpeve, DeO³e³eve, meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ Deeoeve he´oeve, efMe#ee, mJeemL³e ueeYe DeLeJee Dev³e J³eefÊeÀiele

keÀejCe he³e&ìve kesÀ cetue ceW nesles nQ~ Jewmes peerJeve keÀe Demeueer Deevebo lees IegcekeÌkeÀ[er ceW nQ; ceewpe Deewj cemleer ceW nQ ~ he´ke=Àefle Deewj osMe-efJeosMe kesÀ meeQo³e& keÀe

jmeheeve Deheveer DeeBKeeWmes GmekesÀ meeceves GmekeÀer ieesoceW yewþkeÀj ner efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee nQ ~ GmekesÀ efueS DeeJeM³ekeÀ nQ - he³e&ìve~

he³e&ìvekeÀe keÀe³e& J³eeheej, mJe©he, ueeYe, GÎsM³e Deeefo keÀes ueskeÀj GmekesÀ he´³eespeve ceW efYeVe-efYeVe MeyoeW keÀe he´³eesie Yeer efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nQ~ he³e&ìve keÀes ner-

Ietcevee, ³ee$ee keÀjvee, YededjceCe, Ye´cebleer, IegcekeÌkeÀ[, ³ee³eeJej, leerLee&ìve, osMeeìve, KeeveeyeoesMe, ®eueJeemeer, ceìjieMleer (YeìkebÀleer), efJe®ejCe, ®ekeÌkeÀj,

HesÀjer, YeìkeÀvee pewmes keÀF& he´efleMeyoeW keÀe he´³eesie nQ~ ’³ee$ee“ mebmke=Àle meb%ee nw, efpemes Dejyeer Yee<ee ceW ’meHeÀj“ lees Debieśpeer ceW ’ì^Jnsueeiepeveea “ keÀlÀe

he´³eesie nQ~ ’eEnoer Meyomeeiej“ ceW SkeÀ mLeeve mes otmejs mLeeve hej peeves keÀer ef¬eÀ³ee keÀes ’³ee$ee“ keÀne ie³ee nQ~

hee½eel³e efJeÜeve ngv]peerkesÀj Deewj ¬eÀeHeÀves, meve 1941 ceW he³e&ìve keÀes Fme he´keÀej mes heefjYeeef<ele efkeÀ³ee nQ-“he³e&ìve iewjefveJeeefme³eeW keÀer ³ee$ee Deewj GvekesÀ

þnjves mes GlheVe mebyebOe Deewj he´ef¬eÀ³eeDeeW keÀe ³eesie nQ, ³es ueesie ³eneB mLee³eer ©he mes efveJeeme veneR keÀjles nQ Deewj ³eneB hej keÀceeF& keÀer efkeÀmeer ieefleefJeefOemes veneR

pegæ[s nw~ “meve 1976 ceW, FbiueQ[keÀer he³e&ìve meesmee³eìer ves Fmes efvecveevegmeej heefjYeeef<ele efkeÀ³ee-“he³e&ìve ueesieeW keÀe efkeÀmeer yeenjer mLeeve hej DemLee³eer

Deewj, DeuhekeÀeefuekeÀ ieceve nQ, he´l³eskeÀ iebleJ³emLeeve ceW þnjves kesÀ oewjeve he³e&ìkeÀ meeceev³ele³ee ³eneB jnles nQ Deewj keÀece keÀjles nQ ~ FmeceW meYeer GÎsM³eeW

kesÀ efueS ieceve Meeefceue nQ~ “meve 1981 ceW FbìjvesMeveue DemeesefmeSMeve Dee@HeÀmeeF¥efìefHeÀkeÀ SkeÌmeheìdme&Fve ìtefjpceves he³e&ìve keÀes “Iej kesÀ JeeleeJejCe

kesÀ yeenj ®e³eefvele efJeefMeä ieefleefJeOeer “kesÀ ©heceW heefjYeeef<ele efkeÀ³ee nQ~

meb³egÊeÀjeäves 1994 ceW he³e&ìve DeebkeÀ[eW kesÀ Devegmeej Fmes leerve ©heeW ceW efkeÀ³ee-Iejsuet he³e&ìve, efpemeceW efkeÀmeer osMe kesÀ efveJeeefme³eeW keÀer kesÀJeue GvekesÀ osMe

kesÀ Devoj ³ee$ee Meeefceue nQ, Fve yeeGb[ he³e&ìve-efpemeceW iewjefveJeeefme³eeW keÀer efkeÀmeer osMeceW ³ee$ee Meeefceue nQ; Deewj DeeGì yeeGb[ he³e&ìve – efpemeceW efveJeeefme³eeW

keÀer otmejs osMe ceW ³ee$ee Meeefceue nQ~

meb³egÊeÀjeä ves he³e&ìve kesÀ leerve yegefve³eeoer ©heeW keÀes efceueekeÀj FmekeÀer leerve efJeefYeVe ÞesefCe³eeb J³eglheVe keÀer, ³es nQ-Iejsuet he³e&ìve, DeeGì yeeGb[ he³e&ìve Deewj

Deeblejjeä^er³e he³e&ìve Meeefceue nQ, pees Fve yeeGb[ he³e&ìve Deewj DeeGì yeeGb[ he³e&ìve mes yevee nw~ Fbì^e yeeGb[ he³e&ìve ’keÀesefj³ee he³e&ìve mebieþve “(korea

Tourism Organization) kesÀ Üeje efo³ee ie³ee SkeÀ Meyo nQ Deewj Fmes keÀesefj³ee ceW J³eehekeÀ ©he mes mJeerkeÀej efkeÀ³ee peelee nQ~ Fbì^eyeeGb[ he³e&ìve, Iejsuet

he³e&ìve mes veerefle efvecee&Ce, he´ef¬eÀ³ee leLee jeä^er³e he³e&ìve veerefle³eeW kesÀ keÀe³ee&vJe³eve ceW efYeVe nQ~

neue ner ceW, he³e&ìve Go³eesie Fve yee[b[ he³e&ìve mes Fbì^eyeeGb[ he³e&ìve keÀer Deesj mLeeveebleefjle nes ie³ee nw keÌ³eeWefkeÀ keÀF& osMe Fve yeeGb[ he³e&ìve kesÀ efueS keÀefþve

he´efle³eesefielee keÀe DevegYeJe keÀj jns nw~ kegÀí jeä^er³e veerefle efvecee&leeDeeW ves mLeeveer³e DeLe&J³eJemLee ceW ³eesieoeve keÀjves kesÀ efueS Fbì^eyeeGb[ he³e&ìve keÀes yeæ{eJee

osves keÀes he´eLeefcekeÀlee oer nw~ Ssmes kegÀí GoenjCe nw, meb³egÊeÀjep³e ceW  ’See America’’ceuesefMe³ee’ ceW’ ’ Malaysia Truly Asia’’ keÀvee[e’

ceW’’ Get  Going  Canada’’ efHeÀueerheeRme’ ceW’’ Wow  Philippines’’, eEmeieehegj’’ Uniquely Singapore’’, v³etpeeruewC[

ceW’’ 100% Pure New Zealand’’ Deewj Yeejle ceW ’Incredible’’he³e&ìve’ SkeÀ Ssmeer ³ee$ee’ (travel) nw pees ’ceveesjbpeve’

(recreational) ³ee’ HegÀjmelekesÀ #eCeeW keÀe Deevebo’ (leisure) GþeveskesÀ GÎsM³eeWmes keÀer peeler nw~ ’efJeéehe³e&ìve mebIeìve’ (World Tourism

Orgnization) kesÀ Devegmeej ’he³e&ìkeÀ’ Jes ueesie nw pees’’³ee$ee keÀjkesÀ Deheves meeceev³e JeeleeJejCe mes yeenjkesÀ mLeeveeW ceW jnves peeles nQ, ³en oewje p³eeoe

mes p³eeoe SkeÀ meeue kesÀ efueS ceveesjbpeve, J³eeheej, Dev³e GÎsM³eeW mes efkeÀ³ee peelee nQ, ³en Gme mLeeve hej efkeÀmeer Keeme ef¬eÀ³ee mes mebyeefOele vener neslee nw~

he³e&ìve ogefve³eeYej ceW SkeÀ DeejecehetCe& ieefleefJeefOe kesÀ ©he ceW ueeskeÀefhe´³e nes ie³ee nQ~
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keÀF& osMeeW pewmes Fefpehì, LeeF&ueQ[ Deewj keÀF& Üerhe jeä^eW-pewmes ’efHeÀpeer’ kesÀ efueS he³e&ìve yengle cenlJehegCe& nQ, keÌ³eeWefkeÀ Deheves ceeue Deewj mesJeeDeeW kesÀ J³eeheej

mes ³es osMe yengle DeefOekeÀ cee$ee ceW Oeve he´ehle keÀjles nQ Deewj ’mesJee Go³eesie’ (serviceindustries) ceW jespeieej kesÀ DeJemej he³e&ìve mes pegæ[s nQ ~ Fve

mesJee Go³eesieeWces ’heefjJenve’ (transport) mesJeeSB pewmes ¬etÀpeheesle Deewj-ìweqkeÌme³eeB efveJeeme mLeeve pewmes nesìue Deewj ceveesjbpeve mLeue Deewj-Dev³e

`DeeefleL³eGo³eesie`(hospitality industry) mesJeeSB pewmes efj]peesì& Meeefceue nQ~

leelhe³e&, ceveg<³e peerJevekesÀ efueS ’he³e&ìve“ ³ee ’³ee$ee“ DeeJeM³ekeÀ SJeb Ghe³eesieer nQ~ FmekesÀ heerís ceveg<³e keÀer efpe%eemee Deewj meewvo³e&-¢eqä nesleer nQ~

he´e®eervekeÀeue ceW Oece&, DeLe&, leerLe&, %eeve, otle-%eeve Deeefo keÀceeX kesÀ efueS ³ee$eeSB keÀer peeleer jner nQ~ kesÀJeue ³ee$ee kesÀ efueS ³ee$ee keÀjvee GmekeÀe GoosM³e

vener nQ yeequkeÀ efkeÀmeer osMe-he´osMe, Jeve-pebieue, heMeg-he#eer, keÀerì-keÀerìeCeg, meeiej-veefo³eeB, Yee<ee-mebmke=Àefle, he´ke=Àefle-heefjJesMe DeeefokeÀe DeJeueeskeÀve SJeb

%eeveepe&ve GmekeÀe GoosM³e neslee nQ~ ³ee$eekesÀ yeeo Deheves osKes-peeves ngS keÀe JeCe&ve keÀjvee, Dev³eeW keÀes ³ee$ee kesÀ efueS Go³ele keÀjvee Yeer ³ee$ee JeCe&ve keÀe

GÎsM³e neslee nQ~ ³ee³eeJejerceW ³ee³eeJej keÀes DeveskeÀ keÀefþveeF³eeW mes iegpejvee heæ[lee nQ~ Yee<ee, mebmke=Àefle, he´ke=Àefle, peerJeve-he´Ceeueer efYeVe nesles ngS Yeer Deheves

ue#³e kesÀ meeLe leoekeÀej neskeÀj Gme peerJevekeÀes cetle& keÀjvee efvemmebosn ®egveewleer YejekeÀe³e& nw, uesefkeÀve ³ee³eeJej Fmes ³ee$ee ³ee he³e&ìve keÀe SkeÀ DeefYeVe

DebieceevekeÀj-Deheveer Fä efmeeqOo keÀj ueslee nQ~ ’he³e&ìve“ keÀe meyemes yeæ[e ueeYe ³en nQ efkeÀ nceW osMe-efJeosMe keÀer peevekeÀejer he´ehle nesleer nQ~ Fmemes nceeje

%eeve mece=Oo neslee nQ~ hegmlekeÀer ³e%ee ve Glevee he´YeeJeer veneR neslee efpelevee he´l³e#e %eeve~ he³e&ìve mes nceW osMe-efJeosMe kesÀ Keeve-heeve, jnve-menve, leLee

meY³elee-mebmke=ÀeflekeÀer peevekeÀejer efceueleer nQ ~ Fmemes nceejs ceve ceW yewþs ngS kegÀí DebOeefJeéeeme ìtìles nQ ~ nceW ³en efJeéeeme neslee nQ efkeÀ-efJeéeYej keÀe ceedve

Je cetue ©he mes SkeÀ nQ ~ nceejer Deehemeer otefj³eeB keÀce nesleer nQ ~ ceve Goej yevelee nQ~ hetje osMe Deewj efJeée Dehevee-mee he´leerle neslee nQ~ jeä^er³e SkeÀlee yeæ{eves

ceW he³e&ìve keÀe yengle yeæ[e ³eesieoeve jne nQ~

Yeejleer³e he´e®³e iebLeeW ceW mheä©he mes ceeveJe kesÀ efJekeÀeme, megKe Deewj MeebeflekeÀer meblegeqä Je %eeve kesÀ efueS he³e&ìve keÀes Deefle DeeJeM³ekeÀ ceevee ie³ee nQ~ nceejs

osMe kesÀ $eÝef<e-cegefve³eeW ves Yeer he³e&ìve keÀes he´Lece cenlJe efo³ee nQ~ he´e®eerve ieg©DeeW-ye´enceCe-leheeqmJe³eeW ves Yeer ³en keÀnkeÀj efkeÀ “efyevee he³e&ìve ceeveJe DevOekeÀej

heśceer neskeÀj jn pee³esiee~ “hee½eel³e efJeÜevemeble Deeieeqmìve ves lees ³eneB lekeÀ keÀn efo³ee efkeÀ “efyevee efJeéeoMe&ve %eeve ner DeOegje nQ ~ “heb®eleb$e veecekeÀ

Yeejleer³e meeefnl³e oMe&ve ceW keÀne ie³ee nQ-“efJeOeeefÊeÀ ceefMeuheblee JeVeeì³eveesleer ceeveJeë mec³ekeÀ ³eeJeoye´ peefleveYegcees osMee-osMeeblejë~“

Deleë mheä nQ, Deevebohe´eeqhle Deewj-efpe%eemee-hete|lekesÀ efueS Ietcevee DeLee&led he³e&ìve~ Ssmee he³e&ìve owvebefove peerJevekeÀerYeejer-YejkeÀceeE®eleeDeeW, keÀäeWmes otj

neslee nQ~ pees J³eefÊeÀ Fme oMeeceW efpeleveer osj jnlee nQ, Gleveer osj lekeÀ Jen Deeveboce³eer peerJeve peerlee nQ~ he³e&ìve ceW %eeve, Deevebo, ceveesjbpeve lees yeæ{lee ner

nQ uesefkeÀve meeLe ceW he³e&ìve Deheves ³ee$ee kesÀ DevegYeJeeW kesÀ DeeOeej hej yeer®e-yeer®e ceW met®evee, ceeie&oMe&ve, GheosMe, efnoe³eleW Yeer oslee jnlee nQ~

he³e&ìve keÀe cenlJe: (The Importance of Tourism)

hetjs efJeée ceW lekeÀveerkeÀer GVeefle ceW megOeej kesÀ keÀejCe, efJeéeYej ceW he³e&ìve lespeer mes yeæ{lee ngDee J³eJemee³e yeve ie³ee nQ~ ³en-efJeefYeVe lejerkeÀeW mes ueeYe hengB®eelee

nQ neueebefkeÀ, keÀYeer keÀYeer yeæ[er ®egveewefle³eeB osMe kesÀ efJeefYeVe mebmeeOeveeW keÀes he´YeeefJele keÀjleer nQ pewmes; Deee|LekeÀ, he³ee&JejCeer³e, meeceeefpekeÀ-meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ Deewj

Mew#eefCekeÀ Deeefo~ ³en osMe keÀer Deee|LekeÀ Je=eqOo Deewj efJekeÀeme keÀes mekeÀejelcekeÀ ©he mes he´YeeefJele keÀjlee nQ efpemeceW osMe kesÀ efJeefYeVe J³eJemee³e Meeefceue nQ,

efJeMes<e ©he mes mJemL³e he³e&ìve J³eJemee³e pewmesë DeeJeeme (nesìue), heefjJenve, keÀuee, ceveesjbpeve, Jev³e-peerJeve Deeefo~ nceejs osMe ceW he³e&ìve yengle mes ueesieeW

kesÀ efueS veewkeÀjer keÀeve ³ee m$eesle Deewj osMe kesÀ efueS jepemJe nQ~ Fmeves meyemes DeefOekeÀ he³e&ìve efkeÀS peevesJeeues mLeueeW hej yengle mes mLeeveer³e efveJeeefme³eeW keÀer

peerJeveMewueer ceW efJeMes<e ©he mes megOeej efkeÀ³ee nQ~ DeeOeej Yetle JemlegDeeW keÀe cetu³e mLeeveer³e ueeieeW kesÀ Üeje he³e&ìvemLeueeW hej ³eele³eele nesves kesÀ oewjeve yeæ{e

efo³ee peelee nQ~
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he³e&ìve keÀe cenlJe Deewj he³e&ìve keÀer ueeskeÀefhe´³elee keÀes osKeles ngS ner ’meb³egÊeÀ jeä^mebIe“ ves meved 1980 mes 27 efmelebyej keÀes efJeéehe³e&ìve efoJeme kesÀ leewj

hej ceveeves keÀe efveCe&³e efue³ee nQ ~ ³en efove FmeefueS ®egvee ie³ee keÌ³eeWefkeÀ Fmeer efove 1970 ceW efJeéehe³e&ìve mebieþve keÀe mebefJeOeeve mJeerkeÀej efkeÀ³ee ie³ee Lee~

he³e&ìve efoJeme keÀer Keeefme³ele ³en nQ efkeÀ nj meeue ueesieeW keÀes efJeefYeVe lejerkeÀeW mes peeie©keÀ keÀjves kesÀ efueS he³e&ìve efoJeme hej efJeefYeVe lejerkesÀ keÀer Leer jKeer

peeleer nQ~

³etb lees he³e&ìve ogefve³ee Yej kesÀ ueesieeW keÀe hemeboeroe Meieue jne nQ, uesefkeÀve he³e&ìve ceW Yeer ’peue“ DeeOeeefjle he³e&ìve keÀe Dehevee efJeMes<e cenlJe jne nQ~

veefo³eeW, PeerueeW, peue he´heeleeW kesÀ efkeÀveejs ogefve³ee Yej kesÀ keÀF& he³e&ìve mLeueeW keÀe efJekeÀeme ngDee nQ Deewj Yeejle Yeer FmekeÀe DeheJeeo veneR nQ~ efJeéehe³e&ìve

efoJeme keÀes ceveeves keÀe cegK³e GÎsM³e he³e&ìve Deewj GmekesÀ meeceeefpekeÀ, meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ, jepeveereflekeÀ Je Deee|LekeÀ cetu³eeW he´efle efJeée mecegoe³e keÀes peeie©keÀ

keÀjvee nw~

Ye´ceCe kesÀ ueeYe (Value of the Travelling):-

yengle mes keÀejCeeW mes Ye´ceCe efkeÀ³ee peelee nw~ keÀYeer ³en Ye´ceCe J³eeheej kesÀ efmeueefmeues ces neslee nw, lees keÀYeer ve³es-ve³es mLeeveeW keÀes osKeves kesÀ efueS~ FmekesÀ

DeueeJee Dev³e DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW kesÀ keÀejCe Yeer ³ee$ee keÀjveer he[leer nw~ ceewmece kesÀ yeoueeJe kesÀ efueS leLee hene[er íìe osKeves kesÀ efueS, meg³eexo³e ¢M³e

osKeves kesÀ efueS, mecegê Ye´ceCe ³ee mecegêmveeve kesÀ efueS ³ee efHeÀj Oece& kesÀ he´efle DeemLee kesÀ keÀejCe ogie&celeerLe& mLeeveeW keÀer ³ee$ee keÀer peeler nw~ uesefkeÀve nceejs

osMeces %eevehe´ehleer kesÀ GoosMe mes Mee³eo ner keÀesF& Ye´ceCe keÀjlee nw~ ³egjeshe, DecesjerkeÀe leLee Dev³e heeq½eceer osMees ces Ye´ceCe efMe#ee keÀe DeeJeM³ekeÀ Debie nw~

Ye´ceCekesÀ Dev³e ueeYe Fme he´keÀej mes osKes pee mekeÀles nw, pesmes osMe-efJeosMe keÀer peevekeÀejer, Mewef#ekeÀ cenlJe, %eeveces Je=eqOo, mebmeej kesÀ J³eeJeneefjkeÀ %eevekeÀer

he´eeqhle, mJeemL³e megOeej, efJemle=le ¢eqäkeÀesCe, J³eeheej SJeb JeeefCep³e keÀer J³eeJeneefjkeÀ peevekeÀejer leLee GVeefle, he´ke=Àefle keÀe %eeve, SsefleneefmekeÀ efJejemeleeW,

mLeeveeW, mceejkeÀeW Deewj megboj oMe&veer³e mLeeveeW kesÀ oMe&ve Deeefo~

Yeejle: he³e&ìve keÀer ¢eqä mes-
nceeje Yeejle Yeer DemebK³e DevegYeJeeW Deewj ceesnkeÀ mLeueeW keÀe osMe nw~ Yeejle ces Yeer he³e&ìve keÀer Ghe³egÊeÀ #ecelee nw~ Yeejleer³e he³e&ìve efJeYeeie ves efmelebyej

2002 ces  ’Delegu³e Yeejle “ veece mes SkeÀ ve³ee DeefYe³eeve Meg© efkeÀ³ee Lee~ Fme DeefYe³eeve keÀe GoosM³e Yeejleer³e he³e&ìve keÀes JeweféekeÀ ceb®e hej he´ceesì

keÀjvee Lee pees keÀeHeÀer no lekeÀ meHeÀue ngDee Lee~ Yeejle pewmes osMe keÀer hegjeleeeqlJekeÀ efJejemele ³ee meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ kesÀJeue oeMe&efvekeÀ mLeue kesÀ efueS vener nesleer

nw Fmes jepemJe he´eeqhlekeÀe Yeer m$eesle ceevee peelee nw Deewj meeLe ner he³e&ìve #es$ees mes keÀF& ueesieeW keÀes jespeer-jesìer Yeer peg[er nesleer nw~ Deepe Yeejle pewmes osMees

keÀes osKekeÀj ner efJeée kesÀ ueieYeie meYeer osMeeW ceW hegjeveer Deewj SseflenemeerkeÀ FceejleeW keÀe mebj#eCe efo³ee peeves ueiee nw~ nceeje Yeejle osMe SsefleneefmekeÀ Oejesnj

keÀe osMe nw~ ³eneB kesÀ cebefoj, GÐeeve, SsefleneefmekeÀ FceejleW, veefo³eeB, heneæ[ Deeefo keÀer megbojlee Delegueveer³e nw~ he´e®eervekeÀeue mes ner YeJ³e osJeeue³ees Deesj

Oece&mLeevees mes Yejhetj Yeej lemLeehel³e keÀuee kesÀ efueS efJeéehe´efmeoOe nw~ pees hegjs Yeejle ces osMeer Deesj efJeosMeer he³e&ìkeÀeW Deesj ÞeOoeuegDees keÀes keÀe cegK³e

DeekeÀ<e&Ce nw~ efJeosMeer he³e&ìkeÀeW kesÀ efueS Yeejle ceW DeveskeÀ DeekeÀ<e&Ce nQ~ efJeiele hebên – meesuen Je<eeX ceW efJeosMeer  he³e&ìkeÀeW keÀer mebK³ee keWÀ 80 he´efleMele

keÀer Je=eqOo ngF& nQ, efHeÀj Yeer DeYeer Deewj Je=eqOo keÀer  mebYeeJevee nQ~ osMe ceW he³e&ìve Deewj he³e&ìkeÀeW keÀer mebK³ee keÀes yeæ{eJee osves kesÀ efueS he³e&ìve meueenkeÀej

yees[& keÀer mLeehevee keÀer efmeHeÀeefjMe keÀer ie³eer nQ~ ³en mel³e nQ efkeÀ Deepe Yeejle he³e&ìve DeelebkeÀJeeo, Demegj#ee Deewj he´og<eCe kesÀ keÀejCe yeæ[s mlej hej

he´YeeefJele nQ~ uesefkeÀve Yeejle mejkeÀej FmekeÀer megj#ee Deewj he³ee&JejCe mebleguevelee kesÀ efueS Yeer keÀ[e he´yebOe keÀj jner nQ Deewj Yeejleer³e mejkeÀej kesÀ Üeje

Yeejle ceW he³e&ìve GÐeesie keÀes yeæ{evee osves kesÀ efueS Yeer Fceeveoejer mes he´³eeme efkeÀ³es pee jns nQ~
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THE INFLUENCE OF MULTICULTURALISM IN THE TRADITION
OF CONTRACT: THE PRIVATE LAW PERSPECTIVE
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ABSTRACT

Contract plays an important role and is valuable to business transactions involving foreign elements
specifically in international business transaction. It aims to protect the interests of contracting parties
and to provide legal certainty for their business transactions. When contracting parties come from different
countries with different legal systems then it certainly affects their traditions in contract. Meanwhile,
contracting parties cannot survive with their own traditions of contract because of the need and demand
for market share causing them to conduct business transactions. Legal problems in this article are: what
is the form of multiculturalism influence on the tradition of contract? and how do the contracting parties
from multi cultural legal background overcome differences in their contract? This article uses normative
legal research by collecting legal instruments, scientific papers and related case examples. Example of
the multicultural influence on the tradition of contract is the New BW of Netherland. In different legal
cultural circumstances, the parties in contract can mutually adjust and align their different traditions of
contract with each other as long as there is agreement and good faith from the parties. Adjustment and
alignment of contracted traditions leads to shifts in terms of the preparation and validity of a contract.
This shift and harmonization sometimes creates problems in the event of a ‘gap filling’ where the solution
depends on the choice of law chosen by the parties concerned. Thus, contracting parties must be more
thorough and detailed in arranging international business contracts with different legal systems and
traditions.

Keywords : multi cultural, influence, tradition of contract

I. Introduction
Contract is one of the legal actions often done by legal subjects especially individual or legal entity from the
private law perspective. As example, when parties decide to conduct business transaction, the next step is
drafting a contract. There are various definitions to describe what is a contract. However, a contract is basically
a legally binding agreement made by two or more parties who intend such agreement to have legal effect and
remedy as provided by the law when there is a breach of contract (Ryan, 3). Briefly, contract itself aims to
protect the interests of contracting parties and to provide legal certainty for their business transactions.

As the globalization era is now spreading all over the world, contract becomes more and more important.
Globalization itself is the process of intensifications of cross-area and cross-border social relations between
actors from very distant locations and of growing transnational interdependence of economic and social activities
(Scherer&Palazzo,3). Thus, globalization leads this world into a borderless world where distant areas of places
are no longer a hindrance to communicate or create relations with each other. As an effect of globalization and
its technological sophistication, party in one part of the world becomes easy to establish business with other
party located in other parts of the world. Hence, contract especially the international one which contains
foreign elements in it, is playing important role to secure such business transaction.

The existence of a contract is inevitably related to legal tradition or culture adopted by each country. There are
two major legal systems in the world, namely the Civil Law and the Common Law systems that influence the
tradition of contract. The Civil Law system comes from the Roman Law which basically led to the foundation of
French Law, the Napoleonic Code (Laeuchli, 82). Meanwhile on the other side, the Anglo-American legal
tradition which is based on English law is called as the Common Law system (Ibid). With regard to contract,
those two legal systems have their own traditions which in some ways are different from each other. For
example, the Civil Law system is not recognizing the requirement of “consideration” to form a contract, meanwhile

LAW
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in the Common Law system, consideration is one of the requirement to form a contract (Ibid). Thus, such legal
cultural difference certainly affects the parties coming from different countries with different legal cultures in
creating their international business contracts.

In international business contract which involves contracting parties from two different legal cultures, the
circumstance will become difficult if both parties insist on maintaining their own legal culture. Let us imagine
with this example. There is a tourist, who comes from a country that follows Common Law system, he is very
fond of silver jewelry but in his country there is no basic material to make silver jewelry. On the other side, Bali-
Indonesia, which is a Civil law country, is famous for its silver jewelry and has silver base material. The silver
jewelry produced by the Balinese is well known and is the target of local and foreign tourists. Finally for
example, they want to do international business transaction on silver and based their agreements on contract.
However, it is noted that contracting parties can not survive with their respective contracting traditions for
reasons of the need and demand for market share causing them to conduct business transactions.

Hence, the legal questions raised in this article are: what is the form of multiculturalism influence on the tradition
of contract? and how do the contracting parties from multi cultural legal background overcome differences in
their contract? The aims of this article is to explore the form of multiculturalism influence on the tradition of
contract and to elaborate the ways of contracting parties from multi cultural legal background to overcome
differences in their contract.

II. Research Methodology
The method used in this study is normative legal research with snowballing technique by collecting primary,
secondary and tertiary legal materials. The legal materials are then described, analyzed and interpreted therefore
legal arguments can be provided so that it can analyze the above legal problems.

III. The Form of Multi Cultural Influence on the Tradition of Contract
Multiculturalism, including traditions in the preparation of contracts, is a reality that cannot be avoided in the
era of cross border countries. Contract is one of the actions in the realm of private law. A contract is an
agreement between two or more people which is legally binding. This agreement begins with the offer from the
seller and acceptance from the buyer which later on is elaborated out into rights and obligations of the parties
which are transformed into a contract (Ryan, op.cit and see also Boundy,4). The contract drafting process
requires knowledge, expertise, values   and of course the traditions of contract, which vary depending on which
legal system is followed by a country. All of those elements are needed to accommodate the agreements
raised by each contracting parties. Drafting a contract where its parties are coming from the same legal citizenship
or domicile will be easier than drafting a contract for parties who are coming from different citizenship or
domicile. It is noted that differences of citizenship or domicile are followed by difference in the legal systems.
For example, if one party is Indonesian and another is Australian; they are having different legal system. Indonesia
follows Civil Law System or European Continental system meanwhile Australia follows Common Law System or
Anglo Saxon system. Difference in the legal systems will finally affect the contracting parties’ traditions in a
contract.

The two major legal systems in the world (Civil Law System and the Common Law System) have their own
tradition or cultural differences in a contract. In general, the differences between the Civil Law System and the
Common Law System can be seen through the type of legal sources, the position of the judges and the judicial
systems. The main legal source of the Civil Law system is the codified codes of legislation whereas in the
Common Law system it is the legal customaries developed in the community. The position of the judges in the
Civil Law system is as the mouthpiece of the law whereas in the Common Law system the judge is bound to the
previous court decision for the same or similar cases. Both of these legal systems also differ in the judicial
system, where the cases filed in the Civil Law system court are decided by the judges while in the Common Law
system, the cases filed to the court are decided by the jury (Qamar , 40). In the field of contract law, initially
these two systems also have some differences starting from the legal terms of the contract, the stages of
drafting a contract and the substance of the contract.

In Civil Law system, contract formation begins with the intention of contracting parties. However, the lack of
negotiation process, for example lack of offer and acceptance lead to the thin-sized contract. Also, clauses in
the contract regarding the rights and obligations of the parties are drawn up in accordance with the relevant
legislation. For example, a contract of sale and purchase of land in Indonesia which follows Civil Law system
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must in accordance with the Indonesian Civil Code (Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Perdata) and Law no. 5 of
1960 on the Basic Regulations of Agrarian Principles. Such obedience is a must due to written laws and
legislations are the main legal sources of the Civil Law System. In addition, in Indonesia for example, regarding
the land purchase agreement, the preparation of such contract should be in the presence of a notary. Notary is
a legal official who is authorized by the Government to validate legal act into a legal document (deed, certify
documents, contract). A notary signature is  a fundamental element in order to guarantee the authenticity of a
contract, deed or certify documents (CEPEJ Studies No.20, 434). Basically, notary already prepares various
forms of contract. Thus, it is very often that the contracts provided by the notary are rigid.

On the other side, in Common Law system, a contract is said to be valid if it has started with the offer and
acceptance process of the contracting parties. Contract preparation begins with the drafting of a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU). MoU is a preliminary agreement. The parties who would like to make a contract are
doing a negotiation in the first place and later on transforming it into a MoU. MoU is morally binding and
constitutes as commitment (Vernimmen, 802). Negotiation between the contracting parties is prioritized in
order to well prepare the consideration section since this part plays an important role related to the principle of
good faith in contract (Suharnoko, 120). The principle of good faith has different meaning under Civil Law
System and Common Law System. In the Civil Law System, according to Hoge Raad Verdict dated 18 June
1982, NJ 1983,723, the principle of good faith is mandatory started before the contract is concluded. On the
other side, Common Law System has different paradigm about good faith principle. Refer to the Gold Group
Properties Limited v BDW Trading Limited (formerly known as Barratt Homes Limited) [2010] EWHC 1632
(TCC), the good faith principle applies when the contract is already concluded.

Besides that, as mentioned previously in the introduction, consideration is a main requirement of contract in
Common Law system. Contracts made under the Common Law system tend to be thicker because they are
more detailed and complete since those are formed as the transformation of the agreement of the contracting
parties. Another difference of Common Law system from Civil Law system is the legal sources for contract
formation are more into legal customaries in the contractual field, the jurisprudence and of course, the agreement
of the parties.

Based on the above description, there are fundamental differences which can be seen in the tradition of contract
between Civil Law and Common Law systems. Besides that, the emergence of globalization which allows the
cross-border business relations is causing the emergence of the cultural shifting in the tradition of contract. The
traditions of contract in Civil Law system and Common Law system affect each other. It cannot be denied that
heterogeneous population or multi ethnic or multicultural can be seen in one territory of a state. Such cultural
shifting is also influenced by the needs and conditions that require business actors to conduct international
transactions as described in the background. Multi-cultural in traditions of contract are not obstacles but can
be assumed as alignment between one legal system with another. There is no compulsion for one legal system
to adopt tradition of contract from other legal systems. The cultural shifting goes by itself according to the
conditions and needs of society.

Sometimes, Balinese people, whose country follows Civil Law system, are not eager to maximize the negotiation
process before drafting a contract. One of the reasons is due to the daily practice of the society itself where the
people are accustomed to being served by a ready-contract or the standardized one in case of land purchase
agreement made by the notary. On the other hand, many business people from Common Law system countries
like Australia, the United States, Singapore and the United Kingdom conduct international business transactions
in Bali or with Balinese people. For a contract, a private contract, relationship between the parties concerned
is on the basis of good faith and freedom of contract. Because Balinese people often conduct transaction with
parties from Common Law countries, Balinese people begin to follow the contract tradition of the Common
Law system, for example, they put forward the negotiations as well as the MoU drafting as the initial step of a
contract. Another example, in academic area, is that some Faculties of Law in Indonesia started to introduce
courses which also explain contract tradition according to Common Law System as well as its practice. This
cultural shifting continues to promote the use of Laws and Regulations in relation to the object of contract as
the legal basis so as not to eliminate the character of the Civil Law system which uses written Laws and
Regulations as its main legal source.

Another form of multi cultural influence in contract traditions is alteration of the contract requirements in the
New Dutch Civil Code. Indonesia and the Netherlands are countries that follow Civil Law system. The similarity
of the legal system followed by Indonesia and the Netherlands is due to the history of the Dutch who colonized
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Indonesia and based on the principle of the Dutch BW concordance derived from the French Code Civil
applied in Indonesia since 1848 (Rahmatullah,25). In Indonesia, the applicable Civil Code, which is sourced
from Dutch Civil Code, consists of four books: Book I on People, Book II on Objects, Book III on Agreement
and Book IV on Evidence and Expiration. Meanwhile in the Netherlands, the Dutch Civil Code has grown into
the New Dutch Civil Code which has ten books. Those books are: Book I on Natural Persons and Family Law,
Book II on Legal Persons, Book III of Property Law in General, Book IV on Law of Succession, Book V on Real
Property Rights, Book VI on Obligations and Contract, Book VII on Particular Contracts, Book VIII on Transport
Law and Means Transport, Book IX on Intellectual Property Rights and Book X on International Private Law
(http://www.dutchcivillaw.com/civilcodegeneral.htm.).

Initially, the legal requirements of a contract under Article 1320 of Indonesian Civil Code which is sourced from
Dutch Civil Code, consist of four elements that must be fulfilled, namely: (a) there must be consent of the
individuals who are bound thereby; (b) there must be capacity to enter into an obligation; (c) there must be a
specific subject matter; (d) there must be a permitted clause. In general, these four requirements are the basic
requirement of contract according to Civil Law system tradition. As the era progressed, the Dutch Civil Code
which had been changed into the New Dutch Civil Code which now has ten books is adding the legal requirement
to contract under Section 6: 217 of section 6.5.2 on Contract Formation. The article states that, “An agreement
comes to existence by an offer and its acceptance”. This article shows the influence of Common Law system
culture in contract. As noted, there are three fundamental requirements in the formation of contracts according
to Common Law system, namely: the agreement reached through the offer and acceptance process, contractual
intention and consideration (Advocates for International Development). Offer and acceptance as one of the
basic conditions of contract validity can be assumed as New Lex Mercantoria. Its existence as one of Lex
Mercantoria makes offer and acceptance an international custom in private law so it no longer sees the origin
of the legal system (whether it is the Civil Law system or the Common Law system). Offer and acceptance is a
standard requirement if contracting parties intend to have a contract.

IV. The Ways of Contracting Parties From Multi Cultural Background to Overcome Differences in Their
Contract
Cultural shifting and mutual influence of cultures in contracts do not simply change all the character of each
legal system (Civil Law system and Common Law system) in the tradition of contract. There are basic things
that cannot be changed as mentioned in the previous description. Clauses in a Sale and Purchase Contract
(including land as the object) in Civil Law system countries, such as Indonesia, shall use the relevant Laws and
Regulations as well as to be drawn up before the Notary. This situation does not become a barrier for business
people from Common Law system countries to draft a contract with business people in the Civil Law system
countries. Basically, contract is one of the acts in private law which regulates relationship between the contracting
parties (whether individual or legal entity). Contracting parties are free to determine the subject of their contract,
the format of the contract and the clauses in its contract so long as it is not contrary to public order, morality
and legislation (Art. 1337 and 1338 Book III of the Indonesian Civil Code). This is in accordance with the
fundamental principles in the international contract drafting, namely: the freedom of contract and the consensus
principles.
The freedom of contract principle is one of the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations in the
world, including the Civil Law system and Common Law system countries. It is not only used in the field of
private law but also public law. This principle gives freedom to the parties to have contracts with anyone, the
parties are free to be bound or not in a contract and the parties are free to negotiate things that will be
transformed into the contract (Ayyagar). This principle can be well-implemented if it is supported by the consensus
principle. Contracting Parties are free to determine their rights and obligations (method of payment, method of
delivery, in case of default, settlement of disputes) within a contract as long as there is consensus from both
parties. The parties involved in the contract must, at the very first place, agree before the contract is binding
and becomes enforceable. The agreed contract will become the law for the parties making it; often referred to
as the Pacta Sunt Servanda Principle. The Pacta Sunt Servanda principle is used by contracting parties to
prevent default. The parties cannot avoid the obligations that have been agreed upon in the contract except in
circumstances of force (Andrews, 169).

Based on the above principles, business people from different legal systems can still conduct business transactions
and draft their contract despite having different contracting legal traditions as long as they both agree about
the content of the contract. As stated by Clive M. Schmitthoof, with the freedom of contract principle, the
parties can modify and bring out their innovations to create new forms of contract that they agree on (Adolf,
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21). The freedom of contract principle is also recognized in two major international legal instruments in the field
of contract law, namely: the UNIDROIT Principles of International Contracts 1994 (UNIDROIT) and the United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sales of Goods 1980 (CISG). Article 1.1 of the UNIDROIT
states that “The parties are free to enter into a contract and to determine its content.” The 12 Explanatory Notes
of the CISG also recognize such principle by stating, “The basic principle of contractual freedom in the international
sale of goods is recognized by the provision that permits the parties to exclude the application of this
Convention......”.

CISG is one of the private international legal instruments that can be used to draft an international contract
related to goods when parties come from countries with different legal systems and traditions of contract.
Different tradition of business and contract transactions between the Civil Law system and the Common Law
system are harmonized within the CISG (Denis). Several articles in the CISG actually show the characteristic of
contract from the Civil Law system or the Common Law system. One of them is regarding the formation of
contract. Article 18 (2) states that, “An acceptance of an offer to be effective at the moment of indication of
assent reaches the offeror.” An acceptance is not effective if the indication of assent does not reach the offeror
within a period of time. This part shows the civil law receipt theory. This theory stated contract is concluded
when the acceptance from the offeree is accepted by the offeror (Ferrari & Torsello). However according to
Article 16 (1) which states, “Until a contract is concluded an offer may be revoked if the revocation reaches the
offeree before he has dispatched an acceptance.” This article tends to show the mail-box theory of Common
Law system. The mail box theory is different from the receipt theory. This theory is based on English Law when
the postal service became a popular method. The acceptance of an offer becomes effective when the offeree
posts an acceptance to the offeror and not when the acceptance received by the offeror (Smith, 60-61).

In its development, the implementation of the CISG has few constraints as not all matters of international sale
and contract of goods are regulated in the CISG. If there are matters that are not regulated or are ambiguous
under CISG, then CISG Member States are given space for interpretation. There are no rules or legal text is
perfect, contains an issue that is not foreseen by the drafters. The international legislator attempted to find
autonomous method, the original terms using a single system of laws or legal terminology makes an autonomous
method of interpretation necessary (Diedrich). Interpretation as provided by Article 7 (1) of CISG is different
from the interpretation of domestic legislation. It is called as autonomous interpretation. The terms and concepts
of the convention are to be interpreted in the context of the Convention itself. If they are to be regarded as
independent terms and concepts, they must be interpreted by reference to the Convention’s own system and
objectives (Goode, Kronke, McKendrick, 712). Such interpretation must be based on good faith. If such effort
is failed, then filling a gap should be considered under Article 7 (2). The first attempt to solve the gap is
searching the general principles on which the convention is based. Or, in case such principles are absent, the
recourse is to be domestic law denominated by the conflict of law rules of the forum (Schlectriem).
As an example of gap filling we can see through whether the service sale and purchase contract is a scope of
the CISG. The CISG articles do not clearly stipulate whether the service-buying contracts are subject to regulation
so that gap filling occurs. It can be seen in the LG Mainz Case November 26, 1998. Gap filling in a contract will
become more complicated if the contracting parties are not from a country that ratifies the CISG. Differences in
legal systems and different traditions of contract will make it difficult for the parties to solve the contract
disputes. Interpretation of gap filling will depend on the legal system chosen. Not to mention if the legal system
chosen is not the judge’s national law in the filing of a case. The situation will become increasingly difficult when
the parties do not clearly choose what legal system applies to their contract. Therefore, it is strongly recommended
to the parties who wish to make an international contract to include three important elements, namely choice
of law, choice of dispute and choice of forum. These three elements will facilitate the parties in the event of a
dispute in the implementation of the contract.

V. Conclusion
Countries that follow Civil Law system and countries that follow Common Law system both have their own
different traditions in contract. However, with the globalization era where world becomes borderless, the
international business transaction between parties from different law systems started to growth bigger. Thus,
the traditions of contract in Civil Law system and Common Law system are affecting each other. Example of
multi cultural influence in contract is the New Dutch Civil Code regarding the requirement of offer and acceptance.
It is also noted that cultural shifting and mutual influence of cultures in contracts do not simply change all the
character of each legal systems since there are basic things in traditions of contract that cannot be changed.
The solution to overcome the different traditions of contract faced by contracting parties from different legal
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systems is by relying on the fundamental principles of freedom of contract, pacta sunt servanda, consensus
and good faith. Based on such principles, international business transactions and contract can still be conducted
and drafted as long as they both agree. Thus, contracting parties specifically from different legal systems
backgrounds must be more thorough and detailed by mentioning choice of law, choice of dispute and choice
of forum in their contract.
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ABSTRACT

The concept of sustainable tourism has been globally accepted and endorsed by international society.

In order to ensure its implementation in practice, States over the world are working to transform such

concept into its national laws. This article is aimed at analyzing both the relevance and the means of

incorporating the concept of sustainable tourism into the legislations and regulations, with the case

study of Indonesia. It is a legal writing that analyzes some legal instruments, especially Indonesian

national laws and regulations besides some relevant international documents. This article concludes that

the case of Indonesia may be used as a lesson-learned of how such concept has been further transformed

to many legislations and regulations on tourism at the national, provincial,  and regency/municipality

levels in various ways. This writing also provides a recommendation to the socio-legal researchers to

study the effectiveness of legislations and regulations in concern.

Keywords: Incorporation, Sustainable Tourism, Legislation, Regulation, Indonesia.

Introduction

During the celebration of the World Tourism Day and National Tourism Day on 23 September 2015, Indonesian

Minister for Tourism Arief Yahya stated that the Law No. 10 Year 2009 on Tourism (Indonesian Tourism Act) has

embraced the basic concepts of “sustainable development” and “responsible and sustainable tourism” in the

principles of tourism. The statement seems to emphasize that the concept of sustainable tourism has become

an integral part of the tourism law in Indonesia. From the academic perspective, this matter leads to questions

regarding whether such concept is in line with the objectives of conducting tourism activities in Indonesia and

whether it can be integrated and incorporated into Indonesian laws relating to tourism issues.

There have been many programs designed to implement the concept of sustainable development in Indonesia.

For instance, in 2015 the Ministry of Tourism, has been developing sustainable tourism development programs

in cooperation with various stakeholders such as societies and universities in 20 regencies/municipalities in

Indonesia. Expert Staff Minister of Tourism Hari Untoro expressed his optimism that these programs would

make the number of tourist visits in 2019 to reach 20 million people, as targeted.

Unfortunately, these programs also draw some criticisms. Sambas Basuni, for example, a Professor of Forest

Area Management of the Bogor Agricultural University, requested that the Sustainable Tourism program being

promoted by the Ministry of Tourism of Indonesia be transformed into environmentally sound Tourism. According

to Sambas, constitutional provisions which, among others, ensure that everyone has the right to live in physical

and spiritual prosperity and to enjoy a good and healthy environment are often hidden by the rulers and also

defeated by local regulations only for only the sake of economic development. He also argued that an

environmentally sound-tourism investment would value of profit 10 times more than other sectors.

Research on sustainable tourism has been done quite extensively in various perspectives.  There have been

studies that analyze the condition of sustainable tourism in a socio-cultural dimension (i.e Maria Pia Adiati and

Anwar Basalamah, 2014) as well as research that analyzes the impact of tourism development from the aspect
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of the development of the gap of economic value, condition of society, and environment.(i.e Willy Arafah, 2015)

Unfortunately, legal analysis on the concept of a sustainable tourism has not been so much carried out.

Identification of the concept of sustainable tourism in the rule of law in Indonesia then becomes very important

to be carried out because the existence of the rule of law that implements the concept of sustainable tourism

will ensure the sustainability of the implementation of tourism. Appropriate legal instruments undoubtedly can

minimize environmental damage as well as prevent social and cultural problems that potentially arise as a result

of the implementation of tourism activities that are not in accordance with the concept. This article basically

gives a concern on this issue.

Purposes and Writing Method

This article is a synthesis of a legal research (Satyawati, Ni Gusti Ayu Dyah, et.al, 2016), that has been further

developed and reconstructed, in the field of law and tourism. The concern of this research is how to transform

the concept of sustainable tourism that has been globally endorsed by States and international organizations

into laws and regulations. It can be argued that the transformation from a scientific and operational concept

into a legal concept, or even, a norm, will definitely ensure its effectiveness at practice. In more specific

purposes, this writing is primarily aimed at analyzing both the relevance and the means of incorporating the

concept of sustainable tourism into the legislations and regulations in Indonesia.

As a legal writing, it analyzes some legal instruments, especially Indonesian national laws and regulations

besides some relevant international documents. There are two models of legal analysis used. Firstly, it uses a

descriptive-analytic that describes and explains relevant laws and legal facts. Secondly, a juridical technique

model is adopted especially when discussing the method of incorporation in accordance with the technique of

legislative drafting.

III. Analysis

III.1. Sustainable Tourism: A Widely Accepted Concept

The concept of sustainable tourism has been globally disseminated. The United Nations World Tourism

Organization (UNWTO), as appears in its official website, defines it as “Tourism that takes full account of its

current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry,

the environment and host communities”.

The Manila Declaration on World Tourism reflects the concern of States for sustainable tourism. They entrusted

the World Tourism Organization with the task of ensuring the harmonious and sustained development of tourism,

in cooperation, in appropriate cases, with the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations and other international

organizations concerned (Manila Declaration on World Tourism, 1980, para 3)

In 1989, the Inter Parliamentary Conference on Tourism, a conference that was jointly organized by the Inter

Parliamentary Union (IPU) and the World Tourism Organization (WTO) at the invitation of the Netherlands Inter

Parliamentary Group, successfully created the Hague Declaration on Tourism. One of the principles contained

in this declaration declares that in view of this intrinsic interrelationship between tourism and environment,

effective measures should be taken to, among others, promote the integrated planning of tourism development

on the basis of the concept of sustainable development. (The Hague Declaration on Tourism, Principle III 2.b)

The 1995 Charter for Sustainable Tourism holds the three main criteria of sustainable tourism development,

namely; ecologically bearable in the long term, economically viable, and ethically and socially equitable for

local communities. It also declares that tourism should contribute to sustainable development and be integrated

with the natural, cultural and human environment.

The United Nations General Assembly also adopted a resolution that promotes sustainable tourism. This resolution

invites some stakeholders (including governments) to encourage and support best practices in relation to the

implementation of relevant policies, guidelines, and regulations in sustainable tourism as well as to implement

and disseminate existing guidelines. It also encourages the Member States to promote investment in sustainable
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tourism in accordance with their national legislation, which may include creating small and medium-sized

enterprises, promoting cooperatives and facilitating access to financing through inclusive financial services,

including microcredit initiatives for the poor, for indigenous peoples and for local communities in areas. (A/

RES/69/233, Paragraphs 8,10)

Many types of tourism also use the concept of sustainable tourism. The first example is in the field of spiritual

tourism where international communities agreed to undertake their efforts in order to create adequate conditions

for a responsible and sustainable use of living cultural assets in the development of spiritual tourism. (Ninh Binh

Declaration on Spiritual Tourism for Sustainable Development, 2013, Para 2). Next, this concept was also

adopted in the context of tourism in mountain areas as can be seen in the Babia Góra Declaration on Sustainable

Tourism Development in Mountain Areas.

III.2. Approaches in Transforming the Concept of Sustainable Tourism into the Laws and Regulations

Studies on aspects of legislation and regulations related to sustainable tourism have been carried out by a

number of academics. John M. Jenkins and Mucha Mkono, for example, discusses sustainable tourism legislation

and regulation (Michael C. Hall, et al, 2015). We can also explore the study of the interaction between law and

tourism with the aim to achieve sustainable tourism as conducted by Michael Faure, Ni Ketut Supasti Dharmawan,

and I Made Budi Arsika. They introduce the following thought:

“What has, so far, been less discussed is how law, legal institutions and legal instruments can play a role in the

development of this so-called sustainable tourism. Indeed, in many ways legal instruments and institutions can

play an important role in promoting sustainable tourism. How exactly that process takes place and how legal

institutions can be developed with that aim has, however, largely been neglected in legal literature. Hence, the

central focus of this book is the interaction between law and tourism with a view to attaining sustainable

tourism.” (Michael Faure, et.al, 2014:2).

Regarding approaches to transforming the concept of sustainable tourism into laws and regulations, it is

important to review some comparative studies. Aleks Prifti and Engjellushe Zenelaj, two academics from Ismail

Qemali University of Vlora, Albania linked law enforcement and other issues with the development of sustainable

tourism in Vlora, Albania. They discovered and assessed some interesting phenomena in the following statement:

“Lack of enforcement of planning legislation and other local normative acts, mismanagement of public property

and the lack of registration, etc. are some of the key problems in the development of sustainable tourism in the

region of Vlora. Process has seen as great opportunity for not only sustainable tourism development, but also

for sustainable development in the whole Vlora region. Tourism development in Albania faces a number of

challenges.” (Aleks Prifti and Engjellushe Zenelaj, 2013:289)

In addition, a review of the Bhutan government’s role in sustainable tourism policy was written by Simon Teoh

in a chapter in a book entitled “The Governmentality approach to Sustainable Tourism: Bhutan’s tourism

governance, policy, and planning”. He argued that the governmental approach to sustainable tourism is a

paradox that results in unpopularity for government expansionist tourism policies. (Simon Teoh in Michael

Hughes et.al (Eds), 2015)

It is also interesting to observe a law-degree research written by Navamin Chatarayamontri which discusses the

link between sustainable tourism and the law. In this writing, the author argued that “in order to achieve the

sustainable tourism, the government needs the right tools to create better decision-making, such as by including

a Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment and public participation”. (Navamin Chatarayamontri, 2009: 145)

III.3. The Role of the Government in Transforming the Concept of Sustainable Tourism

Article 2 (h) of Indonesian Tourism Act states that “sustainable” is one of the principles in the implementation of

Tourism. This Act also clearly states that the Government  (both the national Government and the Local

Government) is the stakeholder “in the field of tourism which has the authority to regulate and manage tourism

affairs in accordance with the provisions of the legislation. (Article 18 and Elucidation of Article 9 (4) of Indonesian

Tourism Act)
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It is an obligation of the National and Local Government to supervise and control tourism business in preventing

and control various negative impacts on the society at large. Besides, they also have the authority to create a

master plan for tourism development (Articles 23 (1)(d), 28, 29, and 30 of the Indonesian Tourism Act).

From the institutional perspective, the Indonesian Ministry of Tourism is the spearhead for the realization of the

concept of sustainable development at the national level. This ministry has the task to assist the President in

organizing governmental affairs in the field of tourism as regulated in Article 2 of the Presidential Regulation No.

19 Year 2015. Further, Article 3 of this presidential regulation makes clear that the Ministry organizes a number

of functions that can realize the concept of sustainable development. This includes, among others, functions in

formulating and issuing tourism policy, implementing tourism policies, and coordinating and synchronizing the

implementation of tourism policies.

III.4. Program of Legislation: A Strategic Mechanism to Incorporate the Concept of Sustainable Tourism

Ideally, the concept of sustainable tourism can be transformed into not only the legislations and regulations at

the national level but also into the provincial and regency/municipality regulations. An important question

about this matter is how to do the incorporation.

At the level of national legislation,  Articles 1 (9) and 16 of the Law No. 12 Year 2011 concerning Legislative

Drafting (Legislative Drafting Act) implies that the entrance to a concept can be adopted at the stage of

Planning the drafting of the Act through the national legislation program (Program Legislasi Nasional/Prolegnas)

which is the instrument of planning the program of the creation of Law which is arranged in a planned, integrated,

and systematic way. Prolegnas is indeed a very strategic instrument to incorporating a concept. As confirmed

in Article 19 of the same Act, prolegnas covers program of the creation of law that includes the title, substance

and the relation with other law and regulations that explain the background, purposes, objectives, scope, and

direction of the expected law, based on the academic paper that comprises of reviews and harmonization

process.

At the provincial level, the drafting of Provincial Regulations is carried out in the provincial legislation program.

A little bit similar to the process at the national level, Article 33 of the Legislative Drafting Act determines that

conceptions of the draft of provincial regulations cover the following elements: background and purposes;

objectives; subject matter, scope, or object to be governed; and the scope and direction of the expected

regulation. In addition, an academic paper is also required as a conceptual basis. Provisions applied for

provincial regulations shall also apply mutatis mutandis to regency/municipality legislative programs.

It should be acknowledged that program of legislation is not a purely legal procedure but it is also a political

process that works for hand in hand. Therefore, the political will of the persons, who act in their official capacity,

may play an important role in the program of legislation. In this regards, it seems that the intention to transform

the concept of sustainable tourism should be firstly done continuously and by repeatedly convincing them

about the relevance of sustainable tourism in the laws and regulations.

III.5. Incorporating through Master Plan of Tourism Development

It can be argued that incorporation through tourism master plan is a very important means. The National

Medium-Term Development Plan  (Year 2015-2019), as stipulated in the Presidential Regulation No. 2 Year

2015, states explicitly the ‘mainstreaming sustainable development’. In relation to the field of tourism, this

document includes an understanding that characteristics of tourism development are multisectoral and

multidimensional, entails that the development of tourism in the destination area requires the involvement of

related stakeholders.

The National Tourism Development Master Plan (Year 2010-2025), as stipulated in the Government Regulation

No. 50 Year 2011, is a document that repeatedly mentions the phrase ‘sustainable tourism development’.

Article 2 (5)(d) of this Government Regulation determines that one of the national tourism development missions

includes the development of Governmental organizations, local governments, private entities and societies,

human resources, regulations, and effective and efficient operational mechanisms in order to promote sustainable
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tourism development. Next, Article 2 (8) (a) of this document emphasizes that the direction of development of

national tourism includes the development of national tourism which is carried out in accordance with the

principle of sustainable tourism development. Moreover, Article 55 of this Government Regulation indicates the

concern of environmental responsibility and sustainable tourism development. It puts a concern that the direction

of environmental responsibility development policy is manifested in the form of tourism management development

which refers to the principles of sustainable tourism development, global code of ethics for tourism, and green

economy.

Master Plan of Regional Tourism of the Batu Bara Regency (Year 2014-2029) Regency Regulation of the Batu

Bara Regency No. 9 Year 2014 can be used as an example. Article 27 of this regulation states the followings:

“Development of environmental and social responsibility is carried out with the development of tourism business

management that refers to the principles of sustainable tourism development, Global Code of Ethics for Tourism,

and green economy, and encourage the growth of green economy along the chain of tourism industry that care

about environmental preservation and culture in the region.”

Another example is the master plan of regional tourism of the Tasikmalaya City (Year 2010-2025) that is stipulated

in the Annex of Municipality Regulation of Tasikmalaya City No. 8 Year 2014 concerning Implementation of

Tourism. One of the approaches used in the creation of this master plan is sustainable tourism development. It

is explained that sustainable tourism, in essence, must be able to integrate at least three dimensions, namely

the economic, environmental, and socio-cultural dimensions. In addition, this approach can ensure that planning

documents are economically viable, sustainable environmentally, and socially acceptable.

III.6. Indonesian Laws and Regulations that have Adopted the Concept of Sustainable Tourism

The previous analysis have described some legal instruments at the national level that underlines the need for

incorporating the concept of sustainable tourism development. This includes Indonesian Tourism Act, Government

Regulation No.50 Year 2011 concerning National Tourism Development Master Plan (Year 2010-2025), Presidential

Regulation No. 2 Year 2015 concerning National Medium-Term Development Plan  (Year 2015-2019), and

Presidential Regulation No. 19 of 2015 on the Ministry of Tourism.

It is worth to acknowledge that many local regulations have incorporated the concept of sustainable tourism.

Interestingly, the incorporation is performed by various means. The next analysis will be based on the structure

of law and regulation as guided in the Technique of Legislative Drafting, as covered in Annex II of the Law No.

12 Year 2011 concerning Legislative Drafting. It is outlined that a law or regulation must be designed in accordance

with a specific path that consists of Judul (Title), Pembukaan (Preamble), Batang Tubuh (Main Body), Penutup

(Concluding Section), Penjelasan (Elucidation/Explanation-if needed), and Lampiran (Annex, if needed).

III.6.1. Sustainable Tourism in the Preamble of a Tourism Regulation

The first means is an incorporation in the part of the preamble. A preamble consists of some elements, including

what is called as Konsiderans (Consideration). As prescribed in the Technique of Legislative Drafting, the

consideration contains a brief description of the principal thoughts that were considered and the reasons for

the establishment of the legislation that must include the philosophical, sociological, and juridical elements.

We can take the example of such means of incorporation in the Provincial Regulation of the Special Capital

Region of Jakarta No.6 Year 2015 concerning Tourism that considers the needs of managing the resources and

capital of tourism development in a more systematic, planned, integrated, sustainable, and responsible manner.

III.6.2. Sustainable Tourism in the Main Body of Tourism Regulation

The second method of incorporation is by transforming the concept of sustainable tourism into the main body

of a regulation. As prescribed in the Technique of Legislative Drafting, the main body may contain Ketentuan

Umum (General Provisions), Materi Pokok yang Diatur (Regulated Subject Matter), Ketentuan Pidana (Penal

Provisions-if needed), Ketentuan Peralihan (Transitional Provisions-if needed) and Ketentuan Penutup (Closing

Provisions).
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3.6.2.1. Sustainable Tourism is Included in the Legal Definition of Tourism

Referring to the Technique of Legislative Drafting (Paragraphs 98, 107), general provisions contain, among

others, definitions that must be formulated in a clear sentence to avoid multi interpretation. A definition consists

of some words and phrases that reflect some concepts. The Provincial Regulation of Bali Province No. 2 Year

2012 concerning Cultural Tourism of Bali may be used as an example, where the concept of sustainable tourism

is adopted. The definition of cultural tourism of Bali appears in Article 1 (14) of this regulation, that can be read

as follows:

 “Balinese tourism based on Balinese culture, inspired by Hinduism and the Tri Hita Karana philosophy as the

main potential by using tourism as the vehicle of its actualization, in order to create a dynamic interrelationship

between tourism and culture that makes them develop synergistically, harmoniously and sustainably, to be

able to provide prosperity for the community, culture preservation and environment”

3.6.2.2. Sustainability is Recognized as a Principle in Performing Tourism Development

It is generally practiced that many regulations explicitly mention some principles that inspire the norms contained

in such regulations. The principles are usually part of the main body, that is placed after general provisions. The

other method of incorporation is the formal recognition that “sustainability” is one of the principles where

tourism is organized on a sustainable basis. This method can be seen in many local regulations: Article 2 (h) of

the Provincial Regulation of Lampung Province No. 6 Tahun 2011 concerning Tourism, Article 2 of the Regency

Regulation of Tulungagung Regency No. 6 Year 2012 concerning Tourism, Article 2 (h) of the Regency Regulation

of Badung Regency No. 2 Year 2012 concerning Tourism, Article 2 (b) of the Regency Regulation of West

Bandung Regency No. 7 Year 2013 concerning Implementation of Regional Tourism, Article 2 of the Regency

Regulation of Gianyar Regency No. 10 Year 2013 concerning Culture Tourism of Gianyar Regency, and Article

2 of the Regency Regulation of Buleleng Regency No. 1 Year 2014 concerning Implementation of Tourism.

3.6.2.3. Sustainability is Included in the Purposes and Objectives of a Tourism Regulation

The other incorporation technique is by including sustainable tourism into the purposes and objective of a

regulation that covers the issue of tourism. This is the case of regional regulation that has been adopted by the

local government in Lampung, a province that is located in the southeast part of Sumatra island. Article 4 (c) of

the Provincial Regulation of  Lampung Province No. 6 Tahun 2011 concerning Tourism mentions that the objectives

of this regulation are, among others, to provide guidance in the planning, development, management, and

development of tourism destinations based on community empowerment and sustainable environment.

3.6.2.4.  Sustainability becomes the Substance of the Regulation

According to Article 236 (3) of the Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 23 Year 2014 concerning Local

Government, the regional regulation may cover substances that relate to the implementation of Regional

Autonomy and Assistance and further elaboration of the provisions of the legislation are higher. In this regards,

incorporation may be done by inserting the concept in concern into the substance of the regulation. For

example, Article 73 (2) (e) of the Provincial Regulation of Special Capital Region of Jakarta No.6 Year 2015

concerning Tourism determines a rule that enables the granting of incentives to tourism enterprises that develops

a sustainable and environmentally sound business.

3.6.3. Sustainable Tourism in the Elucidation of Tourism Laws and Regulations.

Elucidation is official interpretations by the drafters of law or regulation that is used as a means to clarify the

norm in the main body. (Technique of Legislative Drafting, Paragraph 176). There has been an example where

principle of sustainable tourism development is placed in the Elucidation over Article 6  (2) of the Provincial

Regulation of Special Capital Region of Jakarta No.6 Year 2015 concerning Tourism

IV. Concluding Section

Facts that many international documents have adopted the concept of sustainable tourism undeniably indicate

its relevance in the tourism development. Global acceptance of this concept also leads to the efforts by States

over the world to incorporate it into its national laws and regulations. The case of Indonesia is a picture how

sustainable tourism, as a concept, has been further transformed to many laws and regulations on tourism. It has
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not only adapted in laws at the national level but has even massively incorporated in many local regulations at

the provincial and also regency/municipality levels. It is worth to notice that this article shows the means of such

incorporation that are performed in various ways. This indeed can be used as a practical lesson-learned by

other countries that pay their attention to tourism development.

This research also indicates some further works to be done in the future. As this research merely focuses on the

normative aspects, it is recommended to the socio-legal researchers to study the effectiveness of legislations

and regulations that have officially incorporated the concept of sustainable tourism.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the research was to find out if there is a relationship between Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and

Sexual Guilt. This study was an attempt to understand how some of the most intimate aspects of human

beings are interconnected to one another. To measure the variables, the Spiritual Experience Index-

Revised, the Revised Mosher Sex-Guilt Inventory and the Sexual Attitude Scale were used. The 100 adult

participants, within the age-range of 30-50 years were selected using the Snowball sampling method.

The study had a Correlational design and the data was analyzed using the Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation. Results indicated a statistically significant positive correlation between the variables of

Spirituality and Sexual Attitudes, (p<0.01) and between the variables of Spirituality and Sexual Guilt,

(p<0.05).

Keywords : Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes, Sexual Guilt.

Introduction

Although different in their basic approach, religion and spirituality have been used interchangeably at times by

defining them as, “beliefs and practices that are grounded in the conviction that there is a transcendent

(nonphysical) dimension of life” (Peterson and Seligman, 2004). Miller and Thoresen (1999) highlighted the

difference between religiosity and spirituality by defining spirituality as an attribute of an individual (much like a

1.1 Spirituality

Spirituality is more of an individual practice and has to do with having a sense of peace and purpose. It also

relates to the process of developing beliefs around the meaning of life and connection with others. “Definitions

of spirituality deal with the ultimate goal in life, the experience of a transcendent dimension that gives meaning

to existence, and the capacity to experience the sacred.” (Giacalone and Jurkiewicz, 2003).

The spiritual aspect ranges from empowering individuals to relieve their day-to-day stresses, to imparting

worldly teachings like gaining a new perspective, coping with change or uncertainty and detachment from

materialistic possessions and desires. The concept of Spirituality is often criticized for its perceived vagueness

and gets labeled as a hokum attempt to deviate from the scientific norms by believing in such things as there

being “something greater than the concrete world we see.”

What the skeptics fail to realize, however, is that the origin of spirituality has its roots firmly based in a well-

established scientific community of Psychology. In fact, “a study by the World Health Organization conducted

in 18, countries linked Spirituality to the World Health Organization’ Quality of Life instrument and revealed its

value for health and well-being.” (WHOQOL SRPB Group, 2006). Another study showed that, “spirituality is a

better predictor of hope, optimism and pessimism than the Big Five Personality Factors.” (Ciarrocchi et al,

1998).

1.2 Transpersonal Psychology

Transpersonal psychology is a sub-field or “school” of psychology that integrates the spiritual and transcendent

aspects of the human experience with the framework of modern psychology. It is also possible to define it as

“spiritual psychology”. The term transpersonal psychology was first introduced in the 1960s by psychologists

such as Abraham Maslow and Victor Frankl. This field strives to use the route of psychology to not only better

understand spiritual experiences but to also provide a deeper and richer understanding of individuals and to

help them achieve their greatest potential.

PSYCHOLOGY
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1.3 Sexual Attitudes

Sexual Attitudes are attitudes, opinions and beliefs regarding sexual matters such as sexual development,

human sexual behaviour, sexual orientation and sexual risk taking behaviour. They are partly, if not completely,

influenced by one’s cultural background and/or previous sexual experiences. Along with these influences,

sexual attitudes are also prone to change with time and generation. “Attitudes toward sex are both a product

and a cause of social and sexual experiences, choices, and behaviours. These attitudes also depend on

demographic characteristics such as race/ethnicity, education, and gender.” (Laumann et al., 1994, 2004).

A research concluded that, “at all ages in this study, men are more likely than women to have a partner, more

likely to be sexually active with that partner, and tend to have more positive and permissive attitudes toward

sex. The proportions in a sexual partnership, behavior, problems, and attitudes all differ substantially by age.

And these age patterns often differ for men and women” (NSHAP, 2009). Yet another dimension of the research

concluded that, “men are typically more positive about sex and sexual expression than women regardless of

the circumstances. And, second, attitudes tend to be more conservative among older than among younger

people.” (NSHAP, 2009). “For older adults in the generations represented in NSHAP, marriage provides the

social and emotional context for the vast majority of all sexual activity. Marriage also provides opportunity for

intimacy and affects physical and emotional satisfaction with sex” (Waite & Joyner, 2001).

1.4 Sexual Guilt

Sexual guilt or shame refers to a feeling of grave responsibility and deep remorse associated with participation

in or even thoughts and fantasies about sexual activity. Those who look at particular sexual activities or sex as

something to feel guilty about, regard them as sinful, wrong, immoral or unclean. Mosher and Cross (1971)

defined sex guilt as a “generalized expectancy for self-mediated punishment for violating or anticipating violating

standards for proper sexual conduct.” Sex guilt has been negatively correlated with sexual experiences such as

having sexual intercourse, engaging in masturbation (Langston, 1973; Mosher, 1973; Mosher & Cross, 1971;

Sack, Keller, Hinkle, 1984), and limiting sexual participation to less intimate forms of sexual expression (Mosher

& Cross, 1971).

1.5 Sigmund Freud’s Theory on Sexual Guilt

Although often debated, the concept of sexual guilt is said to have its roots in the work of Sigmund Freud.

Although often debated, one cannot discredit Freud as being the starting point for understanding sexual guilt.

Freud maintained that libido, or the sexual instinct, is one of the core drives in human behavior and personality

formation. His well-known and widely accepted theory of the Id, Ego and Superego play a major role in the

explanation of sexual guilt, specifically the Id and the Superego. The id is considered to be a combination of

the most primitive drives and the psychic energy needed to initiate actions designed to satisfy these desires,

including the desire for sex. The Superego is considered to be the Moral guide of the three and consists of the

learned and internalized social standards of behavior received from parents and others, including an

understanding of banned or punishable behaviors. Thus, the superego acts as the moral conscience; it consists

of internally held values about what is right and commendable, on the one hand, and what is wrong and

condemnable on the other.

Transgression of superego standards leads to guilt feelings as well as to a sense of remorse, anger directed at

oneself, and a loss of self-esteem. These transgressions need not be actual behaviors, such as participation in

banned sexual activities. They may occur in dreams or fantasies as well (Sexual Guilt and Shame, 2005).

The formation of sexual guilt manifests itself through various types and causal factors;

Right from birth, a child is imprinted with the “dos” and “don’ts” of one’s sexual expression. Eventually, due to

the social and moral implications heavily associated with sex, there arises a feeling of doing something unnatural

or immoral by fantasizing, thinking, desiring and/or engaging in sexual activities. As sought after as Freud’s

theory is, cross-cultural studies have suggested that many of his ideas are most applicable to Western societies,

especially to the Judeo-Christian tradition; for example, the Japanese traditionally did not evidence much guilt

associated with participation in sexual activities; rather, guilt in Japanese society was generally associated with

a failure to fulfil internalized values about responsibility to one’s family. This realization has led to considerable
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discussion of the relationship between Christianity and its emphasis on moral absolutes (e.g., sins) and the

emergence of sexual guilt (Sexual Guilt and Shame, 2005)

Such beliefs get strengthened and eventually become inherent with the addition of religious implications on the

subject; popularly known as Religious Guilt. Recent studies have noted considerable levels of sexual guilt

associated with masturbation among the elderly as well. This is because masturbation produces guilt because

it is defined as an inappropriate behavior by adults or by society in general.

Then there is, Latent Guilt, which manifests itself through the belief that sex in general is inherently wrong or

dirty. Individuals with latent guilt commonly believe that sex is personally degrading and associate it with

nothing more than primary, animal instincts. Individuals with these values tend to view sex as an expression of

lack of self-control (Sexual Guilt and Shame,

2005).

1.6 Dual Nature of Spirituality

Even with its scientific components, Spirituality still caters largely to the transcendent beliefs of human nature.

There are certain beliefs that each individual holds dear to himself/herself,

whether openly or discreetly, not always taking the practical aspect of them into consideration. Such individual

beliefs may be a source of religious teachings, spiritual beliefs, upbringing or any other extraneous factors.

Spirituality is a double-edged sword when it comes to influencing an individual’s beliefs about sexual attitudes

and sexual guilt. One hand, with its practical approach, it can be a liberating force that enables a person to be

reassuring and confident about his/her choices and beliefs. For

example, in a study, “the sanctification of sexual intercourse, or the belief that sexuality is sacred and associated

with the divine, predicted increased sexual activity and sexual satisfaction.” (Murray-Swank and Colleagues,

2005).

On the other hand, with its detachment-from-materialistic-desires-and-pleasures, it can enable a more conservative

and self-reproach attitude; as a study concluded, “cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have shown that

increased levels of self-reported religiosity and spirituality are related to higher rates of premarital abstinence,

fewer life time partners, and less frequent intercourse” (e.g., Alzate, 1978; Mahoney, 1980; Murray-Swank,

Pargament, & Mahoney, 2005; Nicholas & Durrheim, 1995; Paul, Fitzjohn, Eberhart-Philips, Herbison, & Dickson,

2000; Schultz, Bohrnstedt, Borgatta, & Evans, 1977; Thornton & Camburn, 1989).

1.7 Spirituality and Moral Goodness

Spirituality also gets linked with the concept of Moral Goodness. This could be because some confuse the

basics of Spirituality with the basic of Moral Goodness. The emphasis of Moral Goodness is on the ethical and

moral values and in the likelihood that, after death, one will go to heaven. However, what often gets neglected

that, although used interchangeably, Spirituality and Moral Goodness are not one and the same.

Helminiak (1989) links spirituality to sexuality by defining spirituality as a construct that involves the integration

of the whole person, a process that naturally includes the individual’s sexuality. Thus, Spiritual Psychology is

one of the, if not the only, driving force to influence and guide human sexual attitudes and sexual guilt.

Aim:

The aim of this study was to find out if there is a relationship between Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual

Guilt.

Objective:

This study was an attempt to get an understanding of how some of the most intimate human aspects are

interconnected to each other. Along with an attempt to increase the quantity and quality of researches regarding
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Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt, the study was also an attempt to help in decreasing the taboo

that usually accompanies such a subject matter.

Review of Literature

Even with Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt being connected more than they are given credit for

and being one of the most personally relevant dimensions of human beings, the body of research on these

three variables as a whole is surprisingly less. Or rather, it isn’t as much as one would have expected. A lot of

research has been conducted on the adolescent/college students’ population as compared to the other

population.

However, one of the most noteworthy aspects of the available literature in these areas is that they cover

researches/findings that date back as old as the 60s-70s-80s, discuss the proceedings in-between and present

the current perspectives as well. So, although the quantity may be a bit scanty, it still doesn’t compromise the

quality of the available researches.

As a lone construct, Spirituality has a solid body of research; highlighting its merits and criticisms but when it

comes to studying this aspect in relation to some other factor, it is more often than not accompanied with the

construct of Religiosity.

A lot of researches have combined the concepts of Spirituality and Religiosity, in-line with the explanation that

both are “beliefs and practices that are grounded in the conviction that there is a transcendent (nonphysical)

dimension of life” (Peterson and Seligman, 2004).

2.1 Relationship between Spirituality and Sexual Attitudes

One such research, designed to study, “The Relationship Among Sexual Attitudes, Sexual Fantasy & Religiosity”,

concluded that “high religiosity is negatively related to permissive sexual attitudes and sexual fantasy” (Ahrold

TK, Farmer M, Trapnell PD, Meston CM, 2011). Another study took into consideration variables such as Shame

and Guilt along with Spirituality and Religiosity on Sexual Attitudes and Experiences; it was found that “spirituality

was negatively correlated with sexual permissiveness, and engaging in high risk sex”, “sex guilt emerged as a

significant mediator between global level of religiousness and spirituality, and engagement in sexual intercourse

and other sexual activities” and “sexual attitudes & experiences are related to both spirituality & religious

practices independently of personality, whereas they have no relationship to shame & guilt” (Murray, Ciarrocchi

and Murray-Swank, 2007).

A study by Brelsford, Luquis and Murray-Swank (2011) on the Sexual Attitudes of College Students’ Permissive

Sexual Attitudes showed that, “significant links between private religious practices, daily spiritual experiences,

& conservative sexual attitudes for all respondents.” Some of the “cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have

shown that increased levels of self-reported religiosity and spirituality are related to higher rates of premarital

abstinence, fewer life time partners, and less frequent intercourse” (e.g., Alzate, 1978; Mahoney, 1980; Murray-

Swank, Pargament, & Mahoney, 2005; Nicholas & Durrheim, 1995; Paul, Fitzjohn, Eberhart-Philips, Herbison, &

Dickson, 2000; Schultz, Bohrnstedt, Borgatta, & Evans, 1977; Thornton & Camburn, 1989).

Studies have also highlighted the construct of Spirituality as having a positive impact on human sexuality. As

shown through the results of a study which stated that, “the sanctification of sexual intercourse, or the belief

that sexuality is sacred and associated with the divine, predicted increased sexual activity and sexual satisfaction.”

(Murray-Swank and Colleagues, 2005).

As far as Sexual Attitudes is concerned, the related research focuses either on the different aspects of sexuality

or it talks about sexual attitudes in terms of having a Conservative or Liberal attitude towards human sexuality.

Also, research in this area has spoken about gender and often age differences in sexual attitudes.
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In a study by Holder, DuRant, Harris, Daniel, Obeidallah and Goodman (2000), to determine the association

between dimensions of spirituality and voluntary sexual activity (VSA) in adolescents; it was found that, “higher

spiritual interconnectedness, particularly interconnectedness among spiritual friends, are independently

associated with a lower likelihood of VSA.” In a study aimed to measure spirituality’s unique affect on young

adults’ sexual practices (frequency of sex, number of sexual partners, and condom use) and determining

whether spirituality adds significant increment over well-established predictors; it was found that, “sprituality

contributed to the prediction of participants’ number of partners and condom use above and beyond the

variance accounted for by religiousness, alcohol use, and impulsivity. A moderating effect for gender was

found. “Spirituality appears to have a unique and strong association with the sexual practices of young adults,

particularly women.” (Burris, Smith and Carlson, 2009).

2.2 Sexual Attitudes and Gender Differences

Social science literature supports findings that men tend to have more permissive sexual attitudes than women

(e.g., Fugere, Escoto, Cousins, Riggs, & Haerich, 2008; Oliver & Hyde, 1993). However, this difference does

not suggest that men and women differ on the emotionally meaningful connections provided in a sexual

relationship. The causal attribution of this is due to the fact that point that male participants’ self-rated extent of

spirituality was a more salient predictor of less permissive sexual attitudes, whereas for female participants the

driving force appears to be their religious beliefs. It appears that although interwoven in some aspects, religion

and spirituality may impact sexual attitudes differently for men and women, but both constructs act as barriers

to permissive sexual attitudes. (Hendrick & Hendrick, 1987).

A classic study by Frank Lindenfield (1960), “Social Mobility, Religiosity, and Students’ Attitudes Towards

Premarital Sexual Relations” highlighted the gender differences in sexual attitudes when the results showed that

women are more restrictive in sexual attitudes and behaviour than men.

2.3 Relationship between Spirituality and Sexual Guilt

Sexual Guilt, as stated earlier, has been written about since the age of Freud. Back when the aspect of religiosity

was much more sought after than spirituality, sexual guilt was heavily linked with religion along with the societal

norms. Nevertheless, the notion of being “watched” and “judged” and the internalized pressure to be respectful

and honest in the beliefs that one has shown towards a nonphysical entity does play a role in elevating feelings

of guilt, particularly about sexual matters.

A study concluded, “cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have shown that increased levels of self-reported

religiosity and spirituality are related to higher rates of premarital abstinence, fewer life time partners, and less

frequent intercourse” (e.g., Alzate, 1978; Mahoney, 1980; Murray-Swank, Pargament, & Mahoney, 2005; Nicholas

& Durrheim, 1995; Paul, Fitzjohn, Eberhart-Philips, Herbison, & Dickson, 2000; Schultz, Bohrnstedt, Borgatta,

& Evans, 1977; Thornton & Camburn, 1989).

2.4 Sexual Guilt and Erotophobia

Researches dating back to the 70s and 80s have also reported about a concept called as “Erotophobia” also

known as aversion to sex.  In studying erotophobia, it was found that it existed more among women than

among men. It is said to occur largely among people who are not affluent and among those of intensely

religious backgrounds, but can also be seen to some degree throughout society. This aversion is learned by

children who grow up in families where sexuality is severely restricted and sexual behavior punished. (Donn

Byrne).

In an article, Daniel Goleman (1985) talked about how, “psychologists in one recent study found, for example,

that some young women who acknowledge strong feelings of guilt about sexual behavior or feelings may react

stronger physiologically to sexual stimuli than other women, but are unaware of it. Previous studies have found

that women acknowledging such guilt reported little sexual response, but the current study was the first to

measure physiological reactions.”
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Sex guilt has been negatively correlated with sexual experiences such as having sexual intercourse, engaging in

masturbation (Langston, 1973; Mosher, 1973; Mosher & Cross, 1971; Sack, Keller, Hinkle, 1984), and limiting

sexual participation to less intimate forms of sexual expression (Mosher & Cross, 1971). Recent studies have

noted considerable levels of sexual guilt associated with masturbation among the elderly.

2.5 General Findings on Sexual Guilt

In general, the research findings on higher Sexual Guilt suggest that, 1) has a negative correlation with both the

amount and type of sexual behavior, 2) relates to higher levels of affective guilt, shame, embarrassment and

depression following exposure to sexual stimuli and, 3) is associated with less sexual knowledge acquired.

(Wyatt and Dunn, 1991).

A study, investigating the relationship of sex guilt as a personality disposition to reports of previous sexual

experiences, feelings following participation, or reasons for nonparticipation, and pre- and post-marital sexual

standards for 60 male and 76 female undergraduates. Results showed that, the more guilty females gave moral

beliefs as their reason for not participating in intercourse or more intimate forms of petting; the more guilty

males reported that moral beliefs, respect for the girl, and fear of pregnancy or disease were their reasons for

nonparticipation in intercourse or oral-genital relations. (Mosher, Donald L.; Cross, Herbert J., 1971).

Like Sexual Attitudes, research on Sexual Guilt has also extensively suggested that women experience this

phenomenon more than their male counterparts.

2.6 Sexual Guilt and Gender Differences

A research that looked at 132 studies, carried out over the course of almost 40 years, which measured the

physical and mental responses of more than 4,000 men and women. Their reactions were tested after they were

exposed to a series of erotic stimuli, including being asked to think of a fantasy or being shown images or

pornographic films. The findings showed that men’s brains and bodies were almost always aligned, while

women were much more likely to have an inconsistency between the two. (Kate Devlin, 2010).

A study comprising of a huge number of undergraduate students, viewed two pornographic films portraying

face-to-face intercourse and oral-genital sex between the same couple. Results showed that, females, high sex-

guilt subjects, and less sexually experienced subjects rated the films as more pornographic, disgusting, and

offensive. High guilt subjects saw the oral-genital sex as abnormal. Males reported more affective arousal

indicative of general activation and approach tendencies, while women reported larger increases in negative

affects after viewing the films. (Donald L. Mosher, 1973).

Guilt as a construct other than Sex Guilt has also been studied in relation to Spirituality. “One study showed that

spirituality with an emphasis on connectedness with others had a positive correlation with maladaptive

interpersonal guilt, while general spiritual experience had an inverse relationship with maladaptive interpersonal

guilt” (Albertsen, 2002). A study by Albertsen, O’Connor and Berry (2006) on Asian Americans, Europeans and

Latin Americans showed that ethnicity, religious affiliation, and religious or spiritual emphasis were significantly

related to guilt.”

Research Question:

Is there a Correlation between Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt?

Method

Participants:

The 100 adult participants involved in this study were between the age-range of 30-50 years of age. The

participants were Indian (Asian), Mumbai residents, with a minimum proficiency of the English language.
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Variables:

The variables of this study were Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt. Spirituality is regarded as more

of an individual practice and has to do with having a sense of peace and purpose. It also relates to the process

of developing beliefs around the meaning of life and connection with others. Sexual Attitudes are attitudes,

opinions and beliefs regarding sexual matters and Sexual Guilt refers to a feeling of grave responsibility and

deep remorse associated with participation in or even thoughts and fantasies about sexual activity.

Operational Definitions:

Spirituality: Spiritual inclination in relation to personal faith, spiritual growth and spiritual power. Higher the

scores on the Spirituality measuring scale, higher will be one’s spiritual inclination.

Sexual Attitudes: Conservative outlook in relation to sexual attitudes. A score above 50 on the sexual attitudes

measuring scale shows one’s conservative outlook towards human sexuality.

Sexual Guilt: Guilt in relation to sexual participation, sexual fantasies or sexual thoughts. Higher the scores on

the sexual guilt measuring scale, higher will be one’s level of guilt.

Tools:

The tools/scales used for the purpose of this study were;

1.  The Spiritual Experience Index-Revised:

he Spiritual Experience Index-Revised, developed by Genia (1997), is a 23-item scale that measures faith and

spiritual journey, aiming to not impose any particular faith as part of the questions. This questionnaire is a

revised version of the Spiritual Experience Index. The scale is a shortened version and was revised into two

subscales of; Spiritual Support Subscale and Spiritual Openness Subscale. Higher scores represent greater

spiritual maturity or experience.

The internal consistency of the scale ranged from .82-.87 and high correlations were found to provide support

for its construct validity. Various studies have also provided evidence about the scale’s unitary measure.

Scoring: items ‘1,3,7,10’ in the Spiritual Openness Subscale are reverse-scored. Each subscale is scored

separately. Scoring is kept continuous.

2.  The Revised Mosher Sex-Guilt Inventory:

The Revised Mosher Sex-Guilt Inventory, developed by Donald Mosher (1998), is a 50-item scale that assesses

guilt about sexual matters. It is in the form of a Likert scale (0-6) and measures sex guilt on a range of 0-300.

Higher scores indicate greater guilt. The internal consistency of the scale is estimated in the .90 range and its

convergent validity ranges approximately from .66 to .86.

Scoring: items ‘1,4,5,8,9,11,14,16,17,19,22,23,26,27,30,32,34,36,38,39,42,43,46,47,49’ to be reverse-scored.

After reverse scoring, add scores together to find total guilt scores.

3.  The Sexual Attitude Scale:

The Sexual Attitude Scale, developed by Walter Hudson, Gerald Murphy and Paula Nirus, is a 25-item scale

which measures liberal versus conservative attitudes towards human sexual expression. The Sexual Attitude

Scale has a cut-off of 50, with a score below 50 representing a liberal orientation towards human sexuality and

a score above 50 representing a conservative orientation towards human sexuality. Lower scores indicate a

more liberal attitude towards sex. Internal consistency of the scale falls in the range of .90 and its construct and

factorial validity ranging in the .60 or greater range.

Scoring: items ‘21,22’ to be reverse scored, summing these and the remaining scores, subtracting the number

of completed items, multiplying by 100 and dividing by the number of completed items times 4.
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Research Design:

The study had a correlational research design. In a correlational design, two or more variables are studied to

determine if there is a relationship between the variables. A correlational research is basically looking for

variables that seem to interact with each other, so that when a change is observed in one variable, one gets an

idea of you of how the other variable(s) will change. A correlation can be positive or negative. A positive

correlation means that an increase in one variable leads to an increase in other variables while a negative

correlation is when one variable increases, other variables decrease.

Procedure:

The 100 participants involved in this study were chosen through the process of Snowball sampling. In snowball

sampling, the participants who are already associated with the research study recommend or recruit additional

participants from among their acquaintances, who fulfil the required criterions of the study. Before administering

any of the tests/scales on the participants, they were asked to sign a consent form to ensure their permission

for being a part of the study. Participants were also asked to fill a sheet of their demographic details before

proceeding ahead with the scales. Participants were given complete freedom to clear any of their doubts

regarding the study.

Data Analysis:

For the purpose of analyzing the data, the inferential analysis test used was the Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation. The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables

and its value of either positive correlation, negative correlation or no correlation. This statistical analysis was

used to find out if there is a correlation between the three variables and if it is a positive correlation, a negative

correlation or a zero correlation.

Ethical Considerations:

Each participant was provided with a consent form to be filled before being officially associated with the

research. Taking into consideration the sensitive content of the subject matter, participants were reassured

that their anonymity will be protected and they were also given the freedom to decide whether or not they

wanted to reveal their name in the demographic details sheet. Also, they had the total freedom to quit the

study if at any time they felt emotionally strained due to any personal issues or were unwilling to continue

ahead.

Results
Table 1 shows the Mean and Standard Deviations of the Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt variables.

The large standard deviation of the three variables indicates a greater variability among the data. The reason for

this large deviation could be attributed to the outlier response, specifically for the Sexual Guilt variable. However,

the maximum score possible to obtain on the Sexual Guilt scale in itself being a higher number (300), the

participant who has high Sexual Guilt may have given higher ratings for its items and obtained a score which is

higher as compared to the rest of the participants, thus becoming the aforementioned outlier response. On the

whole the sample appears to be leaning more towards liberal sexual attitudes.

Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviations for Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt.

A study concluded, “cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have shown that increased levels of self-reported

religiosity and spirituality are related to higher rates of premarital abstinence, fewer life time partners, and less

frequent intercourse” (e.g., Alzate, 1978; Mahoney, 1980; Murray-Swank, Pargament, & Mahoney, 2005; Nicholas

& Durrheim, 1995; Paul, Fitzjohn, Eberhart-Philips, Herbison, & Dickson, 2000; Schultz, Bohrnstedt, Borgatta,

& Evans, 1977; Thornton & Camburn, 1989).

2.4 Sexual Guilt and Erotophobia

Researches dating back to the 70s and 80s have also reported about a concept called as “Erotophobia” also

known as aversion to sex.  In studying erotophobia, it was found that it existed more among women than

among men. It is said to occur largely among people who are not affluent and among those of intensely
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religious backgrounds, but can also be seen to some degree throughout society. This aversion is learned by

children who grow up in families where sexuality is severely restricted and sexual behavior punished. (Donn

Byrne).

In an article, Daniel Goleman (1985) talked about how, “psychologists in one recent study found, for example,

that some young women who acknowledge strong feelings of guilt about sexual behavior or feelings may react

stronger physiologically to sexual stimuli than other women, but are unaware of it. Previous studies have found

that women acknowledging such guilt reported little sexual response, but the current study was the first to

measure physiological reactions.”

Sex guilt has been negatively correlated with sexual experiences such as having sexual intercourse, engaging in

masturbation (Langston, 1973; Mosher, 1973; Mosher & Cross, 1971; Sack, Keller, Hinkle, 1984), and limiting

sexual participation to less intimate forms of sexual expression (Mosher & Cross, 1971). Recent studies have

noted considerable levels of sexual guilt associated with masturbation among the elderly.

2.5 General Findings on Sexual Guilt

In general, the research findings on higher Sexual Guilt suggest that, 1) has a negative correlation with both the

amount and type of sexual behavior, 2) relates to higher levels of affective guilt, shame, embarrassment and

depression following exposure to sexual stimuli and, 3) is associated with less sexual knowledge acquired.

(Wyatt and Dunn, 1991).

A study, investigating the relationship of sex guilt as a personality disposition to reports of previous sexual

experiences, feelings following participation, or reasons for nonparticipation, and pre- and post-marital sexual

standards for 60 male and 76 female undergraduates. Results showed that, the more guilty females gave moral

beliefs as their reason for not participating in intercourse or more intimate forms of petting; the more guilty

males reported that moral beliefs, respect for the girl, and fear of pregnancy or disease were their reasons for

nonparticipation in intercourse or oral-genital relations. (Mosher, Donald L.; Cross, Herbert J., 1971).

Like Sexual Attitudes, research on Sexual Guilt has also extensively suggested that women experience this

phenomenon more than their male counterparts.

2.6 Sexual Guilt and Gender Differences

A research that looked at 132 studies, carried out over the course of almost 40 years, which measured the

physical and mental responses of more than 4,000 men and women. Their reactions were tested after they were

exposed to a series of erotic stimuli, including being asked to think of a fantasy or being shown images or

pornographic films. The findings showed that men’s brains and bodies were almost always aligned, while

women were much more likely to have an inconsistency between the two. (Kate Devlin, 2010).

A study comprising of a huge number of undergraduate students, viewed two pornographic films portraying

face-to-face intercourse and oral-genital sex between the same couple. Results showed that, females, high sex-

guilt subjects, and less sexually experienced subjects rated the films as more pornographic, disgusting, and

offensive. High guilt subjects saw the oral-genital sex as abnormal. Males reported more affective arousal

indicative of general activation and approach tendencies, while women reported larger increases in negative

affects after viewing the films. (Donald L. Mosher, 1973).

Guilt as a construct other than Sex Guilt has also been studied in relation to Spirituality. “One study showed that

spirituality with an emphasis on connectedness with others had a positive correlation with maladaptive

interpersonal guilt, while general spiritual experience had an inverse relationship with maladaptive interpersonal

guilt” (Albertsen, 2002). A study by Albertsen, O’Connor and Berry (2006) on Asian Americans, Europeans and

Latin Americans showed that ethnicity, religious affiliation, and religious or spiritual emphasis were significantly

related to guilt.”
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Research Question:

Is there a Correlation between Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt?

Method

Participants:

The 100 adult participants involved in this study were between the age-range of 30-50 years of age. The

participants were Indian (Asian), Mumbai residents, with a minimum proficiency of the English language.

Variables:

The variables of this study were Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt. Spirituality is regarded as more

of an individual practice and has to do with having a sense of peace and purpose. It also relates to the process

of developing beliefs around the meaning of life and connection with others. Sexual Attitudes are attitudes,

opinions and beliefs regarding sexual matters and Sexual Guilt refers to a feeling of grave responsibility and

deep remorse associated with participation in or even thoughts and fantasies about sexual activity.

Operational Definitions:

Spirituality: Spiritual inclination in relation to personal faith, spiritual growth and spiritual power. Higher the

scores on the Spirituality measuring scale, higher will be one’s spiritual inclination.

Sexual Attitudes: Conservative outlook in relation to sexual attitudes. A score above 50 on the sexual attitudes

measuring scale shows one’s conservative outlook towards human sexuality.

Sexual Guilt: Guilt in relation to sexual participation, sexual fantasies or sexual thoughts. Higher the scores on

the sexual guilt measuring scale, higher will be one’s level of guilt.

Tools:

The tools/scales used for the purpose of this study were;

1.  The Spiritual Experience Index-Revised:

The Spiritual Experience Index-Revised, developed by Genia (1997), is a 23-item scale that measures faith and

spiritual journey, aiming to not impose any particular faith as part of the questions. This questionnaire is a

revised version of the Spiritual Experience Index. The scale is a shortened version and was revised into two

subscales of; Spiritual Support Subscale and Spiritual Openness Subscale. Higher scores represent greater

spiritual maturity or experience.

The internal consistency of the scale ranged from .82-.87 and high correlations were found to provide support

for its construct validity. Various studies have also provided evidence about the scale’s unitary measure.

Scoring: items ‘1,3,7,10’ in the Spiritual Openness Subscale are reverse-scored. Each subscale is scored

separately. Scoring is kept continuous.

2.  The Revised Mosher Sex-Guilt Inventory:

The Revised Mosher Sex-Guilt Inventory, developed by Donald Mosher (1998), is a 50-item scale that assesses

guilt about sexual matters. It is in the form of a Likert scale (0-6) and measures sex guilt on a range of 0-300.

Higher scores indicate greater guilt.

The internal consistency of the scale is estimated in the .90 range and its convergent validity ranges approximately

from .66 to .86.

Scoring: items ‘1,4,5,8,9,11,14,16,17,19,22,23,26,27,30,32,34,36,38,39,42,43,46,47,49’ to be reverse-scored.

After reverse scoring, add scores together to find total guilt scores.
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3.  The Sexual Attitude Scale:

The Sexual Attitude Scale, developed by Walter Hudson, Gerald Murphy and Paula Nirus, is a 25-item scale

which measures liberal versus conservative attitudes towards human sexual expression. The Sexual Attitude

Scale has a cut-off of 50, with a score below 50 representing a liberal orientation towards human sexuality and

a score above 50 representing a conservative orientation towards human sexuality. Lower scores indicate a

more liberal attitude towards sex. Internal consistency of the scale falls in the range of .90 and its construct and

factorial validity ranging in the .60 or greater range.

Scoring: items ‘21,22’ to be reverse scored, summing these and the remaining scores, subtracting the number

of completed items, multiplying by 100 and dividing by the number of completed items times 4.

Research Design:

The study had a correlational research design. In a correlational design, two or more variables are studied to

determine if there is a relationship between the variables. A correlational research is basically looking for

variables that seem to interact with each other, so that when a change is observed in one variable, one gets an

idea of you of how the other variable(s) will change. A correlation can be positive or negative. A positive

correlation means that an increase in one variable leads to an increase in other variables while a negative

correlation is when one variable increases, other variables decrease.

Procedure:

The 100 participants involved in this study were chosen through the process of Snowball sampling. In snowball

sampling, the participants who are already associated with the research study recommend or recruit additional

participants from among their acquaintances, who fulfil the required criterions of the study. Before administering

any of the tests/scales on the participants, they were asked to sign a consent form to ensure their permission for

being a part of the study. Participants were also asked to fill a sheet of their demographic details before

proceeding ahead with the scales. Participants were given complete freedom to clear any of their doubts

regarding the study.

Data Analysis:

For the purpose of analyzing the data, the inferential analysis test used was the Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation. The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables

and its value of either positive correlation, negative correlation or no correlation. This statistical analysis was

used to find out if there is a correlation between the three variables and if it is a positive correlation, a negative

correlation or a zero correlation.

Ethical Considerations:

Each participant was provided with a consent form to be filled before being officially associated with the

research. Taking into consideration the sensitive content of the subject matter, participants were reassured that

their anonymity will be protected and they were also given the freedom to decide whether or not they wanted

to reveal their name in the demographic details sheet. Also, they had the total freedom to quit the study if at

any time they felt emotionally strained due to any personal issues or were unwilling to continue ahead.

Results

Table 1 shows the Mean and Standard Deviations of the Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt variables.

The large standard deviation of the three variables indicates a greater variability among the data. The reason for

this large deviation could be attributed to the outlier response, specifically for the Sexual Guilt variable. However,

the maximum score possible to obtain on the Sexual Guilt scale in itself being a higher number (300), the

participant who has high Sexual Guilt may have given higher ratings for its items and obtained a score which is

higher as compared to the rest of the participants, thus becoming the aforementioned outlier response. On the

whole the sample appears to be leaning more towards liberal sexual attitudes.
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Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviations for Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt.

Mean Std. Deviation N

Spirituality 92.70 21.717 100

Sexual Attitudes 44.19 18.932 100

Sexual Guilt 121.43 46.694 100

Table 2 shows the values of the Product Moment Correlation conducted to find out if there is a correlation

between the Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt variables.

The value of ‘r’ was found to be .53 which indicated a moderate positive correlation between the variables of

Spirituality and Sexual Attiudes. The value was found to be significant at .01 level (p<0.01).

A weak positive relationship was found between the Spirituality and Sexual Guilt variables with the value of ‘r’

found to be .20. The value was found to be significant at .05 level (p<0.05).

Table 2: Correlation between Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and Sexual Guilt.

 Spirituality Sexual Attitude Guilt

Spirituality 1   

Sexual Attitudes .539** 1  

Guilt .205* .610** 1

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Discussion

Spirituality, a broad concept within the umbrella term of Transpersonal Psychology, has a wide room for different

perspectives and is generally looked upon as more of an individual practice and has to do with having a sense

of peace and purpose. It also relates to the process of developing beliefs around the meaning of life and

connection with others.

Sexual Attitudes are attitudes, opinions and beliefs regarding sexual matters such as sexual development,

human sexual behaviour, sexual orientation and sexual risk taking behaviour.

Sexual guilt or shame refers to a feeling of grave responsibility and deep remorse associated with participation

in or even thoughts and fantasies about sexual activity.

The aim of the present study was to find out if there is a correlation between Spirituality, Sexual Attitudes and

Sexual Guilt.

The product moment correlation conducted on the variables of Spirituality and Sexual Attitudes showed a

moderate positive correlation which was found to be significant at .01 level.

The obtained result is in-line with past studies that have found significant relationships between spirituality and

conservative sexual attitudes; Brelsford, Luquis and Murray-Swank (2011) in their study on the Sexual Attitudes

of College Students’ Permissive Sexual Attitudes showed that, “significant links between private religious practices,

daily spiritual experiences, & conservative sexual attitudes for all respondents.” Another study took into

consideration variables such as Spirituality and Religiosity on Sexual Attitudes and Experiences; it was found

that “spirituality was negatively correlated with sexual permissiveness, and engaging in high risk sex.”
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The product moment correlation conducted on the variables of Spirituality and Sexual Guilt showed a weak

positive correlation which was found to be significant at .05 level.

The obtained positive correlation is in-line with past studies such as; cross-sectional and longitudinal studies

conducted by Murray-Swank and colleagues concluded that, “increased levels of self-reported religiosity and

spirituality are related to higher rates of premarital abstinence, fewer life time partners, and less frequent

intercourse.”

There may have been some additional reasons for the obtained results.

The population being studied in this research was Indian and the construct of spirituality has a vital influence on

the Indian population. For some, it may be about participating in organized religion. Whereas, for others, it

may be more personal, such as through, private prayer, yoga, meditation, quiet reflection, or even long walks.

However, spirituality also gets linked with the concept of Moral Goodness. The emphasis of Moral Goodness is

on the ethical and moral values and in the likelihood that, after death, one will go to heaven. Such beliefs get

strengthened and eventually become inherent with the addition of religious implications on the subject. Thus,

those who look at particular sexual activities or sex as something to feel guilty about, regard them as sinful,

wrong, immoral or unclean. This could be further linked to Freud’s explanation of sexual guilt in terms of the Id

and the Superego. The Id is considered to be a combination of the most primitive drives and the psychic

energy needed to initiate actions designed to satisfy these desires, including the desire for sex. The Superego

is considered to be the Moral guide of the three and consists of the learned and internalized social standards

of behavior received from parents and others, including an understanding of banned or punishable behaviors.

Thus, in this scenario, Spirituality may be acting as the moral conscience that dictates the internally held values

about what is right and commendable, on the one hand, and what is wrong and condemnable on the other.

Although considered to be a more acceptable topic of discussion, ‘sex’ still continues to prevail in the Indian

society as a taboo and conservative subject. The participants involved in this study were middle-aged adults

and as such their subjective perception of certain concepts such as “homosexuality”, “masturbation”, “petting”,

“discussing their sexual affairs with others”, “pre- marital sex” among others may have influenced their responses

along with other possible reasons such as the family environment that they grew up in, exposure to sex-related

matters, societal and educational influences.

Lowered sex drive could be another reason for the obtained results as some of the participants could have

possibly given higher ratings to the sex-related items.

Some participants reported being on medication for medical conditions such as blood pressure, leg injury and

some female participants in their 50s also reported starting menopause. Both,

medications as well as menopause are known to have decreased/lower sexual drive as their accompanying

side-effects. Thus, it is possible that as a result of the lowered sexual drive, participants may have been more

prejudiced while rating items containing sex-related content.

Some female participants also reported as either being pregnant or having had their first child in their 30s. With

the target population belonging to the middle class socioeconomic strata and the concept of nuclear families

being a prevalent norm, the scope for having full-time nannies or the in-laws providing round-the-clock care for

the child is considerably less. So, although the age for having children or rather the firstborn has increased,

married working women who have children in their 30s are likely to find themselves preoccupied with the

management of their family, career and the child which could result in stress and physical exhaustion that in turn

could affect their desire towards sexual activities.

As stated before, Spirituality means something different to each individual. Thus, it also differs in its influence on

an individual’s beliefs about sexual attitudes and sexual guilt. With its practical approach, it can be a liberating

force that enables a person to be reassuring and confident about his/her choices and beliefs; as concluded in

a study, “the sanctification of sexual intercourse, or the belief that sexuality is sacred and associated with the
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divine, predicted increased sexual activity and sexual satisfaction.” (Murray-Swank and Colleagues, 2005).

Thus, this could be a large contributing factor for the obtained correlations to have been ‘moderate’ and

‘weak’ instead of a ‘high’ correlation.

There are certain limitations to the study such as, both genders were not represented equally and not all

participants could understand some of the sex related terms mentioned in the items of the Sexual Guilt and

Sexual Attitude scales.

Thus, the obtained results showed a statistically significant moderate positive correlation between the variables

of Spirituality and Sexual Attitudes and a weak positive correlation between the variables of Spirituality and

Sexual Guilt.
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ABSTRACT
Positive psychological capital is defined as the positive and developmental state of an individual as
characterized by high self-efficacy, optimism, hope and resiliency. The present study studied the impact

of factors like gender, age and work tenure on psychological capital. It was found that there were no
significant gender differences in psychological capital nor was there any significant correlation between
psychological capital and age and work experience. These findings are important in the context of
employee selection and placement in organizations.

Keywords: Psychological capital, gender, age, work experience

For decades psychology has been associated as dealing mainly with the treatment of mental illness. At the
very end of the twentieth century a new approach in psychology gained popularity: positive psychology.
Positive psychology, the study of optimal human functioning, is an attempt to respond to the systematic bias
inherent in psychology’s historical emphasis on mental illness rather than on mental wellness. Seligman (2002)
focused on two, forgotten but classical psychological goals: (1) Help ordinary people to live a more productive

and meaningful life and (2)  a full realization of the potential that exists in the human being. Two new branches
of positive psychology have emerged in the industrial-organizational world: 1) Positive organizational scholarship
(POS) and 2) Positive organizational behavior (POB).

The origins of Positive organizational scholarship is credited to Kim Cameron and colleagues. It is a research
field that emphasizes the positive characteristics of the organization that facilitates its ability to function during
periods of crisis.

The origins of Positive organizational behavior is credited to Fred Luthans. It focuses on measurable positive
psychological states that are open to development and have impact on desired employee attitudes, behaviors,
and performance. Luthans recommended that POB researchers study psychological states that could be validly
measured, and that are malleable in terms of interventions in organizations to improve work performance.

Psychological capital (PsyCap) is a positive mental state in an individual’s growth and development to encourage
people to have a positive organizational behavior.

Four positive psychological capacities have been identified as best meeting the above PsyCap inclusion
criteria of being positive, unique, theory and research-based, measurable, developmental and manageable for
performance impact in the workplace. These capacities are: self-efficacy/ confidence, hope, optimism and
resiliency (Luthans, 2002; Luthans et al., 2007).

Self-efficacy. Self-efficacy, or simply confidence, is largely based on Bandura’s (1986, 1997) social cognitive
theory, and when applied to the workplace can be defined as ‘an individual’s conviction (or confidence) about
his or her abilities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources, and courses of action necessary to successfully
execute a specific task within a given context’ (Stajkovic and Luthans, 1998b). Self-efficacy has been found to

be strongly correlated with work-related performance (Stajkovic and Luthans, 1998a).

Hope. Snyder (2002) described hope as a multidimensional construct that consists of an individual’s ‘willpower’
and ‘waypower’. Willpower is an individual’s agency or determination to achieve goals and ‘waypower’ is one’s
ability to devise alternative pathways and contingency plans in order to achieve a goal in the face of obstacles
(Snyder, Irving & Anderson, 1991). Hope enables individuals to be motivated to attain success with the task at
hand by looking for the best pathway (Avey et al., 2008). The components of hope thus complement each
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other (Weick & Quinn, 1999). Hope has made a significant contribution to positive PsyCap and has demonstrated
importance in the workplace (Duggleby, Cooper & Penz, 2009; Luthans & Jensen, 2002).
Optimism. Optimism is more closely associated with positive psychology than the other constructs (Luthans
et al., 2004). It is regarded as being a realistic, flexible and dynamic construct that can be learned and developed
(Peterson, 2000). Optimism is defined by persistence and pervasiveness – two key dimensions of how people
explain events (Carver & Scheier, 2002). People with an optimistic outlook see setbacks as challenges and
opportunities that can eventually lead to success (Luthans et al., 2005). These individuals persevere in the face
of obstacles (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1998). In the work context, an optimistic employee is better able to assess
external, temporary and situational circumstances (Youssef & Luthans, 2007).

Resilience. Rutter (1987) defined resilience as people’s ability to manipulate their environment successfully in
order to protect them from the negative consequences of adverse events. Luthans (2002) extended this definition

to include people’s ability to ‘bounce back’ from adversity. In this regard, resilient people move on in life after
having had a stressful tenure or event such as personal adversity, conflict and/or failure. Therefore, resilience
highlights the strength of the individual and his or her coping resources to successfully resolve and/or manage
testing situations (Baumgardner & Crothers, 2010).

Combining the four psychological capacities together,  Luthans et al. (2007) defined Psychological capital as:
an individual’s positive psychological state of development that is characterized by: (1) having confidence
(self-efficacy) to take on and put in the necessary effort to succeed at challenging tasks; (2) making a positive
attribution (optimism) about succeeding now and in the future; (3) persevering toward goals and, when necessary,
redirecting paths to goals (hope) in order to succeed; and (4) when beset by problems and adversity, sustaining
and bouncing back and even beyond (resiliency) to attain success.

Literature Review
PsyCap, has been the subject of considerable theory and research over the past several years. PsyCap researchers
(Luthans, Youssef, & Avolio, 2007a) have developed and validated (Luthans, Avolio, Avey, & Norman, 2007)
measures of PsyCap. Taken to the workplace, preliminary empirical evidence supports the PsyCap latent core
construct and its relationship to performance (Luthans, Avey, Avolio, & Peterson, 2007) in multiple cultural
contexts (Luthans, Avolio, Walumbwa, & Li, 2005).

PsyCap is impactful on work-related performance. Research to date supports that PsyCap is significantly
related to performance in the workplace, both the individual components (efficacy/confidence, hope, optimism
and resiliency) and in combination as overall PsyCap (e.g. Luthans et al., 2005, 2006b; Youssef, 2004). This
relationship has been shown through utility analysis to make a dramatic contribution to the organization
(Luthans et al., 2006, 2007). Thus, PsyCap becomes a meaningful and justifiable investment and means toward

veritable organizational performance and possibly sustained competitive advantage.

PsyCap and positive emotions may play a key role in combating dysfunctional attitudes and behaviors that
may deter organizational change (Avey, Wernsing, & Luthans, 2008). PsyCap helps to discourage deviant
behaviors in the workplace and will in fact be a catalyst for positive organizational change (Avey, Wernsing, et
al., 2008). Avey et al. (2011). In their meta-analysis they found that PsyCap is negatively related to undesirable
workplace attitudes such as cynicism, turnover intentions, deviance, stress and anxiety. Beal, Stavros and Cole
(2013) found resistance to change had a negative correlation with PsyCap. They found a positive relationship
between PsyCap and organizational citizenship behavior in the context of organizational change.

THE PRESENT STUDY
AIM OF THE STUDY

 The objective of the present study was to investigate the impact of age, gender and work tenure on psychological
capital.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of the study were:
(1) To study gender differences in psychological capital.
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(2) To study the relationship between age and psychological capital.
(3) To study the impact of work tenure (the number of years of work experience of the employee) on

psychological capital.

METHODOLOGY
Sample Selection
The sample for the study consisted of 56 employees in one of India’s large public sector banks. 78 questionnaires
were distributed among the employees. 66 employees returned the duly filled questionnaires. The responses
of 10 participants were rejected as the respondents had either not filled up the questionnaires fully or had not
filled them correctly. The findings and conclusions in this study are based on the responses of 28 male and 28
female employees. The average age of the participants in the study was a little over 45 years.

Measuring Tools
 PsyCap was measured with the PCQ-24 questionnaire developed by Luthans et al. The reliability and validity

of the PCQ-24 questionnaire have been demonstrated in previous research. The PCQ-24 questionnaire consists
of four dimensions: self-efficacy, hope, resilience and optimism. The total scale consists of 24 items, and each
of the four dimensions is measured by six items. Each of the items was scored on a Likert scale in which 1
indicated strongly disagree and 5 indicated strongly agree. All questions asked the participants how they felt
“right now.” Higher values indicate higher levels of  PsyCap.

Hypotheses
Based on past research findings, the following three hypotheses were proposed and tested:
H1: There is no significant difference in the psychological capital of males and females.
H2: There is no significant correlation between employees’ age and psychological capital.
H3: There is no significant correlation between employees’ work tenure and psychological capital.

RESULTS
The data collected from the study was tabulated and analyzed using popular statistical tools and techniques.
Table 1, represents the findings of the hypothesis test between the two levels of I.V. The mean psychological
capital scores of the females were higher than that of the males however this difference was not statistically
significant. Thus, the results are consistent with the null hypothesis (H1). There was a significant difference
between males and females on only one of the four components of psychological capital: Hope. The mean
scores of females were reliably higher than that of the females. No such reliable difference was found between
males and females on the other three components of psychological capital: self-efficacy, resilience and optimism.

TABLE 1: Independent samples test for differences in gender Psychological Capital and
its four components
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Table 2, presents the bivariate correlations of the variables under investigation. There was a small positive

correlation (0.176) between employees’ age and psychological capital as well as between employees’ work

tenure and psychological capital (0.197). However, both these correlations were statistically not significant.

Neither the age of the employees’ age nor their years of work experience was a reliable predictor of psychological

capital. Thus, the findings of the study were consistent with hypothesis 2 and hypothesis 3.

TABLE 2 : Interco-relations between study variables:

Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

DISCUSSION

The current study investigated psychological capital (PsyCap) amongst employees of a public sector Bank.

The authors were interested in studying the impact of employees’ gender, age and work tenure on psychological

capital.

The first hypothesis examined the impact of employee’s gender on psychological capital. It was found that

gender had no significant impact on psychological capital among the study respondents. These findings were

consistent with past researches. In the Indian context, these findings were deftly explained by Barmola (2013),

“ … in earlier researches there used to be  differences between male and female in various aspects of the life in

India but since the beginning of the LPG (liberalization,privatization and globalization) age this difference has

come down and the same is found in the present study in the name of positive psychological capital among

adolescents.” According to Barmola, the significantly higher scores of females on the ‘hope’ dimension of

psychological capital is on account of high rate of spirituality, specifically amongst females. This is mainly due

to parenting, family environment and traditional Indian values and culture.” Snyder, Irving and Anderson (1991)

found that females are better than males willpower’ and ‘waypower’. Willpower is an individual’s agency or

determination to achieve goals and ‘waypower’ is one’s ability to devise alternative pathways and contingency

plans in order to achieve a goal in the face of obstacles. Hope enables individuals to be motivated to attain

success with the task at hand by looking for the best pathway (Avey et al., 2008).

The second and third hypothesis examined the impact of employee’s age and work tenure on psychological

capital. The findings supported the null hypothesis and were consistent with past researches (Hidayat and

Mangundjaya, 2010)

Significance of the Study

Psychological capital is a very important factor in organizational success and well-being.  Low psychological

capital of the employees can be a major obstacle in the face of organizational change. The findings of the study

are particularly important during the time of recruitment. Recruiters need to keep in mind that psychological

capital is not affected by gender, age or number of years of work experience. This will help to prevent confirmatory

bias in the selection process. But the positive side of these findings is that it is possible to manage and increase

the level of PsyCap of employees in organizations through deliberate interventions and the outcomes are not

going to be affected by gender, age or work tenure. Luthans, Avey, Avolio, Norman, & Combs  (2006) demonstrated

that organizations can increase the level of PsyCap by using short training sessions of one to three hour micro

interventions in which they measure PsyCap before and after the interventions.

Limitations of the Study

An important limitation is that researchers used the same sample to gather data on both independent and

dependent variables. This method of obtaining data may result in common source bias and lead to inflated

relationships (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee & Podskoff, 2003). The prescribed approach to reducing common
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source bias is to obtain predictor measurements from one observer and measurements of outcomes from

another (or use separate occasions for measuring). The authors did not use these methods because of resource

constraints about the ability to issue several surveys and use several observers. However, one should note that

data from distinct observers or measurement occasions might distort the prediction estimates as much as

common source variance does (Kammeyer-Muller, Steel & Rubenstein, 2010).

The study examined the effects of psychological capital in the context of only one organization. Research with

different sample compositions and bigger sample sizes should be conducted to better understand the factors

impacting psychological capital.

CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the impact age, work tenure and gender on psychological capital. The study found no

significant gender differences in psychological capital nor was there any significant correlation between the

psychological capital and age work tenure. Future research in the area of PsyCap would benefit from longitudinal

studies in which researchers observe levels of PsyCap over time. Such a study would improve our understanding

of how age, work tenure, gender and PsyCap interact overtime. A longitudinal study would yield this information.

This would reveal the point in time that psychological capital has greatest effect.
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A REVIEW OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL AND SPIRITUAL
BENEFITS OF TOURISM

*Neha Bhansali,

ABSTRACT

This paper attempts a review of what could be the psychological, social and spiritual benefits of travel.

The psychological benefits, which include cognitive and affective benefits, have been discussed in the

paper. The social benefits at both an individual and larger societal level are explored. Lastly, this paper

attempts to discuss how travelling could contribute to personal and spiritual growth and well being.

Keywords : travel , benefits, psychological, social, affective, spiritual, well-being

The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page.

- Saint Augustine

Stress is a part of everyday life. So much so that the term stress has become part of our colloquial speech. It is

a noun (We have stress). It is an adjective (He has a stressful job). It is an adverb (She acts stressed). And it is

a verb (Writing a paper stresses me). Indeed, a recent poll by the American Psychological Association (2007)

shows that, for many of us, stress levels are high and are on the rise.

Most guess that minor stressors would produce minor effects, but that isn’t necessarily true. Research shows

that routine hassles may have significant negative effects on a person’s mental and physical health (Delongis,

Folkman, & Lazarus, 1988; Klumb & Baltes, 2004; Sher, 2003). In fact, researchers found that scores on a scale

measuring daily hassles were more strongly related to participants’ mental health than the scores on a scale

measuring major life events were (Kanner et al., 1981).

In a technologically connected world even a day off is laden with email, messages and phone calls. People

today have all the more need to get away from these cumulative pressures even if it is for a while.

What does travel bring to the table then ? People travel not only for a vacation but for also for work. At times

work related travel is a source of stress. In spite of this it has it’s merits.

Tourism related individuals as well as their families always look forward to travel. At times people travel also to

get over a crisis or get in touch with their own self.
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An interesting way to look at what travel could provide could by drawing from Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of

needs(1943). Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs has often been represented in a hierarchical pyramid with five levels.

The four levels (lower-order needs) are considered physiological needs, while the top level of the pyramid is

considered growth needs. The lower level needs must be satisfied before higher-order needs can influence

behavior. The levels are as follows

· Self-actualization – includes morality, creativity, problem solving, etc.

· Esteem – includes confidence, self-esteem, achievement, respect, etc.

· Belongingness – includes love, friendship, intimacy, family, etc.

· Safety – includes security of environment, employment, resources, health, property, etc.

· Physiological – includes air, food, water, sex, sleep, other factors towards homeostasis, etc.

Further researches have identified cognitive, aesthetic and self transcendence needs. Depending upon the kind

and purpose of the trip , tourism can satisfy needs of belonginess and affiliation, aesthetic needs, cognitive

needs and even self-actualization and transcendental needs.

Some Significant Researches

In tourism, a number of scholars (Neal et al., 1999; Neal et al., 2007; Sirgy et al., 2011) 19 have examined the

benefits of tourism based on bottom-up spillover theory .This theory suggests that overall life satisfaction is

influenced by evaluations of various life domains, such as personal health, work, leisure, and family, while the

positive and negative affects accompanied by a life event are assumed to have an influence on how individuals

evaluate various life domains (Neal et al., 1999).

A series of studies have been conducted to empirically test the bottom-up spillover model in tourism. Neal et

al. (1999) were among the first to examine the effects of vacationing as a life event on individuals’ life satisfaction.

Their research indicated that life satisfaction was directly influenced by trip satisfaction(p<0.05), while the

proposed mediating role of leisure life satisfaction was found to not be significant (p > .05)

Sirgy et al. (2011) developed a scale to measure the positive and negative affects accompanied by taking a

vacation couched within various life domains, including: social life, family life, leisure life, cultural life, health

and safety, financial life, work life, love life, arts and culture, spiritual life, intellectual life, self, culinary life, and

travel life. Sirgy et al., (2011) also tested whether the positive and negative affects of vacation experiences on

these 13 life domains influenced overall life satisfaction through satisfaction with the 13 life domains. They found

that positive affects associated with taking a vacation had direct and indirect effects on overall life satisfaction.

Westman et al have employed a series of studies to investigate the impacts of vacations on burnout (Westman

& Eden, 1997; Westman & Etzion, 2001; Westman & Etzion, 2002;Westman et al., 2008), and their results have

indicated that vacations decreased respondents’ job stress and burnout. In a similar vein, Sonnentag and Frtiz

subsequently demonstrated that vacation recovery experiences (such as psychological detachment from work,

relaxation experience, master experience, and perceived control during vacation) can contribute to employees’

mental and physical health by providing internal and external resources (Fritz & Sonnentag, 2006; Sonnentag

& Fritz, 2007).

Individuals with health problems and/or disabilities have also drawn attention from scholars in health science.

For example, Gump & Matthews (2000) examined the association between frequency of vacationing and health

risks among 12,388 men at high risk for heart disease in the United States. They found that individuals who
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traveled more frequently had fewer nonfatal cardiovascular events and lower risk factors for coronary heart

disease. Furthermore, based on their interviews with 11 individuals with mental health problems in the Netherlands,

Pols & Kroon (2007) also found that mental health patients might benefit from taking a vacation in terms of new

perceptions of self-identity, skill development, and social relations.

Psychological Benefits

When we speak of psychological benefits it becomes imperative to discuss both psychological and cognitive

benefits of tourism .

At a cognitive level people report learning about various geographical phenomena, cultural aspects, historical

events and linguistic aspects through travel. They not only get informed but also learn to appreciate individual

and cultural differences. Travelling also develops individual’s planning skills along with a slow gradual acceptance

of uncertainty.

Traveling requires identification of the purpose, research about places that will satisfy the purpose , planning

the arrangements, costing-economics as well as planning of events and activities during the stay. It develops

communication and co-ordination skills as co-travellers are expected to come to an agreement. At times this

planning process does teach conflict management skills to the involved parties.

Affective  benefits could be understood by the term “Peak Experiences”. Maslow, the term’s inventor, says that

”peak experiences are sudden feelings of intense happiness and well-being, possibly the awareness of an

“ultimate truth” and the unity of all things ... the experience fills the individual with wonder and awe....he  feels

at one with the world, and is pleased with it ....” They are moments when you feel more at one with yourself and

the world, more integrated.  You feel happy, even ecstatic, interconnected and in harmony.  

According to Conway and Rubin (1993), “autobiographical memory is memory for the events of one’s life”

Autobiographical memory relates to our major life goals, our most powerful emotions, and our personal meanings.

As Cohen (1989) pointed out, our sense of identity or self-concept depends on being able to recollect our

personal history. Individuals who cannot recall the events of their lives have effectively lost their identity. The

vacations and trips people take have a  special position in their autobiographical memories. The positive

emotions generated during their trips contribute to their self-concept and identity formation. Positive life events

and places they fondly remember are also used in a technique called as Safe Place Imagery which is often used

with trauma survivors and people suffering from anxiety. Very often this “safe place” is a place that they have

visited as tourist and had positive life experiences there .

For children also the benefits are many. Travel gives children a chance to explore the unchartered territory that

they may have only heard or read about before. It satisfies and fosters their curiosity. With children the fascination

for the new brings joy as so with the natural child in the adults(Berne,1964).At a family level it gives chances for

better communication and shared novel experiences make the bond with co-travellers or family stronger.

Social Benefits

At a societal level, tourism challenges stereotypes about the tourist as well as the habitants of the destination.

The Contact Hypothesis states that increased contact among people from different groups can lead to a

growing recognition of similarities between them—which can change the categorizations that people employ.

(Pettigrew, 1997). The more we are in contact with the so called “out-group” , the less the chances of us having

prejudices or stereotypes about them . Exposure to groups that we perceive as different may also bust a

couple of myths about differences as well as similarities. Observing situations in context provides understanding

rather than just obtaining information randomly.
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With the latest trend of AIRBNB and other informal homestay possibilities the contact with the inhabitants is

genuine and in-depth. The tourist doesn’t just get a superficial upper slice of the experience but has an opportunity

to experience a lifestyle that may be dramatically different from his/her own along with developing empathy for

the inhabitants.

Tourism also gives a boost to the economic welfare of the destination. Better tourism income could lead to

development of infrastructure and travel facilities. This in turn could open up more economic, occupational

possibilities for the inhabitants.

Spiritual Benefits

Going away from the comfort of familiar settings and pulling away from daily pre-occupations does a very

positive effect on self-awareness. When faced with new environment,  mind tends to be refreshed by necessity

of being alert. It is instigated by apparent absence of comfort zone held together by configuration of habits. As

Roman Payne once said “A person does not grow from the ground like a vine or a tree, one is not part of a plot

of land. Mankind has legs so it can wander. ”  

Spiritual tourism and it’s benefits are well known.  Spiritual journeys are one type of cultural tourism that is on

the rise, as people are increasingly looking to develop their own spirituality and to discover that of others. In

2007, spiritual tourism was judged by the UNWTO as the most rapidly growing segment, although it cannot be

easily framed. In fact, spiritual tourism is based on a variety of motivations, ranging from traditional religious

tourism to alternative medicine to forms of deep immersion in nature. Pilgrimages have been a favourite for a

large number of people of various religions. However, in the past few years spiritual tourist retreats and ashrams

are on the rise. India is one of the leading destinations for this kind of spiritual tourism and we have tourists from

all over the world coming for such retreats.  Meditation, yoga, mindfullness are some of the activities that are

taught in these retreats .

When we speak of  spiritual benefits  we do not necessarily mean only the benefits of spiritual tourism. Discomfort

and spontaneous circumstances can help awaken conscious intentions to be tolerant and receptive,

compassionate toward yourself and others. At times , a person facing a crisis or dilemma may do well by

exploring unknown destinations. Traveling alone or with strangers may also lead to introspection and challenging

our perspective to life. The lone traveler may obtain a kind of freedom from societal and worldly pressures or

expectations. The feeling of freedom once savored may grow into a strong desire to abandon superficial

existence and embrace life of an authentic individual.

In conclusion, the benefits of travel are many and at various levels. The psychological, social and spiritual

benefits cut  across ages , gender and other demographic backgrounds. Certain kinds of tourism need to be

explored more as to how they contribute to growth. It would be interesting to study if certain kind of personality

and cultural characteristics show greater preference to certain kinds of tourism. This kind of information can

prove beneficial to all the  stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT

Political Science has evolved considerably since the beginning of the study of politics as a discipline,

which was primarily centered around men, masculinity and maleness, and where women were considered

apolitical and therefore, invisible. Classical canons of political theories not only argued for women’s

apolitical and invisible status in politics but went beyond and made an attempt to validate their claim

and justified women’s exclusion as natural. Nonetheless, women’s relentless struggles for political space

and feminist political scientists’ persistent work highlighting women’s visible role in politics opened a

new era in the study of politics, which definitely helped broadened the understanding of politics.

The paper is an attempt to highlight the significance and use of feminist research methods in the study of

politics, particularly those used in capturing women leaders’ lived experiences in municipal government

in Mumbai in a recently concluded pilot study. In order to deal with the challenge of enumerating the role

and challenges faced by these women leaders, the approach involved a shift from exclusive objectivity

to privileging elements of positionality, subjectivity and intersectionality of respondents. In concise, the

paper endeavors to draw attention towards the reality of women’s marked visibility in municipal politics,

the significance of studying their personal and professional experiences and struggles, highlighting the

process of their political empowerment as they are challenging and changing several political stereotypes,

and the importance of using feminist research methods in capturing these details.

Keywords : Women leadership, feminist research methods, women and political representation

Political Science has evolved considerably since the beginning of the study of politics as a discipline, which

was primarily centered around men, masculinity and maleness, and where women were considered apolitical

and therefore, invisible. Women were not simply missing in the canonical texts, they were defined in terms of

their disruptive sexuality, lack of justice, incapacity for reason or all of the above and more…they were cast as

being utterly deficient in those qualities that were deemed necessary for active participation in the civic

community. (Clarke & Lange, 1979) Nonetheless, women’s relentless struggles for political space and feminist

political scientists’ persistent work highlighting women’s visible role in politics opened a new era in the study of

politics, which definitely helped broadened the understanding of politics.

Feminist scholars’ serious engagement with gender and other categories of oppression and exclusion in previously

gender-blind field of political study provided tools for addressing the substantive questions that make political

science a worthwhile enterprise. The innovative methods used contributed towards the understanding of

normative, conceptual and empirical reality of the field, which often followed a non-linear process. This is

because social and political research is inherently dynamic. Feminists goals are plural and contested and as

such feminist research cannot be reduced to a particular normative orientation or political, ideological agenda.

Nevertheless, a definitive shift can be witnessed in the study of politics epistemologically, methodologically

and empirically.

Epistemologically, conventional approach to study politics posits objectivity of observers who study atomistic

individuals, uses neutral categories in value-free research to instruct universal theories, seeks explanations,

tacitly assumes male as a norm. While, feminists’ practice and study of politics posit gendered observers of

socially interdependent people, use socially constructed categories in value-encoded research to construct

SOCIOLOGY
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socially contingent theories, understanding and interpretation, uncover this tacit assumption. Methodologically,

conventional political methodology involved a particular set of methods or way of doing research, covered

quantitative methods and survey research techniques that impose concepts and meanings on respondents, is

considered as adequate tools to the task of capturing the most important features of people’s political lives.

Whereas, feminist methodology is not a series of particular methods or guidelines for research, like a protocol,

is a commitment to using a whole constellation of methods reflectively and critically, with the end aim being the

production of data that serve feminist aims of social justice, prefers qualitative methods such as participant

observation and intensive, open-ended interviews that do not impose concepts and meanings on people.

Similarly, there are differences in what the two schools find empirically interesting or worth knowing about-

conventional school is more concerned with state, stability, powerful etc. and feminists focus on change,

consciousness, empowerment, inclusiveness etc. (Flammang, 1997)

Critical Perspective in Feminist Research

Feminist inquiry is known for working across disciplines. It is that critical perspective on social and political life

that draws our attention to the ways in which social, political and economic norms, practices and structures

create injustices that are experienced differently or uniquely by certain groups of women. Taking that view of

feminism in the research does not require one to participate in direct social and political action or necessarily

to label or identify oneself as a feminist. A feminist research ethic is a methodological commitment to any set

of research practices that reflect on the power of epistemology, boundaries, relationships and multiple dimensions

of the researcher’s location throughout the entirety of the research process and to a normative commitment to

transforming the social order in order to promote gender justice. (Yuval-Davis, 2006) Key elements include-

attentiveness of power, attentiveness to boundaries, intersections and normalization, attentiveness to relationships

among all stakeholders (researcher-participants, subject-participants, translators, facilitator, communities etc),

self-reflection at each stage of the research process. (Peterson, 1992) The critical perspective is very important

not only to the research but to the entire process of research. In political science, the science of social science

is highly respected and it is a challenge on the part of researcher how to keep a balance between a feminist

research ethic and social science-oriented rigor.

The Study

The study is located in the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM), the largest and oldest municipality

in India, established by BMC Act in 1888, where women’s massive presence (women account for sixty percent

in MCGM) has made a revolutionary shift in the urban politics in many ways. Understanding the nature of this

shift is very important, however getting to know about the functioning of the complex interplay of forces

involved in the process is a challenge. Women working in different capacities as mayors, chairpersons and

members of different municipal committees have been showcasing their confidence, competence and potential

in decision making and implementation. They have countless accomplishments and success stories. An approach

which facilitates highlighting those components that correspond to the actual reality in place can only be

helpful. Therefore, the prime concern of the paper is to uncover these experiences and struggles of women and

highlight the importance of feminist methods in capturing their voices representing a reality as perceived by

them.

The broad objectives of the study are a) to get fresh insights into women’s leadership experiences in urban

governance. Does it make a difference in women’s position? b) to analyze the effectiveness of women’s reservation

and its implications for gender equality in politics. Has it provided level playing field? c) to examine the nature

of women’s political representation.  Women are forced into lime light, Are they forced into power sharing?

What changes/ differences has it brought in at personal and professional level? d) to evaluate women’s expanding

personal and political spaces. What are their challenges, political concerns? What kinds of different agencies

opened up for women and their implications for a gender-just politics? The paper is based on the pilot study2

conducted with six women councilors in municipal corporation of Mumbai, selected through non-probability

convenience sampling method.
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Capturing Women’s Political Voices- Key Challenges

The study uses narrative technique to capture women’s experiences at personal and professional levels. Following

the tradition in women’s studies, where gender narratives are increasingly being used to record the voices of

women, their perceptions and perspectives, irrespective of whether the narrators are leaders, victims or participants

in struggle, the study records women leaders’ experiences, struggles and challenges encountered using narrative

technique and case study method. Using narrative as a technique of data collection provide a space for less

dominating and more relational modes of interviewing, which reflect and respect participants’ ways of organizing

meaning in their lives. (DeVault, 1999) This approach does not assume objectivity but, instead, privileges

positionality and subjectivity of participants. (Riessman, 2008) The approach helps to build up an atmosphere

where participants feel free to share their views and are tempted to talk on hitherto unvoiced areas of their life.

Of course the participatory approach makes them feel they possess an important resource of knowledge.

Researcher believes that knowledge is co-created. The objective is to create an in-depth case study without

exerting epistemological violence, to allow a kind of conversational space that is though defined, but has no

clear boundaries.

Right from formulating the proposal to every stage of research process, primacy has been given to the critical

perspective. Use of innovative ways required formulating a flexible interview schedule that provided a direction

to the nature of data collection without imposing theoretical concepts or structured framework to be followed

by participants, while sharing their experiences. In the process framing, reframing, fine tuning of questions

becomes indispensable on the part of researcher as each woman’s story of struggle is unique, which is informed

by her own location. Therefore, providing representation to every aspect of her struggle and experience in a

holistic manner and thus highlighting political reality becomes critical.  The study also makes an attempt to

understand the deeply entrenched notions of ‘what constitutes actual politics’ and an attempt to widen our

understanding on women providing responsive as well as indicative (proxy) representation in politics, how do

they perceive about their accomplishments? How do they feel about this political empowerment? Insights

provided by feminist standpoint theory become helpful in getting to know about their perceptions of political

reality and empowerment.

A critical approach to research which provides a space for innovation, creativity and plurality of knowledge

resources requires application of innovative/ mixed research methods. This is very much desirable under feminist

research objectives. The study used a flexible framework, quantitative/qualitative techniques, without

compromising on the fundamental purpose of the study- to provide representation to women’s political voices.

Indeed the study intended to highlight the reality of women’s political voices from their perspective and this

determined the kind of tools and technique could be useful in highlighting their political empowerment. The use

of participatory approach during interviews was particularly important as it enlightened both the researcher and

the researched. This has also witnessed a shift in the power relations between them. The process itself has been

empowering for the women who were sharing their powerful stories. There have been debates on the unequal

power relations and the oppressive presence of data collection tools and techniques. The current research uses

video camera and voice recorder to capture and record audio and visual data, which women respondents

found very empowering for their story will get a voice and validation. The researcher observed that contrary to

conventional belief about using tools (i.e. technological instruments, which are seen as oppressive, transgressing

personal space and reflection of unequal power dynamics between researcher and researched), women enjoyed

the presence of technology and they were very much aware of its implications and how this very tool could be

used as a channel to provide an outreach to their story. However, they might be conscious while narrating their

experiences, which again put limitations on the process itself. Nonetheless, they valued the process being

democratic, open and un-hierarchical and felt empowered all through. As regards limitations on the use of

technology and method itself, not many qualitative methods are infallible. Nevertheless, they have potential to

widen the horizon of our social reality indeed.

The current study uses a variety of (mainly qualitative) research techniques majorly drawn from feminist standpoint
theories, including- i) in-depth face-to-face interview, recording oral narratives, video interviews, relevant video
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resources, photos ii) through dialogue, constant engagement, meaning-making exercises, questions to maintain
the flow at the same time letting directional and focused conversation iii) formulation of generative questions,
which are both open ended and open to refinement iv) flexible interview schedule and semi-structured
questionnaire, which allows for new stories and ways of self- and world-making to emerge, and avoids early use
of theories and concepts v) participatory approach vi) knowledge is co-creational vii) inter-subjectivity and self-
reflexivity- a challenge lies in finding a balance between acknowledging the researcher’s influence and avoiding

obsessing over it, how to contextualise the research without allowing context to steal the scene. The
trustworthiness of narrative accounts cannot be evaluated using traditional correspondence criteria as there is
no canonical approach to validation in interpretive work. Besides, there is no standard set of procedures
compared to some forms of qualitative analysis. Several studies underscored this issue, ‘...oral  recollections,
as  we  have  seen  have  many  rough  edges, which  create  methodological problems,  but  then  different
criteria  of  credibility,  must   be  used  to  judge  its  value,  so  that distortions, repetitions, exaggerations,
silences may begin to make sense in certain instances. (Saldanha, 2006) The raw data includes- oral, written
and visual representations, which can be in the form of researcher’s commentaries, field notes (taken
simultaneously to facilitate indexing of each recorded interview), interview transcripts, researchers’ observations,
copy of relevant reports and documents, photo, audio and video recordings (to preserve each woman’s story
in her own words).

Conclusion
Empirical data acquired through using feminist research methods highlights the significant facets of women’s
personal and political struggles and challenges, and undoubtedly marked a significant shift in understanding
women’s leadership potential, skills and accomplishments in municipal governance. The study observed detailed
and distinct responses from women representatives with regard to expansion in their personal and political
spaces. Responses definitely put a light on the nuances that exist in these spheres and which eventually widen
the range of accepted notions about the tryst between personal and political spheres. The study observed
discrete categories, such as- distinct private and public role divide, widening areas of public engagement,
exercising political agency. Further, the study highlighted the indispensable role of education and practical
knowledge in empowering women, the specific feminist concerns being the by-product of women’s political
orientation and activism, the presence of several hard core feminist leaders in corporation, the need to
mainstreaming of women role models in politics, the indispensable role of women’s increased presence in

party, the importance of women’s critical consciousness to be pro-active in politics, the importance of an
inclusive approach to ensure women’s quest for responsive representation.
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MEDICAL TOURISM: WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
FERTILITY TOURISM

*Twinkle Sanghavi

ABSTRACT

The current paper makes an attempt to review the Indian scenario with regards to Medical tourism. It first

explains how tourism has now moved away from its traditional meaning of holidaying and now includes

holidays with medical care.  The advances in technological shifts allows for patient mobility and the

rapid advances in obtaining information from across the world through the internet helps individuals

make better decisions regarding health care.  The paper emphasizes the role of fertility tourism and

describes how these health care travel programmes are packaged. It concludes with the roles of

government, health care industry and travel industry in promoting fertility tourism.

Keywords : Assistant Reproductive Technology, Surrogacy, diagnostic center, corporate hospital.

Introduction

Globalisation has cemented the way for many countries for opening their health system to greater cross-border

movement of patients. Healthcare has become the most crucial and vital need in the present dynamic and

stressful life.

Healthcare facilities are not available everywhere, if available, facilities are provided at very expensive cost

which cannot be afforded by all. The world population is aging and becoming more affluent at rates that

surpass the availability of quality healthcare resources. In addition, out of pocket medical costs of critical and

elective procedures continue to rise, while nations offering universal care and faced with ever-increasing resource

burdens. These drivers are forcing patients to pursue cross-border healthcare options either to save money or

to avoid long waits of treatment.

This is where the concept of medical tourism emerges.

Medical tourism can be defined as the process of travelling outside the country of residence for receiving

medical care.  Growth in the popularity of medical tourism has captured the attention of policy- makers,

researchers and the media. Originally, the term referred to travel of patient from less- developed countries to

developed nations in pursuit of the treatments not available in their homeland.

Today we are experiencing both qualitative and quantitative shifts in patient mobility, as people travel from

richer to less –developed countries in order to access health services. Such shift is mostly driven by the relative

low cost of treatment in less developed nations, the availability of inexpensive flights and increased marketing

and online consumer information about the availability of medical services.

What really puts the word “Tourism’ in medical tourism concept is that people often stay in the foreign country

after the medical procedure. Travellers can thus take the advantage of their visit by sightseeing, taking day trip

or participating in any other traditional tourism activities.

Medical Tourism in India

It is estimated that worldwide tourism is growing at a rate of 15-25% with rates highest in North, Southeast and

South Asia. The Indian medical tourism is expected to reach $6 billion by end of 2018, with the number of

people arriving to India. India is one of the first countries to recognise the potential of medical tourism and

today is leading destination for global medical tourists.

Medical tourism in India is one of the best options available to people across the globe. Millions come every

year to get treated and then enjoy their recuperative holidays across India. People from different occupations

cutting across the entire span of the globe come to India to have their treatments done with peace of mind.
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India provides world class medical facilities with hospitals and specialized multi-speciality health centres providing

their expertise in the areas of cosmetic surgery, dental care, heart surgeries, coronary bypass, heart check- up,

valve replacements, knee replacements, eye surgeries, Indian traditional treatment like ayurveda therapies and

much more, practically covering every aspects of medicine combining  modern treatments with traditional

experience. India is placed among the top three medial tourism destinations in Asia, mainly due to the low-

cost of treatment, quality health - care infrastructure and availability of highly skilled doctors.

Top speciality for medical travellers in India:

· Cosmetic surgery

· Dentistry

· Cardiovascular

· Orthopaedics

· Cancer

· Weight loss

· Scan, tests, health screening and second opinions

· Reproductive (fertility, IVF, Women’s health)

Reproductive Tourism/ Fertility Tourism

India is becoming the outstanding player in the global industry of reproductive tourism, in which infertile

people across international borders inquire about Assistant Reproductive Technology (ART).

As an integral part of the growing medical industry, the fertility industry is slated to bring in additional revenue.

Although there are no accurate figures for the number of individuals who travel to India for ARTs, including

surrogacy.

Surrogacy

Surrogacy is an arrangement between a women and a couple or individual to carry and deliver a baby. Women

or couples who choose surrogacy often do so because they are unable to conceive due to missing or abnormal

uterus, have experienced multiple pregnancy losses, or have had multiple in vitro fertilization attempts that

have failed.

It is estimated that the surrogacy business alone is worth$6 billion. ART clinic are no longer concentrated in

metropolitan and big cities, but are also appearing in smaller towns and cities that otherwise lack even basic

civic amenities and necessary health care facilities. The ‘phenomenal growth’ of this sector is also demonstrated

by the fact that the international umbrella organisation for infertility consumers, the international Consumer

Support for Infertility.

The ARTs industry is pegged on the movement of babies, reproductive body parts and women’s caring and

reproductive labour, both as egg donors and surrogates from one country to another, resulting in the ‘globalisation

of motherhood’ which impacts both women who mother and those who enable others to do so.

The main reasons for fertility tourism are legal prohibitions or regulations of the sought procedure in the home

country, as well as lower costs in the destination country.

Promotion of Fertility Tourism

To promote the fertility industry specially the surrogacy the marketing is done in various ways on net some of

the analysis is given below-

The tag lines that one can scroll down on net are

· “First world treatment at third world price”

· XYZ “ We have combined out medical package with travel to Bikaner, a city in Rajasthan, India “ what

more you wish if your treatment is combined with fun and pleasure.”

· “ Infertile?



 No problem!

Fly to India,

Enjoy the sun, sea and the exotic country side.....

And have a baby too.

World class facilities, world class doctors, 1//4th Cost, no legal Hurdle,

...and we speak English too!”

· Hope for the Childless Couples

· Where hope turns into reality

· Having a child is not a dream anymore

· We are LGBT friendly Clinic etc.

 · Royal Package include following services:

Person= 1 patient and 2 accompanying person. For every extra day, you will be charged as per package

charges.

1. Airport Pick-up and drop at airport after your treatment by our executive.

2. One company executive will accompany you from arrival till departure.

3. Total appointment and co- ordination of

· Doctors

· Diagnostic centres

· Hospitals

· Arrangement for operation theatre if required

· Provisions for all medicines

4. Travel assistant like air ticketing, reservation, arrangement with private tour operator if you are interested.

5. Indian foods like Muglai, South Indian, Sea food & Seasonal Fruits.

6. Visit to shopping malls for shopping and visit to multiplex theatre for entertainment  if required

7. Laundry arrangements

8. Transportation by A/C station wagon car, with driver till your treatment.

9. Cell phone will be provided by the company to you along with all emergency telephone no & should be

return before your departure back home. (You pay as you talk bases.)

10. Five star hotel accommodation or 3 bedroom, hall furnished apartment with A/C.

11. Pre-treatment or post- treatment, sightseeing by road or by rails to Goa (well- known beaches) Ajanta and

Ellora (Historical place). Panchgani and Mahabaleshwar (Hill stations) as time permits and for as many

days possible.

50% discount only on service charge for any extra patient.

Favourable Environment for Fertility Tourism

India has many advantages.

ü Coast advantage

ü Hospitals equipped with international standards

ü Most of the Indian doctors and staff has world class exposure

ü Fluent English which is connecting language globally

ü Many exotic tourist point

ü Centre for Yoga and ayurveda

ü Cheap labour

ü A1 treatment to foreigners

ü Booming of fertility Industry

ü Uneducated woman’s

ü Lack of legal procedures etc.

Challenges faced by the Fertility Tourism.

ü No strong Government Support to promote Fertility Tourism

ü Lack of co-ordination among various players in the industry- airline operator, hotels and hospitals

ü The negative perception about India   with regard to public sanitation, hygiene, standards or prevalence of

contagious diseases

ü No proper accreditation and regulation system for hospitals

ü Lack of uniform pricing policy across hospitals
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ü Strong competition from many other players

ü Lack of insurance policies for this sector

Though India’s booming commercial surrogacy tourism is on the point of collapse after government plans to

introduce new regulation banning foreigners from hiring Indian surrogates

In October 2015, Indian embassies stopped issuing medical visas allowing foreigners to enter the country for

the purposes of hiring a surrogate mother. The Indian Council of Medical Research has also banned clinics from

offering such services to foreigners.

What was a $2.3 billion industry will collapse. The government says that the lack of a legal framework has

allowed surrogates to be under paid and exploited by clinics, which charge between $25,000 and $50,000 for

the safe delivery of a baby. Surrogates get between $4,000 and $6,500 from foreign couples and between

$3,000 and $5,000 from Indian couples.

Conclusion:

There are certain ways in which the healthy medical tourism can be promoted and they are

1) The Role of Government:-

The government of India must act as a regulator to institute a uniform grading and accreditation for hospitals

to build consumer trust it should also act as facilator to encourage private investment in medical infrastructure

and in policy making for improving medical tourism the government should reduce beerier in getting

medical visa for patients

2) Holistic medical end diagnostic centre within the corporate hospitals:-

Most of the big tertiary hospitals are opening up holistic centres within the premises with yoga and meditation

programmes along with naturopathy,herbal medicines and homeopathy departments

3) Setting up National level bodies:-

To market India’s specialised health care products in the world and also address the various issues

confronting the corporate health care sector leading private hospitals across the country are planning to

set up national level body on the lines of National Association Of Software and Service Companies.
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MEDICAL TOURISM: A CURSE OF SURROGACY
* Meherjyoti Sangle

ABSTRACT

The current paper is a review of medical tourism in India with special reference to Surrogacy. It describes

how health tourism existed even in the early 19th century due to the expertise Indians possessed in herbs

and medicines. Also the mineral rich soil in India acted as a magnet for international visitors. The paper

describes the advantages and disadvantages of health tourism in India and also compares costs with the

U.S.A. The article concludes with recommendations for the health tourism industry.

Keywords :  Medical tourism, India- Ancient Therapy, Ayurveda, Spas, Globalisation, Fertility Tourism,

Surrogacy, Ethical Issues and Legal Control.

Introduction

Hunziker and Krapf in 1941 defined tourism as ‘the sum of phenomena and relationships arising from travel and

stay of non-residents in; so far as they do not lead to permanent residence and are not connected with any

earning activity.’

But later this phase of tourism has undergone several changes. In today’s era we have know people to back up

their lives and just travel across borders for years together. People travel across countries to attend just singular

events, some to taste delicate red ant chutney from a corner of the Meghalaya forests, some travel across

countries just for ayurvedic massages (Kerala) or travel across the world for thermal baths (Budapest). Well of

course this is coupled with interesting conversations, learning about the other regions’ culture, lifestyle and

food amongst several other things.

Tourism was not always looked at from the perspective of leisure, but had great signification in various regions

or geographies through the ages. If we deep dive into history, we will notice that geography and the geographical

positioning of regions plays an important aspect in the evolution of that area’s tourism.  For e.g. the tourism in

Europe was faster advanced and tourist friendly compared to that of South Africa.

Health Tourism

Excessive stress at the work place and mechanics of life in big and crowded cities make people run to unknown

places and unwind themselves. Health tourism was always existed but it was not until the eighteenth century

that it became important. Ancient Indian medical texts were translated and this knowledge transposed to

China, Greek and Europe.

People often visited spas to unwind and relax. Some of them were orthodox like the natural reservoirs in India

proved as rich sources of the sulphur where people used to visit and treated their skin diseases.

The spas of the southern states of the USA in the 19th century served a rural market, whilst spas in the north

were largely urban in characters. Leisure habits for the German bourgeoisie in the mid-1800s were often highly

localized and this contributed to the lack of resort development on the north German coast until the early years

of 20th century. In contrast, Italian’s indulged in local town, country spas and seaside resorts and limited

international tourism and rarely extended beyond Switzerland and the South Tyrol.

The period of spa growth in England (c. 1550-1820) was marked by a multitude of spa births and deaths, not

a smooth projection of rise and decline. And, it is also too simplistic to see these English spas operating in

isolation from a much wider urban leisure system.

Medical tourism has served as a gateway for patients to receive affordable and quality medical care by crossing

borders. The net worth of the health tourism industry is believed to be $40 billion. Savings from medical tourism

can be 15 to 85 percent in some cases. Leading medical tourism hubs around the world include Brazil, Costa
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Rica, India, Malaysia, Mexico, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and Turkey. Estimates show that over

7 million global citizens cross borders every year to appreciate the effects of medical tourism. 

Growth of medical tourism in India has been very rapid in the last 10 years and according to Confederation of

Indian Industry over 1, 50, 000 patients travelled to India to seek health care services in 2005. And according to

Ministry of Tourism, India, medical tourism growth in India is expected to see an exceptional growth rate of 30%

by 2015 and set is to become a 2billion USD industry.

Indigenous and Natural Health Tourism

India has an ancient healing system called Ayurveda – knowledge of life – This system combines naturopathy

with various natural therapies which include invigorating Yoga lessons added in these therapies. These have no

side effects but very much rejuvenating. All around the World there is now a greater interest in this Indian

Traditional Medicine System. Tourism Marketing teams have included Rejuvenation packages for travel to

Kerala, Goa, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu etc., states which have developed quite a number of resorts with the aim of

providing Ayurvedic therapies. These are now receiving worldwide attention.

Treatments are provided for Allergy, Chest & Pulmonary, Cardiothoracic / Cardiovascular Surgeries, Vascular

Surgery, Cosmetic Surgery, Pediatrics and  Pediatric Surgery, Infertility / Reproductive Medicine and Obstetrics

and Gynecology

Globalization and Fertility Tourism

With the onset of globalization, there has been a decline in fertility levels. This has led to what is known as

‘reproductive tourism. Of the many options, surrogacy has caught the public-eye and so much so that visa

regulations have been changed in line with the growing practice. With no legal regulation and easy availability

of surrogate mothers at one-third the global cost, the practice proliferates in an unfettered manner in India. The

rapid growth of the industry also poses various challenges to various familial notions and makes settled concepts

like ‘motherhood’ look rather hazy.

In the advanced technological era, there are many alternatives available for the couple who crave to have a

child. Despite the fact that adoption and other options of the like nature exist to counteract the issue of

childlessness, there is noted a great desire among couples to have a child of their own. That is to say that the

infertile couples want a child genetically related to them. It is this yearning and aspiration of the infertile couples

for a genetically related child that has fuelled the growth of assisted reproductive techniques, and more particularly,

surrogacy.

India’s booming commercial surrogacy tourism businesses face a bleak outlook. Official figures suggest 2,000

children are born to surrogate mothers in India each year, and unofficial figures for the value of the industry

range from $400 million to $2.3 billion. EY, a consultancy, published research in July 2015 suggesting that the

market could grow by 20% a year.

The government is planning legislation to ban most foreigners from hiring Indian surrogates.

In October 2015, Indian embassies stopped issuing medical visas allowing foreigners to enter the country for

the purposes of hiring a surrogate mother. The Indian Council of Medical Research has also banned clinics

from offering such services to foreigners.

What was a $2.3 billion industry will collapse. The government says that the lack of a legal framework has

allowed surrogates to be underpaid and exploited by clinics, which charge between $25,000 and $50,000 for

the safe delivery of a baby. Surrogates get between $4,000 and $6,500 from foreign couples and between

$3,000 and $5,000 from Indian couples.

The new law aims to safeguard the rights of surrogate mothers, as surrogates are sometimes surreptitiously

implanted with more than one embryo to improve the success rate, resulting in multiple births that could be
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difficult for the mothers. Because the business is largely unregulated, there is little recourse if something goes

wrong.

Commercial surrogacy is allowed in a number of other countries, including Malaysia, Russia and Ukraine, and

in some U.S. states. Most developed countries allow altruistic surrogacy, in which no payment changes hands,

but ban commercial surrogacy. The industry was banned in Thailand in August 2015, and legislation is under

discussion in Malaysia.

Advantages of Medical Tourism in India

The biggest advantage of medical travel in India is the low cost health care service,  Technological advancements

and highly educated doctors, Availability of latest medical instruments, High health care standards offered, No

language barrier as English is widely spoken across India. Moreover many hospitals in India hire native translators

for patients from African countries so that they can communicate effectively, Relaxed visa rules, Visa on India

arrival for patients from specific countries ( Just announced by P. M. Mr. Modiji in the SAARC, 2016), availability

of low cost generic medicines.

Disadvantages of Health Travel in India

Medical practice has known as a noble profession but it changes its nature and became commercial. There are

few disadvantages of medical travel in India. Medical malpractice has emerged most danger disadvantage.

Misdiagnosis during the treatment can result in unforeseen damages even though hospitals provide malpractice

insurance. And since travellers are not aware of the legal rules in India, this can cause further troubles.

Second, Indian Insurance policies are very clumsy and hidden. Insurance coverage varies on the type of

medical treatment. So before seeking any treatment it is important to understand all the facts to avoid any

unnecessary expenses during your stay abroad. And since medical travellers are unaware of legal issues, it may

cause problems to them since in countries like US & UK legal procedures are very transparent. Third is an

expense raised in Post Operation Therapy and health check up. Issues arise when the recovery time of procedure

is longer and in such cases medical tourists in India have to arrange stays outside the hospital on their own.

Legal paperwork and permits are tedious and/ or serve as ahinderance to patients in medical tourism destinations.

In foreign countries, it may be possible to unaware the legalities of medical care travel. and Last is Travel Cost

is always recommended for medical tourists to accompany someone while travelling abroad for medical

treatment. But this spurts the travel, accommodation and other bills.

Health Care Cost – India Vs USA

Here’s the summary of important heart surgical procedure in India compared to US. (Source: American Medical

Association)

Conclusion

Tourism is the effective tools for building prosperous community economically, socially and culturally. Economics

gains have been a major driving force the growth of tourism in developing countries.  The World Travel and

Tourism Council calculated that tourism generated $121 billion or 6.4% of the nation’s GDP in 2011. It was

responsible for 39.3 million jobs, 7.9% of its total employment. The GDP of the tourism sector has expanded

229% between 1990 and 2011. The sector is predicted to grow at an average annual rate of 7.7% in the next

decade. In a 2011 forecast the World Travel and Tourism Council predicted the annual growth to be 8.8%

between 2011 and 2021.

India is ranked fifth among countries with the fastest growing tourism industry. India has a large medical tourism

sector which is expected to grow at an estimated rate of 30% annually to reach about 9,500 crore by 2015. The

Ministry of Tourism designs national policies for the development and promotion of tourism. In the process, the

Ministry consults and collaborates with other stakeholders in the sector including various Central Ministries/

agencies, state governments, Union Territories and the representatives of the private sector.
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This sector must be environmentally sound and followed the regulations of Carrying capacity. Carrying capacity

is a central principle in environmental protection and sustainable tourism development. Carrying capacity

includes several elements Physical, Ecological, Cultural, and Tourist social, Host social Carrying capacity.

Carrying capacity denotes how much tourism is sufficient to yield positive returns and avoid its blights.
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WOMEN’S LABOUR: A HIGHLIGHT OF POVERTY TOURISM
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ABSTRACT

Poverty is marketed in an undignified manner by the tour operators , big organisations and to some

extent also by the state development agendas. Women in particular become the face of this poverty.

The homes and everyday lives of the poor women do get dissected in the process of ‘understanding the

local lives’.  The struggles and hardships faced by the poor become a source of consumption  item for

the visitors.  “We also did the slums” becomes a necessary catch phrase for the tourists visiting the

slums. The effects both positive and negative of slum tourism is necessary to understand. While poverty

tourism is not only relevant to urban slum but is experienced in rural areas too. It however gets camouflaged

under the name of development. Poor women who are part of the SHG movement are invariably the

targets of development tourism. Regular visitors to tribal belts wherein women have made an attempt to

change their lives through  SHGs have become a common sight. While undoubtedly the SHG movement

brings in positive changes from an economic and social empowerment perspective what gets overlooked

is that in order to showcase the success of the programme the poor women and the families become

fascination object of policy makers.

Keywords: Tourism, Labour, Development agenda, empowerment, poverty, SHG

Introduction

Poverty and Slum Tourism is a new advent in the field of tourism.  The Oscar award winning movie Slum dog

millionaire has been instrumental in bolstering a sudden increase in slum tourism in India.  Dedicated slum tour

operators  are making a business out of the need of foreigners to see the grim underbelly of Mumbai ie the

slums of Dharavi.The city of Mumbai houses Dharavi which is Asia’s second largest slum.  Slums like Dharavi

have become a tourist destination and must see activity for many tourists . Taking a tour of the slums  would

have sounded absurd some years back however this has become a essential tourist activity.  The local slum

tour operators market the tours promising to show the real lives of people. Dingy rooms, poor sanitation, water

problems and the hardships and struggles of the poor become the highlight of these slum tours. Poverty

tourism though is a debatable topic as the pro poverty tourism advocates argument that it benefits the local

communities and brings in a better understanding of the lives of the locals. While the anti poverty tourism

brigade says it does not bring any material difference to the people living in the slums rather they rob them of

their dignity. Slum tourism and the ethics of tourism is not an issue faced only by India it is also faced by poor

and developing nations such as South Africa.

Tapping the financials in Slums:

Slum tourism is not just an initiative of the local slum tour operators. The business is thriving because there is

a huge market to experience the slums. Various small and big enterprises  indirectly contribute to slum tourism.

Slums are suppliers of raw material required for various industries. Men and women living in these slums are

engaged in home based enterprises. Many of them are engaged in running small independent ventures from

their tiny homes. Their homes also become their place of work. These small business include embroidery work,

tailoring, drying and selling fish, vegetable vendor, supplying tiffin service, making papads, pickles, cleaning

and during coconut garlic or running beauty parlours. These poor self employed people require working

capital and to bridge these requirement various financial instituitions step in. The worling capital requirement is

filled in through micro loans. Organisations also want to prove how they contribute towards sustainable

development by engaging local communities. targeting women borrowers makes sense from a public policy

standpoint. The business case for focusing on female clients is substantial, as women clients register higher

repayment rates. They also contribute larger portions of their income to household consumption than their

male counterparts. There is thus a strong business and public policy case for targeting female borrowers
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Various Financial instituitions including leading banks and micro financial instuitions (MFIs) and Non government

organisations lend micro loans to poor people especially poor women living in the slums of Mumbai. Loans are

generally given to increase the income generating capacity of the poor women.  The loans are closely monitored

and on successful completion of the loan cycle additional loan facility is provided to the women.

Questions surrounding the inspection tours:

It is a trend among the financial instituition (especially foreign banks and NGOs) that whenever the top officials

visit Mumbai they are taken a tour of the slums and introduced to the women borrowers. The focus of the tour

is to show how the borrowers have utilised the loan in their individual business/activities. In order to further

highlight the business plans the officials are taken to the homes of these women and shown their enterprises.

While one may argue that this is a due diligence on part of the organisation to safeguard their business interests

and ensure that the money so lent is used for the purpose it is meant to be, but it is also a fact that poor

women’s hardships, struggles and her survival strategies have become commodities which the powerful

organisations are using for their business interests. It is common sight to see officials of these organisations

taking a tour of the slums where their borrowers reside.  While women’s empowerment is considered as one of

the main strategy of the MFI , this very aim of empowerment can go loggerheads when poor women’s personal

lives are dissected or interfered with by the organisations. NGO’s working in the slums also indirectly contribute

to slum tourism by organising ‘work tour’   for their donor agencies.

Development Agendas and tourism factor :

Poverty Tourism is not restricted to urban areas.  The need to experience the poor rural life is also of great

interest to the new age traveller. However the development agendas of the state and  the efficiency of the

development programmes also raise interest among researchers, social scientists, economists, academecians,

donor agencies and bureaucrats. The categories mentioned above directly or indirectly become the ‘watchful

tourist’ of these development programmes.

To bring into an example of a development programme that was run by Mahila Arthik Vikas Mahamandal

(MAVIM). The focus of the program is on social mobilization through formation of Self Help Group (SHGs)  as

the basic instrument of empowerment of women. These SHGs assist women to access basic financial services

like thrift, credit and insurance, take advantage of new or improved livelihood opportunities and provide a

forum for delivery of other services. The program promotes awareness campaigns in terms of legal, policy and

programmatic provisions which assist women in organizing and networking for advocacy purposes.IFAD is  the

prime donor agency and the Self Help Group programme is run in all the 35 districts of Maharashtra.

Yavatmal is one of the districts of Maharashtra where this programme was first  implemented in the year 1994.

The SHG women have benefitted from the programme and have started their own enterprises including processing

of dals, making papads and pickles. These SHG women were also given adequate training for the same. What

is interesting to note is that the district office of Yavatmal has  a dedicated team which takes care of the visitors

coming to the office and takes to Lohar village which is near the city center . The women are busy at their

homes making the products, they are ready to answer the questions asked and more than happy to display

their fruits of labour. They have a line of orders to process on a single day. They appear industrious and

confident. Infact they are eager to have a conversation and their confidence shows that they are used to answer

questions regularly.  The women tell us that various sections of people visit them to understand their work and

the progress made by them. They are frequently asked questions as to how was their life before joining the

development programme and  how is the financial progress made by them. These questions are directed to the

women folk as they are the beneficiaries of the development programme. As these programmes are closely

monitored by the bilateral agencies there is a steady stream of visitors from these agencies to overlook the

programme outcome. These visitors include both local, national and international.

One of the positive aspects of developmental tourism is that the exposure of these women increase, the ability

to exchange ideas and views increase. In some of the development programmes, women who have long been
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the object of the observer  also get a chance to visit a foreign country where they are invited to speak and share

their experiences in the development programme.

Conclusion

Be it a private MFI loan or be it state development agenda, in both cases women’s labour is examined in great

detail. Both the agencies try hard to prove how empowered  their women borrowers are. However in the

process the aspect of privacy is completely neglected.  The powerful ‘watchful tourists ‘ adorn the cap of a

controller and such control can be oppressive at times.  Some of the unanswered questions are Do Slum

tourism and Development tourism border in making mockery of poverty. Why is women’s labour inspected in

such great details?  How can one bring in power and dignity to the one who is observed .  Is slum tourism and

development tourism  a passing fad..
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ABSTRACT

Chinese and Balinese are two different ethnicities. Many Chinese people participate in the local Desa

Pakraman in Bali which constitutes the social identity of the Balinese people. It can be assumed that the

strong relations between the two are based on ethnic stereotypes, i.e. their subjective view about their

ethnicity. This article discusses the stereotypes of both ethnic groups with regard to the occurrences of

cross-marriages and togetherness of the two different ethnic groups in the Desa Pakraman in Bali.  The

results of the analysis indicate that ethnic stereotyping in relation to the cross-marriages and togetherness

between Balinese and Chinese in the Desa Pakraman is based on certain views shaped by both of them.

The views include consideration of physical features (beautiful, handsome), economic aspect, attitude,

and social behaviour. In choosing a future husband or wife, they always have physical orientations, i.e.

whether she is beautiful or he is handsome. However, if their physical orientations do not match, values

of other aspects (economy, religion, and attitude) are taken into consideration so that cross-marriages

between the two different ethnic groups takes place. It is interesting to note that in terms of their

togetherness in the Desa Pakraman, both the Balinese and Chinese have certain reasons to preserve

such a condition as part of their traditions inherited from their ancestors. They thought that although they

belong to different ethnicities, they still feel that they belong to one ‘family’. This is quite possible

because they are an advocate to Buddhism which has several similarities to the Balinese Hinduism which

is the main religion of the majority of people in Bali.

Keywords : stereotypes, cross-marriage.

1. Introduction

The relations between the Chinese and Balinese people in Bali have for long been a conspicuous situation

without problems, and even ones showing relative harmony. This condition is quite in accordance with the

motto of Indonesia, i.e Bhinneka Tunggal Ika (unity in diversity) whereby laws have been established to put all

citizens on an equal footing.  In fact, there are many crossed-marriages between the two ethnic groups and

many Chinese people do become members of the local Desa Pakraman in Bali (Wirata, 2000; Ardika, 2006).

Desa Pakraman is well known as the social identity of the Balinese. Of course, Chinese people have their own

culture as a symbol of identity, as well. Therefore, it could be assumed that there should be various things that

underlie the decision of a crossed-marriage between the Balinese and Chinese and for the Chinese to enter into

the Desa Pakraman membership.

According to Koentjaraningrat (1982), there are some reasons behind the marriage between Balinese and

Chinese and behind the Chinese participation as members of the Desa Pakraman. Ethnic stereotyping is a kind

of subjective description of the Chinese by the Balinese and subjective description of the Balinese by the

Chinese. Based on these allegations, the Chinese’s view of the Balinese, and the Balinese’s view of the Chinese,

especially in the context of the crossed-marriages and togetherness in the Desa Pakraman are interesting to

discuss.

With regard to marriage, Koentjaraningrat (1980: 90) states that it serves many functions both culturally and

socially, namely that it 1) regulates sex, 2) gives protection to children born through the marriage, 3) meets the

need of a friend’s life, wealth, prestige, increased class society, and 4) maintains good relations between
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groups - a particular kind of group. Referring to this, then it is conceivable that people will not choose their

partners at random, but under a full consideration and careful assessment, and hopefully still within the context

of those functions of such marriages. If the various functions of marriage are examined in more detail, it can be

predicted that the focus of attention in choosing a prospective wife/husband is primarily on physical aspects,

the economy, social standing, and culture. In terms of its relation, the priority in the choice is as follows: the

beauty or good looks, the economic ability, religion, social status, attitudes, and behaviour.

In the context of the participation of the Chinese as members of the Desa Pakraman in the villages, there is a

strong indication that Chinese and the Balinese share a common social interest, namely membership to the

same Desa Pakraman. Without such an interest, it is difficult to imagine that the Chinese will become such

members because their participation will result in a number of obligations to fulfil materially and immaterially,

money and good as well as service to the Desa Pakraman. On the other hand, it is also hard to imagine that the

Balinese accept the Chinese to become members of the Desa Pakraman without seeing a good prospect in

their participation. With regard to this, Susanto (1985:37-38), says that a group is formed because there are

expectations on the part of the members; and one of human needs is the need to be psychologically secure

through membership in the group, where they are considered to be ‘refugee’ and therefore must feel safe.

Based on the theory developed by Anderson and Parker as discussed by Susanto (1985:52), a group is the

unity of ecology that is formed due to the accumulation of people who occupy certain areas, for a long enough

period and therefore share certain experience as a result of their integration through economic and social

relations.

Based on those facts, this article would discuss two main points. First, the description of characteristics of the

Balinese as stereotyped by the Chinese and of the typical Chinese characteristics as perceived by the Balinese,

i.e. perception resulting from cross-marriages between the Balinese and Chinese. Second, the description of

the characteristics of the Balinese as stereotyped by the Chinese and of the typical Chinese characteristics

perceived by the Balinese which contributes to their willingness to be members of the same Desa Pakraman.

2. Results and Discussion

The results of this study indicate that historically, crossed-marriage between the Chinese and the Balinese and

their common participation in the Desa Pakraman have occurred since ancient times. Among the Chinese

found in this study, none is full-blooded Chinese, all being half-blood Chinese.  The phenomenon can only be

explained in terms of the history of the Chinese community in Bali.

2.1  Cross-Marriages between the Balinese and the Chinese

Based on the information collected from the informant, there are five factors affecting the cross-marriage between

the Balinese and Chinese. The factors are: 1) physical factors (beauty and good looks), 2) socioeconomic, 3)

religion, 4) basic attitudes, and 5) social solidarity. The factors are taken into consideration when choosing a

future husband and/or wife between the Balinese and Chinese. It should be noted that among these five factors,

the physical and economic ones are given relatively more weight in the assessment process in the framework

of decision making for mixed marriages. However, if the value of the physical and socio-economy of one party

is considered less commensurate with the determined value, the value of other factors are used as a compensation.

For example, one party subjectively considers the value of good looking higher than the other aspects. Thus,

the decision is made for performing a mixed marriage based on relative cumulative values achieved during the

assessment. Instances of various version of these mixed marriages are given below.

2.1.1. A Less Beautiful Balinese Woman Married by A Charming Chinese Man

A Chinese man aged 39 years, olive skin tone, tall and sturdy who did not graduate from high school, working

as a trader and his religion is Buddhism married a 38-year-old Balinese woman with brown skin, relatively short,

graduated from senior high school, working as a trader and her religion is Hinduism. Seen from her physical

characteristics of that Balinese woman who becomes his wife is relatively less beautiful.

In reality, the mixed marriage was based on the assessment and consideration of several things. The Chinese

man was willing to marry the Balinese woman that is considered less commensurate with his good look because
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he is a widower with two children, while the Balinese woman was willing to marry him because the man is

handsome, i.e. more than the assessed value of hers. In addition, they have similar professions. The man is

working in various fields of  economy both as employee and the owner of a company and the woman is a

trader. After the marriage, they both run the economic enterprises of the wife.  This is clearly a reflection of the

husband’s attitudes and behaviours that signal the social solidarity of his wife.

In addition, there is a degree of similarity between Buddhism and Hinduism which serve as an important

background of the cross-marriage. Such married couples feel that Buddhists and Hindus perform religious

rituals in a very similar way, both Buddhists and Hindus believe in ancestor worship. Therefore, the existing

difference between the two religions is not a hindrance but rather a driving force for their marriage. Both

Balinese and Chinese hold the philosophy of life of the local genius known as sagilik, saguluk, paras paros

sarpanaya, salungsung subayantaka that reflects solidarity and tolerance. The expressions are strongly in

accordance with the Buddhist doctrine of Tat Twamasi ‘that you are’. ‘You’ in this case can be taken to mean

‘you’ and ‘I’, i.e. the inclusive ‘we’, the listener and the speaker. The idea of ‘that you are’ bring an understanding

of “if you hurt that it means, you hurt yourself”. Therefore, “love that in order to love yourself”.  This philosophy

underlies the basic attitude of the Balinese and ensures the Chinese to feel secure living together with the

Balinese rather than with other ethnic groups. It also makes the communication between the Balinese and

Chinese runs smoothly. In addition, both the Balinese and the Chinese believe in Ahimsa ‘non-violence’. The

essence of this teaching is harmonic or/and peace in life. The strong impetus to the domain of religion also

supports the assumption that there is no problem in the case of the Buddha and Hindu in consuming a certain

food. For example, both do not abstinence in consuming pork and all types of food.

2.1.2. A Less Handsome Chinese Man Married with A Balinese Beautiful Woman

The Balinese woman aged 41 years who was graduated from high school is a Hindu, working as a

businesswoman.  She sells various kinds of clothes on the land of her husband’s family. The man who is a 48-

year-old, the husband also graduated from high school, and now has a regular job.  He is Buddhist, the

physical posture of this woman seems to fit her own assessment by saying that she is very beautiful and even

claimed herself as an angel descent from Giri Putri Cave located on the island of Nusa Penida, an island which

is part of the Klungkung regency. The husband also admitted, and even stated, that his wife’s ability is so much

better than his, but he could not specify concretely the benefits she carries to their married life.

During courtship, this woman had got no job yet and claimed that she was very secluded, her activities being

restricted by all members of the family. While the man who became her boy friend, (now her husband) worked

as a daily worker in a fishing boat. This woman claimed that she would marry the man who was much older than

her (closed to 7 years older than her) for the reason that the man has large tracts of land around the port of

Padangbai. That area is considered to have a high selling price and is highly suitable as a place to open the

trading centre.  He further said that he loved her deeply and he even dared to face the tough challenge from her

family who threatened him with a weapon and indeed was hit by the prospective in-laws because he was

discovered when being together in one place with her. He admitted that he was ready to die if another man

married his beautiful dream woman. This means that she wanted to marry the man mainly because of economic

factors and the true attitude inherent in the man.

Associated with religious affiliation, both the man and the woman stated that there is no significant problem,

especially when the wife had converted from Hinduism to Buddhism. As mentioned before, in practice there are

similarities between Hinduism and Buddhism, both being of the same faith in terms of ancestor worship.  For

example: when they worship, the media for praying consist of flowers, food and incense. The prayers are

conducted in the morning, afternoon, and evening, all directed to the ancestors. The Chinese do the worship at

their Konco, and the Balinese do it at their family Shrines (or Sanggah Kemulan).  Both Konco and Sanggah

Kemulan are the Shrines for the manifestation of the ancestors of both Chinese and Balinese.   In fact, now, the

wife confessed she usually performs rituals according to Buddhist tradition prevailing in the husband’s family,

though she also prays at various temples, both in the village where they live now and outside the village. The

Balinese and Chinese people pray everywhere because of the philosophy of Wiyapi Wyapaka, which means

that ‘God is all present’.  It is interesting to note when she admitted that every full moon she meditated at Giri
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Putri temple which is located at Giri Putri Cave. Upon this, the husband and all the family members never

worried about it, because there are similarities between Hinduism and Buddhism.

2.1.3. The Marriage of A Wealthy Chinese Woman with A Less Wealthy Balinese Man

A Chinese woman in the eyes of a Balinese man is of high positive value due to the work ethic being held,

namely being industrious and resilient. This perception is expressed by an informant from Carangsari village. As

a descendant of an aristocratic family, he thinks that marriage with an own royal relative will only cause

homogeneity. This will generate such a character lacking in creativity and tenacity. These considerations seem

to be one of his motivations to marry a Chinese woman. Their Marriages did not get the necessary approval

from the family but despite this, the marriage went on and has given birth to 3 children now.

It is necessary to note, that the man now lives in the house of his wife’s family, not in the palace (Puri). Although

this condition seems to break the norm applicable for the Balinese Aristocrat (which is highly patriarchy in

character), yet it is still socially acceptable at Carangsari Village. If judged according to the forms of capitals

proposed by Bourdieu (1986), it appears that in this context the wife has the necessary cultural capital (because

of her having better educational qualification) and a better economic capital so that it can be accepted by the

husband even though he is a civil servant in Badung regency.

2.1.4. The Marriage of A Less Wealthy Balinese Woman with A Wealthy Chinese Man

The information which is provided by a Balinese woman at Padangbai village is quite interesting to observe. It

seems that the marriage is much in concern of the family.  At first, she would be married with her Balinese

relatives, but she decided to marry a Chinese husband although the physical aspect of the Chinese man is less

handsome. The marriage was motivated by family relationships and business. The woman initially helped his

aunt (Balinese) whose husband was of Chinese descendant to sell crops. Her aunt’s husband happened to be

the uncle of the groom. Thus, this marriage was inspired by the previous Balinese-Chinese inter-marriage, i.e.

the marriage between her aunts and the man of Chinese descent, which seems to have made their lives always

harmonious and successful.

Another example is a Balinese woman who is married to a man of Chinese descent at Padangbai. According to

this woman, three of her aunts were also married to men of Chinese descent, who were working in the restaurant

originally owned by her aunt where they met the men. The working relationship and marital history of the family

(of her aunt) seem to be one factor motivating the marriage of the Balinese women and Chinese men. Her aunt’s

family seems to have been used as a reference for Balinese women to marry a Chinese. On the other hand, the

economic capital of the Chinese men is apparently better than the women of Bali.

Such marriage cases as described above also occurred among the Balinese women and Chinese men at the

village of Padangbai. There are some similarities between them. First, their families (her aunt) married with men

of Chinese descent. It is used as a kind of reference or a role model on the part of both Balinese women.

Second, they were employed long enough in the Chinese family by her aunt, which served as a media to

understand Chinese culture. Third, viewed from the economic capital, the two Chinese men are much stronger

than the two Balinese women. In this context, cultural capital and economic capital owned by the Chinese men

seem to be a force or incentive for the Balinese women to marry Chinese men. It is interesting to note that in

terms of physical appearances and ages the two Balinese women are better (more beautiful) and younger than

their husbands.

2.2  Togetherness through Common Participation in The Desa Pakraman

In the context of togetherness in the Desa Pakraman, both the Chinese and Balinese basically have their

respective goals and desires. Their daily lives are much connected to the life of Desa Pakraman, and this has

endured since the childhood until adulthood and has been going on for several generations. The informant said

that such togetherness is possible because the doctrine of Tat Twamasi in Hinduism is in accordance with the

life principles of the Chinese. Under this doctrine, the two ethnic groups agree that loving others is the same as

loving ourselves and likewise harming others is equal to hurting ourselves. Thus, their togetherness is deeply

rooted in religious values and traditions inherited from their ancestors. Hence, the goal and/or desire to preserve
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such paternal teachings and traditions that are empathetic and nuanced with this solidarity underlie their

togetherness in the daily lives including the lives at Desa Pakraman.

By examining the evidence more seriously, it appears that there are many facts indicating that each party’s

interests related to their togetherness in Desa Pakraman. The Balinese through the Desa Pakraman often accept

donations and material support from the Chinese individually and institutionally. Donations are usually deliberately

encouraged by the Balinese, but sometimes spontaneously done. The need for donation is usually associated

with the implementation of the rituals in a temple or with the renovation or construction of a village hall. This

means that Balinese people are much concern with materials that would be obtained free of charge from the

Chinese.  They are really loyal and participative in all activities at Desa Pakraman.  This is because Balinese

people are also considered as their own relatives and even be called nyama toko or semeton toko ‘relatives in

trade’. It is interesting to note that most of the Chinese in Bali are businesspeople who support their lives by

running shops.  In addition, the Balinese always maintain the Hindu philosophy, called ‘Tri Kaya Parisuda’ ‘three

basic concepts of good and godly human behaviours, which include Manacika ‘to think well’, Wacika ‘to talk

well’, and Kayika ‘to behave well’’. The Chinese also feel that it is much easier for them to interact with the

Balinese than with other ethnic groups.

The Chinese who contribute in this regard are not only those who live in the village but also those who live in

outer-parts of the village, or in other the countries and have relatives in the village. It has been mentioned earlier

that the Chinese have adapted well to the Balinese. However, in order to perform religious ceremonies associated

with life cycles, the Chinese conduct such ritual in their own places of worship and they adopt or apply local

Buddhist tradition.

Another interesting case that needs to be mentioned is that the donations are given under the initiative of the

Chinese themselves. A group of Chinese hereditary maintains and finance the rehabilitation of a so-called Bale

Pawedan ‘a place for the priest to officiate the ritual service’ at a temple belonging to Desa Pakraman. In

addition, there is a group of Chinese who bear the entire cost for the tin roof of a Balai Wantilan ‘village hall’ of

the village.  There is also the Chinese who donated several rolls of fabric, goats, pigs, sugar, rice, and tens,

hundreds or even millions of rupiahs for the implementation of rituals in the temple of  Desa Pakraman.

In addition, according to the Chinese, the contributions were given as the forms of gratefulness, both to God

worshiped in the temple for blessings them with health and safety to the Desa Pakraman that has long encouraged

and/or invited their close relationship. Based on the philosophy known as Tri Hita Karana ‘Three main causes for

prosperities’, namely mutual respect to God, environment, and human, i.e. a balance or harmony between

human and God, environment, and another human.  Both the Balinese and Chinese believe in this concept.

Thus, Balinese, in this case, means the Chinese donation as a token of solidarity with the Chinese tradition. It

should be noted however, that the Chinese interpret to signify donation of gratitude and thanks to the Gods as

well as a form of gratitude to the Balinese and to the surroundings.

According to Habermas (Thompson, 2007), such actions are taken by the Balinese and Chinese in terms of

tune-donate could be categorised as instrumental actions. That is, the Balinese use Desa Pakraman as a tool to

meet their needs to get donations for purchasing various facilities for the Desa Pakraman which is established

a symbol of the identity of the Balinese themselves. By borrowing the capital concepts as proposed by Bourdieu

(1986), it appears that the Balinese use Desa Pakraman as capital gain i.e. to strengthen the contribution of

capital of Desa Pakraman.  However, the Chinese use his properties as tools to meet their needs, namely the

need for security, safety and even the need for fortune, event in the form of land. By obtaining this material, the

Chinese were granted the land by the Desa Pakraman or by the Puri ‘the royal palace’ to be used as the local

cemetery, a place of worship (Konco).  There are even lots of Chinese families who are granted land for settlement.

Therefore, this can also be categorised as economic capital used as a tool for building social capital (security)

and cultural capital (the burial place and a place of worship).

3.  Conclusions

Crossed-marriages between the Balinese and Chinese in Bali are motivated by at least five factors of lives that

are taken into consideration in the decision-making process. The factors are physical (beauty and good looks),
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socioeconomic, religion, principal attitudes and social solidarity. Among the factors, beauty/good look and

socioeconomic conditions are the priority factors. However, if the results of the assessment of the parties

concerned do not match, the values of other factors are used as a compensation in the framework of decision-

making for marriage.

Togetherness on the part of the Balinese and Chinese in Desa Pakraman is guaranteed by the willingness of

both parties to preserve the traditions inherited from their ancestors who had since a long time ago been

practicing crossed-marriages and togetherness through common participation and interest. There are some

similarities between Hinduism and Buddhism in performing religious rituals and in the belief in ancestor worship

which serves as the background of their marriages.  In addition, it seems that each ethnic group has interests at

Desa Pakraman. On the one hand, The Balinese is interested in gaining support from the Chinese to strengthen

the Desa Pakraman as a cultural capital and a symbol of their identity.  On the other hand, the Chinese want to

gain the support of the people of Bali to get a sense of security and land for shelter, cemetery, and a place of

worship as well as cultural capital as a symbol of their identity. In the case of supporting each other, it seems

that the Balinese use the Desa Pakraman as tools to gain support from the Chinese, whereas the Chinese

interpret this as social capital as well as the cultural capital obtained by using the economic capital in the form

of money and goods donated to Desa Pakraman.  In this context, it seems that the Chinese keep maintaining

their existence at Desa Pakraman.
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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to describe the social practice in halal tourism-based religiosity value of Pancasila in

community of Senggigi village. Seen from social condition of villagers Senggigi has good potential to
develop into a halal tourism destination. Halal tourism is a tourism concept put forward highly religiusity
value in creating convenience for tourists visiting. Pancasila is the ideology of Indonesia as the directions
to reach a goal. Methods of research is used qualitative methods and approach of phenomenology. This
study analyzes the theory of social practice who developed from a habitus of community, capital and
social field. Some villagers practice is the capital of the community to develop the halal tourism, such as
knowledge and traditions of the Islamic society as cultural capital, tahlilan activities to creating a power
of solidarity as social capital is a community effort in realizing the social practices for pioneered  the halal
tourism based –value religiusity of Pancasila in community of Senggigi village.

Keywords : Social practice,Halal tourism, Religiusity Value of Pancasila

A. Introduction
Liberalism tourism has provided free space for countries to conduct the interaction in the field of tourism. Both
in terms of marketing or promotions as well as in social interaction in the area of tourism. This created a lot of
social change in the areas of tourism destinations, among the changes in the economic system, social system
even includes a cultural system of society. But liberalism also becomes a challenge to the people of Indonesia
to create innovation new developments in the world of tourism so as to not compete with other countries.

The Community of Indonesia has Foundation of lifethat is the form pancasila which gave values that are the
deity and humanity. The values underlying these norms are held by the public. So also in the villagers of
Senggigi as citizens of Indonesia has given rise to norms that are based on the values of pancasila. However,
the liberalization of tourism has entered the social life of the community of Senggigi village. This brings the
impact on the social life of the community, because its current culture from outside who entered including the
ideology of other countries. This is the one who can destroy the order of the ideology of a society that has a
strong held so that the values of pancasila is starting to wear off.
Viewed such phenomena, Government NTB started pioneering the concept of halal tourism as a tourism concept
that puts the comfort and safety of travellers in particular muslim to travel with the aim of creating an atmosphere
of tourism by developing the local wisdom is built on the values of the culture of a society rooted in values of
divinity and humanity on the basis of the ideology of pancasila Indonesia society. This paper will explore how

the social practices of the villagers of Senggigi in pioneering tourism-based halal religious values of Pancasila.

B. Halal Tourism
Halal tourism is a new concept in tourism industry. Thus, there is a need to develop more products halal tourism
and dynamic services to be developed in this market. Halal tourism offers travel packages and destinations
tourism that are equipped with a design to serve the Muslims in considering their needs. Halal tourism integrates
more conservative religious motivation which brave to show a trip with a model Islamic lifestyle and sends
underlined the discrepancy with the model practices Western-style tour (Chookaew et.all, 2015).

Sofyan in Andriani Syariah tourism definition more of tourism religious tourism that is based on the values of the
Islamic Syariah. As recommended by the World Tourism Organization (WTO), the Islamic tourism consumers
not only Muslims but also non Muslims who would like to enjoy local wisdom. The owner of the Hotel chain

Sofyan explains general the criteria of Islamic tourism was the first, having the benefit of the public to the
orientation. Second, having the orientation of enlightenment, refreshment and serenity. Third, avoiding idolatry
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and khurafat. Fourth, free from immoral. Fifth, maintain security and convenience. Sixth,maintaining environmental
sustainability. Seventh, respecting the socio-cultural values and local wisdom (Andriani et al, 2015:5).

C. Religious Values of Pancasila
Religious values is one of the values contained in the ideology of the Indonesian nation i.e. pancasila. Pancasila
has values that have become the cornerstone of life for the people of indonesia. The fifth of value contained in
the grain of sila in the pancasila. One of the values of pancasila is a religious value. Religious value or the value
of the Godhead (spiritual) is the Supreme and absolute value. This value is predicated on trust and confidence
man. The value of The Almighty Godhead imply the existence of recognition and confidence of the nation
against the existence of God as the created of the universe. This valuestating the Indonesian nation is a nation
of religious not nationatheist.

Pancasila as State ideology is crystallization of cultural values and religion of the Indonesia nation. The nation
of Indonesia, have cultural roots and religion that grew from long ago in the life of the community. Pancasila
accommodatingthroughout social life activities, nation and State.

Allport claimed that the value it is trust that made human preferences in its actions. Select or choose human
activity based on the value which he held. So the value is a belief or trust that is the basis for a person or a
group of people to choose his actions or assess a meaningful or not meaningful for life.
Religious Values in terms of fundamental truth has the most robust compared with other values. These values
are sourced from the highest truth comes from God and scope value is very spacious and arrange all aspects
of human life. The value is based on the type of religion that is embraced by the people, and the truth of this
absolute value for adherents of each religion. So if the value of the religious foundation of a basic act, would
have a meaningful action is formed based on the principles of the Godhead (Muhfathurrohman.wordpress.co).

D. Social Practice
Social practice theory is a theory advanced by Pierre Bourdieu, a French sociologist. Social practice is a

product of the relationship between habitus as a product of history and also a field is a product of history.
Bourdieu asserts generative formula outlining the social practices : (habits x capital) x field = practice (Bourdieu:
1984.101).

Habitus is the value that grasp into the thoughts, feelings and aesthetic person, so the affect and determine the
value of a person’s tastes. Habitus is the values that support through the “social space” and can reflect one’s
position in the socio-economic landscape, though not absolutely (Lubis, 2014:113).

Capital is a concentration of power, a specific force that operates in field. Every field of demanding individual
to have capitals specifically to be able to live well and survive in it. Capital in view of Bourdieu not only in the
form of financial capital or capital economies, but also capital divided into capital-immaterial capital such as
social capital, cultural capital and symbolic capital. This capital is used to determine the position within a field.

Capital must always be produced and reproduced again. (Demartoto et al., 2014:30-31).
The practice is an embodiment of habitus and capital in their vessels, namely the field. Social practice is the
result of relation of habits  as a product of history and in the realm of betting has the forces of people who have
a lot of capital, as well as people who don’t have capital in this capital is a concentration of power in which the
strength of the specific operations within the realm. (Sunuwati, 2015:22).The field is a competitive market type
place different kinds of capital (economic, cultural, social and symbolic) are used and disseminated (Ritzer,
2012:907).
E. Methods
The methods used in this research was the qualitative method and approach of Phenomenology. Kuswarno
(2013:35) describes phenomenology aims to find out the world from the perspective of the people who experience
it directly or with regard to the natural characteristic of the human experience, and meaning that affixed to it.
It is in this research through purposive sampling researchers will find the informant to be a source of research

data. The procedure is a purposive one strategy to determine the most common informants in qualitative
reseach i.e. determining the groups of participants who become informants in accordance with the selected
criteria are relevant to a particular research problem (Bungin, 2007:107). Data collection techniques in the
study done by the method of interview and observation. The validity of data was done using triangulation
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procedure source. Furthermore the analysis process was done by the method of Phenomenology of data
analysis.

F. Result and Discuss
The study in this paper was conducted on the villagers Senggigi Batulayar subdistrict of West Lombok Regency
of West Nusa Tenggara Province. This study looked at social practices carried out by the villagers senggigi the
day which show behavior and actions that reflect religious values of society. Religious value as a value that is
contained in the first sila of Pancasila shows a value of trust against God Almighty, or can be called also with
religious values.

Religious values to the community of the senggigi village is an absolute value that must be followed. From
religious values this is formed of moral values, ethics and behaviour of society which became the measure of

right and wrong. The villagers of senggigi as a predominantly Islamic society, it is very fast to hold religious
values. The behavior and actions of society based on laws of resting on religious values.

Religious values also became the basis for the formation of the concept of halal tourism. Halal tourism as a new
tourism trend that aims to enhance the spirit of religiousity by way of entertaining. Halal tourism is formed
essentially to meet the needs of visiting muslim tourists, with emphasis on religious values of islam as development
guidelines for the sake of creating comfort and safety in travelling to muslim travelers without leaving religious
rituals.

The village of senggigi as a village which has a good tourism potential, one of them a natural potential i.e.
Senggigi beach is a tourist destination that has been planned for local Government to become a halal tourism
destinations. This is supported by potentials, which is seen from the natural potential, the potential of the

infrastructure and the potential social community environment very supportive.

The social life of the community of the village of senggigi were formed from the values and norms of religions
held firm. Habits, attitudes and behaviour of society based on religious principles. In the theory of social
practices, habits, attitudes, knowledge, character, values and norms of the society referred to be viewed as a
habitus. In this case a few community activities reflecting the habitus can grow capitals that can be used to
create a social practice in the development of halal tourism-based religious values of Pancasila.

Community social events such as likes  society held a pengajian (the study of the Sciences of islam), tahlilan,
hiziban, and deliberation is one of a community habitus can be meaning as a way to knowledge broaden and
strengthen community solidarity, through silaturrohmi. The Pengajianalso means knowledge to form a muslim
character to have principles and a strong identity so that the community can form the social environment with

a strong religious character. Such things shows habitus village community is based on the value in religious
precepts are listed in the first pancasila as a strategy that can be developed into halal tourism attraction power.
The community’s decision to take a job in the tourism field is also shaped by the habitus that is owned by the
community. The community is attempting to decide on taking a job that they think is good and lawful according
to the view of the Islamic religion. The villagers of Senggigi is certainly taking a chance to work in the tourism
sectors, such as hotels, waiters, driver guide, merchants of souvenirs, and more. This is done in the community
to be able to continue to survive in the field of Senggigi tourism.

To continue to survive in the field of tourism, of course the villagers of senggigi, in need of capital. This capital
can be used to increase the community’s opinion of the economy, in order to meet the needs of primary and
secondary. In view of the capital, Bourdieu not only in the form of economic capital, but consists also of social
capital, cultural capital and symbolic capital.

Social capital is capital that is a resource that can be seen with the emergence of the  institutionalize network
and durable. Social capital consists of the network, reciprocity, trust (mutual trust), values and norms. In the
villagers of senggigi a relationship that is a form of reciprocity of society can be seen in the activities of the
begawe. In this activity the community help each other help in preparing for the begawe event. This is certainly
well supported by mutual trust in the community. The power of trust in this community can foster good cooperation
networks in the fields of business and others so as to increase the income of the economy of the community.
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Such things showed a value of togetherness and humanity in the community of the village of senggigi, which is
an implementation of the religious values of pancasila in halal tourism development.

Other capitalowned by - senggigi community is the cultural and symbolic capital. Cultural capital is capital in
the form of knowledge, traditions, customs, and the principles of the community. The cultural capital is played
by the villagers of Senggigi on halal tourism field providing halal cuisine such as culinary, pelecing kangkung,
grilled fish, Sate bulayak, es kelapa mudal, cerorot cake, tarek cake and a variety of other culinary, culinary
recipes which are public knowledge inherited hereditary by the parents.

Tradition of community prayer at the grave (Makam Batulayar) at Lebaran topat which ends with begibung
(eating together), is one of the traditions that indicate implementation of religious values. This is a form of
spiritual activities of the religious community, because the community has trust prayer at the grave (Makam
Batulayar) of Waliyullohto look for  favor (berkah).

Higher education owned by the villagers of Senggigi will make communities feared and respected among the
community of Senggigi. This can be a symbolic capital of society to play in tourism halal in Senggigi.

Capital-capital owned community, surely it is an asset that can be used in the community to be able to survive
in the field of tourism. Field or realm of halal tourism in the village of senggigi is divided into various forms of
the realm which has its own rules. These rules are signs for people to be able to enteringin the realm of Halal
Tourism. Of course here the dominant realm is the realm of the religious. The religious realm is the realm of a
very supportive in the development of Halal tourism. The villagers of Senggigi as the majority of the Muslim
community would certainly have values and norms which are based on Islamic law.

The religious field in Halal tourism also has rules that are based on the principles of Islam, such as halal culinary
consumptions, worship facilities, the provision of a place of purity that has separate privacy between male and

female, free entertainment that is immoral, and others. Halal tourism is designed to create a friendly tourism for
muslim travellers and convenient also to consume non-Muslims. The villagers of Senggigi as part of tourism
actors in the halal tourism field of  play their cultural capital which based on the values of islam which has been
their personal religious beliefs.

The values stored in the Holy Book of islam i.e. the Qur’an and confirmed by al-Hadith as a heritage of values
and knowledge that must be held by adherents of the religion of islam. Some of the things the principle of Islam
that is part of the cultural and social capital of the community of Senggigi is brought and applied in Halal
tourism is in terms of decency, for example when meeting with fellow Muslims should give salam, wearing
clothes that closes the  genitals (Awrat) consume halal food both in terms of physical or its nature, maintaining
hygiene, because  in islam these hygiene is a part of the faith and weaveSilaturrohmi.
Associated with it in a braid and keep silaturrohmi, the community Senggigi fond of holding deliberations, his

activities or hiziban and tahlilan as a container to meet and greet each other with friends or relatives, in
congregation prayer at the Mosque activities is also one part of the braid silaturrohmi to maintain Community
solidarity.

The villagers of Senggigi has various positive habitus that developed from the capitals. The formation of
habitus in Senggigi village community based off what them own, such as culture, knowledge, values and
norms and various other things. Habitus is a growing inthe community Senggigi village and supported by the
presence of social capital, cultural capital, economic capital and symbolic capital. As a village which has a
good tourism potential, the village of Senggigi has been appointed as an realm of Halal tourism on the island
of Lombok. Surely as a Halal tourism realm, please utilize the habitus and capital owned or played for the
fighting in halal tourism realm to be able to produce halal tourism practices.

From the side of the ritual customs, traditions, and beliefs of villagers Senggigi, the community still believe in
blessing that will be obtained when pray  in grave (Makam), a grave near the village of Senggigi is commonly
used as a place of prayer community is the grave of Batulayar in this grave of the community often also do
aqiqoh and ngurisan as a ritual to get the blessing. In addition the ritual also is a form to the trustee Community
carriers of religious wali of Islam to Lombok island. Besidesthe Grave batulayar visited also the communityat
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the time of the event the Topat Lebaran day 7th Shawwaal. This event is done with community prayer in the
grave batulayar, after which the community sometimes ends with begibung along with relatives, family friends

or at home either in the Senggigi beach. This ritual is social capital and cultural capital that needs to be
preserved as a unique value from the community of the village of Senggigi. When the capital was played in the
arena of halal tourism can become a halal tourism development practices.

Habitus positive community coupled with capital-capital owned likes economic capital, social capital, cultural
capital and symbolic capital can be utilized to its full potential and applied to become a practice. As for the
practices undertaken villagers Senggigi is a reflection of the religious values that had long been held by the
public. On religious values of pancasila ideology as the basis for the Indonesian nation, it should be maintained
and conserved. Such things can become a directions for the sake of halal tourism establishment based value
religiosity of Pancasila.

Conclusion

Villagers Senggigi create Halal tourism practices based religious values in the Pancasila by playing the habitus
and capital they have in the realm of religious tourism. This can be seen from the society’s day-to-day activities,
such as fond of following those gatherings, tahlilan, hiziban, deliberation, created the reciprocity that strengthen
mutual trust through begawe, begibung tradition that binds the brotherhood, prayer tradition lebaran topat at
grave or makam that shows the belief in the existence of God, as well as playing a symbolic capital in the form
of education as a symbol to get into the field of Halal tourism. With the pancasila could be the basis for
achieving religious values-based halal tourism for the sake of realizing the spirit of halal tourism through religiosity.
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ABSTRACT

The tourism industry is a lucrative industry with contributing to generate foreign exchange. Tourism has

an important role in employment generation and economic growth of the country. In Marketing terms

when customer is planning to travel to any overseas for holidays if your brand is in the set of selection is

critical. If customer keeps India in set of selection over the world countries then half work is done. The

political branding by Prime Minister may be has some carrying effect on the tourism marketing. The

descriptive research to study statistics of last twelve years data to study relationship between number of

visits made by prime minister’s of India over twelve years and annual growth in percentage for the

tourism. Data to find the relationship between tourism FTA’s and returns with respect to branding of India

and the leaders. The statistical analysis is used are correlation and regression analysis. The data studied

for 2013,2014 and 2015;there is increase per year and foreign tourist arrivals from central and south

america is very less.Over the time it has increased with respect to south asia.Similary there is increase

year wise and percentage share in foreign tourist arrivals countrywise.the chart shows that from central

and south america is very less.Over the time it has increased with respect to South Asia.The statistics

studied for 2013/14 and 2014/15 shows percentage change in arrivals of foreign tourists.The percentage

is negative for Eastern Europe and the countries not classified.As compared  to previous years there is

positive change in forign tourist arrivals from North America, Africa and Australia. There is no significant

variance between Number of international visits by Prime Minister’s over the year and annual tourism

growth percentage.yet small variance is observed.

Keywords : Tourism Marketing,Political Branding,FTA,FEE

Introduction

The tourism industry is a lucrative industry with contributing to generate foreign exchange. Tourism has an

important role in employment generation and economic growth of the country. It is accepted as the persuasive

engine for inclusive social economic progress at universal level through its forward and backward linkages and

ability to create employment in the economy. Tourism sector has a very high employment potential with

approximately 90 jobs creation per Rs. 10 lakhs of investment. There is high scope for profuse employment

generation and related activities in the form of accommodation projects, food oriented projects, amusement

parks and water sports etc.The incredible India campaign focuses on creative and innovative strategy for

integrated marketing communication. For Instance E-Visa introduced by Ministry of Tourism from the month of

January 2017 and Ministry of Tourism compiles monthly estimates of Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs) & FTAs on

e-Visa on the basis of Nationality-wise, Port-wise data received from Bureau of Immigration (BOI).Accordingly,

for the month of January 2017, a growth of 16.5% is observed as compared to January 2016, surpassing the

previous year’s corresponding growth of 6.8% observed in January 2016 over January 2015. Correspondingly,

there has been observed a growth of 72% in the tourists arrived on e-Visa during January 2017 over January

2016 by registering a figure of 1.52 Lakhs as compared to 0.88 Lakhs in the month of January 2016.This

indicated that the share of tourists availing e-Visa facility in January 2017 has reached a level of 15.5% as

against 10.4% in the month of January 2016.

The paper is studying the role of political branding in tourism marketing. The Prime Minister Narendra Modi has

visited numerous countries in his tenure up to date and results of the visits are questioned by media, opponents

etc.The one thing sure this visits has created is India as a brand and Narendra Modi as a Brand.In Marketing
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terms when customer is planning to travel to any overseas for holidays if your brand is in the set of selection is

critical. If customer keeps India in set of selection over the world countries then half work is done. The political

branding by Prime Minister may be has some carrying effect on the tourism marketing

Political Branding

The American Marketing Association uses a conventional definition that a brand is the “Name, term, design,

symbol, or any other feature that identifies one seller’s good or service as distinct from those of other sellers.”

But a brand is much more than a proprietary name. It is a complex concept that is comprised of a multifaceted

combination of tangibles, such as a logo, and intangibles.It is an artificial construct that becomes a public

entity that is superficial, manipulated and open to interpretation. The purpose of branding is to provide marketing

efficiencies while building customer loyalty. Branding seeks to add value to a product or service so that a

consumer develops an emotional preference for that choice over the alternatives. To accomplish this, marketers

avail of research intelligence to inform consistent and simple messages across media platforms, and attempt to

reinforce impressions. Priority is placed on visual communication. However, managing the public image and

credibility of a brand is difficult. Reputation is based on many touch points, including consumer experiences,

and organizations may lack integrated communications (Hutton et al. 2001). This is not to say that branding

concepts can be seamlessly applied to politics; we must recall that politicians are not malleable like a product.

The tourism marketing needs qualitative and quantitative knowledge of the tourism markets, identifying market

trends and selecting effective techniques of tourism promotion and its evaluation.

Current International Cooperation on Tourism

· A Letter of Intent between the Government of The Republic of India and the Government of the French

Republic for strengthening was signed on 09th April, 2015.

· An Agreement between the Government of The Republic of India and the Government of People’s

Republic of China for strengthening was signed during the State visit of the Hon’ble Prime Minster of

India to China on 15th May, 2015.

· The Government of the Republic of India and the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania

signed a Memorandum of Understanding for strengthening cooperation in the June, 2015 in New Delhi.

· The Government of the Republic of India and the Government of the Republic of Uzbekistan signed an

Agreement on cooperation in the July, 2015 in Tashkent.

· The Government of the Republic of India and the Government of Turkmenistan signed a Memorandum

of Understanding on 11th July, 2015 in Ashgabat.

· The Government of the Republic of India and the Government for the Arab Republic of Egypt signed a

Memorandum of Understanding on cooperation on 24th August, 2015 in Cairo.

· The Ministry of Tourism, Government of the Republic of India and The National Council of Tourism and

Antiquities of the United Arab Emirates signed a Memorandum of Understanding on cooperation in

the September, 2015 in New Delhi.

· The Ministry of Tourism, Government of the Republic of India and the Ministry of Tourism of the Royal

Government of the Kingdom of Cambodia signed a Memorandum of Understanding on cooperation in

the September, 2015 in Phnom Penh.

Literature Review

Tourism Marketing

Ralf Buckley (2012) in this paper social and environmental impact, responses and indicators are reviewed for

the mainstream tourism sector worldwide, in five categories: population, peace, prosperity, pollution and

protection. The main driver for improvement is regulation rather than market measures.

Amitabh Mishra, Nisha Kant Ojha (2014) the present research paper mainly evaluated the need of marketing

of India as a tourism destination. The research paper briefly lists the major promotional schemes of the Government
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of India and examines the performance of the Indian tourism industry in comparison with other major countries

of the world (in general) and Asia-pacific (in particular). The study finally concludes that the marketing and

promotional efforts have resulted in improved performance of the tourism industry in India.

Political Branding:

Holt (2004) discussed how some brands are devoid of any meaning and then there are the others who build

upon the strong image they have developed over the years and reinforce the same in their expansion.

Jevons (2005) asserted that owing to its popularity among politicians, political branding has turned into a ‘big

business’. He is of the view that the singular consumer context, normally associated with branding, has changed

with the advent of political branding.

Needham (2006) explained about incumbent’s effort towards re-election as a telling example of resale of a

product. He has elaborated it further by pointing out that an incumbent who is seeking re-election should treat

it on similar lines as „repeat buy  by a consumer for a brand.

Clifton et al. (2009) discussed how brands have become arbiters of social good campaigns. This is indeed

true for political brands as well. Successful political brands bring with them hope for betterment, they connect

with the voters and give them a reason to vote.

Lees Marshment (2009), one of the leading authors in the field of political branding, has highlighted that

political branding successfully differentiates one political party/politician from another thereby giving voters

enough choices to exercise their franchise in an effective manner.

Speed et al., (2015) introduced human branding concept in politics. This is pretty much evident in the connect

(or disconnect) which the consumer-citizen develops with the leaders in terms of them being reliable (or unreliable)

political brands

Amit Kumar et. Al. (2016) This research paper aimed at exploring the concept of political branding in the

Indian context and would attempt to come up with the plausible relationship that exists between political

branding and political participation.

Research Methodology

The exploratory research has been done to understanding the tourism marketing and political branding. The

descriptive research to study statistics of last twelve years data to study relationship between number of visits

made by prime minister’s of India over twelve years and annual growth in percentage for the tourism. Data to

find the relationship between tourism FTA’s and returns with respect to branding of India and the leaders. The

secondary data –external sources is studies and all the data is gathered from government official’s website of

tourism. The statistical analysis is used are correlation and regression analysis.

Data Analysis

The statistics are utilized from annual report of Tourism and Tourism department statics of 2013, 2014 and

2015.The statistical analysis is done by using trail version of IBM SPSS.24 Software package for correlation and

regression analysis. The charts prepared are as follows:
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Source: chart made by using Staistics from Bureau of Immigration

The above Chart-1 indicates that there is increaseyear wise and foreign tourist arrivals from central and south

america (Argentina ,Brazil and Mexico and others) is very less.Over the time it has increased with respect to

south asia(bangladesh,bhutan,nepal, shrilanka and others).

Source:chart made by using Staistics from Bureau of Immigration

The above Chart-2 indicates that there is increase year wise and percentageshare in foreign tourist arrivals

countrywise.the chart shows that from central and south america (Argentina ,Brazil and Mexico and others) is

very less.Over the time it has increased with respect to south asia(bangladesh,bhutan,nepal, shrilanka and

others).

Source: chart made by using Staistics from Bureau of Immigration

The above Chart-3 indicates percentage change in arrivals of foreign tourist.The percentage is negative for

Eastern Europe(Hungry,Kazakhstan ,Poland,Russian Fed and others)and the countries not classified.As compare

to previous year there is positive change in forign tourist arrivals from North America, Africa and Australia.
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Source : chart made by using Staistics from Bureau of Immigration

Source:chart made by using Staistics from Bureau of Immigration

The chart-4 and 5 indicates Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEE) in US dollar billion. The month wise chart shows

that it’s highest in December and Jan for the respective year. The chart-5 indicates that percentage change is

positive in January, February, March and May in 2015/2014 for FEE.

Table-1:

Indicated number of International visits by Prime Minister’s and Tourism Annual Growth in percentage
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Model Summary

a. Predictors: (Constant), No. Of visit

This table provides the R and R2 values. The R value represents the simple correlation and is 0.203   which

indicates a low degree of correlation. The R2 value .041 indicates how much of the total variation in the

dependent variable Tourism Annual Growth percentage can be explained by the independent variable no. of

visits. In this case, 4.1 % can be explained, which is very small.

Coefficientsa

a. Dependent Variable: Tourism growth

This table gives linear regression equation as:

Tourism growth = 9.309 -0.166 (Number of International Visits in a year)

Conclusion and Recommendation

The data studied for 2013,2014 and 2015;there is increase year wise and foreign tourist arrivals from central and

south america is very less.Over the time it has increased with respect to south asia.Similary there is increase

year wise and percentage share in foreign tourist arrivals countrywise.the chart shows that from central and

south america is very less.Over the time it has increased with respect to south asia.The statistics studied for

2013/14 and 2014/15 shows percentage change in arrivals of foreign tourist.The percentage is negative for

Eastern Europe and the countries not classified.As compare to previous year there is positive change in forign

tourist arrivals from North America, Africa and Australia.There is no significant variance between Number of

international visits by Prime Minister’s over the year and annual tourism growth percentage.yet small variance is

observed.
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